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SUMMARY

This study examines the constructional patterns of early Irish 

classical buildings from the end of the seventeenth century until 

the beginnmg of the nineteenth century. It also defines the 

operational patterns of artisans involved in the building process 

and the characteristics of the main building materials used 

during this period. The information used in the thesis has been 

gathered from three separate sources.

The first source was archival material, mostly surviving 

eighteenth-century manuscripts dealing with buildmg activities. 

These mcluded artisans’ accounts for payment for work on 

Dublin and provincial buildings, minute books of eighteenth- 

century institutions and reference to building activities in 

correspondence from state officials, merchants and estate 

owners.

The second source was published material such as carpenters’ 

pattern books, measurers’ manuals. Parliamentary records, Irish 

newspapers of this period and books and journals dealing with 

eighteenth-century architecture and building construction.

The third source was information gathered from direct surveys of 

the fabric of Irish classical buildings. This was provided through 

my own architectural work on historic buildings, through
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inspections of recent restoration programmes undertaken by both 

the state and private building owners and by surveys of the 

surviving ruins of historic country houses.

The study provides new information on the construction of early 

classical architecture in Ireland. It discusses the relationship 

between imported architectural concepts and the constructional 

systems in use durmg the classical era. It examines the 

introduction of new materials and buHding methods into Ireland 

and how the performance of building materials influenced design 

decisions. It describes regional differences in methods and 

materials used in different areas and it discusses the 

considerable divergence between Irish and English building 

practices.

The analysis of eighteenth-century building accounts provides a 

clear picture of the organisational patterns of contractual 

operations and the relationships between different building 

trades. It throws a new light on obscure craftsmen who 

contributed to both the architectural design and the construction 

of important historic buildings. It also clarifies the role played by 

these craftsmen in the development of the architectural 

profession.
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INTRODUCTION

This study in eighteenth-century building history examines the 

development of Irish building practice from the last quarter of the 

seventeenth century until the beginning of the nineteenth century. As 

such it covers the great age of classical building in Ireland, opening 

with the construction of the Royal Hospital Kilmainham in the 1680s 

and closing with the completion of Gandon’s Four Courts in the 

1790’s. It thus coincides with one of the most cohesive periods in Irish 

history from the re-establishment of the viceregal court after the 

Restoration until the enactment of parliamentaiy union with England 

at the end of the century. This period commenced with the re

organisation of the medieval craft guilds in the 1670’s and ended with 

the beginning of industrialised building processes and the emergence of 

the general building contractor in the early 1800’s.

The choice of this subject as a thesis comes, firstly, from my own 

interest in historic building structures, and also from the perceived 

need for research into a field that could benefit architectural 

restoration and refurbishment of historic buildings. Building history is 

a relatively new field in Ireland and except for a few works such as 

Maurice Craig’s Classic Irish houses of the middle size and E.M. dope’s 

essays on sixteenth and seventeenth-century straictures there
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is no established corpus of published information on its patterns and 

practice.

The main documentary sources used for research have been artisans’ 

building accounts and receipts for payments, records of state 

expenditure on public building programmes, correspondence of 

merchants and owners of country estates, seventeenth and eighteenth- 

century english publications on building, such as measurers’ and 

carpenters’ manuals, as well as the work of modem architectural 

historians. The scarcity of reliable information on the building guilds, 

with the exception of the painters’ guild of St. Luke has inhibited a full 

examination of this subject.

Evidence from documentary research has been augmented by 

information gleaned from investigations and site surveys of historic 

buildings. The considerable amount of restoration programmes 

undertaken in recently years on important Irish classical buildings have 

provided invaluable opportunities for close inspection of exposed 

stmctural fabric. These include public buildings in Dublin such as the 

Royal Hospital Kilmainham, the Custom House, Dublin Castle and 

Leinster House; privately owned urban houses such as 13 Hennrietta 

Street, 35 North Great Georges Street and Momington House, and in 

the provinces, classical mansions such as Castletown Co. Kilkenny and 

Castletown Co. Kildare. The mins of country houses
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such as Tudenham in Co. Westmeath, Ledwithstown, in Co. Lx)ngford, 

Tyrone House in Co. Galway and Wardstown in Co. Donegal afforded 

similar opportunities. 1 found the experience gained from my own 

architeetural responsibilities for the refurbishment of parts of the Old 

Library in Trinity College, work on Dr. Steevens’ Hospital, on Avondale, 

Co. Wicklow and on urban houses such as 15 Eustace Street, was of 

valuable assistance in assessing the structural characteristics of other 

eighteenth-century buildings.

The method of presentation used in the thesis divides the material into 

separate chapters to describe the activities of individual trades. Each 

trade is treated as a discrete entity, but congruous trades such as 

carpentry and joinery, or masonry and brickwork, are grouped together 

in sections, with a chapter on their materials. Another section deals 

with the non-structural trades of roofing, glazing, plastering and 

painting in four separate chapters.

The decision to include an introductory section with two chapters 

eovering organisational patterns and building contracts, was felt to be 

a necessary addition to the individual trade descriptions. This provides 

an opportunity to discuss the control of contracts, methods of 

payment, the provision of building plant, the role of supervisors, 

measurers and professional architects, and the involvement of the
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surveyor general’s office in building commissions. The description of 

the different contractual forms used, their advantages and 

disadvantages, helps explain the change from individual trade contracts 

to general (all trade) contracting in the early decades of the nineteenth 

century.

The conclusions reached in the discourse are thus supported by evidence 

from historic records and surveys of surviving eighteenth-century 

construction. However, in some cases where documentary evidence was 

unavailable, or site surveys unobtainable, more speculative conclusions 

have been suggested. A good example of a well documented conclusion 

is the comparison of English and Irish floor framing which is based on 

both evidence from building manuals and drawings of floor structures. 

A more speculative conclusion can be found in the claim for the 

frequent use of gypsum plaster in Irish stucco-work. This is based on 

close observation, personal experience in casting and modelling plaster, 

and informed discussions with modem craftsmen such as Thomas 

Leyden and Seamus O’hEocha.

The considerable range of the subject matter and the need to confine 

the dissertation to a reasonable size have restricted the examination of 

each trade to its general characteristics and working practices. 

However, a broad comparison of the operational patterns of all the 

building trades should provide a valuable resource for more
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comprehensive research into individual trade activities. Two reeently 

initiated research programmes into the history of the use of brieks (by 

Susan Roundtree) and of window glass (by Nessa Roche) are currently 

underway in Dublin.

This study provides new information on the construction of early 

classical architecture in Ireland. It evaluates the technical response of 

the building trades to the introduction of new architectural ideals and 

how the performance of building materials influenced design coneepts. 

It examines regional variations in building patterns and partieularly 

the considerable divergence between Irish and English building 

practiees. It clarifies the role played by innovative classical designers 

such as Pearce and Cassels in the introduction of new architectural 

ideals and the teehnieal advances whieh accompanied their work. It 

throws a new light on the eraftsmen who built important historical 

buildings, their contribution to both the fabrieation and design of these 

buildings and their part in the development of the emerging 

architectural profession.



ORGANISATION AND MANAGEMENT Chapter 1

The eighteenth century was a period of transition between the feudal 

practices of the building guilds and the emergence of a highly 

capitalised building industry in the early decades of the nineteenth 

century. In England, change was already apparent in the seventeenth 

century, in the introduction (in 1667) of stringent building regulations 

after the fire of London, in the ascendancy of the professional arehitect 

as a principal influence on the rebuilding of the capital city, and in the 

demand for special skills to support the importation of new 

architectural ideals from France and Italy.

The gradual erosion of the guild monopolies commenced during this 

period. The urgency and scale of reconstruction in London forced a 

relaxation of guild control to allow/orrens (artisans from outside the 

city who were not freemen) to work in the metropolitan area’ The 

rapid urbanisation of seventeenth-century suburbs such as 

Bloomsbury, St. James's and St. Martin's Fields (through the 

development of speculative housing estates) gave suburban artisans 

the same benefits as the liverymen of the city companies, without the 

equivalent costs^. The advent of the urban house builder (an artisan 

who employed artisans from other trades) in the speculative 

development of housing estates, promoted new trade relationships and 

helped to break the traditional divisions between members of the 

building guilds.



The reconstruction of the city introduced new materials and 

constructional methods. The emphasis on incombustible materials in 

the building regulations promoted the use of brick masonry in place of 

the traditional timber cage structures, and introduced significant 

demand for bricklayers, bricks and brickmaking facilities. The shortage 

of materials caused by the great scale of reconstruction developed the 

increasing use of Norwegian and Baltic softwoods instead of the 

traditional use of English oak.

The heavy investment by the crown and city institutions encouraged 

the development of building designers who were capable of giving 

their full attention to the task of organising large contractual 

operations. Important commissions such as St. Paul's Cathedral, the 

city churches and the new royal palaces, provided architects such as 

Wren and Hawksmoor with unprecedented opportunities to develop 

their formal talents, but they also presented formidable problems in 

the control and management of building standards and building costs. 

The records of Wren's leadership of the Office of Works, in the 

construction of the royal palaces and the city churches, show a 

rigorous concentration on standards of workmanship, and an 

intervention in the production and purchasing of materials to control 

their quality and cost.

In Ireland, the new century brought with it most of the patterns of 

change experienced in English building practices after the London fire.



By the end of the seventeenth century the country was no longer a 

major producer of commercial hardwood, and Irish builders were forced 

to rely on suppliers of timber from Norway and the Baltic ports. Irish 

oak, which was used unsparingly in the structure and finishes of the 

Royal Hospital Kilmainham in the 1680s was reserved in early 

eighteenth-century buildings such as Burgh's Library in 1712 and 

Pearce's Parliament House in 1728 for roof framing and decorative 

joinery fittings. By the mid century oak was too scarce and expensive 

for use in most Irish roofs. The change from timber frame 

construction to masonry structures would not have been as noticeable 

in Ireland, as timber frame structures had been common only in cities 

such as Dublin, Waterford and Cork, and plantation towns in Ulster, 

such as Londonderry, or Lisburn.

The indigenous tradition of stone masonry prevailed everywhere in 

Ireland through the century, but the convenience of brickwork for 

interior walls and window dressings (already recognised in some 

seventeenth-century structures) was to greatly increase its use in 

urban buildings and country houses. The establishment of the Dublin 

bricklayers’ guild (by royal patent) in 1670, anticipated a new migratory 

influx of Protestant artisans who were encouraged to settle in Irish
3

communities because of the scarcity of competent native craftsmen . 

They brought with them new masonry and carpentry practices, and 

Irish building methods developed under their influence from the last 

decades of the seventeenth century until the 1730s. The tradition of



brick urban houses, common in Dublin and other eoastal eities, dates 

from this period, as does the use of roofing tiles, king post roof 

trusses, sliding sash windows, timber panelling and the use of timber 

bonds in masonry walls.

The emergenee of the professional architect and the importation of new 

arehiteetural ideals brought demands for special skills amd for people 

who eould interpret a new language of classical ornament. The 

importation of new masonry materials, sueh as white limestone from 

the Isle of Portland, and facing bricks from Holland and the south of 

England, developed rapidly from the early decades of the eentury. The 

foundation of a separate guild of joiners, wainseotters and ceylers
4

(eeiling-makers) in Dublin, in 1700 , is evidence of a particular interest 

in interior arehiteeture based on the introduetion of classical forms.

The craft guilds were mostly of medieval origin, established by royal 

patent, to regulate entry into the trades and to control the quality of 

workmanship. Over the centuries weaker guilds were forced to affiliate 

with stronger guilds and their representation became remarkably 

varied. In Dublin for instance, the corporation of carpenters was an 

amalgamation of three earlier federations, the house earpenters, the 

ship's earpenters and the millers. By 1508 under a new charter, it 

represented earpenters, millers, masons and heliers (roofers). By the 

seventeenth eentury, it also represented tinners, plumbers and 

brieklayers^. In 1670, the bricklayers and the plasterers formed a new



association, and as we have already seen, in 1700 the guild for joiners,, 

wainscotters and ceylers reeeived its eharter. The painter stainers 

shared the guild of St. Luke with the stationers and (in an unlikely 

fellowship with) the cutlers.

Eaeh guild was governed by a master and two wardens who where 

elected annually. Entry was gained by serving an apprentieeship for 

seven years with a master eraftsman who undertook the apprentice's 

edueation. After the apprentice had completed his seven years service, 

he became a journeyman and a full member of the guild^. This entitled 

him to vote in eleetions for the eity assembly but it did not enable him
7

to employ other journeymen, or eontract for work . This privilege was 

reserved for master-eraftsmen whose speeial abilities were recognised 

by their fellow artisans.

The guilds in the provincial cities also represented a variety of trade 

interests. Clonmel, the eapital of Ormonde's palatinate, had three 

eighteenth-eentury guilds eatering for merehants, eordwainers and
g

brewers , and building artisans may well have been accommodated in 

any one of them. Cork, the largest city outside Dublin, had twenty- 

four guilds, but they had diffieulty in maintaining a monopoly against
9

the eneroaehment of loeal catholic artisans . The eompany of 

Goldsmiths (founded in 1657) represented plumbers, tinsmiths, 

founders, lattin-workers, braziers, upholsterers, saddlers and 

bridlemakers. A earpenter's guild was founded in 1667, a mason's



guild in 1669 and a guild for painters, sawyers and brogue makers in

1787*°.

Ferrar's directory lists fifteen guilds operating in Limerick in 1769. 

One of these federations specifically represented the local carpenters, 

but the masons and bricklayers guild also accepted slaters, plasterers, 

painters, paviers and limeburners. Guild monopolies (for Protestant 

freemen) were never as firmly established m Cork and Limerick as they 

were in Dublin. In 1761, a parliamentary committee, presided over by 

Edmund Sexton Pery, decided that the Limerick guilds had no legal 

authority to prevent catholic artisans coming inside the city walls to 

practise their trade .

Membership of the guilds was restricted to people who were eligible to

receive the freedom of the city where the guild was founded, and in

Ireland, this franchise was normally restricted to members of the

Protestant faith. In 1671, the Dublin bricklayer's and plasterers

charter offered membership "...to all Protestant strangers and

foreigners of the aforesaid Arts or mysteries, that shall transport their

families into the kingdom, [who] shall be admitted free on paying 
1220®" . Membership was especially open to the sons of Protestant 

artisans who had served an apprenticeship with their fathers. However 

by the mid-eighteenth century access to the guilds was being 

increasingly sought by aspirmg politicians seeking office in parliament 

or the city assemblies, on the basis of the votmg power of the guild



fraternities. A considerable amount of these political candidates had 

no direct connection with the crafts represented by their guild, and 

some were not even tradesmen.

For instance in Limerick in 1747, we find the guild of masons, 

bricklayers, slaters, plasterers, paviers and limeburners offering 

membership to Edward Kenton, a britches maker and Barth Harney, a
13

saddler . In Dublin in 1749, the famous attempt of the political 

agitators Charles Lucas and James Digges La Touche to manipulate 

fraternity votes for their election as aldermen(through membership of
14several Dublin guilds) led to a parliamentary enquiry, disgrace for 

Lucas and the loss of a parliamentary bye-election for La Touche*^. 

Eleven years later in 1760, Lucas (on his return from exile) was to win 

his parliamentary seat on foot of a popularity with the guild 

federations .

The decline of the guilds in the second half of the eighteenth century 

can be attributed to several factors. One was the dilution of their 

purpose by the admission of unsuitable members (such as the political 

opportunists) who had no specific involvement with the trade 

represented by the guild. Another was the strong opposition to their 

trading monopolies by groups of catholic artisans who enjoyed a new 

political status in the last decades of the century. The third was the 

increasing friction between master artisans and their journeymen 

employees caused by the demand for better wages (to cope with the
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increased cost of living) during the period of rapid financial inflation 

from the 1770s until well into the nineteenth century.

Although trade monopolies were to remain in the control of the guilds 

until the end of the eighteenth century, one important aspect of their 

powers had declined well before this time. This was the guild 

fraternity's intervention in building contracts to monitor or adjudicate 

on cost and workmanship. A good example of this practice (and, 

perhaps, of its decline) is recorded in a visit to Trinity College in March 

1680, by four members of the Dublin Corporation of carpenters to 

certify a value of £103.14.0 for work completed by the carpenter Patrick 

Stenton*^. In April 1700, William Sherrif, a member of the guild of St. 

Luke, was fined by the guild for poor workmanship on a house in York 

Street and the heraldic painter Aaron Crossley was censored for a 

similar offence in 1704^®. However, as the century advanced this form 

of guild intervention appears to have ceased.

One reason for the lack of trade intervention into quality control was 

the increasing mvolvement of architects such as Richard Cassels or 

Hugh Darley, in the design, supervision and certification of buildings. 

The change in practice from self-regulation by trade federations to 

direct control by building owners and their agents was apparent in 

London early in the century. Yeomans cites the case of the inability of 

the company of Bricklayers and Tilers to intervene in the dispute 

between the commissioners of the Queen Anne churches and the



. 19contracting artisans in 1714 . The eighteenth eentury preference for 

measured contracts based on predetermined rates, and the use of 

professional measurers to quantify the value of workmanship 

minimised disputes about eost, and made the form of guild 

intervention used in the College in 1680 unnecessary.

The minute books of the Limerick Guild of Masons and Bricklayers

from 1747 until 1756, record three occasions when their opinion on

sueh minor problems as smokmg chimneys and the stability of party
20walls was sought by local householders . However, there is one well- 

known reeord of this guild's intervention into a major building dispute, 

when in 1749, they were ealled as witnesses by the Dublin carpenter

Pierce Archbold to testify to the fitness of the construction and cost of
21

a barracks built by him in Limerick .

This endorsement by the Limeriek guild fraternity was one of several 

testimonies submitted to a parliamentary enquiry (in 1752) into the 

propriety of a programme of sixty-five building contracts for provincial 

barracks, but none of the other sworn testimonials concerning 

barracks in other parts of the country were obtained from guild 

corporations. The contractor's reliance on the Limerick guild (who 

represented most of the local building trades) was undoubtedly 

influenced by the fact that most of the work on this barracks was 

subcontracted to members of this guild. On the other hand, Samuel 

Cardy, the contraetor for the Navan and Drogheda barracks, who was
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a warden of the Dublin Corporation of Carpenters, Millers, Masons,
22

Heylers, Tinners and Plumbers during this period sought no 

intervention or support from his fraternity.

Many of the master artisans working in corporative cities such as 

Dublin, Waterford, Cork and Limerick were of English origin, being 

part of a continuous influx of Protestant craftsmen induced into Irish 

urban communities during the seventeenth century. This colonial 

migration was to continue into the early years of the eighteenth 

century and the construction of urban housing during this period was 

especially influenced by their presence. John Herne, a bricklayer from 

Dorchester and Richard Mills, a bricklayer from Gloucestershire 

became freemen of Dublin in 1670 and 167p3. The carpenters
24Benjamin Rudd from Cumberland and Job Ensor from Warwickshire 

arrived in the city between the 1710 and the 1720s, but the long 

economic recession from that period until the mid century 

undoubtedly broke this migratory pattern.

Most eighteenth-century building operations in Ireland (with the 

exception of some speculative housing developments) followed the 

English practice of separate building contracts for each individual 

trade engaged on a building. This pattern of contracting was an 

undoubted legacy from traditional divisions of the trades into separate 

guilds and the discrete nature of guild control over the crafts they 

represented. The use of separate agreements for masons, stone-
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cutters, carpenters, joiners, slaters, plumbers, glaziers, plasterers and 

painters meant that although the workforce on a building site could be 

large, the number of artisans employed by any one trade contractor 

could be quite small.

This reduced the contractor's responsibility to the control and 

management of his own sector of the building work and enabled him to 

operate with modest capital outlays. On large masonry contracts such 

as the Library in Trinity College, the masonry contractor Francis
25Quinn might on occasion (such as in 1718) employ up to fifteen men 

(nine artisans, six labourers) but he was financed by regular interim 

payments as the work proceeded. On the Parliament House site

(cl730) we find the extensive stone facing contract divided between
26

four separate contractors , which enabled them to cope with a fast 

building programme without undue pressure on their resources. Many 

eighteenth-century trade contractors were family workshops consisting 

of a master artisan and his sons contributing to the work, with 

journeymen and labourers hired on a casual basis as the workload 

demanded.

In Dublin we find the names of these building families recurring from 

generation to generation. The Darleys for instance, who first claim our 

attention as the stonecutters on Trinity College Library (1712) and 

Steevens' Hospital (1721), were continuously engaged on important 

stone cutting contracts until the end of the century, and they became
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prominent also as suppliers of limestone from Ardbraccan, Co. Meath, 

Sheephouse, Co. Louth and of granite from Golden Hill, Co. Wicklow. 

Other notable families include the Balls, who operated as carpenters 

and joiners, and by the mid century, became timber merchants and 

suppliers of joinery to other contracting artisans; the Semples, who 

were masons, bricklayers, plasterers and occasionally architects. The 

Walls, who were plasterers, painters and stuccodores, and the Ensors, 

who started their eareers as carpenters and developed into master- 

builders, with responsibility for both the architectural design and 

construction of entire building projects.

These eighteenth-century master artisans were independent craftsmen 

who had considerable control over their own destinies through the 

guild system and its privileged position within the city oligarchies. 

They are distinguished from their nineteenth century successors by 

their freedom to choose their own standards of workmanship, by their 

broad theoretic knowledge and by their social mobility among the 

merchant community.

The realisation of imported architectural ideals was to a great extent, 

left in the hands of these craftsmen. Artisans such as carpenters, 

joiners, stone cutters and stuccodores were the interpreters of stylistic 

ensembles of space and ornamentation. Carpenters’ manuals and 

pattern books of the time were more concerned with the canons of 

architectural form than with the assembly of building components. An
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artisan architect such as George Semple for instance, who received his
27

city franchise as a bricklayer in 1735 , and who admitted to little or

no formal schooling, could rationally discuss the works of Alberti,

Palladio, Scamozzi and Serlio, and in 1776, publish a learned treatise

on bridge building based on the most advanced methods used in
28

France by the Ecole des Fonts et Chaussees . A Leoni edition of the 

Quattro Libri and a manuscript translation of Vitruvius belonging to 

Semple's contemporary, the carpenter-architect Michael Wills, still 

survive in Dublin libraries. James Rudd, a son of the Dublin 

carpenter and master builder, Benjamin Rudd, opened a bookshop in 

Dame Street in 1755, and became the most ambitious stockist of 

architectural books in the city^s. His stock ranged from practical 

manuals such as Pain's The builder’s companion to theoretic works 

such as Robert Morris' Architectural Remembrancer. As Christine 

Casey points out, Rudd's background as a member of a prominent 

building family influenced his specialisation in architectural 

publications and made him aware of the demand for such works.

Social and political advancement was a possibility for ambitious 

tradesmen. The notorious John Magill, whose critics accused him of 

buying a parliamentary seat for the borough of Rathcormac, began his 

career as a journeyman carpenter in the 1720s after serving an 

apprenticeship with his father. During the 1730s he worked his way 

upwards as a measurer for Cassels, and as a building supervisor on 

state eontraets under Dobbs and Jones Neville to the elevated position
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,30
of a commissioner on the newly appointed Barrack Board in 1759 . 

Charles Thorpe, the stuccodore and house builder, provides us with a 

good example of the upwardly mobile corporative guildsman; he is 

listed as a representative of his guild (bricklayers and plasters) on the 

common council of the city in 1787, as a city sheriff in 1790, in the 

position of a city alderman from Sept. 1792 and as Lord Mayor of 

Dublin in ISOO^'.

Many Dublin building tradesmen were wealthy men. Baron Ferrard, 

the builder of Beaulieu, Co. Louth records a meeting with such an 

artisan, "...1 spoke to Mr Quin [probably Francis Quinn] a master 

builder in Dublin and very rich^^". Benjamin Rudd, the expatriate 

Cumbrian carpenter, owned houses in Clcirendon Street, Grafton 

Street, Stephen's Green, Frederick Street, Henry Street and Little 

Butter Lane at the time of his demise in 175633. Robert Ball, who sold 

timber to other artisans and who built houses in Sackville Mall and 

Rutland Square in the 1750s obviously prospered, as his family's 

merchant bank dates from this period. The stuccodores Michael 

Stapleton and Charles Thorpe both owned substantial properties in 

Mountjoy Square in the 1790s. Two members of the carpenters' guild, 

George and John Ensor, were continuously engaged as architects and 

master builders from 1749 onwards, both in speculative housing in 

Dublin and in institutional buildings in the provinces. George 

evidently prospered, as he ended his days as the owner of a country
34

house and a large estate in Armagh .
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Most artisans however, worked within the well-established system of 

separate agreements (with each trade) based on predetermined prices 

and subject to measurement of quantities of completed work at the 

eontract's eompletion. These measured contracts allowed tradesmen 

reasonable profits, provided that they were allowed to work at a 

productive pace without delays or interruptions. Building accounts of 

the period provide us with a clear picture of the building process, the 

trades and suppliers involved and the cost of work and materials.

Masonry and bricklaying contracts had to be agreed before work could 

commence on site to enable foundations to be built, but eontracts for 

finishes, such as plastering, painting and interior joinery could be 

settled at any convenient time during the building process. Each trade 

provided its own unskilled labour to attend the skilled craftsmen, but 

general labour for earth excavation, scaffolding and clearing site 

rubbish was usually provided by the building owner. Building rates 

made provision for either the owner, or the trade contractor to provide 

building materials, and in the early part of the century, institutions 

and the owners of large country estates often themselves provided 

expensive materials such as facing stone and framing timber.

Irish building accounts distinguish between the work of wallrng 

contractors like Francis Quinn, who built structural masonry with 

random sized local stone, and the precise stone facings applied to 

walls by stonecutters like Moses Darley or Nathaniel Whinnery. The
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main material of Quinn and his like in Dublin was roughly squared 

local limestone or calp, quarried within the vicinity of the building 

site. Darley used dressed stone blocks from selected quarries such as 

Portland and - characteristically in the neighbourhood of Dublin - 

limestone from Ardbraccan Co. Meath and Palmerston Co. Dublin, or 

granite from Golden Hill Co. Wicklow. These two trades are 

distinguished in the eighteenth century as those of (rough) mason and 

stonecutter.

In this, the work of the bricklayer occupies an ambiguous place. The
35presence of 15 bricklayers in the Dublin carpenters guild in 1650 , the 

formation there of a bricklayer and plasterer's guild in 1670, and the 

survival at Jigginstown Co. Kildare of fine brickwork, indicates an 

established and no doubt independent trade in the seventeenth 

century. Bonded brick masonry however, was unusual in Ireland 

outside the large coastal cities and its use (in Dublin, Cork and 

Limerick) was usually confined to speculative houses. The most 

common use of brickwork was as a component in stone masonry walls, 

as dressings to form the regular outline of door and window opes in 

rough masonry, or as a slender brick lining on the inside face of 

exterior structural walls.

Contractors such as William Caldebeck and Francis Quinn who 

worked under Burgh from the 1710s to the 1730s, James Morris and 

Gilbert Plummer who worked under Cassels in the 1730s and 1740s,
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mand John Semple who was active from the 1750s until the 1780s 

contracted for both stone and brick masonry and employed both 

masons and bricklayers to build structural walls. In provincial towns 

and rural areas however, local masons handled both stonework and 

the rough brick dressmgs and linings that were normally used in Irish 

masonry. Owen McGumes from Galway described himself as a mason, 

bricklayer and slater in the Parliamentary enquiry into barrack 

building in 175237. Thomas Humphrey's writing of provincial buildmg 

practices in 1813 held a view that "...stone masons and bricklayers 

slate in every part of Ireland except Dublin"38.

It is necessary also to distinguish between the work of carpenters and 

joiners in eighteenth-century buildmgs as their labour sometimes 

overlapped. Moxon tells us that carpenters worked with larger timbers 

than joiners used, but that joiners "...observe the Rules more exactly
39

than Carpenters need do" . The fashionable demand at the beginning 

of the eighteenth century for moulded panelling, timber cornices, 

ramped handrails (in lieu of newel posts on stairs) and sliding sash 

windows promoted the joiner's trade and provided new market in 

building work.

The joiner's usual responsibilities were the production of components 

in a workshop, which were fitted by carpenters into structural masonry 

on the building site. This included - but was not limited to - the 

making of doors, windows, wainscots, architraves, skirtings and
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staircase sections. The carpenter was responsible for the framing of 

roofs and floors, the fitting of doors, windows, staircases and other 

components (produced by the joiner) into the building structure. In 

practice however, the work of these two artisans had a considerably 

greater overlap. John Sisson's joinery accounts for work in Trinity
40

College included site time for the fitting of components he had made , 

Isaac Wills’ carpentry accounts for the same period, include the
41

production of joinery items such as doors and windows . Robert Ball 

was a carpenter who built up a considerable business in the 

production of joinery fittings for use by other artisans in housing 

contracts.

The sawyer was another trade which dealt exclusively with timber. 

Sawyers worked in pairs (a top man and a pit man) as an itinerant 

team, moving from site to site, and for joinery workshops as the 

demand for their services occurred. Their specific task was the 

conversion of timber baulk into scantlings for uses such as rafters, 

joists and flooring boards for carpenters, and planks for joiners. They 

worked usually in a sunken pit, with timbers of considerable 

dimensions such as roughly squared logs and tree trunks, but Moxon
42

describes the use of a sawing frame "...little more than man high" , 

which could be used (particularly in workshops) instead of a pit.

Although some of the sculptural and decorative carving commissions 

were undertaken by expatriates from Europe such as Willem De Keyser
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and James Tabary, the eighteenth century witnessed the foundation of 

a strong school of Irish carvers in both timber and stone. Burgh's 

master carpenter Isaac Wills had considerable skills, as in 1720 he was 

paid for a frontispiece on the Trinity College Chapel with capitals, 

modillions and fluted pilasters carved in Danzig oak^s. John Kelly also 

provided carved impost mouldings for Burgh in Trmity College in 1723
44and capitals of Irish oak for Cassels' Dining Hall in 1746 .

John Houghton, Thomas and Richard Cranfield also operated as wood 

carvers in Dublin between the 1740s and the 1780s. Carvers such as 

Houghton worked successfully in both wood and stone. He was 

responsible for carving the Ionic capitals and the royal arms on the 

Parliament House in the 1730s, and in the 1740s he collaborated with 

John Kelly in carving the arms on the front of Carton, Co. Kildare^^ 

Michael Shanahan, the architect and stonecutter, owned a marble 

workshop in Cork and supplied carved chimney pieces and Portland 

stone leopards (for the entrance gate) in his contract at Downhill, Co. 

Derry^e in the 1780s. Edward Smyth (who trained as a stonecutter 

with Henry Darley) emerged in the 1780s (through his work on 

Gandon's Custom House) as the most gifted architectural sculptor of 

the eighteenth century in Ireland.

Eighteenth-century plumbers, as their name suggests, worked almost 

exclusively in lead and lead solder. They made cisterns for water 

supply and pipes for its distribution; they cdso cast lead sheet in a
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variety of thicknesses from (mostly imported) lead ingots and scrap 

lead taken from local buildings. Sheet lead was used to cover domes, 

cupolas, pediment pitched roofs (such as on the Parliament House), 

platform (flat) roofs and for gutters and flashings. Plumbers worked 

closely with other artisans such as stonecutters, in the provision of 

molten lead fixings for iron cramps in facing stone, and with 

carpenters in the construction of valley and parapet gutters. The high 

frequency of failure in lead roofs and gutters in Ireland, particularly in 

the first half of the century, kept plumbers busy in repair and 

maintenance work. At tbe end of the century, copper was introduced 

as a roofing material. Vincent Waldre's plea in 1804, to replace lead
47on the roof of the Royal Hospital with copper reflects the problems 

experienced with Irish roofs.

The slater's work followed that of the plumber's in a sequence of 

impervious roof coverings over timber roof members. Slaters worked 

with slates of different sizes and with clay roofing tiles. They provided 

slating (or tiling) laths, mortar beddings and renderings of lime and 

sand on the underside of slated, or tiled roof membranes. Imported 

tiles were used extensively in the main coastal cities during the first 

half of the century, and Cassels' accounts show that the College 

Printing House and Dining Hall were covered with Dutch pantiles in
48

the 1730s and 1740s . Dublin slaters used slates brought by sea from 

quarries in Co. Down. Cork slaters depended on local quarries in 

Kinsale, cmd Limerick slaters on quarries at Killaloe. But as the
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efficiency of the Welsh quarries increased by the mid century, slates 

from Caernarvan and Bangor replaced other imported tiles and the 

products of local quarries. Slaters, like plumbers were continuously 

engaged in the repair of defective roofs, and institutions like the Royal 

Hospital and Trinity College often engaged artisans in maintenance
49contracts which were paid for on an annual basis .

Glaziers' accounts in the records of Trinity College reveal the 

unexpected use of lead glazing with square and diamond shaped panes
50

(quarries) up to the mid 1730s . These accounts may have covered the 

repair of casements in older buildings dating from the turn of the 

century as Burgh used sashes in the College Laboratory in 1710^\ The 

earliest indication we find of the references to sash windows was in the 

rebuilding of the Duke of Ormond's apartments in Kilkenny Castle in 

1679/8052. The first appearance of sashes in Dublin may have been in 

Marsh's Library in 1700-1703. French glass was used extensively for 

glazing early Irish classical buildings. It was used in the Dublin 

Tholsel in 1680 and in Trinity College in 1709, 1715 and 172353. 

Crown glass from London and Bristol was used extensively through the 

eighteenth century in Ireland although Irish made crown glass was 

available intermittently from the 1760s onwards. Hodgson records 

comparative prices of window glass in 1793, with Irish glass at 7 to 8 

pence per foot, common Bristol glass 8 to 10 pence per foot, Scotch 

crown glass at 13 pence and best London crown glass at 32 pence per 

foot54.
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Plasterers worked on both the exterior and interior of buildings, in the 

application of plaster coats to cover the external surfaces of rubble 

masoniy, internal wall surfaces and ceilings. Both exterior and 

interior wall surfaces were rendered with a mixture of sand and lime, 

but interior work was finished with an additional coat of smooth lime 

putty. Ceilings were formed on timber laths with lime plaster but 

quick setting plaster of Paris was also used in decorative stucco work. 

Cornices were moulded in situ in wet plaster, but complex mouldings 

such as modillions and egg and dart profiles were cast in bench 

moulds and applied to the comice in sections. The guild of bricklayers 

and plasterers accommodated both plain plasterers such as George 

Spike or Edward Semple and stuccodores with specialist skills such as 

Robert West and Charles Thorpe. Many of the plastering accounts of 

work executed by Nathgmiel Spencer (1707-1715), George Spike (1716- 

1732) and William and John Wall (1733-1760s) in Trinity College 

include amounts for painting work as well as plastering.

Problems between the painters and plasterers in Dublin surfaced in 

1677, when the painters’ guild of St Luke drated a petition to the city 

assembly seeking to restrict plasterers from painting work in colours 

other than “ whiteing, blacking, red lead, red oker, yellow oker, and 

msset, mingled with size onely, and not with oyle.” This in 

effect meant that they could paint with earth pigments 

bound with water and glue into a distemper, which
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limited the range and quality of colours obtainable, and the use of 

these paints to plaster surfaces.

Many of the combined painting and plastering accounts in Trinity 

College may relate to plaster surfaces painted with distemper, but 

several plastering contractors' accounts record the painting of sashes 

and window frames, rain-trunks and gutters, doors and architraves, 

posts, rail and palisades which all required oil paint. It is evident from 

Irish buildmg records that several prominent plasterers such as Isaac 

Chalke, George Spike and William Wall operated fully as both 

plastering and painting contractors on important contracts in Dublin. 

This overlap did not infringe the regulations of the city council or the 

guilds, as in most cases the artisans involved held joint membership of 

both the plasterer's and painter's guilds.

These trade divisions and the system of separate trade contracts placed 

considerable responsibility on individuals and institutions who 

commissioned building projects and their appointed architects or 

managerial agents. The tasks of co-ordinating eight or nine separate 

contracts and the problems of keeping final building costs close to 

predetermined estimates were firmly placed in their hands. On 

government work, managerial teams consisting of trade supervisors, 

clerks of works, inspectors and measurers worked under the control of 

the surveyor general until that office was suppressed in 1762.
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The position of the professional architeet was firmly established on 

government contracts from the end of the seventeenth century by 

successive surveyors general who were prominent themselves as 

architects, or who employed assistants with architectural and building 

experience. Sir William Robinson (surveyor general 1670-1700), 

Thomas Burgh (1700-1730/1), and Sir Edward Lovett Pearce (1730/1- 

1733), designed important civic buildings as part of their appointed 

duties, but they also engaged in private commissions with institutions 

such as the church authorities. Trinity College and with individual 

clients who owned country estates. Their successors, Arthur Dobbs 

(1734-1744), Arthur Jones Neville (1745-1752), and Thomas Eyre 

(1752-1762), probably acted mainly as administrators, but designs were 

also made by people in their employ such as George Ensor, Joseph 

Jarratt and Thomas Jarratt. After 1762, when most of the surveyor 

general's duties had been taken over by the commission for barracks 

and civic works, the design and management of state contracts 

continued in the hands of trained professionals such as Thomas 

Cooley, Christopher Myers and Vincent Waldre.

An indication of the management structure adopted by Robinson in 

the 1680s can be found in the records of the Royal Hospital 

Kilmainham. Apart from the surveyor general's own inspections of the 

work in progress, two overseers and a clerk of works were in full time
57

attendance on the building site . The principal overseer was expected 

to co-ordinate the work "...to give all manner of Directions for
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composing and carrying on the Building according to the Model agreed 

on,...and to superintend the whole work". The second overseer, a 

senior tradesman "...whose Business must be to inspect the several 

operations and to chuse out fit and proper Materials, according to the 

respective Places where to be used";...supervised the quality of 

workmanship. The clerk of works was appointed to keep accounts of 

workmen employed by the day amd to measure completed workmanship 

for certification by the overseers.

This mamagement model may have been used on successive government 

contracts as it is similar to the arrangements used by Thomas Eyre on
58Charlesfort (Kinsale) in 1756 . On private contracts, where

manageriad resources were more limited, the work of am overseer might

be combined with that of a clerk of works or a measurer, Thomas

Hand was used in the capacity of an overseer and paymaster (under

Burgh) on Steevens' Hospital in the 1720s and George Wheeler acted
as measurer^^. Benjamin Crawley was the overseer and measurer on

60the construction of Burrow Castle from 1716-1718 , and Benjamin

Ball combined the functions of overseer, clerk of works and

paymaster(in his capacity as a masterbuilder) on Lady Hume's House
61in Dominick Street in the 1730s . William Chambers' ambitious 

designs for the masonry of Lord Charlemont's casino at Mculno and 

his town mansion in Rutland Square required the specialised 

management of the statuary Simon Vierpyl in the 1750s and 1760s.
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We have no records of how Robinson communicated with contractors 

or controlled costs, but accounts of building in Trinity College or 

Steevens' Hospital from 1712 until the 1730s, show that Burgh 

managed his many responsibilities with a minimum of written 

instructions or certificates. Payment records on Steevens' Hospital

include statements from Wheeler (the measurer) to the paymaster that
62

"...the captain [Burgh] always allows me 10s a day" , and from Quinn 

the mason "...1 was with Mr. Proby and Capt. Burgh a Saturday and 

they endorse that you should pay the remamder of the day's work at 

the rate of 18 pence per day"®^-. The scarcity of certificates signed by 

Burgh in the hospital or among the many accounts of the Library in 

Trinity College is another indication of his casual management style.

How far these unbusinesslike arrangements depended on close 

personal relationships between Burgh and his favoured contractors, 

is difficult to assess. Robinson, his predecessor is known to have 

been close with Edward Miller, a carpenter whom he recommended as
64

an overseer on the Royal Hospital in 1702 , and whose name, with 

that of another carpenter's (Abraham Hawkeshaw's) widow, occur as 

beneficiaries in his will^^. Burgh, for his part, was named as executor 

of the will of Francis Qumn, the masonry contractor who worked

under his control on Chichester House, Dublin Castle, Trinity College
66

Library and Steevens' Hospital . Burgh consistently used the 

carpenter Isaac Wills for contracts such as the Laboratory (1710-11), 

the Kitchen (1719-20) and the Library (1712-29) in Trinity College and
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in the early phases of the eonstruction of Steevens' Hospital in the 

1720s. The appointment of Michael Wills (Isaac's son) as overseer and 

paymaster on the hospital and his subsequent career as an architect 

may have been due to Burgh's influence and encouragement.

By contrast, the management style employed by Pearce and Cassels 

appears to be highly formalised and carefully regulated. Cassels' 

introduction of competitive proposals from different artisans in Trinity
67

College is reminiscent of Wren's attempts to control prices in 

London. His recorded orders for the purchase of materials, the 

certification of costs and his intervention in the valuation of 

accounts, established a professional management structure in the 

College. Pearce's use of four separate contractors on the Portland 

stone cladding of the Parliament House^^, also recalls the London 

practices of Wren and Hawksmoor. This introduced several 

advantages. It permitted the architect to reduce costs through 

competitive bargaining and to reduce building time through the use of 

multiple resources. It also promoted higher qualities of craftsmanship 

in the complex stone facing contract by continuous comparison of the 

different contractors’ standards of workmanship.

By any standards of the period, the construction of a building of the 

scale and quality of the Parliament House without marked increases in 

predetermined costs and within a short building time of less than 

three years must be seen as a managerial triumph. How much Pearce's
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and Cassels' experience (through Vanbrugh's office) of London practice 

contributed to the success of this achievement is difficult to say. 

Meticulous cost records combined with carefully detailed 

constructional drawings bespeak a professionalism which was new in 

Ireland at this time. Cassels' later career and his extensive practice in 

institutions such as Trinity College and in private commissions for 

estate owners must have been a big influence in the growth of 

contractual management in Dublin and the Irish provinces.

Although the eighteenth-century surveyors-general were professional 

architects - in terms of their full time engagement on design and 

control of building contracts, their remuneration did not entirely 

depend on their state salary of £300 per annum and a contribution 

towards staff and office expenses. Tbe advantage of their office, as 

Edward McFarland has shown®®, was their freedom to benefit from the 

contractual process and from artisans workmg on contracts under 

their control. Apart from state gratuities (such as the £2000 granted 

by Parliament to Edward Lovett Pearce for his work on the Parliament 

House) they were entitled to deduct £5 per cent from the contracting 

artisans' accounts they supervised^o.

This was a profitable process. William Molyneux who shared William 

Robinson's patent in the 1680s benefited sufficiently over his short 

period (18 months) in office to finance the exile of himself and his 

family in Chester for nearly two years^*. These attractive conditions of
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engagement however, were curtailed in 1744 on the appointment of 

Arthur Jones Neville who was disappointed by the new restrictions 

preventing the receipt of commission from contracting artisans. 

Thomas Eyre^^ Neville's successor in 1752 and the last surveyor 

general, received £200 compensation for the abolition of his office 

added to his new salary of £365 per annum as Chief Engineer of the 

Ordinance's. The combined salary of £565 per annum was considerably 

lower than the earnings of some of his predecessors.

Earlier surveyors general such as Burgh and Pearce must have enjoyed 

even more lucrative benefits than William Molyneux. Active as 

architects in commissions for private houses and in institutions such 

as Trinity College, they had fees from their clients and presumably 

gratuities from artisans. Richard Cassels was paid £5 per cent by 

Trinity College in the 1740s for his architectural services^'*.

It is interesting to compare these high levels of remuneration with the 

earnings of artisan contractors and other operatives engaged in the 

building process. However, we must bear in mind that the surveyor 

general's remuneration was seen as a return on investment. Molyneux 

bought his share of Robinson's patent for £250^^. It cost Jones Neville 

£3,300 to secure his position in 1744^®.

Daywork (time and material) accounts in Dublin indicate a remarkable 

stability in labour charges (and presumably wages) from the 1670s
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until the mid 1760s. The consistent contractual rate of 2/- per day for 

skilled artisans and 1/- per day for attendant labourers over a long 

period of ninety years^^ suggests steady and unvarying levels of profit 

and a considerable measure of agreement between the building guilds 

(through the city council) on fixed levels of remuneration. Contractual 

rates in provincial areas were lower and more variable than Dublin 

rates. Artisan's time cost between and 1^/6^ per day^® and

building labourers between 8 pence and 10 pence per day^^.

These rates were not wage payments. They included a percentage of 

cost to cover the contractor's profits and overheads. Benjamin Ball's 

accounts establish wage payments to journeymen carpenters of l®/2d 

to l®/4d per day in 1734®°. Direct labour payments in Trinity College 

between 1700 and the 1760s establish wages of 8 to 9 pence per day for 

unskilled labourers®^. Labourers in provincial areas earned 6*72 pence 

per day on the Newry Canal in 1731 and on the Shannon Navigation 

works in 1758®^, but Thomas Eyre paid wages of 8 pence per day to 

building labourers working on fortifications in Cork in 1757®®.

Eyre's records provide us with information on wages paid to 

experienced artisans acting as foremen. Referring to a level of wage 

expected by a foreman mason at Duncannon, Co. Waterford®^, he 

expressed the view that "...9/- to 10/- per week [was] the best price 

even in Dublin". This would provide a daily wage of 1^/6^ to 1^/8^ per 

day for chargehands in Dublin.
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The surveyor general's clerks or assistants such as George Ensor had a 

salary of £40 per year in the 1740s®^ but of course this is only part of 

the story. The accounts of building the fortifications at Cove in 1750- 

51 reveal Ensor's presence there as supervisor and paymaster, at the 

remarkably high rate of 5®/9^ per day®*^. His earnings for 341 days over 

a two year period earned him £92.2.0, in addition to his salary. Ensor 

was not in his Dublin office for the remainder of this two year period. 

He was busily engaged as a contractor on three barrack buildings at 

Cappoquin, Mallow and Tallaght. Thomas Jarratt who worked in the 

same capacity as Ensor (under Eyre) on the Charlesfort (Kinsale) 

contract in 1756 had a lower pa3ment of 4/- per day®^.

The records of the last four decades of the century reveal patterns of 

continuous increases in contractual rates and surprisingly, a marked 

differential between rates paid to different trades. Stonecutters and 

masons for instance, had rates of 2^/6*^ per day between 1766 and 

1770, while plumber rates were still only 2/- per day®®. In the late 

1790s stonecutters' rates rose to 4/- per day, slaters were paid 3^/3*^ 

per day and plumbers a mere 2®/6^ per day®®.

The sustained rise in rates was a direct result of increases in living 

costs and a decline in the purchasing power of artisans’ wages both in 

England and Ireland. The fluctuations in prices paid to different 

trades can be attributed to the aggressive demands of journeymen’s 

combinations in some trades and to the individual bargains obtained.
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These unstable fluctuations were to continue into the nineteenth 

century for over two decades. A good example of the considerable 

increase in the cost of workmanship (as well as materials) is revealed 

in the estimate for “general repairs” presented by Francis Johnston to 

the governors of the Royal Hospital at Kilmainham in December 

1805.®° The total expenditure required for repairs (including architects 

fees) came to a figure of £12,216. 19. 9. The comparison with the total 

cost of the entire construction of the Royal Hospital (which came to 

£23,559 .16. IIV4 in 1685)®' is indicative of continuous mcreases in 

building costs from the 1770s until the 1820s.
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EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY BUILDING CONTRACTS Chapter 2

Although the use of direct labour for large engineering works such as 

the Newry Canal and the fortifications at Kinsale was common in the 

eighteenth century, most buildings were constructed on foot of formal 

contracts between the building owner and the contracting artisans. 

On large estates such as Castletown (Co. Kildare) or Baronscourt (Co. 

Tyrone), unskilled agricultural labour was often employed (on a 

seasonal basis) to quarry stone, to make bricks, or to dig foundations, 

but the important task of the main building work was entrusted to 

craftsmen, often brought long distances from cities such as Cork or 

Dublin for the value of their specific skills.

Building contracts were of three different types. The measured 

contract paid each trade separately, for measured quantities of work 

based on agreed rates. The dayworks contract paid artisans on the 

basis of time spent on the work and the materials used. The contract 

in gross paid a contractor a fixed sum based on a predetermined 

estimate for an entire building, or a specific part of a building. On 

public contracts fixed sum agreements were sometimes regulated by 

measurement of the work to assure their value. In what follows we 

will discuss the way these contractual forms were used, and their 

particular advantages in use.

The measured contract was the most common form of agreement used 

throughout the century for state and institutional buildings. It
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involved separate agreements with each trade for payments (based on 

predetermined rates) for standard units of workmanship. For instance 

in Richard Cassel's preparatory estimates for the Trinity College 

Printing House (1730) we find proposals from the mason James Morris 

for stone walls at 5/- per perch'• and from the carpenter James Me 

Cleeiy for timber floors at 30/- per square^. (The slater's trade also 

priced their measured contracts by the square, but other trades like 

plasterers, painters and stonecutters used units such as the square 

yard or the linial foot'’).

This system of separate trade contracts treated main building tasks 

such as masonry, carpentry or roofing as separate and discrete 

operations. Contractual terms were agreed between each trade and 

the building owner, but no formal agreements were made between the 

different trades to cover the coordination of building operations or the 

handling of common resources. The unit rate agreed by a mason for a 

perch of brickwork, or by a carpenter for a square of flooring, provided 

a quantity of workmanship and materials, but it made no allowances 

for the provision of scaffolding, or lifting equipment, or the time spent 

in the coordination of collective tasks such as fitting timber members 

into masonry walls.

The Trinity College accounts have numerous records of the use of 

unskilled casual labourers (hired by the day) for general building 

tasks. The College Library accounts specifically refer to payments to
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labourers for hoisting beams for the library floors; other Library 

accounts cover the provision of scaffolding, repairs to the gin 

(materials hoist) and even the provision of wheelbarrows for the 

masons'^. It is evident from these accounts that the general 

organisation of the site and the provision of building plant is clearly 

the responsibility of the College or their agent and not the 

contractors. Burgh, the architect for the Library, or supervisors under 

his control, obviously intervened between the trades to co-ordinate 

building tasks and to settle disputes between individual artisans.

It is not possible to tell how far this policy of providing building plant 

and attendance on the artisans was ceuried in later contracts in the 

College. However, items in the accounts of the Royal Hospital 

Kilmainham (1680's) where the main contractors worked with 

measured contracts, include large sums for day labourers, supervisors 

and the provision of tools such as wheelbarrows^. An estimate of 

Jones Neville's for rebuilding part of Dublin Castle (c.l746) has costs 

for attendance on masons and bricklayers and the provision of 

scaffolding and centering for arches'^. Clearly, the measured rates in 

the contract made no allowances for collective building tasks or 

contributed in any way to the general organisation of work.

Valuations of work were measured at intervals during the course of 

the contract to enable interim payments to be made to the 

contractors, but full payment was subject to a final measurement at
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the completion of the building work. Thus we find the mason William 

Caldebeck in receipt of sums of £100 on three occasions (April, June 

and November) in 1714 for work on the College Library,^ but his total 

account of £900.12.0 was settled by the payment of an outstanding 

balance of £236.8.9 (paid to Francis Quinn) in February 1721.®

Units of measurement used such as the mason’s perch, or the 

carpenters square usually included the cost of workmanship and 

materials, but contracts were also agreed on the basis of workmanship 

only with the materials supplied by the building owner. This was 

often the case in agreements made for the construction of country 

houses such as Durrow Castle® (1715), Cashel Palace (1729)*° or 

Baronscourt in Co. Tyrone (1770)," where timber, stone and bricks 

were provided by the respective owners. We can also find instances of 

timber and masonry materials being separately supplied in Dublin for 

large early eighteenth-century contracts such as the Trinity College 

Library, the Parliament House, or Dr. Steevens' Hospital which must 

have significantly reduced the amount of capital invested by the 

contractors involved. The provision of a sum of £24.7.0. for the "diet" 

of the carpenters, bricklayers and stonecutters working on Cashel 

Palace from 1728 to 1729*^ was another aspect of mral contracts 

which obviously affected the rates agreed for workmanship.

The use of measured contracts as the main method of commissioning 

buildings introduced the role of "the measurer" who became an
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important figure in the management of the eighteenth century 

building process. On state contracts such as Dublin Castle, the 

Parliament House, or in institutions like Trinity College, measurers 

made interim valuations under the direction of architects such as 

Burgh, Pearce, Cassels and Hugh Darley, and presented them with 

measured and priced bills of work for their approval and certification. 

In the building of Durrow Castle (c. 1715) the various contracting 

artisan's work was measured by the overseer Benjamin Crawley'^ who 

was also responsible for settling the terms of their contracts. 

Although contractors could also employ a measurer to act on their 

behalf and agree final valuations of cost, there are few instances of 

the use of measurers by contracting artisans in eighteenth-century 

accounts. This is not surprising. Artisans were obliged to take 

careful measurements of their materials in the performance of their 

tasks, they were capable of providing accurate measurements on their 

own behalfs and the cost of a measurer’s services was considerable.

Measurers were commonly chosen from among the ranks of master 

artisans who were capable of acting as supervisors or clerks of work. 

Jack Magill, the ambitious carpenter who was to become a 

commissioner of the Board of Works, measured work for Cassels in 

Trinity College in the 1730's'^. The remuneration of 10/- per day, paid 

to the measurer George Wheeler (under Burgh's direction)'^ on 

Steevens' Hospital, suggests a veiy high level of competence, but an 

even larger sum of 16®/S'* per day^® was allowed to measurers working
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for the surveyor-general’s office in the 1740’s. Contracts in England 

were frequently measured by architect’s clerks'^, or assistants, and 

there are several instances in the College records of Cassels’ assistant, 

John Ensor, acting in this capacity during the 1740's'®. After the 

mid-centuiy however, the College measurers were specialists such as 

Richard King, William Purfield and Biyan Bolger and the 

comprehensive quality of the accounts reflect the increased 

professionalism of the times.

The second contractual system we find in use, by the state and large 

institutions throughout the century, is the dayworks contract based 

on pa5mients for time and materials. This was exclusively used for 

small contracts and jobbing work such as the maintainance and 

repair of existing buildings. It also involved separate agreements with 

each individual trade and separate payments to each trade contractor.

Payments were made on the basis of predetermined daily rates for 

journeymen, unskilled labourers, the master artisan (if he participated 

in the work) and agreed prices for materials used. A typical jobbing 

account of William Caldebeck's in 1709, for masonry work in the 

College included time payments for bricklayers at 2/- per day, and for 

labourers at 1/- per day. The cost of materials included 2 hogsheads 

of lime costing 2/-, 1 load of sand costing 1/- and 2 loads of bricks 

costing 3®/3^.
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The third form of agreement is the contract in gross, in which a 

contractor legally bound himself to provide a specific amount of work 

for a fixed lump-sum payment. This could involve an undertaking to 

provide the carpentry, or the masonry, or, in many cases, the entire 

building structure for a predetermined amount of money. These all- 

trades agreements, in which one single tradesman employed all the 

other trades, were common in the speculative housing market in 

Ireland and England. Their use in England on public works was 

usually accompanied by after-measurement, at prices certified for each 

locality by reputable local builders . Local artisans were used to 

certify the value of a series of lump-sum contracts for provincial 

barracks in Ireland in 1749.

This type of agreement was used extensively in medieval times and 

there are two well known instances of its use in the late seventeenth- 

century, in Archbishop Boyle's house at Blessington Co. Wicklow 

(1671) and in Burton House, Co Cork (1670). We can find no evidence 

of its use on any of the principal 18th century buildings in Dublin, or 

any of the larger country houses designed by well known architects: 

however, small contracts based on lump sum agreements for 

rebuilding barracks at Belturbet, Kinsale and Belfast had been 

commissioned by the surveyor general, Arthur Dobbs, in 1739. The 

only references to contracts of this type in the extensive building 

records in Trinity College are two accounts for the carpenter Charles 

Brooking in 1723, which include a proposal for a structure costing
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21£870 . They were undoubtedly used on buildings built without 

architects (such as urban housing) or in provincial areas where 

builder-architects such as John Coltsman (in Cork) and George Ensor 

(in Athlone, Roscommon and Armagh) built buildings to their own 

architectural designs. Thomas Cooley’s proposals for the church at 

Kells in 1778 were based on his involvement as a lump-sum

contractor. 22

Although lump-sum contracting was not used on public works in 

Dublin, its use was widespread enough to make it unpopular with the 

enlightened cognoscenti of the late 1760's who were intent on the 

introduction of new architectural ideals to the city. In 1769, the year 

of the Royal Exchange architectural competition, an anonymous 

correspondent in the Freeman's Journal published the following 

commentary on contractual abuses.

It will not be inconsistant with our Design to take some 

Notice of the Causes which principally obstruct the progress of 

good Architecture. One in particular (of which severe and 

repeated Complaints have been made by several ingenuous 

Writers) is the Custom of what is called building by Contract, 

and employing a general Contractor. When it is considered 

what Numbers at present both here and in London are engaged 

in this Business, the ample Fortunes they have raised by it, 

the Variety of Opportunities for Profit, and perhaps too
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frequently for Imposition, that is afforded, to the Person who 

has the Supply of every Material, and the absolute Command 

of the Workmen in every Department, it ceases to be a Doubt 

that the Profession is very lucrative.

Our specific interest in this contractual forrn lies firstly, in the 

instance of its use in 1749, for a programme of provincial barrack 

building which provoked a parliamentary enquiry, and particularly in 

the evidence recorded which throws considerable light on building 

conditions during this period. The other reason is the assumption 

that its frequent use by master builders such as John and George 

Ensor, Samuel Sproule or Robert West (during the second half of the 

century) anticipated the advent of the nineteenth-century general 

contractor, and provided the basis for the development of the 

contractual form used in England and Ireland from the first decade of 

that century onwards.

We must now examine each of these contractual forms in the context 

of their use, to look at their advantages, and how these advantages 

were implemented by building owners, architects and contractors. 

This is a simple task in the case of the measure and value contract, 

because of its well recorded use in public works through the century. 

Our main difficulty in discussing the lump-sum contract is a lack of 

records of the speculative house transactions where it was mostly 

employed.
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The principal advantage of the measure and value system was its 

impartial fairness to both the owner and contractor in that pajonents 

were precisely related to performance. It satisfied individual 

contracting artisans as their responsibility was limited to performance 

within their own specialised field, as their capital investment was 

limited to the cost of their own materials and in the certainty of a 

fixed profit margin on their work. The use of separate individual 

contracts for each trade also suited the guild system as it helped 

maintain trade divisions within the building crafts.

In England, the measured contract was preferred by architects like 

Christopher Wren because the fixed profit system discouraged artisans 

from reducing the quality of their work to increase their earnings, and 

because the cost of ad-hoc changes in design could be accommodated 

without problems by the valuation process. There is no doubt that, 

under the ideal management conditions of strong architectural 

supervision, the system could produce buildings of superb 

craftsmanship like Wren's Hampton Court, Pearce's Parliament House 

or Cooley's Royal Exchange.

The measured system was supported through much of the century by 

an amazing stability in prices and unit rates for each trade. 

Although the price of a perch of stone or brickwork might vary 

considerably between Antrim, Dublin and Kerry, local prices remained 

stable: the 5/6 paid to the mason Richard Mills for a perch of walling
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for Ringsend Church in 1713^^ would still purchase a perch of walling 

in Dublin in 1764 . This lack of inflation was an important 

consideration in a time when large building contracts (like Trinity 

College Library or Steevens' Hospital) could be prolonged for many 

years.

The system had disadvantages. One of these was the diffieulty in 

predicting final cost which in contracts lasting three or four years 

could well exeeed all expectations, and while the predetermined unit 

rates were proof against loss of profits and unfair eharges, the 

problem of evaluating the total eost of large projects from undeveloped 

arehitectural drawings remained. The changes in design and the 

consequent delays in Burgh's Customs House (c.l705)^'* more than 

doubled its estimated eost; the prolonged contract for his College 

Libraiy (1712-1732) also greatly inereased its budget^^, and even the 

relatively short contract for Jones Neville's additions to Dublin Castle 

(1746-1747) ended in heavy increases over his original estimate . 

Although payments for variations in design were easily accommodated 

by the system of measurement, variations were usually accompanied 

by eontractual delays whieh were at the contraetor’s expense, as 

payments were on the basis of work completed and not of the time 

spent on construction.

The system's use of separate trade contraetors, each with their own 

responsibilities, their own labour force and building materials, was
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inefficient in the deployment of labour, the purchase of materials and 

the need for co-ordination between contractual tasks. For instance, 

in the construction of a building such as the Trinity College library, 

the divided responsibilities between stone cutters on the face of the 

exterior wall, masons and bricklayers building the structural core of 

the wall, and plumbers fixing metal cramps (in cutstone facings) could 

lead to costly delays if one trade was tardy in attendance, or if their 

materials were not supplied at the correct time. On such contracts 

the co-ordination of building tasks was obviously in the hands of the 

building owner or his agents, with architects, clerk of works and 

supervisors active in the purchase and supply of timber, bricks and 

stone. Tbis worked well on large state contracts, but it is not 

surprising to find private house owners like Lady Hume, using the 

services of one trade (the master-carpenter Benjamin Ball) to 

supervise the work of the other trades and to provide materials for the 

construction of her house in Dominick Street, in the 1730's.

The measure and value system provided insufficient incentives for 

contractors to seek building materials at competitive costs. Post 

contractual measurement of work was based on previous rates for 

work and materials, and as long as normal profits were assured (by 

measuring quantities of work) fixed material prices were more or less 

acceptable. Linda Clarke records the sudden drop in the cost of 

building materials which followed the repeal of the mercantile laws in
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England in 1814, and the common acceptance of competitive lump

sum contracts which followed.^®

The contractual reliance on unit rates for work and materials, rather 

than the discipline of a fixed sum, provided insufficient incentive for 

architects to produce developed constructional drawings and 

encouraged them (and their employers) to make costly design 

alterations during the course of the contract. Even an architect with 

considerable managerial skills such as Cassels could be careless 

about pre-contractual design decisions. In his account of carpentry 

additions for the College Hall^* he records............

The roof of the new hall has eight pairs of Principals 

which I supposed but five... And the timber cost 55® 

per tun which I computed at 50®... The oak I computed 

at £4.10 which cost £5.

The additional timber costs might be easily explained, but Cassels’ 

error in the calculation of the number of roof trusses is surprising. 

What is more surprising is his lack of embarrassment in an 

unqualified admission of such an error in a document intended for his 

employer's perusal. It suggests that expensive variations, arising from 

the development of designs after contracts had started, were a 

common and acceptable practice at the time.
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The da5rwork (time and materials) contract had certain advantages for 

contractors, as they were ensured the nett cost of materials and a 

profit margin on the cost of time. It also provided an added advantage 

(over the measured system) in that delays (caused by architects, 

building owners or contractual incompetence) were fully paid for, as 

time, and not the measured quantity of completed work, was the basis 

of pa3mient. It had disadvantages for building owners as the 

contractor had no incentive to control productivity (particularly if he 

was short of work) and it could lead to abuses if the contractual 

programme was delayed for any reason.

Its advantage to building owners was its flexibility in dealing with 

small repairs (such as broken window panes) which did not justify the 

use of a measurer. It was an ideal formula for agreeing costs on 

maintenance work (such as roofs and gutters) which could not be 

measured, as the amount of new materials used might be negligible. 

The Surveyor-General, Thomas Eyre, in a memorial to the House of 

Commons in 1756^^, excused the use of time costs m Charlesfort on 

the grounds that the unpredictable amount of rock in excavated 

ground could not be computed on the basis of fixed task rates. The 

crucial nature of the repairs to the crossing piers in the crypt of St. 

Paul’s was Wren’s justification for dayworks payments in 1713.^^

Although it was consistently used in Trinity College for jobbing and 

maintainance work its use was less frequent in the second half of the
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century under the stewardship of Hugh Darley and Christopher Myers. 

Richard Cassels refused to aecept a slater's dayworks aceounts in 

1743 on the grounds that the value of the work should be measured^"'. 

The attempts by both the College and the Royal Hospital 

(Kilmainham) to negotiate roof maintainanee eontraets on the basis 

of a fixed annual fee were obvious attempts to avoid the uneertainties 

of the time and material eontraet.

The principal advantage of in-gross eontraets to building owners was 

the legal obligation on the contraetor to provide a building, or part of 

a building, for a predetermined lump-sum. This was obviously an 

attraetion to most people involved in the commission of building 

projects, and it must have been partieularly attraetive in the later part 

of the century, when rising costs of wages and materials inflated 

building budgets and increased the need for eost eontrol. Why then 

was it unpopular with arehiteets and institutions throughout the 

century?

It had a bad reputation among arehiteets beeause of the opportunities 

it offered to eontractors to skimp on materials and workmanship to 

ensure profit margins. As the English arehiteet Jeffrey Wyattville 

explained in 1814^^

Common Lxrndon houses, like so many boxes in a row, may be 

built by eontraet in the gross; with little chance of rarin; but
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.....public works ought to be conducted upon such fair terms

that every tradesman should be certain of some gain and the 

publie sure of good and lasting work.

The most important advantage claimed for the lump-sum contractual 

system was better management of cost control and a predictable final 

cost. Unfortunately, because of the speeific conditions under which 

buildings were comissioned during this period these objectives were 

not easily achieved. These conditions relate to the ability of 

architects to properly describe their intentions, to the ability of 

building owners to anticipate their requirements and to the 

contractor’s lack of control over the process of building production.

The operation of the lump-sum contract required three conditions for 

success. The first was the prior provision of information on the full 

extent of building and its complexity to enable accurate estimates of 

eost to be made. The seeond was the avoidanee of delays in the 

building programme (due to the architect's or the owner’s 

intervention) whieh would inerease labour costs beyond those 

estimated in the contract sum. The third was the need for stable 

conditions in the price of labour and materials, for the duration of the 

contract.

Most drawings produced by Irish architects between the early 1700s 

and the 1780s provided veiy little information about the
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constructional organisation of the buildings they described. There are 

some exeeptions of course, such as the dramatie eross-seetion (by 

Pearee or Cassels) of the new Parliament House e.l730, the drawings 

for the eonstruetion of Oakfield in Co. Donegall in 1739, the working 

drawings for Dromoland Co. Limerick (attributed to John Aheron) in 

the 1740s and Joseph Jarratt’s design for the monumental base under 

the statue of George II in 1756. The arrival of highly trained 

architects such as Cooley and Gandon in Dublin (in the 1770s and 

1780s) introduced a more professional approach to the production of 

building information, and early nineteenth century drawings such as 

those for Francis Johnston’s Cash-Office in the Bank of Ireland in 

1802, shows how well this professionalism had been assimilated by 

native arehitects in the intervening 20 years.

Contraet (or working) drawings were obviously not seen as an 

important requirement in Ireland until the later decades of the 

eighteenth century. Prices for work and materials were fixed and 

unchanging up to the beginning of the 1770’s, and contraets were not 

eommissioned essentially on the basis of competitive rates. The high 

inereases in building eosts towards the end of the eentuiy brought 

new demands for competition among contractors and for cheaper 

proeurement of building materials. It became apparent by that period 

that competitive bids for work eould only be successfully organised on 

the basis of fully developed building information.
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One of the main problems with lump-sum contracts was additional 

cost arising from variations in design. These variations could result 

in disputes between building owners and builders over the 

responsibility for the variation and the increased cost involved. It is 

interesting to look at how variations in design affected the cost of two 

late seventeenth-century in-gross contracts. In May 1669, the 

builder-architect Captain William Kenn signed a contract to build a 

substantial house at Burton Co. Cork, for Sir Philip Percivaf^. The 

contract sum of £700 sterling was mostly for workmanship, as brick, 

stone, lime and timber were to be supplied by Percival's estate. Over a 

year later, in September 1670, Kenn signed a revised contract for a 

slightly larger house with a more substantial specification, for a 

contract sum of £1,030 sterling. By September 1672, with the house 

almost finished, Percival had paid Kenn and his son Benjamin a 

figure of £1,387.13.6. The additional cost over the contract figure was 

apparently well justified by variations in the design (probably at 

Pervical's request) as the contract proceeded.

A similar contract between Archbishop Boyle and the Dublin 

carpenter Thomas Brown was signed in February 1671. The agreement 

committed Brown to build a house of certain specific dimensions at 

Blessington Co. Wicklow, for £600^^. Unlike the Burton House 

agreement, this contract ended in dispute, with Boyle complaining of 

smoking chimneys, and Brown claiming £76.5.0 for additional work 

not specified in the contract. There is no record of the dispute being
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settled, but there is evidence of additional expenditure over the next 

two years, and the final cost indicated was the considerable sum of 

£2,323.10.10.

The contract in gross was particularly unsuitable for the construction 

of great eighteenth-century private houses where the inclinations and 

ambitions of prospective owners needed deliberation and debate. In 

the building of houses such as Castletown or Carton in Co. Kildare, 

the detailed development of the design became a serial part of the 

building (and rebuilding) process. The complexity of houses such as 

Charlemont’s Casino at Marino, or Baronscourt Co. Tyrone could not 

have been reduced to rational mensuration in a prior estimate of cost. 

Who could anticipate the realisation of a house such as Castlecoole 

Co. Fermanagh which took ten years to build and cost its owner 

£54,000 instead of the £30,000 he had set as a budget figure?

On the other hand, some eighteenth-century buildings were well 

suited to the lump-sum (or in-gross) contractual system. Although 

Burgh’s drawings for Steevens’ Hospital (1720s) were probably no more 

than sketches, the lack of complex architectural features and the 

simplicity of the construction and finishes used would have made cost 

control an easy matter. The Schoolmaster’s house at Drogheda 

(c.1730) had sufficient information even in the surviving drawings and 

bill of scantlings to anticipate its cost and building programme. 

Semple’s drawings for St. Patrick’s Hospital (1749) and his highly
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descriptive specification would have provided ample information to 

construct this rational building and accurately project its final cost.

The most suitable opportunities provided for lump-sum contracting 

were in the construction of the speculative terraced houses of the 

urban estates in Dublin and other Irish cities. These house designs 

provided all the basic conditions necessaiy for the economic 

management of building programmes. The repetitive nature of the 

designs, the identical constructional patterns and the lack of 

interference from prospective owners (or tenants) during the building 

process made costs predictable. The considerable numbers of 

prominent Dublin artisans who became speculative housing 

developers is indicative of the profitability of such ventures.

Lump-sum (in-gross) contracts were also used in the construction of 

important buildings in provincial towns. George Ensor was active in 

design and build contracts for the sessions house in Roscommon, 

charity schools in Athlone and Roscommon and the Armagh hospital 

in the 1760s. Roger Mulholland acted in a similar capacity (as 

architect, carpenter, builder) in Belfast in the 1780s on buildings such 

as the Presbyterian church Ln Rosemary Street. There is also evidence 

of an extensive use of in-gross contracts in one major state building 

programme in 1749 which tells us a considerable amount about the 

contractual process.
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The strange affair of the parliamentary enquiry of 1752 into the 

surveyor general’s handling of a building programme costing 

£41,741.12.10 for 65 provincial barracks (1748-1750) records the 

testimony of contractors, supervisors, artisans, barrack masters and 

military personnel.^® Arthur Jones Neville, the surveyor general,^® was 

accused of accepting work of inferior quality and of encouraging 

extravagant prices from contractors engaged in the building 

programme. The charges against him were that the rebuilt and 

repaired barracks were “....extremely ill executed, unfit for the 

Reception, and dangerous to the Health of his Majesty’s troops”. The 

consequences of the enquiry was Neville’s dismissal from office in 

1753 and the loss of his Parliamentary seat.

The evidence given throws considerable light on the management of 

the surveyor general's office during this period and of the contracting 

artisan's view of the building process. The most surprising aspect of 

the enquiry is the clear testimony that the agreements were not 

separate trade contracts of the type formerly used by the surveyor 

general’s office for state buildings, or in institutions such as Trinity 

College. A few of them were signed by two artisans (such as a 

carpenter and a bricklayer) but most of them were signed by one 

tradesman who subcontracted the work to the other trades.

The enquiry into the barrack contracts, as Edward McFarland has 

shown, was part of an ongoing political attempt to discredit the
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surveyor general’s patrons, the lord lieutenant and Primate George 

Stone. However, it revealed defeets which were more serious than 

mismanagement and poor administrative practices. It provided 

evidence of Neville’s approval of inflated building costs, of his willing 

acceptance of inferior building standards, and of his encouragement of 

bribes from contractors to officials engaged in the inspection and 

commissioning of the contracts.

The enquiry did not explicitly charge the surveyor general with 

accepting payments from contractors. However, it is clear from the 

proceedings that the only explanation for Neville’s conduct was his 

personal profit. His encouragement of high prices and his attempts to 

increase rates in the bill of measurement were obviously done in his 

own interest. So also were his payments to contractors for buildings 

which were uncompleted, or badly finished. The evidence presented 

clearly shows that he was in collusion with his clerk George Ensor 

and a number of Dublin based contractors for his and their mutual 

gain. Ensor, as the enquiry proved, made considerable profits through 

gratuities from contracting artisans quite apart from the profits he 

might have himself received as a contractor.^^

Neville was appointed as surveyor general in 1744 and he was 

responsible between 1746 and 1748 for important extensions to 

Dublin Castle. He was disappointed in the financial conditions of his 

appointment which were considerably less lucrative than those
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enjoyed by his predeeessors in office.In 1749 he made 

representations seeking a commission of 5% of the cost of building 

work under his control, on the basis that this percentage of costs had 

been traditionally deducted by his predecessors from payments to 

artisans engaged on public works.

The advent of such a large building programme involving an 

expenditure of over £40,000 in a period of less than two years was a 

considerable challenge to the organisational capacity of the surveyor 

general’s office and a tempting opportunity for Neville to profit as his 

predecessors did from such a venture. His main problems were his 

lack of authorization under the terms of his employment to charge 

such commissions and the inflexibility of the form of contracts he had 

engaged in, for concealing such commissions from public scrutiny. 

Although much of the evidence deals with the testimony of measurers 

and bills of measurement(suggesting a series of normal measured 

contracts) there can be no doubt that the agreements used were 

contracts in gross.

This requires some explanation. The typical uses of the in-gross 

agreement - such as in the building of speculative terraced houses - 

did not need the services of a measurer, or bills of measurement. 

These agreements were related to fixed sums of money and not to 

quantities of building work. However, in gross agreements were not 

normally used for public projects. In England, if they were considered
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for such purposes, they were always measured and valued, and as an 

additional preeaution, certified by sworn testimony from independent 

artisans'*^. In his choice of in-gross agreements for buildings involving 

such considerable state expenditure, Neville was obviously obliged to 

follow English practice.

The evidence that in-gross contracts were used for the barrack 

programme is clear from evidence given during the enquiiy. The 

contractual sums quoted appear to have been precisely calculated to 

the nearest penny and not round approximations based on unit rates. 

The contraet sum for the Galway barracks for instance, was a figure of 

£5328. 2. lid. and the contract sum for Carlow barracks was a figure 

of £2778. 11. lid. In Riehard Reilly’s testimony “...when he made 

his Contract (for Loughrea barracks) he looked upon as it as an 

Absolute one upon the estimate,annexed to his Contract and did 

not expect the work to be measured again ...” there is the clear 

pereeption that the contract sum was a fixed figure and not subject to 

measurement. George Ensor in his evidence'*® claimed that he also 

“...had made an absolute Agreement with the Surveyor General upon 

the Contract”. John Chambers, in reply to a comment about the 

final payment under his contract,^® stated... that he had received his 

“Money... in Gross as before.” Some contractors in their evidence 

deseribed themselves as masterbuilders, a term normally associated 

with in gross contractual agreements.
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This ambitious building programme, starting in 1748 and finishing in 

1750, involved 65 separate provincial sites and many different artisan- 

contractors. However, a large percentage of the programme was under 

the control of a small group of Dublin contractors who were closely 

involved with the surveyor general. These were Pierce Archbold, John 

Chambers and George Ensor. Ensor’s brother, John Ensor also joined 

the group as a contractor.

Chambers and Archbold were the main carpenter-contractors working 

on Dublin Castle during Neville’s term of office, and in 1747 they 

received the lion’s share (£2927. 12. Id) of a total contract of 

£7143.15.1 Id. for rebuilding the castle’s principal entrance and main 

hall.®° John Ensor was a former assistant of Richard Cassell’s and 

his recent experience of the in gross contracting system gained in the 

Gardiner estate might have been of assistance to Neville. George 

Ensor’s presence in the list of contractors is somewhat surprising, as 

he was Neville’s clerk/assistant. As such, he was responsible for the 

preparation of the contract documents (plans and bills of scantling), 

and he also negotiated building prices with the various contractors 

based on prior estimates prepared by him. Thus he was acting in the 

extraordinary role of contractor, estimator, supervisor and architect 

for the programme. He was also given the responsibilities, as the 

evidence of the enquiry revealed, for the settlement of prices in the 

measurement of the contractor’s final accounts.^'
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The division of contractual responsibilities for the building programme 

was undoubtedly determined by Neville in consultation with Ensor, 

Archbold and Chambers. Chambers took responsibility for four 

barracks (at Galway, Gort, Headford and Atheniy) at a total 

contractual figure of £7,750.5.0.®^ Archbold undertook contracts (at 

Limerick, Carlow, Clarecastle and Carrick-on-Suir) valued at 

£6138.8.5d.^^ George Ensor’s responsibilities (for Mallow, Tallaght 

and Cappoquin) were valued at £2811. 6. 9d.^ His brother John 

contracted for Carrick-On-Shannon barracks for the sum of 

£833.14.7d.^® This brought the total value of contracts under the 

control of this group to over £17,500.0.0d. or about 45% of the entire 

budget for the building programme. George Ensor also introduced 

another group of Dublin artisans into the programme; Richard Reilly 

and Edward Byrne (contractors for Loughrea, Portumna and 

Roscommon) and Patrick Gemon (contractor for Clonmel, Kilkenny 

and Cashel).^®

The contractual conditions for the programme contained a startling 

proviso in that the contractors were to receive an advanced payment 

of two-thirds of the contract sums on acceptance of the contractual 

agreements. The balance was to be paid on completion of the work 

and the presentation of sworn affidavits from local contractors 

(attesting to the quality of workmanship) and certificates of 

acceptance from local barrack masters.®^
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So, in the autumn of 1749, we find the government engaged in a 

programme of considerable expenditure on contracts based on the 

unusual use of in gross agreements and the disbursement of 

(substantial) advance contractual payments.

The government’s acceptance of such unusual conditions might be 

explained by historic problems experienced in building and 

maintaining barracks in Ireland. As Edward McFarland points out, 

the bulk of public expenditure in Ireland was accounted for by the 

army,®® and poor management of a vast investment in fortifications 

and military buildings occasioned continuous changes in the 

administrative structures responsible.®^ The problems experienced in 

the late 1740’s were particularly acute, due to the inadequate 

condition of existing premises and the fear of foreign invasion.

The unusual receipt of such a large percentage of contractual funds 

before work commenced must have been a massive incentive to 

prospective contractors, particularly as the buildings proposed were 

relatively simple in construction and finishes. It must have been 

particularly attractive to such as George Ensor whose normal income 

as Neville’s clerk was a mere £40 per year.®°

The disadvantages of the conditions to contractors were the 

requirement of sworn testimony from independent local artisans (such 

as masons, carpenters and slaters) and also, as it emerged from
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evidence given in the enquiry, the need to satisfy the measurer 

Laurence Purfield and a barracks inspector called Robert Lawe.

The process of measurement, as it emerged, did not unduly worry the 

contractors. Purfield,®^ on his own admission, was new to this kind of 

work, and in his evidence he excused his acceptance of contractors’ 

accounts because he knew nothing about local prices. It also became 

apparent that Neville had limited the measurer’s customary role. In

Purfield’s testimony^^ he states “.....Ensor put the Prices to the several

articles in the measurement and particularly those Prices that were 

higher charged in the Bills of Measurement than in the Estimate.” 

He also stated that Ensor “....Informed him at the same Time, that 

he, the said Ensor affixed these Prices to the said Bill of 

Measurement, by Directions of the Surveyor General.”®^

There were other serious shortcomings in Neville’s control of the 

contractual process. Considerable payments were made to contractors 

based on certificates presented to Neville, with affidavits from 

carpenters, masons and slaters endorsing the quality of the finished 

buildings. These certificates were challenged later by the 

Parliamentary committee on the grounds that many of the certifying 

artisans were employed by the contractors involved. Archbold and 

Chambers for instance,®^ had used artisans employed by them on the 

barracks construction, to certify the work. The report on Roscommon 

barracks stated “....that the two men who made Affidavit of the
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Sufficiency of this Work, the one a mason, the other a carpenter, were 

both employed under Reilly, the Contractor, in this building”.®^

The difficulty of satisfying Robert Lawe, the barracks inspector, on the 

quality of materials and workmanship was clearly anticipated by the 

contractors, as he gave evidence “....that he had been offered Money by 

all, or most of the Contractors,®® except George Ensor”. It is clear 

that under normal circumstances this inducement might have 

influenced his judgement, but the evidence revealed that he had been 

warned by a “...Person of Experience....” of the impending 

Parliamentaiy enquiry. ®’^ His report was critical of the materials and 

workmanship in many of the barracks contracts.

Bribes such as those offered to Lawe were apparently a common 

practice in public contracts. Ensor®® admitted to receiving “...several 

following sums of money, that is to say from Roberts 12L; from Byrne 

eleven Guineas, from Reilly lOL; from Gemon lOL; from Mr. Nesbit 

five Guineas: from one Wilson lOL; from Mr. Parker twenty guineas; 

from Cardiff (Cardy) five Guineas; and a Promise from the Contractor 

of Doneraile of twenty Guineas; which he never received”. Gemon’s 

payment was made on the basis “....that Ensor told him he believed 

he could get him a Barrack (contract)”.®®

Lawe had to admit that he accepted money from four contractors™ 

(Chambers, Byrne, Roberts and Allen) but he had prudently returned
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three of these payments after an interval of a few months. He also 

testified that contractors had offered him these gratuities on the 

insistence of the surveyor general. None of the contractors however, 

admitted to making payments to the surveyor general. Burke, the 

Galway barrack master,^' testified that Chambers told him “....that he 

was to allow five pounds per cent to the Surveyor General upon his 

work, and that it was allowed him all over the Kingdom”.

The most critical indictment of Neville was contained in statements 

made by Samuel Cardy the contractor at Navan. Lawe’s testimony^^ 

claimed that Cardy, after unsuccessfully attempting to bribe the 

inspector “....swore a great oath he would not suffer for any Man, but 

would declare the Truth, that he had got, or was to get but either 

150L or 200L for these Repairs” (out of a total contract sum of 

£388.17.0). Cardy however was unavailable for questioning by the 

parliamentary committee. Fearing, possibly, the outcome of Lawe’s 

report on the poor execution of his contract, he had emigrated to 

South Carolina where he subsequently had a successful career as an 

architect and masterbuilder.^^

Lawe’s report on the constructional standards he found in the 

barracks varied considerably. He was not unhappy with Archbold’s 

work at Limerick, Carlow, Clarecastle and Carrick-on-Suir^'^ nor with 

George Ensor’s work at Mallow, Tallagh and Capoquin.^® He found 

Chambers’ work at Galway, Headford and Gort to be acceptable but
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found his contract at Athenry badly executed/® He was eritieal of 

John Ensor’s work at Carriek-on-Shannon, Byrne and Reilly’s work at 

Loughrea, Gemon’s work at Kilkenny and Samuel Cardy’s work at 

Navan/^ He was much more tolerant in his views than most of the 

later military reports whieh were highly critical of many of the 

buildings they oecupied/®

Whatever about the eertainty of Jones Neville's mismanagement of the 

contraets, or of his ambitions to share in the eontractor’s profits, we 

can have no doubts about the motives of Ensor, Archbold or 

Chambers in entering into contraets which could bring them high 

profits without significant risks. Chambers and Arehbold were 

involved in substantial building operations in the Dublin market. 

Why would they become involved in diverse contraets in places like 

Gort, Headford, Limeriek and Carlow? Why would Ensor, Jones 

Neville's assistant, become a contractor and take contractual risks in 

places as distant as Mallow, Tallagh and Cappoquin? The reason of 

course, was that no risks were involved, until an unexpected 

parliamentary enquiry was engineered by the surveyor general's 

politieal enemies. Ensor was the architeet of these barraek designs, 

he had drawn up the contractual conditions, he had advised the other 

eontractors on priees, and he had adjusted the prices in the bill of 

measurement. He was fully aware of the minimal risks involved and 

of the state's lack of supervisoiy controls during the eontraetual 

process. Lawe, the barraeks inspeetor, was not expeeted to be
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difficult, but after he was warned about the enquiry by Colonel 

Buehnall, he returned gratuities he had reeeived from eontractors and 

he refused to accept money from others who offered it to him.

Many of the advantages and disadvantages of the lump sum 

eontraetual agreement are apparent from the evidenee given at the 

enquiry. Its main advantage - the predietability of final cost - was 

accomplished. In spite of increases of rates in the bills of 

measurement, Neville managed to produce a final eontraetual aeeount 

whieh had an “...Exceeding to (the) Publiek, between the Contraets 

and Bills of Measurement (of) £481.14.1V2Given the massive cost 

increase of Burgh’s contraet for the Dublin barracks in 1707 this was 

no mean aehievement in the handling of a eontraetual budget of 

£41,741.12.10.

From a management viewpoint, the use of in-gross lump sum 

agreements for this large building programme was a sound choice. It 

had the advantage, that it plaeed the entire responsibility for the 

performanee of all trades engaged in any particular contract on one 

general contractor. Given the urgeney and scale of the programme - 

the repair and construction of 65 barracks in different provineial 

centres - it was probably the only choice available. The surveyor 

general’s office did not have the administrative eapacity to organise 

and monitor individual trade eontraets on 65 remote sites.
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The 1748 barrack programme was ideally suited to the use of lump 

sum agreements. The buildings were simple basic structures without 

complex decorative features. They were well described by drawings and 

bills of scantling, which could be accurately measured and priced 

without difficulty. Costly contractual delays due to variations in 

design were unlikely.

The contractual terms offered in the programme were obviously 

attractive to the contractors. Most of the gratuities paid to Ensor 

(like the payments of Gemon and Reilly) were for introductions to the 

surveyor general and involvement in the contractual process. The 

contract sums were calculated on the basis of rates which were 

comfortably high, and as an additional comfort, the contractors 

received two thirds of their contract price at the commencement of the 

work. No wonder Archbold, Chambers and George Ensor were happy 

to take such a large share of the building programme at such a 

distance from their operational base.

However, the distance from operational bases caused considerable 

difficulties for some contractors. John Ensor had serious problems in 

the supervision of his contract at Garrick on Shannon. He 

subcontracted the workmanship to local artisans and Nesbit, the local 

barrack master, reported®° that “...Ensor was not often present during 

the contract”. Hugh Wilson also tried to manage the contract at 

Tullamore from Dublin with disastrous results.®^ Richard Nary and
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Edward Cooke,the contractors at Granard, subcontracted the 

construction work to other builders. Richard Reilly and Edward 

Byrne admitted that they had no knowledge of local prices at 

Loughrea.®^ The contracts at Carrick on Shannon, Tullamore and 

LxDughrea were severely criticised during the enquiry for poor standards 

of workmanship.

The most common fault reported in many contracts was the persistent 

eighteenth-century problem of leaking roofs. Evident also was a 

characteristic defect of the lump sum contractual system in the 

attempts by contractors to increase profit margins by skimping on 

materials. There was criticism of the use of unseasoned timber in 

contracts such as Kilkenny, Galway and Tullamore.^ Lawe reported 

on an important deviation from the contractual agreements found in 

all the barracks, the substitution of white deal for the more expensive 

red deal flooring boards.®^

The contractors most criticised for bad workmanship and materials 

were John Ensor, Cardy, Gemon, Wilson, Byrne and Reilly, all from 

Dublin and all involved in pa3mients of gratuities to George Ensor. 

Ensor’s own contractual performance largely appears to have satisfied 

the inspector, as did most of the work undertaken by the experienced 

Dublin masterbuilders. Chambers and Archbold. Archbold seems to 

have emerged from this debacle unscathed, as he was continuously 

employed by the surveyor general’s office in the 1750s under the
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control of Neville’s suecessor, Thomas Eyre.®*^ George Ensor evidently 

found the career of a masterbuilder engaged in lump-sum contraeting 

profitable and fullfilling, as he eontinued to work in this capacity in 

succeeding years.

Ensor’s talents combined architectural skills with entrepreneurial 

ambition. In 1762, he acted as architect and builder (with his brother 

John)®^ for the sessions house in Roscommon. From 1763 until 1766, 

he was involved in the design and eonstruction of schools for the 

Ranelagh charity*® in Athlone and Roscommon. From 1767 until 

1770, he designed and built the public hospital*^ in Armagh. In 1780, 

we find him baek in Dublin engaged in the speculative development of 

two houses (numbers 28, 29)*’° in Merrion Square. These contraets 

may have been luerative, as by this time he was the owner of Ardress 

House and its estate in Co. Armagh.

The two factors which combined to develop the use of lump-sum 

eontraets were the continuous expansion of the speculative housing 

market and the unpreeedented rise in building prices after the 1770's. 

The organisational methods used by master-builders in the 

eonstruetion of town houses provided the experienee needed in the eo- 

ordination of different trades, the bulk purchasing of materials and 

the handling of capital finance. The repetitive design patterns allowed 

the precise caleulation of eosts without the need of drawings and 

deseriptive specifieations. Builders such as Samuel Sproule working
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in Merrion Square, or Charles Thorpe working in Mountjoy Square, 

were their own arehitects, and they were totally in control of the 

building process. Thorpe's houses were nearly identical to their 

neighbours except for their stuccoed ceilings, but Thorpe had full 

control over the execution and cost of the stucco work, and the total 

house cost could be easily established before building commenced.

The need by both the state and private building owners to control the 

rapid inflation of building costs at the end of the century forced them 

to look at the viability of fixed price agreements and the 

rationalisation of contract documentation. The high quality of 

constmction drawings prepared during this period by architects such 

as Francis Johnston reflects this demand for predictable estimates 

which remained unaltered by design variations during the building 

contract. As Thompson,^’ in his history of quantity surveying 

explains:

As long as the system of separate trades contracting persisted, 

it was certainly possible to make an advance estimate of 

building cost for the illumination or the dejection of the 

prospective owner but it was not possible to use such an 

estimate to bind the hands of builders. Hence advanced 

estimating remained in the hands of architects performed from 

sketchy calculations or guess-work to propriate their clients, 

until the revolution in contracting in the early nineteenth
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century which produced the all-trades contract and the single 

building contractor undertaking to carry it out.

The scarcity of building materials during the French Wars (1793-1815) 

and their escalating costs destabilised the traditional basis of the 

measured contract system. Clarke, in Building Capitalism deseribes 

this process.

Though rates were relatively stable up until the 1770's, after 

this time the system became more and more unworkable 

because in the first place, it was impossible to know what 

priee tradesmen had paid for materials or how much material 

was bought for a given sum and, in the second place, different 

methods of measurement were used.

The demand for the eontrol of building costs and the need to make 

eontracting more eompetitive, promoted a shift away from the 

traditional sources for the supply of building materials. This pattern 

was already established earlier in the eighteenth century by house 

builders like Robert Ball who also became a timber merchant and 

supplied joinery bricks and sand to other builders. In the 1760's, both 

Pierce Arehbold and John Chambers (the barrack builders) are listed 

as timber merehants in the Dublin direetories, and Chambers, during 

this period, was building speculative houses in Merrion Square. By 

the nineteenth century, the capital investment by builders in building
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94plant and equipment grew considerably, Thomas Cubitt for instance, 

in London, owned a joinery shop, a marble shop, scaffolding stores, a 

plastershop, an engineering workshop and a steam-powered sawmill 

by 1820.

This marked the end of the measure and value system, the trade 

divisions and the close associations with the building guilds. 

Tradesmen no longer owed allegiance to a master artisan or his 

workshop; they became skilled building workers under the direction of 

experienced foremen. The general builder was now in full control of 

the process of building, and he took responsibility for the co

ordination of building tasks and the supervision of workmanship. The 

architect relinquished his role as co-ordinator and supervisor, and he 

became instead, an inspector and a certifier of quality. Architects 

were still highly critical of the lump sum form of contracting. 

Decimus Burton and Robert Smirke echoed the same complaints 

voiced over a century earlier, by Christopher Wren, and reiterated by 

the anonymous architectural critic of the Freeman's Journal, in Dublin 

in 1769.
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CARPENTRY Chapter 3

The important part played by timber in ensuring the stability of 

eighteenth century masonry stmctures promoted the carpenter's 

central role in regulating the activities of many other artisans 

employed on building sites. The introduction of masonry casings as a 

common building method (in lieu of timber cage structures) in the 

second half of the seventeenth century, reduced the carpenter's 

involvement in the building fabric, but his responsibilities were still 

considerable. Cambell's description of the London carpenter in 1747 

explains the importance of these responsibilities'.

The Carpenter is employ'd in all the wooden work from the 

foundation to the top. In works where the foundation is 

suppos'd soft the carpenter drives piles down to support the 

edifice. In brick works he places the bearers, where the chief 

weight of the building lies; he lays the joists, girders and 

rafters in flooring, and when the outward case is built, he 

puts on the roof and prepares it for the slater.

Carpenters had other duties in fitting timber components into the 

structural carcase. They installed windows in exterior walls, and they 

balanced sliding sashes with iron weights. They hung doors, provided 

wooden partitions and framework supports for decorative plaster. 

They installed the elaborately moulded timber casings used as door

frames, window-cases, skirtings, cornices, wainscots and panelling.
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Thus they were involved in the determination of the structural 

performance of buildings, their functional operation and their 

decorative characteristics. Francis Price, in his introduction to A 

Treatise on carpentry in 1733 • insists that “....Carpentry naturally 

comes in among the essential heads of Architecture", because of its 

characteristics of "strength, use and beauty".

The carpenter's training in the processing of timber for structural and 

decorative work was obtained through the guild system and 

apprenticeship with a master carpenter. This involved the apprentice 

in the practical exercise of his craft in workshops and building sites, 

under the supervision of the master and his assistant journeymen for 

a period of seven years. That the perceived need for the addition of a 

broader theoretic knowledge was necessary in contemporary practice, 

is evident from the considerable amount of building manuals 

published during the eighteenth century and by the activities of 

training establishments such as the Dublin Society Schools.

The Dublin Society provided financial subsidies for Robert West’s 

drawing school in George’s Lane from 1740, and by 1750 they had

opened “.....an academy for Drawing and Design...” in Shaw’s Court in

Dame Street.^ The schools activities included tuition in the arts and 

crafts and the promotion of art and architecture through a series of 

annual awards. Some of its pupils included Francis Sandys, John 

Pool, James Cash, Richard Morrison and James Hoban.'^
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The schools’ awards record premiums to the sculptor John Houghton 

for carving in 1742, to George Ensor (a former carpenter) for the 

design of a house in 1745 and to Thomas Cranfield for carving in 

1769.^ The architect Thomas Ivory (a former carpenter) took control of 

the school of architecture in 1764, and his successor from 1787 was 

Gandon’s pupil Heniy Aaron Baker.® The tuition offered by Ivory and 

Baker to young craftsmen contributed significantly to the fine quality 

of architectural ornament visible in the facades and interiors of 

Dublin buildings in the neo-classic period.

An examination of the better known eighteenth-century building 

publications provides us with an insight into contemporary 

constructional theory and the practical requirements of artisans such 

as carpenters, in meeting the demands of new architectural ideals. 

These books covered a wide variety of subjects dealing with both 

contractual practices and the application of architectural principles 

to buildings. They dealt with methods of measuring and pricing 

workmanship, the setting out of basic geometric figures, calculations 

for timber structural members, systems for framing roofs and floors, 

descriptions of the proper use of the classical orders of architecture, 

and their application to doors, windows, fireplaces and elevational 

profiles, from the cornice to skirting and plinth levels.

Although this material was intended for the use of many artisans 

engaged in building activities, it is easier to measure its general
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characteristics in a discussion on carpentry because of the 

carpenter's eentral role in the building process. In a review of historic 

literature dealing with building practices from 1592 to 1820^-, 

Yeomans expressed the belief that building manuals were principally 

addressed to earpenters. His view is based on the carpenter's 

predominanee as the central figure in building operations and his 

involvement in the co-ordination of other artisan's tasks. This is 

supported by the considerable amount of published material dealing 

specifically with carpentry.

Building literature in its most basic form can be classified under three 

headings. Firstly, we have measurer's manuals dealing with 

mathematical information on the mensuration of workmanship. 

Seeondly, we have technical manuals showing the design of roofs, 

floors and other components with guidance on the dimensions of 

struetural members. Under the third heading, we have pattern books, 

which guided artisans in the choice and application of stylistic 

embellishment. As the century progressed, authors began to combine 

aspects of all these classifications in their publications to increase 

their saleability. Although the amount of material published was 

extensive, the information produced was highly repetitive and its 

quality varied eonsiderably from book to book.

The earliest books to appear were the measurer's manuals. Many 

seventeenth eentury publications were still in use in the eighteenth
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century, and as both Wittkower and Yeomans have pointed out, most 

of the subsequent building literature was influenced by these 

surveyor's manuals. Essentially the manuals dealt with the reduction 

of quantities of materials into units of measure {such as a perch of 

masonry or a cubic foot of timber) which enabled artisans to calculate 

the cost of their work. Edward Hoppus's Practiced measuring made 

easy was probably the most useful and widely read example of its 

type. Published in Lxmdon in 1736, it provided a series of tables 

whieh were easier to read and more comprehensive than other 

contemporary manuals. The success of Hoppus's tables can be judged 

by the many editions printed in the eighteenth century, the 

appearance of a New York edition in 1846 and a further London 

edition in 1870. In Ireland, William Hawney's The complete measurer 

was obviously successful as the Dublin edition of 1730 was reprinted 

in 1740 and 1767, and a Cork edition appeared in 1768®-. It was 

overtaken however by Levi Hodgson's The modem measurer which 

appeared first in the 1760's (as an adaption of Hoppus) and remained 

in continuous demand until its tenth edition in 180l'°-.

What do these measurer's manuals tell us about the eighteenth- 

century carpenter and his work? Hawney's The complete measurer, 

reprinted on three occasions in Dublin and once in Cork, could only 

have been welcomed as a mathematical primer, as over half its 

contents were devoted to the principles of decimal arithmetic, 

multiplication, division and the extraction of square and cubic roots.
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The remainder showed how these principles could be applied in 

practice to the measurement of workmanship by a series of examples. 

The only inference we can draw from this material is the view that 

artisans received no training in basic mathematics prior to, or during 

their apprenticeships. This is supported by the inclusion of sections 

dealing with mathematics and elementary geometry in publications by 

Batty Langley and Francis Price“-.

Hoppus's Practical measuring made easy provided a simpler answer. 

His tables were comprehensive enough to provide Ccupenters with the 

solid content (in cubic feet) of scantlings of a wide variety of sectional 

sizes, and from 1 foot to 50 feet in length, without any calculations. 

His fifth edition, published in 1759, went further. It displayed

“.....new tables showing at sight the value of any piece or quantity of

timber at any price from 1/6, 2/-, 2/6, 3/- per foot cube, ....” thus 

providing a ready reckoner of both quantities and cost.

This was the format adopted by Levi Hodgson in Dublin and by most 

English manuals in the second half of the century. The rapidly rising 

cost of materials after the 1770's promoted the demand for updated 

cost information and the need for newer and newer editions. 

Hodgson's ninth edition (in 1793) is a good example of how far the 

demand for guidance on costs had developed by the end of the 

century. Apart from the tables borrowed from Hoppus and typical 

advice on girthing regular, irregular and tapering timber, Hodgson
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included prices for sawyer's work with different timbers, the cost of 

labour at various rates for a six day week and a comprehensive 

analysis of prices for framing (floors, roofs and stairs) and fitting 

(skirtings, doors and wainscot) in a typical building. Although his 

background as a measurer was in the timber trade, Hodgson provided 

similar costs for the work of bricklayers, stonecutters, plasterers and 

slaters.

Technical manuals dealing with the design of structural components 

such as roofs and floors and the construction of circular and elliptical 

framing for stairs, vaults and domes are particularly important, as 

they illustrate problems faced by carpenters in the interpretation of 

the new stylistic ideals introduced by classicism. They also allow us 

to discuss the widening gap between carpentry practices in England 

and Ireland whieh became evident in the eighteenth century.

The earliest and most authoritative book to appear in the first half of 

the eentury, was Price's A treatise on carpentry which was introduced 

in London in 1733, and was reprinted as a sixth edition in Dublin in 

1768. Price's work carried on its title page the imprimatur of James 

Gibbs, Nicholas Hawksmoor and John James, a master carpenter who 

had a considerable reputation as an architect in the London area. 

Price's first chapter ranged from simple propositions in basic geometry 

such as the erection of a perpendicular on a horizontal line, to the 

sophisticated setting out of intersecting elliptical vaults. These
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geometric exercises reflect the carpenter’s traditional responsibility for 

setting out the entire building structure, and timber centerings to 

facilitate the construction of masonry arches and vaults.

Price's descriptions of roof trusses show a clear understanding of the 

structural efficiency of truss members (such as struts and ties) and 

the joints used to assemble them. His adaptations of king and queen 

post trusses to accommodate attics, plaster barrel vaults and as M 

roofs with lower ridge heights provided his readers with valuable 

guidance on flexibility in the choice of roof structures. His 

illustrations of the framing of hipped-roofs reflects one of the 

problems faced by carpenters at this time. Palladian classicism 

brought with it a preference for low tiled roofs with hipped ends, 

whieh allowed the use of a continuous comice. British and Irish 

earpenters - used to finishing their high ridged roofs against masonry 

gables - found the geometry of the diagonal hip tmsses difficult, and 

particularly so when buildings were not perfectly rectangular. Price's 

layout of "bevel roofs" with hips, shows how the length of hip rafters 

could be calculated.

Christine Casey's critical view of the unprogressive nature of building 

practiees in Ireland'^ is supported by the persistence of seventeenth- 

century roof framing methods in the eighteenth century. Most of the 

generation of buildings which followed the Royal Hospital 

Kilmainham in the first three decades of the next century used the
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same steeply pitehed roofs and similar roof structures to those 

employed in the 1680’s.

The use of classical king post framing started in England before the 

1650’s, but it was to await its full development in the hands of 

designers such as Wren, Gibbs and Hawksmoor, between the 1670’s 

and the 1720’s. Price's work was the first attempt to publicise the 

proper design of classical roof framing, and it was probably the first 

sight many carpenters or architects outside London had of this 

system, apart from the illustrations in Barbaro’s Vitruvius, or Leoni's 

Palladio.

The design of classical roof profiles was to become one of the most 

important influences on changing constructional practice in England 

and Ireland and one which (in England) clearly separates the 

seventeenth from the eighteenth century. The stylistic demand from 

Palladian builders for low Italianate roofs coupled with the need for 

longer roof spans influenced the choice of roofing materials and 

produced radical changes in the structural framing of roof timbers.

Early classical roof structures in Ireland used common rafters, 

supported on purlins spanning between framed principal rafters (or 

roof trusses). The most basic form of truss was a frame of principal 

rafters connected by a collar beam at a level between the wall plate 

and the apex of the roof. This form of roof framing derived from
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medieval praetiee. The essential basis of the collar truss used in the 

late fifteenth-century Dunsoughly castle was still employed in the 

eighteenth century but only for short spans.

A more advanced form of roof framing (found in the Royal Hospital 

Kilmainham in 1685, Kilmacurragh Co. Wicklow c. 1700, Molyneux 

House c. 1711, Steevens’ Hospital c. 1720’s and the Drogheda 

schoolmaster’s house c. 1720’s) used tie beams to resist the outward 

thrust of the roof at wallplate level and collar beams as structural 

braces at a higher level. Some frames used diagonal struts to help 

distribute the load of the roof.

10

11

This early (pre Palladian) roof framing had certain limitations as 

David Yeomans has pointed out.*^ It impeded the development of 

lower roof profiles as it was only effective when used in high pitched 

roofs. The use of the collar for instance, had little effect on the 

momentum of principal rafters at pitches of 30 degrees. The 

transmission of structural loads onto the beam (through posts and 

struts) necessitated the use of single baulks of timber, thereby 

limiting its capacity for longer spans.

The problems were overcome in the late seventeenth century in 

England by the adoption of the classical roof truss, illustrated by 

Palladio and visible in such structures as the octasyle portico of the 

Roman Pantheon. The advantages of this truss were fully exploited in 12
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the shallow leaden roof of Wren’s Sheldonian Theatre in 1669 

spanned 70 feet using a tie beam fabricated from several individual 

timber members, joined together to resist the tensile forces at the 

base of the roof.

13

Palladio illustrated the use of various framing arrangements to suit 

different spans and structural conditions. These ranged from a truss 

with a single (central) vertical post and two diagonal struts over short 

spans, to multiple post and strut arrangements used for the 

construction of timber bridges. These trusses formed the basis for the 

design of eighteenth-centuiy king post and queen post roof structures. 

Wren’s triple-post truss for the Sheldonian was influenced by 

Palladio’s design for a bridge with laminated tie beams. He was also 

undoubtedly influenced by Palladio’s comments on the structural 

efficiency of the framing methods advocated and on his use of iron 

cramps or stirrups.

14

15

The structural efficiency of the Palladian truss depended on the 

cohesive action of all framing members working in equilibrium and 

the use of vertical posts (as ties) to support the tie beam at the base 

of the truss. This required considerable care in the fabrication of the 

joints connecting structural members together especially at the 

terminal points of the truss (apex and wall junctions) and the 

junction of king post and tie beam. The use of iron stirrups and 

cotter pins to strengthen these junctions became common in the
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eighteenth century. A drawing of Hawksmoor’s truss design for All 

Soul’s College, Oxford in 1716, shows the proper use of such iron 

straps and the careful handling of junctions between structural 

members.

16

By 1733, the publication date of Price's Treatise, the situation in 

Ireland had already changed considerably. Edward Lovett Pearce's 

appointment to build a new Parliament House in 1728, and his 

decision to employ Richard Cassels as his assistant, marked a new 

direction in Irish architecture and a corresponding change in 

technical standards. The triumphal introduction of Palladianism into 

Ireland in a work of such quality, was of course due to Pearce's 

brilliance and personal ambitions. The execution of a building of 

this magnitude in such a short building period, was also a managerial 

triumph which could not have been achieved without considerable 

organisational resources. Pearce's high opinion of Cassels “...as I 

know nobody in this town whom I could employ capable of drawing 

fair designs of this nature but one person...” confirms his assistance 

in the execution of the work, but it does not clarily the extent of his 

role‘^-. As such, it is difficult to know if Pearse relied on Cassels’ 

technical experience in the development of the structural design of 

the building.

It is clear from drawings of the colonnaded portico that the use of the 

Palladian truss in low (pediment pitched) roofs was fully understood. 17
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What is more notable and completely unexpected, is the daring use of 

a series of trussed timber arches to roof the high central chamber 

with a hemi-spherical dome. This use of the king post in a series of 

linked trusses is highly innovative, and like the architectural 

refinements of the entire building, unusual for its time.

18

Ireland was not to experience architecture of the quality of the 

Parliament House again for another fifty years, but Cassels’ 

professionalism remained. The spread of Palladian designs through 

the country promoted rationalised roof framing, helped no doubt, by 

the publications of such writers as Price and Langley. By the 1740’s, 

well designed trusses were in common use in Dublin and provincial 

areas. George Semple’s drawings of St. Patrick’s Hospital in 1749 

show an example of a carefully considered king post truss with iron 

stirrup straps. Faulkner’s Dublin Journal published two notices in 

1752, seeking tenders from carpenters for roof framing for St. Mark’s 

Church.’® The bill of scantling reveals a comprehensive knowledge of 

long spanning truss construction.

19

20

While this use of the king post truss represents a convergence of a 

sort with English practice, it is from Cassels’ time that an equally 

significant divergence between English and Irish carpentry patterns 

becomes noticable. It is certainly evident by the 1740’s in the 

construction of country houses such as Tudenham (in Westmeath) 

and Ledwithstown (in Roscommon) and in Dublin, in palatial
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mansions such as Leinster House, Doneraile House and the terraced 

houses of Henrietta Street. Cassels links with the designs of this 

generation of buildings are clear, but what may be difficult to 

establish is how much he influenced the balance between existing 

traditions and new carpentry practices in Ireland.

A division between Irish and English carpentry traditions was already 

apparent from the earliest part of the century. This can be seen in the 

roofs of the Dublin gabled houses which formed extensive suburbs in 

the Meath and Aungier estates, and in succeeding generations of early 

brick houses in Stephen's Green and the Molesworth Estate. These 

houses, known in Dublin as Dutch Billies, were also visible in the 

streetscapes of port cities such as Limerick, Cork and Waterford. The 

house type appears to have come to Ireland with the influx of artisans 

from the south of England in the late seventeenth century, but its 

origins were undoubtedly Dutch. Holland was known to have the 

most progressive urban housing in Europe in the early part of the 

seventeenth century, and the importation of Dutch bricklaying 

techniques into England at this period anticipated the change from 

timber to brick housing, which started after the London fire of 1666.

Dublin gabled houses have roof structures which are very different 

from foreign examples. These roofs were built with a primary structure 

of timber purlins spanning between masonry gables and supporting in 

turn a secondary stmcture of common rafters. The main difference

21
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between this construction, and methods used in similar houses in 

England and Holland, was the substitution of masonry supports for 

timber trusses. The efficiency and economy of this system encouraged 

its use, and we find it employed in later houses in Dublin and Cork. 

These roofs were to become unfashionable in Dublin after the 1740's, 

but the technical objectives which developed them were to have a 

powerful influence on Irish carpentry over the entire eighteenth 

century. Essentially these objectives were the avoidance of massive 

timber members and complicated mortice joints, and a reliance, where 

feasible, on the use of masonry rather than wooden supports.

22

23

24

The framing systems for floors, trussed girders and trussed partitions 

proposed by Price were an integral part of the English carpentry 

tradition. The trussed girder relied on the insertion of cambered 

scantlings (or sometimes metal straps) into the sides of heavy beams 

(providing additional stiffness) to avoid deflection overlong spans. 

The only known example of the use of such girders in Ireland was by 

William Chambers in the floors of Charlemont House. The trussed 

partition was an adaptation of the roof truss to provide a structural 

partition which could support floor loadings. It provided a remarkable 

flexibility in planning, particularly in the alignment of rooms in 

London's terraced houses. However, its advantages were ignored by 

the builders of Dublin's terraced houses, and the most apparent 

examples of its use elsewhere in Ireland was by English architects

28

25
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such as Chambers and James Gandon and by the Irish architect 

Francis Johnston in the nineteenth century

Priee sums up the main principle of English floor framing practices 

in the introduction to the Treatise.

Also observe, that all case-bays, either in floors or roofs, do 

not exceed twelve feet if possibly; that is, do not let your joists 

in floors, your purloins in roofs, etc. exceed twelve feet in their 

length, or bearing: but rather let the bearing be eight, nine, or 

ten feet; which should be obsenud in forming a plan.

These general principles were already enshrined in the London 

building regulations, and they were endorsed by most eighteenth 

eentuiy manuals. The effect of these regulations meant, that even in 

the most eeonomieally designed buildings two structural members 

supported the floor, a girder and a joist. In better quality work, a 

more complex system of three structural members was used girders, 

binder joists and common joists. It was necessary in the simpler 

system to use a separate set of ceiling joists if a level ceiling (without 

beams) was required. In the more complex system, ceiling joists were 

often used by choice, to avoid sagging or deflection. All of these 

members, joists, binders, ceiling joists and girders were joined 

together by mortiees tenons and cogged joints.

29

30

31
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The simpler form of these floor systems (beams and joists) can be 

found in Kilmacurragh Co. Wicklow, Marsh's Library, Trinity College 

Library, Steevens’ Hospital and most Irish buildings built before the 

1740's. As far as we know, the more complex system has only 

occurred in Ireland in the work of Chambers and his former pupil 

Gandon. The system must have been well known here however, as it 

was well illustrated in the Irish editions of Price's and Langley's 

publications and in most English manuals.

33

32

From the late 1730's onwards, a decisive change in the design of Irish 

floor construction marked a fundamental departure from English 

practice and the stringent provisions of the London building 

regulations. By the 1740’s, Irish carpenters had abandoned the use of 

framed floors entirely and put their trust in the use of one single 

structural member, the long spanning joist, running in clear spans 

between structural walls. This difference in the structural 

expectations of the joist is clearly expressed in the building manuals. 

Both Price (1733) and Pain (1794) recommend maximum lengths of 12 

feet,*^- Langley (1729) recommends 11‘/2 feet but Hodgson in his Irish 

manual gives dimensions of joists spanning 20 feet. In practice, Irish 

carpenters using joisted floors exceeded this span'®. 38-40

The advantages Irish carpenters saw in the use of the clear spanning 

joist were, like the qualities they sought in the gabled roof system, an 

economy and simplicity in construction. It avoided the expense and
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the complications of heavy girders which could not be manipulated 

easily by hand; it removed the laborious process of cutting tenons, 

mortices and cog joints and their considerable cost. In addition it 

required no ceiling joists, as the ceiling laths could be simply applied 

to the soffits of the floor joists.

The most significant advantage of English floor construction was the 
additional stiffness provided by the use of heavy primary timbers and 
short joists. This avoided deflection and consequent dcimage to the 
ceiling plaster. In its most complex form (of joists, binders and 
girders) it was particularly adaptable to the use of coffers, or 
compartmented ceilings; in its simplest form however, (of joists and 
girders) the protrusion of the girders below ceiling level (as in the 
Worth Library in Dublin) could have a disturbing effect on the 
interior. Another disadvantage, which could become apparent with 
time, was the effects of shrinkage on the bearing ends of the 
structural joints which may have reduced the stiffness and structural 
continuity of the floor. In this, the Irish long joist flooring, acting as 
a continuous tie between the structural walls, was particularly 
efficient.

Richard Cassels’ part in this change from framed floor structures to 

long joists is difficult to define, but the use of the new flooring 

method in Palladian buildings associated with him cannot be 

discounted. Nor can we ignore the influence of the carpenters 

themselves and the spirit of economic rationalism that produced the 

unique roof structure of the Irish gabled house. Many carpenters of
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the era (sueh as Benjamin Ball, Benjamin Rudd and George Ensor) 

were involved as master-builders and architects, and it was from this 

source that the pressure to simplify the building process probably 

stemmed. One of the most likely places to look for the emergence of 

the flooring method is in Henrietta Street, where houses (such as 

numbers 13 and 15) built in the 1740’s, used through joists on spans 

of up to 26 feet. This span was probably seldom repeated, but by the 

mid-century the use of the long joist in clear spans was common 

practice, and with a few exceptions, it was to remain so for the entire 

century. But, it was Cassels’ imprimatur that promoted its use in 

buildings of quality, where its obvious economy was not the first 

consideration. Palazzos like Leinster House, or Tudenham, with four 

facades in cut-stone and ornate interiors, were buildings where cost 

cutting was inappropriate; Cassels’ decision to use joisted floors in 

both buildings clearly indicates their proven efficiency in use.

41

The conclusion we must draw from the independence shown by Irish 

carpentry construction, is that artisans were largely uninfluenced by 

the structural methods described in imported technical manuals. This 

was not the result of unprogressive practices, but part of a process 

designed to suit rational preferences and local conditions. The 

complex carpentry of eighteenth-century English architecture had as 

its roots the medieval craftsmanship of York Minister, Westminister 

Hall and the great tithe-bams of the countryside. No parallel 

tradition existed in Ireland, and its absence encouraged
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experimentation and change. It is true of course, that many Irish 

carpenters had English roots - the Rudds came from Northumbria and 

the Ensors from Warwickshire - but the economic recession of the 

1710's - 1730's disrupted the migratory pattern of English artisans 

into Ireland, and influences which might have been strong at the 

beginning of the century, may not have prevailed for long.

The third influence on carpentry practices was the pattern books. 

Most of these, as Wittkower points out, were intended as guides to 

the correct use of the architectural orders**^. In this they were 

remarkably successful. The significant gap between the outmoded 

buildings depicted by Moxon in 1703 and Langley's Palladian 

copperplates in 1729, reflects a revolution in architectural taste and a 

demand for stylistic guidance^”. Wittkower saw the publications of 

writers such as Halfpenny, Langley and Salmon as vulgarisations of 

the Palladian model, intended principally for artisans, but he also 

stressed their importance, as the main generator of a national 

architectural style which promoted Palladianism throughout 

Britain^'-.

Langley's The builders vade mecum which appeared in 1729, was one 

of the first publications to cover the correct use of the orders, as part 

of a series of practical lectures intended for artisans. The reprinting 

of this work (in 1729) in Dublin, less than a year after its appearance 

in London, is significant: it coincided with the organisation of a large
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team of craftsmen, brought together to build Pearce's design for the 

new Irish Parliament House in College Green. This was probably the 

first occasion on which most of the artisans had encountered 

Palladian work. Job Ensor, the master carpenter entrusted with the 

framing of the low hipped roofs and the complex construction of the 

dome, had come to Dublin from rural Warwickshire. Nataniel 

Whinnery, the Dublin mason employed on the cut stone exterior had 

trained under his father who had worked extensively with Thomas 

Burgh. The sophistication of the stone colonnade and demands made 

on the carpenters (in setting out the innovative design of the dome 

and roofs) must have raised considerable speculation among the 

Dublin artisan community at this time.

By the second half of the century, when the need to guide artisans in 

the basic relationships of classical proportions had diminished, 

authors began to devote more attention to the application of typical 

designs. Some of the fruits of this can be seen in the door-cases of 

many Irish terraced houses (such as numbers 14 to 17 St. Stephen's 

Green) which show an obvious debt to William Pain's The builder's 

companion, published in 1758.^^ Pain’s designs, following London 

practice were intended for timber construction, but the Dublin door

cases were made of stone. Pain who described himself (on different 

occasions) as a carpenter, a joiner and an architect, published plans 

of houses, designs for the interiors of dining rooms, libraries and 

churches in works such as The carpenter and Joiner's repository (1778)

42
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and The practical house carpenter in 1794. The books were an 

important influenees on the popular promotion of neo-elassieism, in 

the same way as the works of earlier authors popularised the 

Palladian style.

The implieations of Pain's publications are clear. They were addressed 

to carpenters who clearly saw their responsibilities as covering both 

the design and the construction of buildings. Pain, as David Yeomans 

suggests, was probably a master builder, and his experience would 

have been gained from contracts where he undertook the carpentry 

and joinery himself, and employed the other trades as subcontractors. 

His description of himself as "carpenter and architect" and "joiner and 

architect" raises an important issue as it relates to the dual role that 

many master artisans regarded as normal practice.

Kenneth Severens refers to this aspect of practice in a description of 

the rebuilding of St. Werburgh's church after a fire in 1754. He 

describes the submission of plans and estimates by a number of 

prominent carpenters for roofing and repairing the church and the 

subsequent appointment of William Goodwin as contractor. Joseph 

Jarratt, the surveyor general's assistant, who was one of the advisers 

to the building committee, acted as a supervisor, but his involvement 

both in the choice of architectural treatment and in the control of 

workmanship was not significant. It was apparent from the 

contractual records, that the artisans who were engaged in the
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building work were acting in quasi-architectural roles. Severens 

concludes his description of the contract with the view “...that master 

carpenters could perform most of the tasks usually associated with

architects ,.23

This is an interesting point which touches on both our perceptions of 

the full role of eighteenth-century master craftsmen and on the 

origins of the architectural profession. During the course of their 

careers, many artisans who served apprenticeships as masons and 

carpenters became involved as measurers, supervisors, clerks of 

works, architect’s assistants and architects. Michael Wills and George 

Ensor, who were both cairpenters, competed for premiums offered by 

the Dublin Society for architectural designs. Like many other 

carpenters and masons, they worked as architects. Yet it is difficult to 

say how far trades such as carpentry, were perceived as a threshold to 

a career as a professional architect.

The employment of eighteenth-century artisans as architects has been 

seen historically as a necessity, thrust on their employers in the 

absence of professionally trained designers. By the second half of the 

century, as craftsmen became more confident in the handling of 

architectural forms, this situation may have improved, but there is no 

evidence that artisans saw the development of design skills as 

stepping stones to vocations as professional architects. Carpenters 

were the most obvious beneficiaries of the architectural guidance
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offered by pattern books, but with the exeeption of Thomas Ivory, 

none of the Irish earpenters who acted as architects practised 

consistantly as independent professsionals. It is unlikely that 

carpenters, or other master artisans, had ambitions to relinguish 

their trade and become professional designers.

They may not have had sufficient incentive to do so. Although 

Richard Cassels (as far as we know) appears to have lived solely on 

fees received from his clients, his was not a common or well-defined 

career category in Ireland for most of the eighteenth century. The 

important architects who preceded him, (Pearce, Burgh and Robinson) 

were, as Edward McParland^'* points out, involved financially in the 

contractual process through their office as surveyor-generals. 

Evidence of the career of subsequent holders of this office, such as 

Arthur Jones Neville, indicates that payments from contractors were 

regarded as an important part of remuneration for this position. 

Robinson was a member of three powerful guilds involved in the 

building market, and he also traded as a timber merchant.^® George 

Esdall the timber merchant was also listed in the Dublin director]/^ as 

an architect in 1763. Thomas Ivory, who did leave his trade as a 

carpenter to practice architecture, worked as the master of the Dublin 

Society School of Architectural Drawing from 1764 until his death in 

1786.^
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In Dublin, the carpenter-architects Michael Wills and the Ensor 

brothers were the most likely candidates to follow the lead established 

by Cassels as professional consultant. Wills may have been aetive as 

an independent supervisor in his work under Thomas Burgh in the 

1720's, but in the Smock Alley Theatre in 1735 and in his proposals 

for St. Patrick's Hospital in 1749, and for Essex Bridge in 1753, he 

saw himself as both the architect and the builder.

John Ensor, who had the great advantage of working under Cassels 

and inheriting part of his practice, spent most of his subsequent 

career as a master builder in the Molesworth Estate and in Rutland 

Square in the 1750's and in the Fitzwilliam Estate after the 1760's •. 

George Ensor designed and built the Church of St. John the 

Evangelist in 1766, but he is most remembered as the architect- 

builder of the Sessions House in Roscommon in 1762, the Ranelagh 

Schools in Roscommon and Athlone in the mid 1760's and the public 

hospital in Armagh from 1767-1770^°.

The arrival of Thomas Cooley and James Gandon in Ireland in the 

latter part of the century, might have promoted the ideal of 

professionalism among the architectural community, but carpenters 

were still active as designer builders. Roger Mulholland provided the 

carpentry, the supervision and the design of the elliptical church in 

Rosemaiy Street Belfast, in the 1780's and the earlier Presbyterian 

church at Dunmurry, Co. Antrim (1779) was probably also designed
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and built by him^‘. Samuel Sproule, who enjoyed eonsiderable 

patronage as an arehiteet in Dublin in the 1790's, was still interested 

in tendering for the construction of the Cork barracks in 1801^^. 

There is evidence that even the most established professional 

architects of the era may have built and designed some of their work. 

Cooley, who started his career as a carpenter, made proposals to the 

Earl of Bective in 1778 which can only be reasonably explained as an 

offer to build his own design for the new church at Kells^^.

The reluctance of artisan architects to pursue careers as professionals 

may reflect the lack of powerful patronage to sustain these careers 

during this period. On the other hand, the acquisition of design 

skills brought significant advantages to craftsmen. A facility for 

drawing and experience in the management of architectural ensembles 

liberated the master artisan from the competitive world of fixed rates 

and continuous interference from supervisory architects. The market 

for speculative housing attracted artisans from all trades, but it 

particularly promoted carpenters because of their central role in 

regulating the work of other trades smd their capacity to handle 

architectural relationships.

Eighteenth-century master artisans enjoyed privileges under the guild 

system which were to disappear forever in the nineteenth century. 

Successful careers in contracting could ensure high living standards 

and social recognition among the merchant community. The master
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carpenter John Chambers for instance, could earn a gross figure of 

£2,947.12.1 (over an 18th month contract) in Dublin Castle, from 

1746 until 1747^^-. If this produced even a small profit of 10% (after 

he had paid for himself, his workmen and timber) he would have a 

surplus of over £290 for a year and a halfs work. This compares 

favourably with the salary of £300 per annum granted the surveyor 

generaP^ (who employed him) the £40 per annum salary of the 

surveyor's assistant and the figure of £20 per annum (earned as 

wages) by the average journeyman carpenter during this period.

Speculative ventures by earpenters working as master builders could 

be even more rewarding. Michael Wills’ charitable services given to 

Steevens' Hospital and his apparent retirement in the 1750's, were 

probably funded by rents he received from houses his father (Isaac 

Wills) developed in the Dawson Street area, early in the eentury^®. 

Benjamin Rudd, who appears to have spent most of his career as a 

master builder, owned a number of houses in fashionable streets at 

the time of his death in 1756^^. After Robert Ball's death and the sale 

of his timber yard on the North strand in 1761, his family had 

suffieient funds to start a successful merchant bank^^. Roger 

Mulholland's speculative housing in Belfast's Talbot Street, Dunbar 

Street, Robert Street and Hills Street in the 1790's, undoubtedly 

contributed to his estate which was valued at £3,835.17.2‘/2 after his 

death in 1818^®.
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Although it is uncertain whether building artisans received much 

formal schooling prior to their apprenticeships, there is ample 

evidenee of high standai'ds of literacy and cultural development 

among eighteenth-century Irish eraftsmen and their families. The 

Dublin Soeiety sehools made an important eontribution to the visual 

education of apprentices from the 1740’s onwards. Carpenters, as we 

might expeet, would have provided a good market for the Dublin 

reprints of books by Langley and Price and London editions of Pain 

and Halfpenny which appeared in Dublin bookseller's catalogues. But 

what little we know of the prominent carpentry families sueh as the 

Wills, the Rudds and the Sprules, points to a more cultivated taste 

than a basic Palladian grammar, popularised by pattern books.

Understandably, these interests are to be found among the group of 

earpenters who are known also as architectural designers. Michael 

Wills spent a eonsiderable part of his life in the translation of the 

first five books of Vitruvius; his own unpublished commentary on the 

text, as Christine Casey points out, shows highly developed theoretie 

views on the practieal application of its contents'^°-. After Benjamin 

Rudd’s death, his practice as a house builder was taken over by his 

son Stephen who described himself in leases as a master builder. 

Another son, James Rudd became well known as the most prominent 

retailer of architeetural books in Dublin from 1755, until his early 

death in 1758''‘-.

43
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Roger Mulholland, who was still describing himself as a carpenter, in 

leases taken in 1789, was a subscriber to Pool and Cash's Views of 

the most remarkable public buildings monuments and edifices in the city 

of Dublin in 1780, and among his gifts to the new Linenhall library in 

Belfast were his three volumes of Vitruvius Brittanicus*^-. Samuel 

Sproule had more advanced and more catholic tastes. He too was a 

subscriber to Pool and Cash, but he also owned the copy of Carlo 

Fontana's Templum uaticanum et ipsum origo now shelved in the UCD 

library; his signature also appears on the flyleaf of a copy of Robert 

Wood's influential neo-classic reference book The ruins of Palmyra, 

now in the possession of the Irish Architectural Archive.

Wills, Mulholland and Sproule may not have been typical of the 

average artisan but the eighteenth-century carpenter’s deep 

involvement in the cultural content of his work cannot be ignored. 

Like other craftsmen such as stuccadors, cabinet makers and 

ironsmiths, he was committed to an interpretation of stylistic 

formulas which raised his work above the level of technical skill, to 

the borders of artistic creativity. This encouraged his interest in the 

visual culture of his age, and promoted his involvement in 

architectural design.
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JOINERY Chapter 4

Joiners were well established in the seventeenth-century in Ireland, and 

they appear to have been conspicuously involved in building contracts 

during that period. In Dublin, they operated as members of the 

carpenters' guild (of the Blessed Virgin Maiy)^ which represented 

masons, bricklayers, plasterers and heliers (roofers) as well as a few 

trades uninvolved in building practice. A surviving roll of this guild's 

membership in 1656 records the names of 119 artisans^. These 

included 29 carpenters, 23 coopers, 16 joiners, 13 bricklayers, 11 

plasterers, 7 heliers, 5 masons, 4 distillers, 3 millers, 2 turners and 1 

boxmaker.

Evidence of joiners working both in Dublin and provincial centres 

during the century have survived. Edmund Tingham, a carver and 

joiner was employed by the Earl of Cork to wainscot the gallery of his 

newly purchased Dublin housed in 1631. Accounts in Trinity College 

record payments to Matthew Kassel for joinery in the laboratory in 

16364 and for wainscot panelling in the chapel in 1639^. Robert Massy 

and Thomas Reyuar were paid for joinery in the Bluecoat School 

contract*’ between 1668 and 1673. Joseph Turner and Thomas Howell 

were engaged in the joinery contract for the Dublin TholseP in 1682. 

The contractual accounts for building the Royal Hospital® from 1680 

until 1686 record payments to joiners and carvers of £809.12.1.

In Kinsale, Anthony Fleming was articled as an apprentice to a joiner^ 

named William Russel in 1656. James Letgeredge was engaged by the
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second Earl of Cork for joinery work in Lismore Castle'° in 1663. 

Petitions for payment for joinery work in Kilkenny were presented to the 

Duke of Ormonde" in 1669. In 1679/80, the installation of sash 

windows'^ in the Duke's apartment in Kilkenny Castle was undertaken 

by artisans under a supervisor called Massy. This was probably the 

Dublin joiner Robert Massy (enfranchised 1656) who worked on the 

contract for the Bluecoat School.

Although joinery was clearly established as a separate trade in Ireland, 

it is difficult at times to distinguish between the responsibilities of the 

joiner and those of the carpenter. This is not surprising. This 

occupational overlap is a familiar pattern in eighteenth-century 

building practice, even among members of different guilds such as 

bricklayers and masons, or painters and plasterers. Before discussing 

this overlap however, let us look more closely at the role of the joiner.

It is possible to produce a definition of the joiner's role and 

responsibilities from an examination of contemporary English practice. 

Our main sources of information are the building manuals, although 

most authors were uninterested in descriptions of everyday practice, 

because of the great demand for guidance on more arcane subjects, 

such as building geometry and stylistic interpretations of the 

architectural orders.
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The most comprehensive coverage of artisan's working practices is to be 

found in Joseph Moxon's Mechanick exercises^^. Moxon, a late 

seventeenth-century author, specialised in descriptions of tools, 

machinery and working processes. His publications dealt with building 

cmd other trades (such as printing, smithing and turning) but his last 

(1703) edition of Mechanick exercises was expanded to include some 

simple building designs. These were crude in comparison to the later 

generation of designs published by Palladians such as Price and 

Langley* 4, but they are evidence of a demand for guidance on changing 

constructional patterns at the beginning of the eighteenth century.

Moxon's description of the basis of the joiner's craft as "...an Art 

Manual, whereby several Pieces of Wood are so fitted and join'd 

together by Straight-line, Squares, Miters or any Bevel, that they shall 

seem one entire Piece..."*5 emphasises the trades responsibilities for 

making composite wooden panels (for doors and wainscots) from 

smaller pieces of timber. This description of timber joints leaves us in 

no doubt about the derivation of the word "joiner" as an apt description 

for members of the trade.

Moxon's sections on joineiy describe the making of joints, the use of 

the timber frame and the fabrication of panelled wainscots; they also 

describe the use of the workbench, the use of various planes (such as 

the jointer and the moulding plane) the characteristics of various saws 

and the making of glue.
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Joinery fittings were made on work benches (of the type described by 

Moxon) and fitted, as assembled or partially assembled components, 

into the building carcase. Work benches of course, may have been used 

on building sites, but Moxon, in his advice on sawing large timbers, 

points out the advantages of doing so "at home"i® in preference to 

sending the work out to the sawyers. Joiners, in common with many 

other eighteenth-century craftsmen, undoubtedly had workshops 

attached to their dwellings.

Another important task he described, was the production of timber 

mouldings. These were made by a moulding plane fitted with a series of 

different profiled cutting tools. The dimensions of the moulded surface 

however, was restricted (particularly in the use of hardwoods) by the 

difficulties of manually driving the plane through the fibres of the 

wood. The problem of producing skirtings or architraves of considerable 

dimensions was overcome by combining several mouldings together as 

one unit. The oak glazing bars of the early sash windows in 

Kilmaccuragh (Co. Wicklow) and Marsh's Library (Dublin) were made 

with two separately moulded pieces of timber which were both 

laminated together, although the finished size of the glazing bars did 

not exceed an inch and a half, in any dimension.

46

Skirtings, cornices, architraves and door cases often comprised three or 

four separate timber members which were fixed together with 

countersunk pins and glue. Glue was an essential material in
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workshop practice, where sash frames or wainscot panelling would be 

assembled together from several individual pieces of timber. It was 

seldom used on building sites, as carpenters relied on pegs, nails and 

screws to fix timber components into the masonry fabric and to 

reinforce mortice joints in framed floors and roofs.

Turning to Moxon's treatment of carpentry, we see that he leaves us in 

no doubt about the considerable similarities he saw in the work of the 

carpenter and the joineri^.

Rules they both work by are upon the matter in the same^ in 
Sawing, Mortessing, Tenanting, Scribing, Paring, Plaining, 
Moulding, etc. and likewise the Tools they work with the 
same, though some of them somewhat stronger for 
Carpenter's Use than they need be for Joiners; because 
Joiners work more curiously, and observe the Rules more 
exactly than Carpenters need do.

His sections on carpentry describe the use of tools such as the axe and 

the adze, the hammer and the ripping chisel. They also advise on the 

setting out of buildings, making foundations, framing structural floors 

and roofs, laying floorboards, making staircases and hanging doors and 

windows. With joiners working (sometimes but, as we will see, not 

always) in their workshops on smaller timber scantlings, making 

components such as doors, architraves, skirtings and wainscots.
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structural timbers of unwrought wood were shaped by carpenters and 

framed together on building sites to form part of the building carcase.

However, if we examine the matter more carefully we see that this 

separation of workmanship into structural elements (hidden from view) 

as earpentiy, and highly finished components (which were part of the 

decorative design) as joinery, though convenient, and familiar from 

nineteenth-century practice, is not in fact what Moxon is describing.

Such divisions of responsibility were untypieal of building praetice in 

eighteenth-century Ireland, and they cannot be reconciled with the 

patterns we find in contemporary building records. Further in England, 

Moxon and later building manuals, combine both decorative fittings 

and structural framing as essential parts of the carpenter's work.

Although Moxon encourages us to see the joiner as a specialist in finely 

wrought fittings and the carpenter as a specialist in structural 

woodwork, he does not limit the carpenter's role to the operations 

deseribed under carpentry. His introductory comment "that the tools 

they work with (are) the same", tacitly implies that carpenters produced 

the same fittings as joiners did. However, his emphasis on the heavy 

tools only used by carpenters and his comment "...yet there are many 

requisites proper to a carpenter (especially a Master Carpenter) that a 

joiner need take little notice of...", unequivocally limits the joiner's role 

to non-structural fittings^^
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With this explanation of Moxon's views as guidance, we can make 

considerably more sense of the patterns of workmanship emerging in 

eighteenth-century records. Master carpenters undertook the 

structural framing of buildings as well as the production of decorative 

fittings which were fixed into the building fabric; joiners concentrated 

on assembled or partially assembled fittings which were fixed into the 

building fabric. If we examine some of the most influential English 

manuals published later in the century, we find sufficient evidence to 

show that components such as doors, sash windows, wainscot 

panelling and staircases were commonly made by both carpenters and 

joiners, and that this pattern persisted up to the end of the century.

Langley's Dublin edition of the Builder's vade mecum, published in 

1729, has no descriptions of working processes, but under that section 

dealing with methods of measuring we find a useful description of 

workmanship associated with both trades. The carpenter's 

responsibilities listed include straictural framing of roofs and floors, as 

well as other elements such as staircases, rails, balusters, cornices, 

skirtings, doors and sash windows^^. The joiner's work listed includes 

mouldings, window seats, cheeks and soffits, doors, sash windows, 

window shutters, pilasters columns, architraves, cornices, and sub 

bases^o.

William Pain, the most authoritative writer of building manuals in the 

second half of the century, is a further help in a discussion on timber
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usage in later eighteenth-eentuiy buildings. Pain, who described 

himself in different publications, as both "...carpenter and architect" 

and "...joiner and architect...typifies the eighteenth-century master 

craftsman’s adaptability, in changing roles to suit the challenge 

presented by expanding building markets.

Pain’s 1778 edition of The carpenter and Joiner's repository (where the 

author describes himself as an architect and Joiner) is obviously a 

pattern book intended as a guide to the design and layout of 

architectural interiors. There are no references to structural timbers or 

the design of floor and roof framing within its contents. Most of the 

book is taken up by designs of ornate door-cases, windows, chimney 

pieces, cornices, circular and elliptical skylights and staircases. This 

work could easily be perceived as a publication devoted to joinery 

practice, but its title establishes its relevance to the work of the 

carpenter.

Pain’s intentions are clear in his later publication. The practical house 

carpenter, of 1794. Here, wearing his other hat, he introduces himself 

as an architect and a carpenter, and the contents cover many technical 

aspects of building. His text and illustrations provide comprehensive 

guidance on floor framing systems, and his designs for roof trusses 

anticipate the structural clarity of the nineteenth century. His designs 

for interior fittings are particularly interesting as they include chimney
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pieces, staircases, cornices, panelling, bookcases and other components 

which were also commonly made by joiners.

The quality of the designs for houses and other structures in The 

practical house carpenter leaves us in no doubt about their author's 

competence as an architect. Pain is a good example of the considerable 

number of well educated and cultured master craftsmen who could have 

practised as professional architects. Like Irish carpenters such as 

Roger Mulholland and the Ensor brothers, his reasons for working as a 

master builder, was undoubtedly on account of the financial 

advantages offered in lump-sum contracts for buildings constructed to 

his own design.

Irish eighteenth-century building records support the view of respective 

trade responsibilities expressed by Moxon, Pain and Langley. They 

record payments to carpenters for structural work such as the 

construction of floors and roofs, and payments to both joiners and 

carpenters for building fittings such as windows, doors, stairs and 

wainscots. However, the pattern of payments in Irish contracts reveal 

some unusual relationships between the two trades and their share of 

the building market. Joiners became dominant as the main suppliers 

of building fittings during the last part of the seventeenth century and 

the first few decades of the eighteenth century. As the new century 

progressed, carpenters assumed the responsibility for making most of
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the fittings used in important civic and institutional buildings, and 

joiners appear to have lost their share of the market.

In the medieval era the joiner's main tasks were the fabrication of 

furniture such as tables, chairs and storage presses. His link with 

building practice was undoubtedly developed through the provision of 

panelled wainscots which became remarkably common in the Tudor 

period. In the eighteenth-century, the emerging specialisation of the 

cabinet-maker was to absorb much of his traditional skills and increase 

his market. Some of the seventeenth-century records of Irish joinery 

accounts (Earl of Cork’s Dublin house in 1630, Trinity College 

laboratories and chapel 1636,1639, the Dublin Tholsel in 1682 and the 

Royal Hospital Kilmainham in 1686) deal with storage fittings and 

panelling, but Massy's contract at Kilkenny Castle in 1679 included the 

provision of sash windows. The new demands for sashes, moulded 

casings and timber entablatures increased the joiner's involvement in 

building contracts. This market was so persistent at the end of the 

seventeenth-century that it promoted the formation of a new city guild 

in Dublin to represent local joiners.

Joiners, with carpenters, formed a significant percentage of the trade 

applicants for freedom of the city, during the years of rapid expansion 

from 1670 until the end of the century. In December 1700, a new guild 

called the Corporation of Joiners, Ceylers and Wainscotters, dedicated 

to the interests of the joinery trade, received its charter from William
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IIF2. The name of the guild is a good indication of the objectives its 

members wished to pursue and of the building market at this period. 

Apart from their interest in joining timber - which covered their 

traditional role as furniture makers - the specific reference to ceylers 

(ceiling makers) and wainscotters (panel makers) must relate to timber 

cornices and interior panelling which were a feature of buildings of this 

period. The promotion of these skills at the turn of the century in 

Dublin, can be seen in the context of the new demand for classical 

decoration in Irish interiors.

The joiner's participation in the building market was undoubtedly 

developed through his ability to produce flush jointed panels of 

considerable size from boards which were reduced to narrow (8 to 9 

inch) dimensions to avoid shrinkage. This skill was essential for the 

production of floor to ceiling panelling, which became a common 

feature of seventeenth-century architectural interiors. His traditional 

role as a furniture maker provided the joiner with the required 

background for this operation. Moxon in his guidance on finishing 

wood with the plane^^, refers to the joiner's control of his tools in 

making flush (close jointed) table tops from timber boards. Rapid 

changes in constructional patterns and the introduction of new 

decorative patterns brought new opportunities in building practice. The 

expansion of cities such as London and Dublin in the 1680s and 1690s 

greatly increased the building market. Timber cornices both on 

exteriors and interiors of buildings, ornate door-surrounds, moulded
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wainscotting, framed sashes and window easings, were an important 

requirement of this new market.

Thomas Burgh who became surveyor-general in 1700, used joiners 

extensively in his buildings. His accounts for work on the Parliament 

(Chichester) House in 1703, 1705 and 1707^4 show payments for joinery 

to Thomas Middlebrook and John Sissons. Sissons, during this period, 

was master of the new guild of Joiners, Ceylers and Wainscotters^s. He 

also became a prominent member of the group of artisans associated 

with Burgh, and he was engaged on several important state contracts. 

He was employed regularly in Trinity College from 1700 until 1732^6, he 

worked on Dublin Castle in 170427, and on the Royal Barracks in 1719 

and 172128. Some records of his accounts in Trinity College describe 

the nature of his responsibilities.

Sissons' accounts, as we might expect, include charges for the supply of 

prefabricated timber fittings such as sash windows and wainscot 

panelling. He made windows for Burgh's chemical laboratory in 170029, 

and he was paid for "40 yards and a half of wainscotting" and "12 new 

sash windows (with) olive wood pulleys" for the College Hall in 171CPo. 

He was almost continuously involved in Burgh's most prestigious 

project, the Library, from 1712 until its completion. His library 

accounts include charges for windows from 1712 until 1719, timber and 

workmanship from 1713 until 1728, and stairs and wainscotting from 

1728 until 173231.
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Some of Sissons’ accounts are surprising as they relate to extensive site 

operations and to the supply of unfabricated timber as well as 

fabricated fittings. For instance an account of 1709 for repairs in the 

Hall and the Provost's House, records time charges (at 2/ per day) for 

17 days32, and a similar account of 1713 for repairs to the wainscot of 

the chapel and the hall, includes a charge for artisan's time of 40*/2 

days^s. These accounts and later accounts for the library, show that 

Sissons supplied fittings (such as windows and wainscot) which were 

fixed on site by himself, or his assistants.

Some accounts, simply described as "work on new library" or "joiner's 

work and materials for new library", give no indication of the nature of 

the work and responsibilities involved, but they must have been 

considerable, to judge from the series of payments. He was paid a total 

of £1700 for accounts between June 1722 and December 1723^4, £1500 

between February 1724 and December 172835 ^^d £470.14.7 between 

June 1729 and January 173336. This amounts to a sum of £3670.14.7 

paid mostly in small amounts (£100 to £300) during the contract.

His accounts described as "timber for new library", or "timber delivered 

to new library", are more difficult to understand, as they relate only to 

timber supplied, with no involvement (of Sissons) for workmanship or 

artisan's time. These payments also amount to a substantial financial 

sum. He was paid accounts totalling £517.5.10 in 171237, £764.2.6 in
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171338, £350 in 171439 and £774.12.6 between 1715 and 171640. This 

amounts to a sum of £2,406.0.10.

Such accounts provide no indications if the timber supplied was cut 

and finished to specific dimensions, or if it was in the form of 

unprocessed baulks or planks, but some accounts confirm that the 

timber referred to was oak. However the choice of Sissons as a supplier 

{rather than a timber merchant) suggests that the timber may have 

been cut to a specification for use in the structural framing of the 

building, which was under construction during this period. An earlier 

account of Sissons (from 1711) shows charges for the supply of 12 

scantlings of oak, each 9 feet long and 4x3 inch section, intended for 

repairs to the roof of the college halTi.

These accounts for the supply (only) of timber members are interesting, 

as the timber was undoubtedly intended for the use of the library 

carpenters, and this Introduced a new relationship between joiners and 

carpenters. The library accounts support the view that structural 

timbers were supplied and paid for by the college, as most carpentry 

accounts were for site time in fixing structural timbers into the 

masonry carcase. Isaac Will's account for fixing and securing ceiling 

joists in 171642, for instance, contains no references to the cost of 

materials. His substantial account for the roof framing in 1722 shows 

measured rates described and priced as workmanship only43.
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The library records allow us to look at the scale of the joiner’s 

responsibility and his relationship with the work of the carpenter, in 

the early decades of the century, when the demand for a new 

architectural language and skills to support it, were becoming evident.

The extent of Sissons' share of the contract is surprising. Out of an 

overall cost of £17,000, he received payments of £3,670.14.7 for interior 

fittings, stairs and wainscotting, £458.18.0 for windows and 

£2,406.0.10 for timber supplies. If we add the cost of the timber to the 

joinery cost(£6,235.13.5) it puts Sissons’ percentage of the contract at 

36.68%. Even without the addition of the timber account, his bill for 

joinery at £4129.12.7 represents 24.69% of the contract cost.

The library, of course, was an unusual building in its proportion of 

interior fittings and in its high window to wall ratio. There is 

insufficient information in the records to compare joinery and 

carpentry costs, but a figure of £902.12.0 for straictural masonry 

(certified by Burgh) puts the joiner’s large share of the contract into 

perspective. It is interesting to compare these figures with the cost 

ratios of the Royal Hospital Kilmainham'*'^. In this case, the masonry 

at £5428.7.4'/2 was the largest cost in the contract; the carpentry cost 

£1639.2.4‘/2 and carving and joinery cost £809.12.1. The masonry cost, 

of course, can be explained by the cellular nature of the hospital plan 

and by the massive scale of the walling. The joinery contract was 

probably confined to wainscot panelling. The hospital (at this period)
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was not fitted with sash windows and most of the interior spaces (apart 

from the Hall and Chapel) were quite frugal.

Joiners also engaged in building operations outside the Dublin area in 

the early decades of the century. Records of the construction of 

Beaulieu House near Drogheda refer to joiners and carpenters working 

alongside each other in 172245. xhe records of the construction of 

Durrow Castle from 1715 to 171845, show payments to the joiner John 

Rudd for wainscotting, window seats, doors, door cases and two stories 

of stairs. Rudd obviously worked on the building site as the oak he 

used was supplied by his employer. Colonel Flower. Surprisingly, there 

are no references to the supply of windows in his comprehensive 

account. These may have been made by the carpenters, John Owens 

and John Colsman who were also engaged at Durrow.

Carpenters did make windows during the first quarter of the century, 

but the earliest evidence we can find is from 1719. In Trinity College 

(while Sissons worked on the Library) Isaac Wills made sashes for a 

new kitchen in that year47, and in 1722 he provided sashes and 

wainscot for a new building adjoining the kitchen48. Charles Brooking, 

a carpenter engaged in a general (all trades) contract for two rooms and 

a stairhall (in the back square next to the boghouse) provided windows 

as part of that work in 172349. It is difficult, in comparing these minor 

contracts with Sissons' involvement on the Library, to avoid the 

impression that the important commissions (for non structural fittings)
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were entrusted to joiners, and work of lesser importanee given to 

carpenters. However this pattern appears to have changed by the 

1730's. In 1733, estimates submitted by Isaac Wills and Joseph 

McCleeiy for the carpentry in Cassels' Printing House included costs for 

all the fittings (doors, windows, stairs and wainscotting) as well as the 

structural work^o.

The Printing House contract marks the beginning of a new building 

policy in the College which changed the trade relationships used on the 

library and other buildings under Burgh's direction. None of the records 

of buildings built after 1732 indicate payments made to joiners, with 

the exception of a minor account for repairs to existing buildings in 

1756. If joiners were involved in work on such buildings as Regent 

House, the Provost's House or the Theatre, they could only have been 

employed as subcontractors to carpenters, as all payments for fitments 

were to the carpenters' accounts.

This rapid and inexplicable change is also evident in other 

contemporary contracts in Dublin. It is tempting to see the preference 

given to Sissons (on plum jobs like the library) as a mark of respect to 

the joiners for their extra diligence, as Moxon puts it, in observing "the 

rules". However, in Edward Lovett Pearce's contract from 1728 to 1731 

for the new Parliament House - an even grander and more expensive 

building than the library - we find the relationships reversed. The total 

receipts paid to the carpenters (George Stewart and Job Ensor)
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amounted to £1,102.2.2 in a building contract valued at £19,271.12.0. 

The only payment certified to the joiner (Francis Armstead) was a sum 

of £15.16.851.

By the mid century, the market for timber fittings (windows, doors, 

stairs and wainscots) in Dublin was dominated by carpenters, and 

payments to joiners are rarely encountered. Records of the completion 

of the Parliament House (1740's) under John Magill’s direction, show 

payments for stairs and wainscotting made to the carpenters George 

Stewart and John Sproule52. Jones Neville’s expensive refurbishment of 

the ballroom at Dublin Castle (1746) must have required extensive 

timber fittings, but the only records relating to such work, were 

substantial payments to the carpenter John Chambers^^. The records 

of the total cost of Doctor Mosse's Lying in Hospital from 1751 to 1757, 

itemise individual payments made to measurers, carters, paviers, 

architects and a long list of building artisans, but no payments are 

recorded for joiners54. Although Burgh had used the services of the 

joiner William Ord in the contract for building St. Werburgh's in 1715, 

the parish rebuilt the church after a fire in 1754, without seeking 

estimates from the joinery trade for interior fittings. After much 

deliberation the making of the windows, the oak wainscotting, and even 

the supply of the pews, pulpit and reading desk were entrusted to 

William Goodwin, the carpenter who built the roof and ceilings^.
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There are no explanations in contemporaiy records to account for the 

disappearance of the joinery trade from the building market after the 

1730's, and we can only speculate on why it happened during this 

period. We cannot overlook the possibility that joiners eontinued to 

produce fittings as sub-contractors to the earpentiy trade and that 

these fittings were fixed by the carpenters on site, and ineluded in their 

aecounts without any reference to their origin. References in Benjamin 

Ball's accounts of 1733 "paid Edward Simmons joyner £1.0.0" and "paid 

13 joyners" (for work)'’^ suggests that there are good grounds to support 

this viewpoint. Ball's son Robert had developed his own workshop to 

produce fittings by the mid-century.

We already have the preeedent of John Sissons aeting as a supplier of 

pre-cut timber sections to Trinity College which were obviously supplied 

for use by carpenters. Sissons was paid by the College, the earpenters 

were paid for their time in using the timber, and this policy was also 

adopted in the supply of facing stone and payments made to 

stonecutters on the library contract. After the 1730's, most carpentry 

aeeounts (and stonemasons aeeounts) included gross payments for 

both the time and material content. There was nothing unusual in a 

carpenter using a local joiner as a supplier of fabrieated (or part 

fabrieated) fittings, as a proportion of the wainscot panels used in 

Ireland were made by Dutch or German joiners, and shipped from 

Danzig or Amsterdam^^.
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The production of prefabricated fittings in workshops as supply items to 

contractors or building owners, was an established practice by the mid- 

centuiy in Ireland. In September 1722, in the construction of Beaulieu 

House (Co. Lx)uth) the work of joiners and carpenters was interrupted 

pending the arrival of "the great stairs" which was "dayly expected from 

Dublin"^®. The construction accounts of Castle Forward (Co. Donegal) 

include a payment of £10.3.0 ..."to the Great Stares made in Dublin", 

which was shipped with a Portland stone doorcase and other building 

supplies to Deriy^y, in 1735.

Robert Ball's records from 1752 until 1754 provide a good description of 

the operation of workshop practice in the Dublin building market^o. 

His accounts refer to the supply of cut scantlings to Robert West, and 

to doors, doorcases and six stories of stairs supplied to Henry Darley, 

obviously intended as fitting for speculative houses in Rutland Square. 

Ball, of course, was a master carpenter, but the joiners, with their 

specific skills and well established workshops, would have advantages 

in the supply of fabricated and part-fabricated fittings to contractors 

(master builders such as West and Darley) as well as carpenters 

working on building sites.

If we look back at the last quarter of the seventeenth century, it is 

evident that it was these same advantages - precise skills and workshop 

control - which gave craftsmen like Sissons their predominance in the 

construction of architectural interiors at this time. The rapid changes
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in style and construction after the London fire in 1666 introduced new 

formal patterns which obliged established trades (such as masons and 

carpenters) to abandon traditional practices and learn new skills, to 

cope with stylistic innovations. This learning process took a 

considerable amount of time. If we compare the almost medieval 

designs found in Moxon's last publication (1703) with the sophisticated 

ideas proposed by Langley (1728) or Price (1733) we can see the 

difference the span of a generation can make in times of cultural 

change.

These changes in working practices introduced opportunities for 

craftsmen like the joiner to penetrate markets which the traditional 

carpenter could no longer control. The joiner’s experience in moulding 

timbers and assembling timber artefacts from smaller timber sections 

promoted his skills in many diverse fields. In the construction of St. 

Paul's cathedral for instance, Wren had a team of joiners continuously 

employed in the 1680's in making moulds (templates) for use by the 

stonecutters, both on site and in the Portland quarries in Dorset^b In 

the eighteenth century, stonecutters knew enough to make their own 

templates out of clay and plaster.

The joiners' skill was particularly useful in the construction of 

architectural interiors of the type popular in London in the late 

seventeenth and early eighteenth century. Wren's city churches used 

lavish quantities of oak wainscot, royal palaces (such as Kensington or
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Hampton Court) were fitted with floor to eeiling bolection panelling and 

modilion eomices made of timber. Panelled interiors beeame a popular 

feature of domestic architecture during this period and they were widely 

used in housing developments by speculative builders. Panelling and 

timber cornices appeared in Dublin before the end of the seventeenth- 

centuiy, in houses such as 96 Bride Street, and panelled walls are 

recorded in many early eighteenth century houses in streets such as 

Dawson Street, Molesworth Street, Jervis Street, Batchelors Walk and 

Eustace Street.

Another important opportunity for joiners arrived in the rapid 

progression from casement windows (glazed mostly with lead) to sash 

windows, which started in the 1670's in London. The earliest 

counterbalanced sashes used in England are recorded as the work of 

the master joiner Thomas Kinward, at Whitehall Palace in 1669-1670®^. 

Wren ensured the sash window's popularity when he used it on a 

massive scale in building the new royal palaces between 1685 and 1695. 

Sash frames required a precise control and craftsmanship which could 

only be guaranteed in a workshop. Even the smallest of Wren’s 

windows (in the attic) of Hampton Court required twenty halved and 

scribed joints at the intersections of the glazing bars, and thirty six 

mortice joints at the junction of the glazing bars with the sash frames. 45

By the beginning of the eighteenth century sashes were in use in most 

important domestic buildings in England, and Wren's accounts for
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building Winslow Hall (in Buckinghamshire) in 1700, provide 

interesting parallels with Burgh's eontraets with Wills and Sissons in 

Dublin. The contraetual agreement with Matthew Banks, the master 

earpenter, ineluded the provision of 14 transom windows for the cellars 

and 8 transom windows for the out offiees. His agreement with Charles 

Hopson, the joiner for "2010 feet of strong 2 ineh sashes" in the main 

house (with eompass sashes in the pediment)®^ reflects the relationship 

between these two artisans and the relianee on the joiner for skills that 

eontributed to the deeorative expression of the design.

In Dublin during this period, the scarcity of skilled artisans rndueed 

the corporation to offer a eity franchise to foreign tradesmen (of the 

Protestant faith) who were willing to settle there and contribute to its 

future prosperity. Artisans who could combine traditional skills with 

experience in the interpretation of classieal ornament had aecess to 

valuable opportunities and powerful patronage. This experience was 

espeeially searce in Ireland. Few artisans outside the London area at 

this time were fully exposed to elassieal ideals until the 1720s and the 

publication of the Palladian manuals. Even at as late a date as 1715 

we find the eity of Cork building sueh an important new building as the 

Green Coat sehool with a faeade full of erosse windows and leaded 

easements.

The Dublin joiner, John Sissons, obviously had an established 

reputation as a eraftsman with a eapaeity to handle important building
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commissions. He was one of a small group of tradesmen (such as 

Francis Quinn and John Whinnrey) who were closely involved with 

Thomas Burgh over a lengthy period and engaged on many of his best 

known buildings. He was already well established in the city before his 

relationship with Burgh, as we find him playing a central role in the 

establishment of the new guild of Joiners, Ceylers and Wainscotters in 

December 1700.

The following description of the founding membership of the guild is 

interesting as it is indicative of the prestige enjoyed by well established 

craftsmen at the time and their considerable influence in the city.

John Sisson , joiner. Master; James Robinson and Richard 
Marplass^ Wardens. Robert Rochfort, Esq.j Attorney-General; 
Allen Broderick, Esq, Solicitor-General; William Robinson, 
Esq., Deputy Receiver of the Revenues in Ireland; William 
Scriven, senior; Thomas Howell, senior; John Hart, Franci s 
Armstead, James Mitchell, William Asherton, Thomas 
Armstead, George Hothard, John Littledall, Robert Rudd, 
George Gibson and Peter Iredall, assistants®^.

The presence in the list of William Robinson (who until April 1700, 

held the position of surveyor general)®® and important office holders, 

such as Rochfort (the attorney general) and Broderick (the solicitor 

general) is a measure of this influence and commercial acumen. The 

relegation of most of the new guild brothers into a junior category as 

assistants is particularly interesting. This division probably refers to
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the freedom of the senior members to train apprentices. A similar 

division is evident in the listed membership of the carpenter's guild in 

1656. This rigid classification of experience within a new guild is 

indicative of the scarcity of interpretative skills at this time. It also 

helps to explain the monopoly joiners enjoyed in the manufacture of 

building components in the early classical period.

By the 1730's, after Burgh's death and the end of Sissons' domination 

of the market, this was all to change. Under the Palladians such as 

Cassels, interiors used less panelling, timber cornices disappeared and 

decorative plasterwork became more important. The passage of time 

allowed carpenters to gain experience in making sash windows and 

wainscots, and the recession in the building market from the 1710's 

until the mid century, obviously forced carpenters to expand their 

activities to obtain enough work.

This is evident, as we have seen, from contemporary building accounts. 

Evident also (from Benjamin Ball's accounts of 1733) is the probability 

that carpenters subcontracted the production of timber fittings to 

joinery workshops, but fixed these fittings on site themselves. The 

considerable expansion of the market from the 1750's onwards provided 

opportunities for well established carpenters (such as Robert Ball) to 

develop their own timber stores and workshops and to supply the 

contracting trades. Most of the fittings used on important contracts, 

in the second half of the century, were undoubtedly made by carpenters
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(such as Chambers, Archbold, Sproule, Stewart and Goodwin) in their 

own workshops. The joiner was to remain a minor specialist in the 

Irish building market, until the era of the general contractor in the 

nineteenth century. Joiners, of course, had access to other new 

markets during the eighteenth century. Joiners were the main 

producers of tables, benches and storage cupboards in the seventeenth 

century. Their training and skills were ideally suited to the exacting 

standards required in the new eighteenth-century specialisations of the 

cabinetmaker and the chairmaker who contributed considerably to the 

decorative qualities of classical interiors.
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THE TIMBER TRADE Chapter 5

Isaac Ware, writing about building timber in England in 1746^ is 

unequivocal about the predominant use of two timbers in the building 

process "...Custom has received the two kinds of timber...", he wrote, 

"Oak and Fir in place of all others”, and “At present we have no 

medium between Oak and Fir".

This was also true of Irish building practice. Although references to 

timbers such as Walnut from France^ and Mahogany^ from Honduras 

can be encountered, the majority of building accounts record the 

consistent use of oak or fir (or a combination of both timbers) in the 

construction and internal finish of classical building in the eighteenth- 

century.

Irish oak was the principal timber used for structural framing and 

internal joinery in buildings up to the end of the seventeenth century. 

Its scarcity from the beginning of the eighteenth century introduced a 

reliance on imported northern softwoods from ports in Norway, Sweden 

and the Baltic coasts of Germany, Poland and Russia. These softwoods 

were already in common use in England. The rapid redevelopment of 

the city of London after the Great Fire of 1666 encouraged a growing 

market for imported timber. While English oak was still available 

commercially for most of the eighteenth century, its considerable 

expense curtailed its use in many buildings.
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Irish oak was usually purchased as unfelled trees in large estates sueh 

as Powerscourt or Shillelagh in Co. Wicklow, or the Earl of 

Clanrickard's forests at Portumna. It was transported (mostly by water 

carriage) as logs to building sites, where it was sawn into building 

timber. Fir was imported as squared baulks and pre-sawn boards and 

sold by merehants for immediate use in building contracts. The 

increasing demand for imported softwood as the eighteenth eentury 

advaneed encouraged traders to speeialise in timber importation and 

distribution. Prominent timber merchants in Dublin included William 

Montgomery and Caspar White who supplied timber for many of 

Burgh’s buildings^ in Trinity College between 1700 and 1730, and floor 

and roof framing timbers for Pearce's Parliament House in 1728-17305. 

Benjamin Ball and his son Robert operated a timber yard on the North 

Strand between 1733 and 1760® whieh supplied timber for speeulative 

houses in Rutland Square and Sackville Mall built by artisan 

developers sueh as George Darley, John Ensor, and Robert West. 

Bridget Moss who took over her husband's business in 1758 ran a 

timber yard in Golden Lane until 1786^.

Fir varied in price depending on its quality, its scantling lengths and its 

transportation eost. Timber was often described in terms of its plaee of 

origin, sueh as Norway or Pomerania baulk, or in the case of boards. 

Dram deals or Dronto deals denoting their importation from the 

Norwegian ports of Drammen and Trondheim. Timber accounts 

frequently made use of obscure and often misleading terminology and
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some of these terms need definition before we ean fully understand the 

patterns which emerge from such accounts.

A close scrutiny of eighteenth-centuiy building accounts indicates that 

the term fir is broadly used to describe two different species of timber 

with different characteristics and different market values. In the timber 

trade, the term deal (or dale) was also widely used to describe these two 

species of fir, and both terms were obviously interchangeable. The 

traditional method used by the trade to identily either species was by 

the colour of its timber, with descriptions such as red fir, red (or yellow) 

deal and white deal. White deal, the cheaper timber of the two, was 

sometimes referred to merely as fir, deal or common deal in accounts. 

Red deal was always fully described because it was charged at a higher 

rate. In England, eighteenth-century records frequently use the 

description "yellow fir" or "yellow deal" to refer to timber known in 

Ireland as red fir or red deal®. In the eighteenth-century the word deal 

(or deals) came to be commonly used to describe a fir board of certain 

dimensions as well as the species of timber from which it was produced.

Thus the accounts of Dublin timber merchants such as Montgomery 

and White between 1701 and 1740 contain references such as^ "...half 

hundred common deals @ £5-5-0..." per hundred and "...quarter 

hundred clear red deals @ £7..." per hundred to denote whitewood 

boards and redwood boards respectively. An account of the merchant 

Barbara Wimmin’° for "...Red Firr..." baulk timber for the library in
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Trinity College was priced at £2-5-0 per ton in 1718. In a contract 

signed by the London carpenter John Longland for work on Wren's St. 

Andrew's church, Holborn, in 1685, he agreed to provide a quantity of 

roofing "...boarded with yellow deale"

The different characteristics of these two timbers were well described by 

the eighteenth-century English surveyor Thomas Miller. In The concise 

practical measurer of 1740‘2, Miller advised that "...yellow deals are to 

be applied for flooring stairs and all outside work, the white for 

pannells to wainscotting is better on account of its being clearer of 

Turpentine (and) hold glew much better than yellow stuff." In a 

reference to floor framing he points out that "...yellow Christiania deals 

are most proper for these uses". Christiania was a timber port in 

Norway currently called Kristiansund. An abbreviated description 

"...best Chrisn..." deals referred to as part of a cargo used by George 

Stuart*3 at Baronscourt (Co. Tyrone) in 1779, may relate to the same 

port.

The red and yellow timber described has been identified as the wood of 

the Pinus Sylvestris or Northern Pine^^, which of course is not a fir but a 

member of the pine species. The use of the term fir to describe this 

timber in the eighteenth-century is quite understandable, as the tree 

was known colloquially among British foresters as the Scotch Fir. Its 

wood is a pale yellow colour with red annular rings, and it weighs 

about 361bs per cubic foot. It contains a resinous substance which
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makes it more durable than many hardwoods for use in external doors 

and windows. Its availability in long lengths and its elasticity made it 

particularly suitable for the carpenter's use as beams, joists and roof 

members. It was the main choice in Europe for structural carpentry up 

to the early decades of the 20th century. Its common name in the 

timber trade was red deal.

The white timber has been identified as the wood of the abies excelsa or 

Norwegian spruce^^. This tree was not confined to Norway; it was 

common among the indigenous Baltic forests and its name (spruce) was 

a corruption of the Roman term Sprucia^® (or Prussia). Its wood was 

white to pale beige in colour with a fine regular grain that promoted its 

use by joiners in making mouldings, wainscot panels and kitchen 

furniture. It was neither as strong nor as durable as northern pine, it 

performed badly in damp conditions and it weighed about 30 lbs per 

cubic foot. To-day, under the trade name of white deal, it has replaced 

red deal as the most commonly used wood for carpentry in Europe.

Fir was usually shipped from the northern timber ports such as 

Trondheim, Drammen, Riga, Memel and Danzig as baulks, planks and 

deals. Baulks were squared logs, usually sold by weight in units of the 

ton and by the cubic foot. Planks were typically 2 to 6 inches thick, 

over 9 inches in width and 9 feet and more in length. The Dublin 

timber measurer Levi Hodgson published tables of costs of scantlings 

including "...long Poland and Konigsberg plank...” up to 50 feet in
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lengthi^. These tables included a ratio of thicknesses from 2 to 8V2 

inches for scantlings measured by the superficial foot. Scantlings 

thicker than 8V2 inches were measured as baulk timber by weight or by 

the cubic foot. Planks and deals were sold in Dublin by the (long) 

hundred, or (individually) by the linear and cubic foot. Deals were fir 

boards usually supplied in smaller dimensions than planks. Hodgson 

provided costs for "...common dales..." of 9 ft length to "...long dales..." 

measuring 17 to 18 feet long^®. Deals were typically IV4 to D/2 inches 

thick and 7 to 9 inches wide, ideal dimensions for use as flooring 

boards, but boards with thicknesses of 2 inches and more are also 

described as deals in eighteenth-century recordsi^.

There are frequent references to boards described as "whole deals" in 

eighteenth-century building records. The "whole deal" may have been 

an archaic term used to describe a unit of measure such as the mason’s 

perch or the slater's square in seventeenth-centuiy practice. However 

the term appears to have been loosely used by eighteenth-century 

carpenters to describe boards about 12 feet long and l'/4 to D/2 inches 

thick. Measurers' manuals produced by writers such as Hawney, 

Darling2o and Hoppus^i in England and Hodgson in Ireland make no 

references to whole deals, but they rely on comprehensive tables of 

scantlings priced by the linear and cubic foot. An interesting reference 

in Irish building records can be found in George Stuart's accounts of 

timber boards shipped from Norway for use in his contract at 

Baronscourt (Co. Tyrone) in 177922. He described part of this
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consignment as "whole" deals with dimensions of 12 feet in length and 

IV4 inches in thickness. No dimensions of the width of the boards were 

recorded.

This definition is supported by an eighteenth-centuiy reference in 

William Pain's The practical house carpenter which describes "whole 

deal" as "IV4 ineh deal" in 179423. Two nineteenth-centuiy references 

can be found in D. Boyers’ The builder's companion published in 1807 

and Peter Nieholson's Builder's dictionary of 1817. Boyers makes a 

reference to the proper standard for Russia deals which he describes as 

"...twelve feet long, eleven inches broad and one and a half inches 

thick"24. Nicholson is less specific, but he, like Pain, describes a whole 

deal as having a thickness of IV4 inchests. This said, it remains true 

that because of the variety of ways in which the word deal is used, at 

different times and in different places, it is not possible to pin down its 

definition in precise terms.

These references though somewhat inconclusive provide us with a broad 

idea of the descriptive terms employed. In practice, as both eighteenth- 

century records and measurers' manuals reveal, deal boards could vary 

considerably in length and thickness. The only dimensions referred to 

in carpenters' accounts in Trinity College relate to lengths. Most of the 

boards used were in lengths ranging from 9 to 12 feet, but lengths of 13 

and 14 feet are also recorded^e.
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Another confusing method of measurement which needs clarification is 

the sale of softwood planks and deals by the hundred. In practice this 

was known as the long hundred and it contained 120 planks or boards. 

For large purchases by timber merchants in northern timber ports the 

measure of the thousand or 1200 was commonly used.

Local conditions governing timber productions in Scandinavian and 

Baltic forests may have influenced the qualities and dimensions of 

timber shipped from various ports. Apart from Hodgson's reference to 

exceptionally long timber (50 ft plank) from Poland and Konigsberg, his 

prices refer to "... Swedish Dales 14 feet long..." and "... Dram Dales 

(from Drammen) 7 feet long..." as though these dimensions represented 

common import patterns at this time^^. A reference (in 1755) to 

oversized timber from Danzig is quoted in the correspondence of 

Nathaniel and Robert Alexander who acted as agents in Londonderry 

for the Belfast timber importer Daniel Mussenden, "...we do not 

imagine his timber would sell for more than 32/- per ton if so much, it 

is very large and we imagine from his invoice ill squared''^^.

Mussenden's correspondence with Andreas Friedlieb his agent in 

Trondheim provides a comprehensive picture of timber exports from 

that port during the 1750s. A letter from Friedlieb of 27 November, 

1755, enclosed the following printed catalogue of prices for deals and 

planks^s.
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By the m (thousand) or 1200 Boards
Deals Merehtble (merehantable) 8 ha to 9 feet Long
8 ha to 9 inches broad 1 ha to 2 inches thick
Redwood 
Whitewood do.
Undermeasure Red 
do. White
Plank Red 14 foot long 
do. White
Deals and Planks 3 to 3 ha thick 
Half Deals about 6 foot long Red 
do. White 60 to 70
Freight to Ireland 36 schillings per 120 deals 
to Hamburg 6 Rdr. to Holland 5 Str. Holland 
Exchange London 4^/4 to 4’'/8 Rdr. to £1 

Dublin 41/4 to 4 ha Rdr. to £1.

130 to 135 Rdr. (Rixdollars) 
120 to 125
90 to 95 
80 to 82ha 

240 to 245 
210 to 215 
double price 
65 to 70

Rdr.

It is apparent from this printed list of scantlings that sawmills 

servicing the port of Trondheim had opted to convert fir into specific 

dimensional patterns which suited local production facilities as well as 

certain international markets. The lengths of deals quoted (of 8ha to 9 

feet) conform with Hodgson's dimensions of "...Common Dales...", but 

the variety of thicknesses from 1 ha to 3 ha inches is surprising. The only 

dimensional distinction between planks and deals referred to is one of 

length, the deals being about 9 foot long and the planks 14 feet, but 

the planks were probably wider than the 9 inch deals.

These dimensional patterns may have been peculiar to that part of 

Norway serviced by the port of Trondheim during the 1750s. Hodgson
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(as we have seen) refers to 14 foot Swedish deals, long deals of 17 to 18 

feet, and Boyers published tables for deals of up to 20 feet in length. 

Some of Mussenden's eorrespondenee with the Norwegian port of 

Christiania refers to whitewood planks whieh were 2 inches in 

thickness and in lengths of 10 to 12 feet^o. It seems reasonable to 

conclude from all this information that there were no fixed 

international definitions for the dimensions of deals and planks, and 

that ports as far apart as Trondheim, Danzig and Riga could opt for 

their own dimensional standards to suit local conditions as well as 

European markets.

It is interesting to speculate on the probable use of planks and deals 

shipped to Ireland during the eighteenth century. Scantlings 2 to 3 

inches in thickness were ideal for immediate use as floor joists in Irish 

buildings and also as common rafters. The depths of joists varied in 

relation to the floor spans but a gradual reduction in joist thickness is 

noticeable over the century. The bill of scantling for the 

Schoolmaster's House in Drogheda (1720s)3i specified 10 x 2^2 inch 

floor joists and 5 x 2^2 inch common rafters. Steevens' hospital in the 

1720s used 9 x 2^2 joists spanning 7 to 8 feet between floor beams. The 

Parliament House in 1730 had 12 x 3 inch joists32 and Leinster House 

in 1745 had 1H/2 x 2^2 inch joists in the Library floor. Semple specified 

9x2 inch joists (over spans of 12 feet) and 5x2 inch common rafters 

in St. Patrick's hospital in 174933. After the 1760s, the use of 10 x 2 

inch and 9x2 inch planks as joists became very common in the
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rationalised construction patterns of Dublin's speculative terraced 

houses.

Planks of 2 to 3 inches in thickness were also used to make door 

frames, door rails, door stiles and sash windows. George Semple 

specified "3 inch firr scantling” for the frames of his entrance door to 

St. Patrick's Hospital in 174034. Before framing doors or windows, the 

unwrought surfaces of the plank were removed with the carpenter's 

plane thus reducing its thickness. A 2 inch plank for example, could be 

reduced to a (wrought) thickness of between and P/g inches when 

planed. The l"/4 inch sashes (and glazing bars) specified in the bill of 

scantling in the Drogheda Schoolmaster's House (1720s) was a 

common thickness for windows derived from the use of 2 inch 

unwrought deal planks.

Deals of 2 inches and more were also used for doors and sashframing. 

William Montgomeiy was paid in 1708 for deals used by the carpenters 

in Trinity College to fabricate doors^s. Isaac Wills’ accounts for 

carpentry work on the Trinity College Printing House in 1733 record the 

use of 2 inch red deals for sash windows^e. George Semple used whole 

deals and slit deals in his specification for sheeted and ledged doors in 

St. Patrick's Hospital in 174037.

One of the most common uses for deals was as floorboards. The upper 

floors in Semple's St. Patrick's Hospital in 1740 were "...floor'd with
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whole dale..." laid as "...common Broken Joynt floors..." which allowed 

the use of random length boards as flooring. Semple's reference to 

whole deal boards probably relates to the thickness of the floorboards 

rather than their lengths and widths. Most eighteenth-century deal 

floorboards were IVs to IV2 inches in thickness, 7^/2 to 9 inches in 

width and over 9 feet in length. Many of the floorboards examined in 

the 1720s terraced house at 25 Eustace Street were a full IV2 inches in 

thickness, 8 to 9 inches in width and of random lengths. Boards laid 

in 1743 in 13 Henrietta Street were between l*/4 to P/g inches thick, of 

random (7V2 to 8*/2 inches) widths and surprisingly, of identical lengths 

running (as single scantlings) the full dimensions of rooms, up to 29 

feet long. The surviving eighteenth-century floorboards surveyed in 

1760s terraced houses at 20 to 25 Upper Merrion Street had random 

widths, random lengths and thicknesses of about U/g to U/4 inches.

Eighteenth-century floorboards surveyed in these terraced houses (in 

Eustace Street, Henrietta Street and Upper Merrion Street) had an 

interesting feature in common. Many floorboards had a partial 

reduction in thickness at regular intervals along their length coinciding 

with the positions of the floor joists. This was achieved by cutting 

away a shallow trench of up to ‘/g of an inch in depth on the 

(unwrought) underside of the boards with an adze. It is apparent from 

this reduction in thickness in so many boards that deals used for 

flooring were seldom precisely the same thickness, and that small 

adjustments were necessary to obtain a perfectly level floor surface.
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The difficulty in converting logs and baulk timber into identical board 

thicknesses with pit saws is understandable. This helps to explain the 

variations in thickness in the deals offered to Mussenden from the 

Trondheim market in 1755.

Building accounts in Trinity College make frequent references to the 

purchase of slit deals for use by carpenters such as Gabriel Price or 

Isaac Wills. Semple also refers to the use of slit deals in 1749 for 

window shutters and sheeting on doors in St. Patrick's HospitaP^. Slit 

deals, as their name suggests, were deal boards sawn along tbeir length 

into two identical, but thinner scantlings. Thus, a V/^ inch deal board 

could be sawn into two slit deals of b2 inch thickness when allowances 

were made for the kerf of the saw and the use of the plane on the 

surface of the sawn timber. Slit deals, depending on their thickness, 

had a variety of uses as wainscot panels, linings, shutters and 

component parts of box skirtings, box cornices, sash boxes and 

architraves.

Fir baulks were also an important import from Norway, Sweden and 

Pomerania. Although hardwoods such as oak and mahogany were 

supplied in logs of considerable dimensions (sometimes up to 3 and 4 

feet in diameter), building records and measurer's manuals indicate 

that softwood (deal) baulk was usually converted from logs of from 9 to 

18 inches in diameter. The circular shape of fir trunks produced baulk
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timbers that were usually square in cross section with chamfered 

comers to minimise wastage.

Building accounts of the Earl Bishop of Bristol's house at Downhill in 

Co. Derry in 1783 record the purchase of baulks "...14 to I71/4 square..." 

(14x 14 to 171/4 X I71/4 inches), in lengths from 19 to 46 feet^^. A letter 

from an agent of the Belfast timber importer Daniel Mussenden in 1756 

records the following description of baulk timber for sale from Norway^o.

Our correspondent Mr Michael Leon of Christiania, Norway 
desires us to recommend him to our friends in Ireland if any of 
your friends have occasion for Timber he could deliver it early 
next spring in Ireland. Good for logs 14 to 18 feet long and 
from 9 to 14 Ins. square for 31®^ Irish per ton or 40 feet solid, 
whitewood plank 10 to 12 feet long and 2 In. thick for £6 per 
100 the buyer to pay the duty.

Red fir baulk was an essential component in stmctural framing and 

particularly in the provision of floor beams. The characteristic 

eighteenth-century square beam with chamfered comers was in 

common use in Irish floor constmction up to the 1750s. In Dr 

Steevens’ Hospital (1720s) beams 11 inches and 12 inches square were 

used over spans of 18 to 22 feet. The gallery of Castletown, Co. Kildare 

(1720s) has beams 12 inches square supporting its floor. The accounts 

of the new Parliament House in 1732 record the use of beams 12 inches 

square and 21 feet in length'^b Baulk beams 12 inches square were
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proposed for the floor framing of the Bishop's palace at Elphin in 

174742. Robert Ball's accounts describe baulks 11, 12 and 13 inches 

square shipped from Danzig for use in Wilson's Hospital, Co. 

Westmeath in 175543. The bill of scantling for the Drogheda 

Sehoolmaster's House (cl720s)44 had floor beams 12 inches deep by 8 

inches wide revealing a more efficient use of the structural properties of 

the beam. Roof framing members such as principal rafters, purlins, 

king posts and collar beams were also provided by the use of red fir 

baulk.

Baulk timber was also purchased in Ireland for division into smaller 

scantlings on building sites and in local timber yards. This work was 

undertaken by sawyers, a separate trade who specialised in the 

conversion of roughly squared lumber into boards and planks for use by 

carpenters, joiners and some other trades not involved with building 

activities.

Sawyers worked as itinerant teams (usually in twos) moving from site 

to site and from yard to yard as the need for their services arose. 

Although the inereased use of imported (pre-sawn) softwood (in lieu of 

native oak) must have limited their employment after the 1720s, they 

were used to saw fir baulks into smaller scantlings, and the 

eonsiderable expansion of the building market helped to promote their 

services. They were also not wholly dependent on building work, as 

they were engaged in many aspects of timber usage. They cut oak to
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make staves for barrels and casks, they cut ash for use in carriages, 

carts and tool handles. They cut oak and beech for upholsterers and a 

large variety of exotic timbers such as mahogany, walnut, cherry and 

satin wood for furniture and cabinet-makers.

The manual method commonly used to convert logs and baulks into 

building timber was by pit sawing. This required the log to be 

suspended over a sunken pit excavated in the earth for this purpose. 

Sawyers worked in pairs, a top man and a pit man, to divide the log in 

parallel cuts with long two handled saws. The top man - standing 

astride the log at ground level - controlled the precise direction of the 

cuts; the pitman - standing below ground in the pit - provided motive 

force from underneath the log.

47

Moxon describes another alternative^^ to the use of pit sawing for 

converting timber into smaller scantlings. This consisted of a saw 

frame made with a pair of high timber trestles, which suspended the log 

6 or 7 feet above ground. This allowed the sawyer underneath the log 

to work at ground level, as the top man controlled operations from 

above. Obviously the system was only practical with smaller logs or 

baulks which could be easily hoisted off the ground, it was probably 

used more in workshops than building sites, although Robert Ball's 

accounts'*® refer to the making of a sawpit in his workshops in 1750.
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Sawyers were paid on a time basis at fixed daily rates, or more 

commonly, on the basis of productivity, or piece rates. Payments for 

time were based on rates normally paid to building artisans during the 

first half of the eighteenth century. Piece rates varied according to the 

species of timber they handled, and depended on the hardness of the 

timber involved. Pa5mients were also based on either the number of 

sawcuts required, or alternatively, on measurements (in square feet) of 

the converted timber scantlings.

Examples of time charges in Trinity College show payments of 2/- per 

day to sawyers converting timber for Burgh's Laboratory in 1710, for his 

new library from 1714 until 1721, and for an adjoining building in 

172147. of these charges were relatively small accounts and they 

were mostly paid out of Nathan Hall's (the head porter's) funds. Hall 

commonly hired casual workers such as labourers and sawyers and was 

reimbursed for their costs by the college.

An example of the more complicated basis of piece rate pa5mients can 

be seen in the following sawyer's account for work on the library (paid 

by Hall) in 171448,

To 1075 foot of Oak cut to ly in ye walls 
at 3® p(er) hundred. £1 12

To 850 foot of Firr cut for putlocks and 
uprights for ye windows at 3® p(er) hundred. £1
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To 8 Doz. + 4 flat cutts in deals for Braces. £ - 4 2

To 7 Cutts in 7 Polls for Ladders. £ - 2 4

This account and some other accounts of their period, are eccentric in 

the charge of identical rates (of 3/- per hundred square feet) for sawing 

both oak and fir. Irish oak was much harder to cut than fir, and it 

needed more time and effort to convert it into building sccmtlings. It is 

likely that fir was only being introduced into the college building 

programmes during this period, and the rate for converting it was based 

on the only yardstick available at that time. By the 1730's, Cassels 

was paying sawyers such as Heniy Neal or John Scott (working on the 

Printing House) 2/- per hundred (square feet) for sawing fir and 2/6 for 

sawing oak^^. This differential was to continue through the century.

A clear picture of cost differentials for sawing timbers is given by Levi 

Hodgson^o in an index of Dublin rates for the last decade of the 

century. The cheapest convertible timber, as we might expect, was fir 

at 2/6^ per hundred (square feet). Riga, Holland, and Danzig oak cost 

3/-, and all other oak cost 3/6^ per hundred. Beech varied between 

2/8^ and 5/- based on the diameter of the log. Mahogany was the 

dearest of the common timbers, ranging from 5/- for logs under 2 feet 

broad to 7/6^ for logs of 3 feet and upward.

An increase of 6^ per hundred square feet for sawing fir and oak (over a 

period from the 1730s until the 1790s) seems small enough, in the light
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of considerable increases in building costs from the mid-1760s 

onwards. Sawyers may have been more vulnerable in the building 

market than other artisans, as their skills were more limited than 

those of the carpenters and joiners, and their work could be undertaken 

by either of these two trades. Moxon^b in his advice to joiners, 

encourages them to convert timber into smaller scantlings themselves, 

rather than employ sawyers. In 1711, Sir John Percival's agent at 

Burton Manor (Co. Cork) advised him of the services of local carpenters 

who were inexpensive^, and also willing to undertake sawing work. In 

1776, a group of disgruntled sawyers publicly criticised their former 

employers, a group of Dublin timber merchants, who had advertised for 

sawyers and lath splitters (from any part of Ireland and England) to 

work in their deal yards^^ 'phe sawyers claimed that there was no 

shortage of workmen available in Dublin, and that the merchants' 

intentions were to reduce the cost of deal cutting from the proper rate 

of l/3d to 1/- per dozen.

The inclusion in Hodgson's list of imported Riga, Holland and Danzig 

oak is another reference to the scarcity of native Irish oak, which is 

evident from the early decades of the eighteenth-century. Towards the 

end of the previous century, Ireland changed from being a primary 

exporter of timber to a country that needed considerable imports of 

foreign timber to sustain its trades and industries. The exploitation of 

the indigenous oak forests by English planters in the seventeenth 

century, was seen not merely as a source of quick profits from the
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wood, but as an essential part of the eolonisation process. Most of the 

forest grew on rich agricultural land, and the underwood provided 

shelter for Irish outlaws and woodkems. Gerard Boate^'^, writing during 

Cromwell's time, remarked that the woods were fast disappearing, and 

in Ulster particularly, lairge districts were "almost everywhere bare even 

in places which were encumbered with great and thick forest in the war 

with Tyrone".

By the 1720s, the direction of trade was completely reversed and 

imports of timber greatly exceeded exports. John Bush discussing the 

scarcity of woodlands in 1769^5^ remarked that there was as much 

timber in Kent as the whole kingdom of Ireland. In 1600, over 12b2% of 

the country was covered by forests; by the end of the eighteenth century 

this percentage had been reduced to 2%.

Most of the heavy consumption of Irish hardwood had little to do with 

building. Shipwrights relied on oak for hull constr-uction, but the 

amount of shipbuilding in Ireland was insignificant, and the 

admiralty's Intentions of transporting large quantities of Irish oak for 

use in England were never properly realised. The main industries that 

consumed the forests were tanning (which required great quantities of 

bark), the manufacture of barrel and cask staves both for the Irish 

provisions trade and for export to France and Spain, and particularly.
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the production of charcoal for iron smelting, which was carried on in 

the vicinity of woodlands in many areas, until the supplies of timber 

were exhausted.

At the beginning of the century most of the accessible forests such as 

the mature woodlands of the Barrow, Nore and Blackwater valleys had 

almost disappeared. The most extensive woods remaining lay in the 

remote north-west and south-west of the country, in the Glens of 

Antrim, on the north shore of Lough Neagh and on the slopes of the 

Wicklow and Wexford mountains^®. Tongues of woodland survived 

elsewhere in the country, particularly on the lands of well established 

estates. These woodlands provided the oak used in most early 

eighteenth-century buildings. In the second half of the century oak 

was so scarce in Ireland that it was rarely used for structural purposes. 

The closure of ironworks in Foxford, Boyle, Dmmshambo, 

Mountmellick, Mountrath and Shillelagh in the 1750s and 1760s 

signalled the end of the Irish forests^^.

Although Norwegian and Baltic fir was available in Ireland from the 

beginning of the century, oak was still in demand. Durrow Castle, 

built on the banks of the Nore in 1715, used oak for stmctural framing 

which was transported overland from Lord Clanrickard's Portumna 

estate^s, about sixty miles away on the west bank of the Shannon. This 

must have been an expensive purchase, and it is clear evidence of the 

scarcity of woodlands along the Nore Valley at this early part of the
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century. However some local woodlands survived the seventeenth 

century, as Faulkner's Dublin Journal advertised the sale of Raheen 

woods "consisting of well grown oak on the banks of the Nore, near 

Durrow" in Febniary 1743^^.

The specific preference for the choice of oak rather than fir could only 

be satisfied on occasions, by importing the timber from abroad. In 

1726, the Dublin Ballast Board ordered 600 pieces of straight Polish 

oak from Montgomery and White at £3.5.0 per ton®o. The city council 

had already refused a request in 1715 from the Ballast Board®i to allow 

them to use fir instead of oak for piling at Ringsend, as the work was 

stopped for lack of timber. A similar request was denied in 1722 by the 

council, and quantities of Welsh and Norwegian oak were purchased 

instead®^.

The durability of oak, espeeially in damp conditions made it espeeially 

valuable as a building timber. Oak was seen traditionally by many 

early eighteenth-century builders as an essential material in the 

constr-uction of roofs, gutters and other parts of the building fabric 

which might be exposed to rain or water penetration. Piles used as 

foundations, joists at ground level (in buildings without basements) 

and timber sills in sash windows, were eomponents for which oak was 

also preferred, or considered essential.
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This is particularly true of English practice. Oak had been used 

unsparingly in most seventeenth-century buildings in both England 

and Ireland. From the beginning of the eighteenth century, the use of 

fir for framing and fittings had become increasingly common, but the 

London building regulations, introduced in 1667 and expanded in 1707 

and 1709, specifically demanded the use of oak in roofing members 

sueh as trusses, rafters and purlins. Through the eighteenth-centuiy 

the consistent references to oak scantlings in English building manuals 

is indicative of their common if not exclusive use. The two most 

authoritative writers on carpentry practices of their time, Francis Price 

in the first half of the century, and William Pain in the second half, 

provide comprehensive tables of preferred dimensions for rafters, beams, 

joists and other structural timbers in both fir and oak (the building 

regulations notwithstanding)®^. Christopher Wren's massive queen- 

post trusses roofing his Hampton Court palace in the 1690s, had upper 

members (rafters, principals, purlins) of oak and lower members 

(beams, posts, struts) of imported fir®-^. Although oak might have been 

scarce in England in the eighteenth century, it is evident that it was 

still available for specific use in buildings of high quality.

This tendency to insist, where possible, on the use of oak for certain 

structural purposes, can also be seen in Ireland in the works of early 

classical builders. In William Robinson's time from the 1670s until the 

1700s, oak was extensively used for roof construction, windows and 

other building components where durability under damp conditions was
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considered important. The Royal Hospital at Kilmainham, built in the 

1680s, had oak roofs and floor framing, staircases and decorative 

fittings. Kilmaccuragh House in Co. Wicklow, built in the early 1700s, 

had oak roof members, floor beams and sash windows. Remnants of 

oak construction dating from 1703-1707, survive in Marsh's Library, 

although a considerable amount of the interior framing dates from the 

nineteenth-century.

Thomas Burgh, who succeeded Robinson as Surveyor General in 1700, 

undoubtedly held the same preferences as his predecessor for oak 

construction, but his surviving buildings are a good Indicator of 

compromises imposed by changing economic patterns in the early 

eighteenth-century. His preferences were fully realised in Trinity 

College Library, which was brought to structural completion from 1712- 

1723 with roofs framed with oak, on foot of a generous budget provided 

by government coffers®^. Steevens' Hospital, built between 1720 and 

1733 on a budget less than a third that of the Library's, indicates a 

pattern that was to become common practice later in the century. Tbe 

hospital's board minutes of 1722^6 record an order to purchase "one

hundred and fifty Tunns of Firr timber and two Tunns and a half of oak
a

scanning, the Firr rated to forty-two schills perTunn amounts to £315, 

the oak at £4 per Tunn amounts to £10. " The order stipulated that

Isaac Wills (the carpenter) would frame the floors smd roof with fir and 

use the oak for "cills to windows and doors".
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Richard Cassels, who understood the efficiency of fir joists in floor 

framing better than anyone of his period, still used OEik in roof 

construction if it was available. Although his Printing House in Trinity 

College cl733 had floors and roofs of fir, his accounts for the Dining 

Hall in 1740 record oak used in the roof at £5 per ton®^. The roofs of 

Leinster House in Dublin and Belvedere House in Co. Westmeath 

(attributed to his hand) are both built with oak.

However by this period, oak was no longer an economic choice in roof 

construction in most buildings, and its use was probably confined to 

the functions described in the bill of scantling for Drogheda Grammar 

School which dates from about 1730. This shows the sizes of timbers 

to be used in floors, roofs, walls, staircases, doors and windows. It 

specifies the use of oak for timbers (such as lintels, wallplates and 

dischargers) built into masonry walls, for the sills of windows, for joists 

used at ground level and for the sleepers (main supports) to 

staircases®®. In Dublin, Lady Hume's house in Dominick Street was 

built by Benjamin Ball cl733, using fir framing for floors and roofs, 

and oak for window frames and sashes®^.

48

Irish oak was much prized as a decorative finish in the first half of the 

eighteenth-century as the interior design of Marsh's Library (1703), 

Burgh's Trinity College Library in the 1720s (though Danzig oak as well 

as Irish was used in the Library), and Pecirce's Parliament House (1730) 

reveal. Its scarcity and high cost in 1749 is evident in Edward Synge's
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comment about a purchase of timber required to construct a 

bookcase^®.

You may order it to be made of Dantzick Oak, since Irish is so 
hard to be got. The Difference will be only in Colour. Yet I 
would rather have Irish, if it can be got even on tolerable 
Terms.

In the construction of buildings, oak's principal advantage over fir 

(apart from its great strength) was its durability in rafters, gutter 

linings and other roof members affected by the poor performance of 

Irish roofs. After the mid-centuiy, with the advent of larger slates from 

the Welsh quarries and a better understanding of the fixing of roofing 

lead, this advantage was not so apparent.

Fir provided considerable advantages as a structural framing timber. 

Its availability in large sizes and long lengths (up to 50 feet) allowed 

flexibility in the choice of room dimensions and roof spans. Many early 

classical architects - such as Wren in the building of St. Paul's - must 

have experienced long delays in finding sources of supply for long oak 

beams for floors and roof trusses. The elasticity of red deal under 

bending loads promoted its use in the peculiarly Irish system of the 

through joist, spanning distances (in Leinster House and houses in 

Henrietta Street) of more than 20 feet. It is unlikely that a material as 

brittle as Irish oak would have been as effective in joists over such 

spans without a significant increase in cross sectional area.
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The availability of fir planks and deals in stock sizes, particularly in the 

9x2 to lOx 2 inch range promoted the standardisation of floor 

structures so noticeable in Dublin's eighteenth-century terraced 

houses. Its delivery as pre-sawn scantlings minimised waste and 

encouraged a more precise control of building costs. It also arrived on 

building sites ready for immediate constructional use. Thomas Miller 

writing in 1740^1 on the seasoning of building timber specifies that 

"...Oak should lie for a year in scantlings already cut (but) fir timber 

(can be) used immediately for joists and girders". Fir planks and deals, 

according to the timber agent Andreas Friedlieb of Trondheim were 

seasoned on their long journey (by flotation) down river from forests 

where they were sawn, to the ports of exportation^^

George Semple had strong views on the relative advantages of oak and 

fir timbers and he was critical of the use of oak piles in the 

construction of piers in Dublin Harbour^^. He was impressed with the 

durability of red fir and specified its use in the fabrication of coffer

dams used in the building of Essex Bridge in 1753. He advocated a 

treatment (based on Venetian practice) consisting of the application of 

a mixture of linseed oil and tar spread on the surface of fir scantlings 

which had been preheated in a fire. He held the opinion that "...good 

red fir prepared after this manner will for many uses last as long if not 

longer than oak timber especially in water"^^ Semple of course, was 

referring to situations where timber was permanently wet (such as its
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use in piles). In uses such as window sills or gutters (where alternating 

wet and dry conditions could occur) oak was superior.

However, the most pertinent advantage of red fir in construction was 

its capacity to perform as well as oak under normal conditions at a 

much reduced cost. Although the transportation cost from Norway and 

the Baltic ports added considerably to the purchase price of the timber 

it was still less expensive to purchase imported fir in Dublin than oak 

delivered from Co. Wicklow. From the 1720s until the 1730s the 

common price in Dublin for Norwegian baulk was 45/- per ton and for 

Pomeranian baulk 50/- per ton^^. These prices were still current in 

Dublin in the 1750s as a price of 45/- per ton was quoted for 

Norwegian timber in the Parliamentary enquiry into barracks contracts 

in 175F®, and Robert Ball sold Swedish baulk for 46/- per ton in 

1753^7.

Oak which could be bought in the Dublin market for 45/- per ton at 

the end of the seventeenth century^s was becoming expensive by the 

1720s. A report of the Dublin Ballast Board recorded a figure of £4 per 

ton as the "...lowest price they could engage for..." in the purchase of 

oak for piles in 172179. Oak purchased from the woods in Shillelagh, 

Co. Wicklow, and delivered for use by the joiner John Sissons in Trinity 

College cost a little over £5 per ton in 172180. Richard Cassels used oak 

for roof framing of the Dining Hall in Trinity College which cost £5 per 

ton in 17408*.
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Transportation costs of imported fir from the northern timber ports and 

overland carriage of native oak had a considerable affect on the price of 

timber delivered to building sites. A breakdown of costs of the 

Shillelagh oak used in Trinity College in 1721 is revealing.

Cost of 16 ton and 33 feet of oak timber 
at £3.15.0 per ton

£
63

Cost of squaring timber at Shillelagh

Porters, loading at Shillelagh and Wicklow 2

Overland carriage Shillelagh to Wicklow 14
at 17/- per ton

Shipping agent's fee 1

Custom House fees Wicklow and Dublin 

Sea freight Wicklow to Dublin 5

s

2

13

13

7

4

10

13

d

9

6

IV2

2

6

10 

8
88 61/2

These figures indicate the considerable cost of land carriage, which at 

17/- per ton for the short distance from Shillelagh to Wicklow, is 16% 

of total cost. Shillelagh oak was normally floated down the river 

Slaney to the port of Wexford for sea transportation, but this was a 

slow process as the river was not navigable beyond Enniscorthy. The 

demand for the timber in Trinity College was obviously urgent enough 

to justify the cost of bringing it overland to Wicklow. Table A shows a 

breakdown of the charges as percentages of the total cost.
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Table A

Purchase of oak 72%
Land carriage 16%
Sea carriage (inc. Gust. Hse. fees) 7%
Misc. 5%

We have already discussed the priced catalogue of deal boards offered to 

Daniel Mussenden from the Trondheim market in 1755®2. The 

Trondheim table of costs indicates prices between 130 to 135 Norwegian 

Rixdollars per (long) thousand for redwood boards. This amounts to 

£29 to £30 per thousand, or 58/- to 60/- per hundred boards based on 

exchange rates quoted in the table. If we add the freight cost of 36/- 

per hundred (quoted on page 9) to these figures, we arrive at a purchase 

price of between 94/- to 96/-, or about £4.15.0 per hundred for boards 

imported into Ireland. The freight cost from Norway to Ireland was 

about 37% of the purchase price of the boards.

Prices in the Irish market in the 1750s would have provided comfortable 

profits on such purchases. Mussenden's correspondence records the 

receipt of £5.5.0 per hundred for undermeasure deals in 1755 which 

were for sale in Trondheim at about 8 Rixdollars (or about £1.15.0 in 

Irish currency) at this peiiod^s. The Dublin carpenter and deal 

merchant George Stewart was paid £6.0.0 per hundred for white deals 

(which were less expensive than red) in 1755®^. Local prices in the Irish 

market however, included the cost of customs duties in ports such as 

Dublin or Belfast. It is not clear from Mussenden's accounts whether 

the transportation cost included an amount to cover customs duty.
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Transportation cost is only one explanation we ecin offer for the 

eonsistent differential between priees of timber imported from Norway 

and timber from the more easterly sea ports on the Baltic coast. In the 

1720s and 1730s, as we have seen, Norwegian baulk cost 45/- per ton 

and Pomeranian baulk 50/- for carpentry eontraets in Trinity College. 

By the 1760s this differential had increased considerably. The list of 

timber prices eompiled for a regional barraek building programme in 

1760 (Table B), elearly indieates this pattern.

Table B, Regional Timber Prices in 1760

Carlow Kilkenny Clonmel Wieklow
Norway 44/- 45/6 44/6 43/-
Danzig 62/6 62/6 61/6 63/-

Cork Tallagh Carriek 
on Suir

Waterford Ross

Norway 43/6 42/- 45/- 42/- 43/6
Danzig 60/- 65/- 65/- 62/- 63/6

Navan Belfast L.Deny Belturbet Drogheda Granard
Sweden 80/- 63/- 65/- 85/- 63/- 85/-

Carriekfergus
Riga 60/- to 65/-

Timber in Wicklow was transported from Dublin 
Timber in Belturbet transported from Dundalk 
Prices are shown in shillings and pence per ton

The differential of 5/- per ton in priee between Norwegian and Baltic 

timber in the 1720s-30s is reasonably explained by additional carriage
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costs in the sea journey around the coast of Denmark from the Baltic 

to the North Sea. Daniel Mussenden’s price list for Norwegian timber 

in 1755 (page 134) provides us with a good example of comparative 

transportation cost to ports in Germany, Holland and Ireland. The 

imposition of toll duties by the Danish authorities on ships passing 

through Helsingor Sound was another expense added on to timber 

imported from Prussian, Polish or Russian ports.

However, the higher cost of Baltic timber in 1760 (indicated in Table B) 

and the increased differential between it and Norwegian timber in this 

period cannot be explained by differences in transportation cost. This 

cost difference, ranging from 16/6 (in Cork) to 23/- per ton in Tallagh 

must relate to variations in the quality of the timbers in question. It is 

relevant that timber had increased considerably in cost between 1755 

and 1760. The price of Baltic timber quoted was probably an accurate 

expression of market forces. The price of Norwegian baulk (42/- to 43/- 

per ton) in port cities such as Wicklow and Waterford is remarkably low 

in such a buoyant market. Norwegian timber (as we have seen) cost 

45/- per ton in Dublin in 1730.

By 1760, quality redwood might have become scarce in Norway and 

inferior timber may have found its way into the Irish market. 

Complaints about the quality of timber available were not unknown 

during the mid-centuiy in Ireland. In 1749, Bishop Edward Synge 

complained bitterly of the quality of timber beams "...half of them
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rotten..." supplied for his new house at Elphin by the Dublin timber 

merehant Maximilian Bonvillete®^. Timbers used by artisans in 

barraeks eontraets in 1749-50 were subsequently eriticised during the 

1752 Parliamentary enquiry beeause of their poor qualitys®. The low 

price of Norwegian timber in the rising market conditions of 1760 

reflect a decline in the quality of this timber during that period.

Table B also provides a good indication of the cost of transporting 

timber from sea ports to inland centres. The price of timber in towns 

such as Navan, Belturbet and Granard was particularly high, and it 

reflects a reliance on overland carriage. Edward Synge paid £1.3.3 per 

ton for carriage of timber to Elphin in 1749, during a period when 

timber (at about £2.5.0 per ton) was not expensive®^. In Hydrographia 

Hibemica (published in 1710) a commentator describes the expense of 

overland carriage "...I have paid 5<^ for carrying a Deal-Board from 

Dublin to Roscommon, that had been brought but the week before from 

Norway to Dublin for three-half-Pence"®®. This reveals some of the 

disadvantages of building in remote areas, although the price quoted 

for carriage from Norway seems to be too low. Mussenden's costs for 

freight charges between Trondheim and Ireland was 36/- per hundred 
(120) boards in 1755. This indicates a charge of about per board.

The 1760s introduced a period of increased building costs in Ireland 

together with a considerable increase in building activities. The 

building boom experienced from about 1764 onwards is evident from
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statistics shown in Table C (see page 163) whieh deals with yearly 

values of timber imports. The steep rise in imports in 1770 indieates 

an increase of nearly double the value shown in 1761. The value of 

deals imported increased from £17,790 in 1711 to £71,684 in the 1790s.

The table indicates the high increase in softwood imports (particularly 

deals) in the early 1720s beeause of the scarcity and escalating cost of 

Irish oak. The relatively small quantities of planks imported over the 

eentury helps to explain the continuous emplo)mient of sawyers 

throughout the eighteenth century. Much of the baulk imported was 

converted loeally into planks, especially after the mid-century when 

Irish floor framing dispensed with the use of beams.

Import statistics also provide information on foreign hardwoods 

shipped to Ireland from various countries ineluding the American 

plantations. American timber from ports such as Jamaica and New 

York were mostly hardwoods sueh as Ocik emd mahogany shipped 

mainly as planks and (in the ease of American white oak) often as 

wainscots'^. Up to 1770, colonial products had to be initially shipped to 

Britain and re-shipped to Irish ports. Although considerable quantities 

of mahogany arrived in Ireland it appears to have been mostly used for 

furniture. Its cost (at £10 per ton in the 1760s)9° limited its selection 

for building purposes but it was used later in the century for joinery 

components sueh as internal doors and handrails on internal 

staireases. A eurious use (in terms of its poor performance in damp
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conditions) was in sash windows designed by Francis Johnston for 

Ballynegall, Co. Westmeath in 1808.

Wrought oak wainseot was imported from Holland, America and the 

Baltie ports throughout the century^i. Almost the entirety of the 

£1,521 worth of wainscot shipped to Ireland in 1771 came from the 

Ameriean plantations^^^ but before 1770, (and free trade with America) 

most wainscot came from Holland and Danzig. Danzig oak was used in 

Ireland from the beginning of the eentury. It was much softer and 

easier to work than Irish oak, but it was not as attraetive as a 

deeorative surfaee. Its ehoiee for the carved frontispieee of the ehapel 

door in Trinity College in 1720^3 (executed by Isaac Wills) was probably 

on account of its workability. John Sissons' joinery aeeounts for the 

Trinity College library record payments for 455 yards of Danzig oak 

wainscot at 6/- per yard and 181 yards of Irish oak wainscot at 8/- per 

yard in 17319^.

On the whole however, hardwoods (local or imported) were not 

extensively used in Irish buildings over most of the eighteenth-century. 

Apart from the uses we have described (wainscot, panelled doors and 

stair rails) they were sometimes used as flooring in expensive buildings 

such as Chamber's Casino at Marino in the 1760s and George Stuart's 

reeonstruetion of Baronscourt, Co. Tyrone in 17789^. Irish houses and 

public buildings substantially depended on the imports of the northern
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European forests for the entire century. The considerable dependence 

on this source was clearly recognised by Arthur Dobbs in 1729^®.

As for our importation of Wood, 1 am afraid we shall not in a 
long Time, if ever, save in that Article, even should we plant, 
to which we seem generally to have so great a Disinclination: 
for as we encrease and improve, our Demands for it will still 
be encreasing, and when Norway and the Baltic fail, we must 
look out for another Market, to buy at greater Expense.

The growth of timber imports in the second half of the century is 

reflected in the expansion of the timber trade in Dublin and in some of 

the main port cities. Mussenden's correspondence of the 1750s records 

the activities of timber merchants such as Isaac Ross and John Holmes 

in Belfast, Pat Gemon in Dublin and Dundalk and Nathaniel and 

Robert Alexander in Londonderry^^. William and John Ogle of Newry 

were active in the import of colonial timber in the 1760s®®. James and 

Ebenezer Morrison were paid for substantial supplies of timber used in 

Ducart's Mansion House in Cork city in 1766®®.

In Dublin, many timber merchants combined timber sales with allied 

operations, the most common combination being timber merchant and 

carpenter. Apart from Robert Ball (who also ran a joinery shop) the 

joiner Thomas Edwin and the carpenter Leonard Buckley traded in 

timber in the 1750sioo. The carpenters (and master builders Pierce 

Archbold and John Chambers (well known for their involvement in the
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barrack building scandal in 1749) are recorded as timber merchants in 

the 1760si°^ George Stewart, a carpenter employed on the Parliaiment 

House and in Trinity College owned a deal yard in the 1760s. George 

Esdal was listed as both timber merchant and architect in 1765'02. 

This should not unduly surprise us as Sir William Robinson owned a 

timber yard during his period of office as surveyor-general from 1693 

until 1700103.

The Dublin directorieslO'* from the 1750s indicate the presence of timber 

merchants in many parts of the city, but most of them tended to be 

located on the quays, or in streets with easy access to the river. On the 

south-side a high concentration of timber yards were located in 

Townsend Street, on City Quay, Hawkins Street, Usher's Quay, Golden 

Lane and Bridgefoot Street. On the north-side the main 

concentrations were in Smithfield, on Arran Quay, Earl Street, 

Batchelor's Quay and the North Strand. There were 10 timber 

merchants listed in the directory in 1752. A decade later in 1762, their 

number had increased to 34 and three decades later in 1792, 50 timber 

traders were recorded. This increase in numbers reflects the 

considerable expansion of the city by the development of the 

speculative housing estates, north and south of the river, and the 

steady growth of timber imports from the 1760s onwards.
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Table C: Annual Value of Scantlings Imported in £ 
(ngures from Customs ledgers. Pub. Rec. Office Lon. Customs 15)

Deals Plank Baulk

1710-11 17,790 225 300

1720-21 33,477 1,139 7,715

1730-31 15,645 842 4,079

1740-41 11,722 841 1,778

1750-51 23,068 3,148 4,141

1760-61 22,206 1,884 4,294

1770-71 40,197 1,270 7,217

1780-81 34,341 1,461 6,711

1790-91 71,684 905 10,376

(These figures are somewhat at variance in detail with 

those quoted by McCracken in 1971)io5
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WALL CONSTRUCTION Chapter 6

The construction of classical architecture in both the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries had the advantages of an indigenous masonry 

tradition which had persisted in Ireland since the medieval period, 

and an abundance of easily obtained local stone. The main 

differences between wall construction in classical buildings and their 

medieval counterparts were the introduction (in the seventeenth 

centuiy) of clay bricks for certain masonry tasks, an increased use of 

cut-stone ashlar for exterior wall faces and carved masonry mouldings 

as decorative enrichments.

Although the type of stone chosen and the way masonry materials 

were used could vary considerably from place to place, three distinct 

constructional patterns are discernible in Ireland. One system 

consisted of walls entirely, or substantially, built of stones and 

mortar. A second system used walls of stone and mortar in 

conjunction with clay bricks as dressings and facings, to either the 

interior, or exterior wall surfaces. The third system was of walls built 

entirely, or substantially, of clay brickwork.

The first system was identical in most respects to the medieval walling 

used in monastic buildings, castles and fortified houses, and it was 

clearly a continuation of existing local traditions. An important 

characteristic of these walls was their use of a compound 

constmction. Walling was built as two separate masonry membranes 

forming the exterior and interior faces of the wall, and the space
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between was filled with a core of mortar imbedded with loose 

unbonded rubble stones. This (all stone) masonry system was still 

used over the entirety of the eighteenth century but in a limited 

number of building types. It was much used in church construction 

in urban and rural locations. It was used in utilitarian structures 

such as mills, stables and outoffices. Economy dictated its use in 

Dublin charitable institutions such as Steevens' Hospital (1720s), 

Mercers Hospital (1740), and in the City Workhouse. It was also 

commonly used in the construction of terraced houses in many 

provincial towns and cities such as Clonmel, Kilkenny, Cashel, Cork, 

Limerick and Galway.

Exterior masonry could be refined by the use of cut stone facings on 

the facades of one or more walls of a building. This entailed the 

substitution of finely worked ashlar facings and precise horizontal 

coursing for the random coursed rubble walling commonly used 

throughout the country. Although hundreds of buildings were built 

with local rubble, grand aristocratic houses such as Powerscourt Co. 

Wicklow, Baronscourt Co. Tyrone and Castlecoole Co. Fermanagh 

were almost entirely faced with cut-stone ashlar. In Dublin, 

important state and institutional buildings such as the Library in 

Trinity College, the new Parliament House, the Royal Exchange and 

the Custom House were completely faced with cut stone.

52
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The use of dressed ashlar as an internal wall lining is seldom 

encountered in Irish classical buildings, and then only in the grander 

works of a few neo-classic architects. Cooley introduced it into 

Dublin in the 1770s, in the domed interior of his Royal Exchange. 

Gandon, influenced by the French masonry traditions of William 

Chambers' practice, used it in the 1780s and 1790s, in the north and 

south vestibules, the staircases and library of the Custom House, in 

the vestibules of the House of Lords, and in the hall of the Four 

Courts.

The second system combined stone facings (of rubble or ashlar) with 

brick membranes on the interior faces of the main structural walls, 

and typically, brick dressings to window and door opes, brick 

chimneys and internal partitions. This was the most common 

method used to build structural walls in Irish classical buildings from 

the last quarter of the seventeenth century until the beginning of the 

nineteenth century. It was used in the construction of country 

houses, in the principal buildings of Trinity College, in civic buildings 

such as the Parliament House, in grand urban palaces such as 

Leinster House and in institutions such as the Rotunda Hospital and 

the Blue Coat School.

Most of these buildings used walls of compound (tripartite) 

construction. The main difference between these walls and the 

traditional (all stone) system was the substitution of a brick internal

53
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lining for the rubble linings of the first system. Although it is 

difficult to precisely determine the thickness of these brick linings 

many buildings appear to have relied on slender membranes of locally 

made 4V2 inch place bricks.

This is certainly the case in country houses such as Eyrecourt Co. 

Galway (1660s), Kilmaccuragh Co. Wicklow (1700s), Summerhill Co. 

Meath (1720s), Archhall Co. Lxruth (1720s), Tudenham Co. Westmeath 

(1740s), Ledwithstown Co. Longford (1740s), Castlestrange, Co. 

Roscommon, and Dunsandle Co. Galway (1760s). Recent restoration 

work on important classical buildings in Dublin have revealed similar 

construction in the Royal Hospital Kilmainham (1660s), Leinster 

House (1740s), Charlemont House (1760s), the Bluecoat School 

(1770s), and Newcomen's Bank (1780s).

54

There is evidence however, of the use of thicker and more robust brick 

linings in some classical buildings. The accounts of the Trinity 

College Library (1712-1732) make clear references to the use of 14 

inch brick membranes, presumably as linings to the compound 

constmction of the main piers about the ground storey. The 1750s 

Regent House and its adjoining ranges in the college rely on solidly 

bonded brickwork as a backing to granite ashlar facings. The saloon 

of Powerscourt Co. Wicklow which like Burgh's library is a remarkably 

high space, also has bonded brickwork on the interior of its strorctural 

walls but the precise thickness of the brick membrane is unknown.
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This constructional pattern was probably not widely used in Irish 

classical buildings as it required imported stock (facing) bricks (rather 

than local place bricks) to ensure a proper bond.

An interesting variation of this second masonry system is the use of 

bricks as the outer face (as well as the inner face) of one or more 

structural walls. This walling was used extensively in the mid 

eighteenth-century ranges of Dublin Castle. It can also be seen in 

some early countiy houses such as Flatten Hall in Co. Louth and in

Mount levers Court in Co. Clare. In the exceptional case of an early
*

Palladian house such as Bellamont Forest in Co. Cavan, almost the 

entirety of the house is built of bricks, and in this instance, the 

construction could be reasonably described as a separate system. 

However brick exterior facades on the walls of countiy houses are not 

numerous in Ireland, and it is more convenient to discuss these 

houses as part of the second (combined brick and stone) system.

The third masonry system that emerged in the development of 

classical architecture was the use of homogeneous brick walling. 

Unlike the compound structure of the other two systems, these walls 

depended on bonded, or partially bonded brick assembly to achieve 

strength and stability in slender masoniy membranes. This 

slenderness made these walls particularly appropriate as interior 

partitions in large houses and institutions with exterior walls of 

compound constructions. The principal use of this system was in the
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masonry of the uniform terraced houses of speculative developments 

such as the Gardiner, and Fitzwilliam estates in Dublin, the Peiy 

estate in Limerick and the Donegall estate in Belfast.

The development of the second and third constructional systems and 

their variations were the results of changes in architectural style at 

the end of the seventeenth century and the influence of immigrant 

artisans with experience of a new architectural language. Although 

evidence of considerable masonry skills can be found in pre-classical 

buildings in all parts of Ireland, the stylistic complexities of classical 

ornamentation, the demand for ashlar facings and the substantial 

use of bricks as structural masonry introduced new technical 

disciplines into Irish building practices before the end of the 

seventeenth century. This was reflected in changing organisational 

patterns among the building trades and the importation of new 

building concepts.

This is noticeable in Dublin, in the royal charter granted in 1670, to 

form a new and separate guild for bricklayers and plasterers, who, 

until that date, shared the carpenter’s guild with several other trades. 

The use of bricks, and the presence of bricklayers as a separate trade, 

had been established in Ireland before the mid-seventeenth century, 

but apart from the Dublin area, bricks were not widely used in Ireland 

before the beginning of the eighteenth century.
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The increased use of cut stone ashlar and moulded entablatures on 

building facades introduced new skills which influenced existing 

masonry practices. Eighteenth-centuiy building accounts in Ireland 

differentiate between the work of the common (or rough) mason who 

built walls in roughly dressed local rubble, and masons who worked 

with precisely dressed ashlar and carved mouldings in stone from 

specially selected quarries. These specialists are commonly described 

in eighteenth-century Irish records as stonecutters and they were 

engaged contractually as a separate trade, although they were 

registered as masons in the guild fraternities.

The lack of defined boundaries between the work of separate trades is 

a common feature of seventeenth and eighteenth-century building 

practice in Ireland. Like the overlapping responsibilities between 

carpenters and joiners, or plasterers and painters, the relationships 

among the three walling trades of masons, bricklayers and 

stonecutters are difficult to define.

The main problem in examining the responsibilities of the walling 

trades lies in the complexity of eighteenth-century walling 

construction. The first walling system we have described, the 

traditional rubble compound wall, only required common masons for 

its construction, though if one or more of the walls had facings of 

dressed stone (as was frequently the case) the common masons were 

joined by stonecutters who handled their part of the masonry task.
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Its use was limited (during the classical era) to a few building types. 

Bonded or partially bonded brick walling (the third system) only 

required bricklayers for its construction, but its use was mostly 

limited to urban terraced houses. Most classical buildings used 

compound walls of stone and brickwork. These required a 

combination of masons and bricklayers to build the stone exterior 

and the brick interior lining and dressing of the walls. If, as was 

frequently the case, some of the walls had facings of dressed stone, 

stonecutters worked with the masons and bricklayers.

In Dublin, the unprecedented expansion of the city and its population 

from the 1670s attracted considerable numbers of English and 

European artisans to settle there. The development of the first 

speculative housing estates on the perimeter of the medieval city 

followed the practices adopted by speculators in post-restoration 

Lxandon, following the fire of 1666. London was being largely re-built 

during this period, under the influence of new building regulations 

which promoted the use of brick masonry for urban houses instead of 

traditional English timber construction. Bricks and bricklayers were 

in high demand and brickwork was identified with new and 

fashionable house architecture. The constiaiction of the early 

generations of brick town houses in the Aungier and Meath estates 

were adaptations of English and Dutch models.
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Most building designs produced during this period were contrived by 

the artisans who built them. Many of them were based on vernacular 

patterns from abroad which were arranged to suit local conditions. 

Stylistic preferences ranged from versions of seventeenth-centuiy 

London mansions - Molyneux House, built in 1711, with central 

pediment and modillion comice is an example - to the gabled houses 

of the Dublin Liberties where vestigial references to classical external 

ornament were confined to entrance doorways and mouldings at roof 

level.

The Dutch influence on brick housing in the Liberties and the 

suburbs adjoining St. Stephen's Green was mostly the work of 

English artisans. Brick building in England had been influenced by 

Dutch practice and the use of Dutch housing models for a long 

period. There was also a considerable Dutch presence among the 

many foreign Protestants who came to Ireland after the Williamite 

wars. An early influence on Irish brickwork was provided by John 

Allen, a bricklayer trained in Holland who was reputedly responsible 

for the superbly executed brickwork of Jigginstown, Co. Kildare in 

1636.

The foundation of the Dublin bricklayers' and plasterers' guild must 

be seen in this context. It was formed at a time when new technical 

and interpretative skills were in short supply, and specialisation in 

fashionable services must have been profitable. This form of market
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response has an immediate parallel with the formation of the Dublin 

guild of joinery, wainscotters and ceylers in 1700. By this time, 

timber entablatures, sash windows, ramped stair rails and panelling 

were becoming as fashionable as Flemish bonded brickwork and 

pedimented brick gables. The formation of the bricklayers' guild was a 

conscious attempt to bring together groups of expatriate specialists, 

to promote their skills and to identify the difference between their 

work and that of the common mason.

The demand for experienced craftsmen encouraged English bricklayers 

such as John Heame (who became involved in the Aungier estate) and 

Richard Mills (who supervised the walling of the Tailors Hall and 

Molyneux House) to settle in Dublin in the early 1670sf During this 

period bricklayers enjoyed a higher profile in the city than the 

traditional mason. Richard Mills became assistant to the master of 

the city works in 1676 and acted as supervisor on a number of 

important contracts^. The principal walling contracts for brick and 

rubble stonework for the surveyor general’s office and Trinity College 

were handled by bricklayers such as William Caldebeck or Francis 

Quinn, who employed journeymen masons to provide the stonework. 

The advantages enjoyed by this trade may still have been apparent for 

most of the first quarter of the eighteenth century as the bricklayer 

Benjamin Rudd moved to Dublin from Cumberland during this 

period^, and the architect and master builder George Semple (whose 

father was a mason) started his career as a bricklayer's apprentice in
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1720^. Richard Coulett, an apprentice of the stonecutter John 

Whinrey, changed his trade to that of a bricklayer after receiving his 

freedom of the city in 1700^.

An enthusiasm for a classical brick vernacular is particularly 

identified with the early years of the new century, and in Dublin it is 

exemplified by buildings such as Robinson's and Burgh’s additions to 

Dublin Castle (1685-1714), the Rubrics in Trinity College (1695-1700), 

the Tailor's Hall (1703), Marsh's Library (1703-1707), Burgh’s Custom 

House (1704), and Molyneux House (1711). In provincial areas, most 

of the brick faced buildings, apart from urban housing, were built 

before 1730, and the most notable of the early vernacular examples 

are Flatten Hall in Co. Louth (1698), The Uniacke House in Youghal 

(1707), Palace Anne in Co. Cork (1712), Beaulieu in Co. Louth (1722) 

and Mount levers Court in Co. Clare (1730).

57
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Brickwork was considerably more expensive than rubble stonework in 

eighteenth-century Ireland. Even the rough brick lining used in 

compound walls was twice the price of equivalent rough stonework 

and rubble was to remain the most commonly used walling material 

throughout the country. Building accounts in Dublin and the 

provinces provide us with important information on the relationship 

between masons and bricklayers.
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William Caldebeck is described as a bricklayer in numerous accounts 

in Trinity College, but he was also paid for the construction of stone 

walling in 1711®, and in 1712^ he signed a receipt for £100 paid "on 

account of mason's work [which was probably foundations] on ye 

College Library”. His partner and successor Francis Quinn contracted 

for substantial quantities of brick walling on the library from 1718® 

until 1723, but in 1720 he was also recorded as the walling contractor 

on Dr Steevens' Hospital^ which was built substantially of calpstone 

rubble.

The building accounts of Castle Durrow Co. Laois from 1714-1718 

record an interesting overlap in working relationships. In 1715 the 

masons Denis Phelan and William Dalyi° were paid for walls of brick 

and stone in the construction of out offices; in 1717 the bricklayer 

Benjamin Smith was paid for 586 perch and 13 feet of brick and stone 

walling built as part of the main dwelling houseiL In 1713 James 

Leacocke, a bricklayer from Limerick signed a contraet for brick and 

stone walling in a barracks at Kinsale*^. in 1757 Quin, a mason 

involved in the eonstruction of eight houses in St. John's Square 

Limerick'® was paid for substantial quantities of brick and stone 

walling.

In some aecounts artisans are described as both masons and 

bricklayers. In testimony submitted to the parliamentary enquiry into 

the barrack building programme of 1749-51, two artisans described
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themselves in this fashion. In an affidavit dealing with standards of 

workmanship in Ballyshannon barracks, James Bym claimed he was 

a mason and a bricklayeri^. In a similar statement dealing with 

workmanship at Headford barracks, Owen MacGuinis claimed that he 

traded in Galway'^ as a mason, bricklayer and slater. However this 

was uncommon in Dublin practice. Most master artisans engaged in 

important Dublin walling contracts (such as Francis Quinn or John 

Semple) saw themselves as bricklayers, although they were happy to 

contract for both stone and brick masonry as it was required.

The lack of clear boundaries between the contractual responsibilities 

of these two trades is understandable in the context of eighteenth- 

century compound walls, which were mostly of brick and stone 

construction. This constructional system required a mason and a 

bricklayer to work simultaneously on the erection of the same wall, 

the mason on the outer face and the bricklayer on the inner face of 

the wall. As compound wall construction (without cut-stone facings) 

was invariably built as one contract, both the bricklayers and masons 

involved in that contract worked closely together as if they were one 

trade.

The handling of compound walling as one single contract avoided a 

duplication of responsibilities for the structural performance of the 

work and it simplified payment and measurement procedures. 

However, in practice it obliged either the mason or the bricklayer to
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physically undertake the work of both trades, or alternatively, one 

trade could employ members of the other trade to cany out their 

share of the construction. In Dublin, with its considerable tradition 

of brick craftsmanship, this usually resulted in journeymen masons 

working under the supervision of master bricklayers. In provincial 

areas, with strong masonry traditions and few contractual resources, 

it undoubtedly resulted in local masons (such as B3rm and 

MacGuinis) undertaking both the brickwork and masonry involved in 

their contracts. Masons were well capable of handling the rough brick 

linings and dressings required in the construction of compound walls; 

as brick facades (other than small numbers of urban housing) were 

uncommon in provincial cireas after the 1720s, the need for exacting 

craftsmanship did not arise.

If we look closely at Francis Quinn's or William Caldebeck's accounts 

in Trinity College we can clearly see a pattern of associated trade 

employment in operation. Most of Caldebeck's jobbing accounts 

involved bricklaying, but in 1711, he was paid the costs of employing 

three masons who worked on stone piers in the Physic Gardenia. In a 

jobbing account of Quinn's for "bricklaying on chimneys in the 

library"!^ he charges costs of 8 bricklayers, 6 labourers and one 

mason. Because the Library had four facades of cuts tone facings and 

interior wall linings of brickwork, the bricklayer's main collaborators 

in building the wall were stonecutters rather than common masons.
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However in 1720, Quinn employed a team of 16 masons and 9 

labourers on the all stone walling contract for Dr Steevens' Hospital*®.

The operational boundaries between the contractual activities of the 

common mason and the stonecutter are also confusing, as in the 

Dublin area both disciplines were represented by the carpenter’s guild, 

and prominent eighteenth-centuiy stonecutters sometimes described 

themselves as masons. However, surviving records of payments to 

building artisans reveal important distinctions between contracts 

undertaken by masons and by stonecutters, and the materials they 

used.

Building records of state buildings in Dublin and of the principal 

buildings in Trinity College provide a clear picture of the contractual 

responsibilities of both masons and stonecutters. Common (or rough) 

masons were usually employed in the construction of structural walls 

of uncoursed rubble, obtained from local sources such as the calp 

quarries at Palmerstown, Baggotrath, or Milltown. Stonecutters (or 

freemasons) were usually engaged with precisely coursed ashlar 

facings and mouldings of "cutstone" from selected quarries such as 

Ardbraccan in Co. Meath, Golden Hill in Co. Wicklow, or imported 

stone from Portland in the Isle of Wight.

Stonecutter's work was measured and paid for on a different basis to 

the work of the common mason. Rough masonry and brickwork was
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paid by the volumetric measure of the perch; stonecut facings were 

paid by a running foot of complicated moulding, or by surface 

measure of the superficial foot. This method of measurement 

reflected the complications of the stonecutter's work as a running foot 

of modillion comice was priced at a much higher rate than plain 

work such as architraves or plinths. Stonecutters also operated as 

independent contractors, although they were engaged in close 

association with masons and bricklayers on the erection of stmctural 

walls. Each ashlar faced wall thus required two separate contracts, 

one for rough masonry and/or brickwork and the other for the work of 

the stonecutter.

However, the Dublin stonecutters were still apparently a part of the 

masons' fraternity. Thomas Burgh's accounts record several 

payments to the Dublin stonecutter John Whinrey between 1703 and 

1723, but Whinrey described himself as a mason in his will in 1730*9. 

Moses Darley, who undertook the limestone arcades and sandstone 

facings of Burgh's College Library in 1712, received the freedom of the 

city as a mason in 1720, as did his son Henry in 17462°. Although 

most of the many contracts between the Darley family and the College 

are clearly recorded as receipts for stonecutters' work, some records 

make specific references to payments for masons work. A series of 

payments to Moses Darley between March and December 1712 are all 

described as receipts for mason's work although the nature of the
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work itself is not described^i. In 1739, Hugh Darley described himself 

as "...mason and master builder..." in the contract he signed for the 

barracks22 at Belfast. Between 1767 smd 1774 George Darley was paid 

for eight jobbing accounts involving time charges for masons and a 

labourer23. The work described in these accounts were routine tasks 

such as laying flagstones and cutting holes for fixings in stone 

parapets. In a letter from Dublin to Sir William Chambers in 1769, 

Thomas Cooley complained of the high cost of "mason's" work for 

Portland facings on his contract for the Royal Exchange^^. This is 

understandable in an English context as cutstone facings were the 

responsibility of the mason's trade in England.

Although a lack of building records prevents us from identifying most 

of the stonecutters who worked in provincial Ireland, the quality of 

workmanship on the facades of many country houses is evidence of a 

considerable market for their specialised skills. However the style and 

quality of ashlar facing could vary greatly in provincial practice, 

especially in the first half of the eighteenth century. Some buildings 

such as the early eighteenth-centuiy presbytery and the Bishop's 

Palace at Limerick used a semi coursed ashlar with stones of random 

sizes which was not unlike rubble masonry. Country houses such as 

Castle Durrow,Co. Leix (1716), Doneraile Court, Co. Cork (1730), and 

Summer Grove, Co. Leix (1750s), have coursed ashlar of considerable 

irregularity as has Bindon's limestone facades on his town houses at
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John's Square (1750s) in Limerick. This undoubtedly is evidence of a 

scarcity of sophisticated craftsmanship in the provinces during this 

period. The refinements to be seen in Ducart's masonry at 

Kilshannig, Co. Cork (1765) and the Limerick Custom House (1769) 

may well have required expertise brought from Dublin. 61

The Dublin stonecutter John Whinrey made proposals to Drogheda 

Corporation for building a bridge over the Bo3nie with Thomas Burgh 

in 172P5. A Portland stone doorcase carved by Dublin stonecutters 

was shipped to Castlefoiword, Co. Donegal in the 1730s26. The 

Dublin stonecutter George Darley was engaged on the bridge at 

Lismore in 17702’’. stonecutters engaged on the rebuilding of

Baronscourt, Co. Tyrone in 1779 under the direction of George Stuart 

were brought from Dublin and London for this purpose28.

The city of Kilkenny developed a justifiable reputation as a centre of 

craftsmanship in stonecutting during the eighteenth centuiy. This 

was due to the presence of good limestone and marble quarries near 

the urban centre and the efforts of Abraham Colles who became a 

producer of polished marble fireplaces and other marble components 

in the 1740s.

The provision of stone sills, cornices and doorcases for the vernacular 

buildings of provincial towns, and of lesser country houses was 

probably entrusted to local masons. These masons may have referred
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to themselves (on oceasions) as stonecutters, but they undoubtedly 

(like the masons Bym and MacGuinis on the Headford and Galway 

barracks) were also involved in building rubble walls, brick linings and 

even roof slating.

Although many of the early eighteenth-centuiy stonecutters (such as 

the Darleys) came from England, the organisational patterns of Irish 

craftsmen were not based on contemporary English practice. In 

England the masonry trade included freemasons (who like Irish 

stonecutters, worked with cutstone mouldings and facings but made 

contracts to employ masons) and rough masons who worked with 

structural walls of rubble masonry. In Ireland however, as we have 

seen, wall construction commonly involved two separate contracts, 

one for rough masonry and brickwork, and the other for cutstone 

facings. In England cutstone facings and rough masonry were part of 

the same contract, but brickwork was built as a separate contract.

This is confirmed by records of Christopher Wren's contracts on 54 

parochial churches built in London between 1666 and 171829, and on 

contracts such as St. Paul's Cathedral from 1695 until 172320, and 

Hampton Court Palace in 169121. Master masons (such as Edward 

Strong and William Kempster) were paid for both rough masonry 

walling and precisely carved Portland stone entablatures22. Wren's 

bricklayers were engaged and paid on the basis of separate 

agreements.
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Wren's accounts also refer to the use of the term "stonecutter", but in 

a different context to its usage in Ireland. In 1701 he purchased a 

marble fireplace and stone garden ornaments from stonecutters in 

London and Brentford, which were assembled on site by masons 

working at Winslow Hall in Buckinghamshire'^^ xhe use of the term 

"stonecutter" in this context, describes a craftsman who produced 

standard stone decorative components in a workshop, which could be 

ordered from a catalogue. Workshops of this type, producing stone 

fireplaces to standard patterns, also operated in Ireland, and these 

workshops had the capacity to produce building components such as 

sills and doorcases for use on building sites by local masons. 

However building records of the important eighteenth century 

buildings in Dublin, and accounts of ambitious country houses (such 

as Baronscourt and Castlecoole) clearly show the Irish stonecutters' 

full involvement in both the cutting of stone components on building 

sites (not in workshops) and the setting of these components into the 

masoniy fabric of buildings^^.

Stonecutters were prominent among lists of artisans working on Irish 

classical buildings from the last quarter of the seventeenth century. 

The names of the artisans who built the Royal Hospital at 

Kilmainham, from 1680 until 1686, are unrecorded, but £2,398.4.8 

was spent on stonecutter's work^s and materials out of a total 

masoniy cost of £7,826.12.OV2. John Whinrey was probably the best 

known stonecutter operating in Dublin at the beginning of the
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eighteenth century. He worked on the rebuilding of St. Mary's Church 

in 170336; he worked extensively for Thomas Burgh, the surveyor 

general, on contracts such as the steeple of the Royal Hospital in 

170237, on Dublin Castle in 170736, on St. Werburgh's Church in 

171539 and on the Royal Barracks in 1725^°. His son Nathaniel was 

one of the four master stonecutters employed by Edward Lovett Pearce 

on the new Parliament House from 1728 until 1729^1.

The Darley family were particularly associated with the cut-stone 

facades of buildings in Trinity College such as the library from 1712 

until 1722, the Printing House in 1734-36, Regent House in 1750-56, 

the Provost's House in 1760-65, the Chapel and Theatre from 1767 

until 1779. Moses Darley was also responsible for the arcaded 

limestone loggia in the courtyard of Dr Steevens' Hospital and the 

ornate stone doorcase begun in 1720^^ son Henry worked under

John Ensor on Richard Cassels' Rotunda Hospital from 1751 until 

about 1756‘*3. Another son, George Darley provided the stone facings 

on 86, St. Stephen's Green in 1766 and 1767'*^, and Henry worked on 

Gandon's Custom House in the 1780s43

The Darley accounts provide valuable information on stonecutters' 

working patterns and their part in the building process. The records 

of work on Burgh's library in Trinity College (1712-1720s) and on his 

Steevens' Hospital (1720s) confirm their full involvement in the two- 

phase process of cutting stone components on building sites (not in
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workshops), and in the assembly (or setting) of cuts tone components 

into the masoniy fabric. The accounts of Castlecoole and 

Baronscourt also confirm these patterns. None of the accounts 

differentiate between the status of artisans working as either "cutters" 

or "setters". Both were paid on the same basis, and as part of the 

same contract.

Both the Trinity Library and the Steevens' Hospital records specify the 

stonecutters site requirements, which include the provision of 

equipment, site sheds, mortar and the attendance of labourers. The 

contractual agreemenH^^ on the hospital makes this quite clear.

Moses Darley proposeth to cutt and sett Bases, Pillars, with 
their Arches and Spandrils, Quins & Fascias such as are att 
the (Royal) Barracks for five pence [per] foot: Ostrigall Window 
Stools for Seven pence [per] foot; The Govemers furnishing 
stone proper for ye said work. Quarried and laid convenient 
[for] the workmen; also shedes for stonecutters, and to draw 
ye said work where it is to be erected with Scaffolds, Centres, 
Labourers, Mortar, all other things requisite and convenient 
for ye carrying on and finishing ye said work.

Oct ye 24 1720 Moses Darley.

62

The Darleys, like many craftsmen who worked on early classical 

buildings in Ireland, were part of the great wave of foreign immigrants 

who came there towards the end of the seventeenth century. Henry 

Darley settled in Newtownards Co. Down where he worked as a
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stonecutter and became the owner of sandstone quarries in the 

town47. His sons Moses and Hugh moved to Dublin in the early years 

of the eighteenth century attracted obviously, by the demand for new 

skills in the rapidly expanding capital city. This demand was for 

technical expertise and especially for the ability to interpret the new 

architectural language of classicism. Later in the century, Simon 

Vierpyl - another expatriate stonecutter - was to be invited to Dublin 

(in 1757) to introduce the stylistic sophistication of Franco-Roman 

masonry on the construction of the neo-classic Casino built by Lord 

Charlemont at Marino.

We have very little information on the identity of stonecutters who 

worked in Irish provincial centres but some idea of their activities can 

be gleaned from the building accounts of the larger country houses. 

In 1716 payments for limestone facings on Castle Durrow Co. Laois^s 

were made to Bamaby Dorman, who may have been based in Kilkenny 

city. In Cork city, the stonecutter John Coltsman is recorded as the 

builder of Christchurch and the north and south bridges between 

171349 and 1720. Payments were made to Joseph Briggs for 

stonecutter's work on Headford Co. Meath^o in 1738. The most 

prominent stonecutters in Ulster during the 1770s and 1780s were 

James and (his son) David McBlain. They worked for the Marquis of 

Hillsborough on the spire of Hillsborough Church and the facings of 

Hillsborough House^i in the 1770s. From the late 1770s until 1790 

they were almost continuously engaged by the Earl Bishop of Derry on
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the gates and faeades of Downhill52. Co. Deny, on the decorative 

carvings on the adjoining Mussenden Temple and on the facades of 

his second house at Ballyscullion Co. Derry in the 1780s53_

Michael Campbell is recorded as a stonecutter working on Mount 

Stewart, Co. Down54 in the 1780s, and William McTafsie worked on 

the facade of Blessington Co. Wicklow^s in 1786. Robert Morton 

supplied an estimate for stonecutting work on the Episcopal Palace in 

Derry’’*^ in 1784, and in 1791 the Earl Bishop introduced the 

stonecutter Alexander Baird to take over the important task of cutting 

the Corinthian capitals of the Ballyscullion^^ portico, from David 

McBlain. The earl of Abercom brought a number of stonecutters from 

London and Dublin to work on the facings of Baronscourt, Co. Tyrone 

in 1779.^® The Portland facings of Castlecoole, Co. Fermanagh 

required a large team of stonecutters in the 1790s and they may also 

have been brought there from Dublin or London.^®

We can only speculate on the reasons for the divergence between 

English and Irish masonry practices, and why Irish masons involved 

in the specialised business of dressed facings used the term 

"stonecutter" as a trade description. There was undoubtedly, a 

connection between the choice of this description and the contractual 

involvement of rough masons with bricklayers in the building of 

compound walling. The demand for brick facades and wall linings in 

the Dublin area from the 1670s onwards promoted the bricklayer at
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the expense of the rough mason, and as we have seen, we find 

prominent bricklayers such as Richard Mills, William Caldebeck and 

Francis Quinn handling both stone and brick walling contracts, and 

describing themselves as masons emd bricklayers. This never 

happened in England, and the skilled masons who undertook 

cutstone contracts may have adopted the term "stonecutter" as a 

contractual description, to distinguish the terms of their agreements 

from those of the common mason and bricklayer.

The masoniy trade, or the stonecutting part of it, also developed 

specialists, who like Simon Vierpyl or Edward Smyth, extended their 

activities into monumental carving and figurative sculpture. 

Although complex tasks such as the carving of Corinthian capitals 

were commonly entrusted to stonecutters, building accounts also 

record the specialised work of stone carvers. John Houghton carved 

the Ionic capitals and the royal arms on the Parliament House®o in 

the 1730s. Cassels used Houghton and John Kelly to carve the arms 

on Carton, Co. Kildare in 1739, and Kelly's name also appears in the 

accounts for the Hall in Trinity College in 1746®h Hugh Dcirley used 

the carver James Robinson to cut the Rococo garlands for the west 

front of Trinity College in 1756®2. Vierpyl spent a considerable portion 

of his career in the execution, or the management, of stone cutting 

contracts in Ireland, but he had a reputation as a sculptor, and the 

figurative and decorative carving on the Casino Marino (1760s) are 

undoubtedly his. Smyth is reputed to have started his career as a
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journeyman with George Darley, but he is remembered for the 

considerable contribution his decorative and figurative carving made 

on Gandon's Custom House and the Four Courts.

The manufacture of stone fireplaces also used the skills of 

stonecutters and carvers. John Whinrey was involved in the export to 

England of marble fireplaces made on the Perceval estate in Co. Cork 

during the early part of the eighteenth centuiy®^. The Kilkenny 

entrepreneur William Collis invented a new method of cutting and 

polishing marble using water power in the 1740s, and his workshop 

produced fireplaces, cisterns, vases and other objects in marble^^. His 

production method proved to be so economical that he was successful 

in penetrating foreign markets in Bristol, Liverpool and Glasgow®^. 

Michael Shanahan, the master builder who acted as an architect on 

several of the Earl Bishop of Derry's building projects, made fireplaces 

in Cork. His claim "...that he had a most excellent carver in his Cork 

marble business...", was obviously convincing, as a number of his 

fireplaces were shipped from Cork in 1787 for use in the bishop's 

houses at Downhill and Ballyscullion^e.

The advent of neo-classicism, and of professional architects such as 

Cooley, Ivoiy and Gandon in the last three decades of the century, 

brought increased opportunities for stonecutters and their associated 

trades (carvers and sculptors) in Dublin. Trade reports for the period 

just prior to the 1800s, indicate the involvement of a workforce of
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nearly 1000 operatives in the stonecutting trade, comprising 41 

master contractors, 330 craftsmen and a large group of attendant 

polishers and labourers®^. The social and political changes introduced 

in the early nineteenth century following the Act of Union, greatly 

diminished the building market and contractual activities of all the 

building trades. By the 1820s the number of master-stonecutters 

operating in the Dublin market had been reduced to 15 contractors®®. 

By this time contractual patterns had also begun to change. The use 

of the all trade contracts had become commonplace, and general 

contractors employing journeymen had supplanted independent 

master artisans, such as the stonecutter, and the use of traditional 

single trade contracts.
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THE INTRODUCTION OF BRICKWORK Chapter 7

Although the medieval pattern of walls built entirely of stone 

persisted in the construction of eighteenth-century Irish churches and 

also in terraced houses in some provincial cities, most classical 

buildings were built with a combination of stone and clay bricks. 

William Robinson's extensive use of bricks in his ambitious design for 

the Royal Hospital Kilmainham (1680) established a pattern which 

was consistently followed in most state and institutional building 

contracts and in country houses irrespective of their size.

Robinson's deliberate use of stone for certain sectors of his masonry 

structure and bricks for others is revealing. The main structural walls 

in the entirety of the east, west and south ranges of the hospital have 

exterior facing of local calp rubble and Interior linings (4V2 inches) of 

brickwork. The partition walls, the chimneys and fireplaces are 

constructed with bricks. Bricks are used as dressings for window and 

door opes in most sections of the hospital, and as cores for the 

plastered impost mouldings on the piers of the cut-stone arcades.

These three ranges contain residential apairtments in two stories of 

masonry construction and in the attic of the tall slated roof. The 

north range contains the former master's quarters and the high 

single-storey spaces of the hall and chapel. The master’s quarters
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were built (like the soldier's apartments) of brick and stone, but the 

hall and chapel (like the succeeding generation of eighteenth-century 

churches) have stone exterior facings and stone interior linings to 

massive compound walls. We will examine the reasons for these 

unusual variations in construction later in this chapter.

The introduction of bricks into masonry construction was probably 

the most significant change introduced into Irish building practices by 

post-medieval building artisans. We have already described the 

considerable demand for brick facings generated from the end of the 

seventeenth century in Dublin and some provincial centres. This is 

exemplified in early eighteenth-century classical buildings in Dublin 

such as the College Rubrics (cl700), the Tailors Hall (1704) and 

Moljoieux House (1706), and in the provinces by country houses such 

as the Uniacke House (1703) at Youghal, Palace Anne (1714) in Co. 

Cork and Mount levers Court (1733) in Co. Clare. Bricks had been 

used for building houses in Dublin city from the first half of the 

seventeenth century and they become strongly identified with the 

speculative terraced housing of the eighteenth century estates in 

Dublin, and coastal cities such as Drogheda, Derry, Limerick and 

Belfast.

65

56
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This early eighteenth-century enthusiasm for brick facades was 

generated by imported architectural fashions. The streetscapes of 

London were substcmtially rebuilt with brickwork after the fire of 

1666, and Christopher Wren had fully demonstrated the architectural 

potential of brick masonry in the design of important commissions 

such as the palaces at Kensington and Hampton Court. However a 

second and equally important reason for the introduction of bricks 

into Ireland was the technical advantages it offered to architects like 

William Robinson in the structural design of buildings such as the 

Royal Hospital. In what follows we will examine the influence of both 

these patterns of brick usage on building practices during the century.

It is difficult to be precise about the first appearance of bricks in 

Ireland, but there is enough evidence to establish their use in Irish 

buildings from the beginning of the seventeenth century, and earlier. 

The brick chimneys of the Tudor Manor at Carrick on Suir Castle may 

predate the seventeenth century and this could well be one of the first 

uses of bricks in the country. E.M. dope has recorded a use of brick 

dressings on gun ports in Carrickfergus Castle in the 1570si. 

Mountjoy Fort in Co. Tyrone (1601-1605) was built (unusually for its 

time) almost completely in brickwork and this may well be the result 

of the involvement of the Dutch engineer Levan de Rose^, who would 

have been familiar with their use in his native land. In Dublin, in
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1629-30, the Earl of Cork paid for digging earth to make bricks to 

rebuild his "...decaied house that was Sir Geoffrey Fenton's in Castle 

Street in Dublin"^.

The best known example of brick masonry built in the first half of the 

seventeenth century is the palace at Jigginstown Co. Kildare built ly 

Thomas Wentworth in 1636. Jigginstown is unique in its 

construction and use of materials. Its masonry is entirely composed 

of carefully bonded brickwork. Several different brick sizes are used 

and the bricks are made with considerable skill and precision. Some 

of the brick types conform with the 8V2 to 9 inch standard used in 

normal English practice, but the presence in the walls of 7 x IV2 inch 

and 7 x 3'/2 inch bricks is unexpected. The wall thicknesses (above 

basement level) of 27 inches and 22 inches are remarkably slender for 

this period, but they are justified by the quality of the materials and 

the precision of the bonded brick masonry.

The responsibility for the construction of Jigginstown has been 

attributed to John Allen^, an English bricklayer who received his 

training in Holland. This is supported by the high quality of the 

masoniy and by the presence of the (7 inch) brick sizes which are 

identical to bricks used in early seventeenth-century buildings in
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Amsterdam. It is also likely that the Jigginstown bricks were 

imported from Holland.

Jigginstown is impressive in terms of creiftsmanship and 

constructional standards, but it made no apparent impact on 

seventeenth-century Ireland, or on the development of newer building 

patterns which emerged in the latter half of the century. Most 

surviving seventeenth-century houses built between 1630 and 1670, if 

we can judge by examples such as Raphoe Palace in Co. Donegal, 

Bumcouil in Co. Tipperary, Glinsk in Co. Galway or Leamaneagh in 

Co. Clare have massive stone walls and fortified expressions, 

although Raphoe Palace has fragments of brick masonry which are 

probably eighteenth-century alterations to its interior fabric.

The most frequently quoted authority on seventeenth-century building 

practices in Ireland is Gerard Boate, whose Natural history of Ireland 

was published in London in 1652. Boate's first comment on bricks 

relates (appropriately) to their use in combination with stone 

masonry. He describes two forms of limestone^, both grey and blue, 

and he describes the problems faced by English colonists in dealing 

with Irish climatic conditions.
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This sort of grey freestone in Ireland hath a bad quality, that 

it draweth the moisture of the air continually to it, and so 

becometh dank and wet both in and outside, especially in 

times of much rain. To mend this inconvenience the English 

[in Ireland] did wainscot those walls with oak or other boards, 

or line them with a thin crust of brick.

He was unimpressed with the quality of bricks made in Ireland and of 

the methods used to make them®.

And as for the brick, they have been little used in Ireland even 

among the English themselves for a great while; but of late 

yecirs they begun to be very common, as well in the country, 

as in the cities, especially Dublin, where all new buildings (the 

which not only in handsomness^ but also in number^ do 

surpass the old) are all made of brick. But that which is made 

in Ireland, for the most part is not so good, as that of other 

countries, not so much for any unfitness in the clay it self, as 

for want of handling and preparing it aright.

Boate also describes the making of bricks in huge quantities of 

200,000 to 300,000 in one firing, of which about two thirds were 

discarded because of their poor quality. He is critical of the lack of
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uniformity in the burning process through "...the unskillfulness or 

neglect of those who make and fill these kilns, and of those that 

govern the fire"^. These comments support the view that the high- 

quality bricks used in Jigginstown were imported from abroad. 

Although no physical evidence remains of such an intensive use of 

brickwork in seventeenth-century Ireland, Boate's observations are 

supported by the Settlement Commission's surveys of Irish property 

holdings which followed the restoration of Charles the second in 

1660. These records reveal a substantial use of brickwork in Dublin 

city and its developing suburbs.

Records of a survey made in 1661 describe a mortgage taken out in 

April 1644 on "the great brick house in Copper Alley", by Sir Adam 

Lx)ftus. Leases of substantial brick houses in Stephen's Green, 

George's Lane and Cork Hill are recorded in 1661. Leases of several 

brick houses on both the north and south sides of Kevin Street are 

recorded in 1665. Brick houses were part of the streetscape of 

Thomas Street, Rosemary Lane; Merchant's Quay and Schoolhouse 

Lane in 1667. A considerable number of houses built in the new 

suburb of Oxmanstown in the 1660s used brick masonry^.

An even earlier use of brick is suggested by the presence of brick and 

timber houses in Francis Street and Patrick's Street^, recorded in
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1666-67. Cage houses with brick infill were typical of building 

patterns in England during the Tudor period. The recorded use of 

bricks for garden walls and stables in Oxmantown and boundary walls 

at Crampton Court is remarkable. In the eighteenth century, when 

brick facades were commonplace in most of the streets in Dublin, 

basements, stables and boundary walls were invariably constructed of 

rubble stone because of the higher cost of imported facing bricks.

Boate's description of the poor standards of brickmaking in Ireland is 

relevant, and it provides us with an explanation for the absence of 

exterior brick facings in many parts of provincial Ireland. An 

examination of bricks used as internal masonry linings in many 

country houses, exemplifies the problems arising from poor control of 

the filing process, resulting in misshapen and deformed bricks. The 

inadequate manufacturing methods observed by Boate were obviously 

still in use in many cireas during the eighteenth century. The better 

quality bricks of even rectilinecu* shape, used as facings on houses 

such as Beaulieu, Co. Louth, Mount levers Court, Co. Clare or the 

terraces of Henrietta Street in Dublin, were mostly imported into 

Ireland from other countries with traditional skills in brickmaking.

Eighteenth-century customs records describe the importation of large 

quantities of bricks from Holland and England. These bricks were

A
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usually moulded to conform with dimensions (of 9 inches x 4^2 inches 

X 2i/4 inches) laid down by English statutesio, and they were frequently 

used as ballast in ships calling to Irish ports for cargoes of local 

produce. Some early eighteenth century buildings (such as Marsh's 

Library) used dressings of bright red rubbed bricks which probably 

originated in the brickfields of the Thames Valley. Wilkinson claimed 

that the bricks used to face many of Dublin's eighteenth-centuiy 

terraced houses came from the port of Bridgewatern on the Bristol 

Channel. The surveyor-general Arthur Dobbs, in a letter to his 

brother in 175412, recommended the importation of "strong bricks" 

from Liverpool for use on his house near Carrickfergus. The customs 

archives of the port of Ziericksee, which serviced the Dutch province 

of Zeeland, record many cargoes of bricks exported to Irish towns 

(such as Dublin and Cork) during the middle decades of the 

eighteenth century.

These facing bricks were described as stockbricks by eighteenth- 

century building artisans, a name derived from a Dutch word 

describing the "stock" or wooden mould that shaped the unbumt 

brick. Imported stockbricks were usually used only as facings; locally 

made bricks were used for linings to compound walls, partitions and 

general stmctural work. Bricks used for linings and for general wall
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construction were usually described as placebricks by eighteenth- 

centuiy artisans.

Brickmaking did not develop as an organised industry in Ireland until 

the end of the eighteenth century. Bricks were usually made by 

unskilled labourers on, or near building sites, or bought from small 

local producers who leased plots of land for brickmaking in the 

vicinity of the speculative housing estates. This involved the 

excavation of earth to a depth of about 4 feet and its use to make 

bricks, which were burnt - not in enclosed kilns where temperature 

control could be maintained - but in continuous stacks, or clamps as 

they were called by eighteenth-century brickmakers. Rocque's map of 

Dublin in 1756, depicts an area between Great Britain Street and 

Sackville Mall called the Old Brick Field. The clay overburden on this 

plot of ground was undoubtedly used to make the place bricks for 

many of the adjoining houses in Henry Street and Bolton Street, but 

by 1756 it could no longer be used for brickmaking, as its soil was 

depleted. On Scale's map of 1773 the area is completely developed 

with houses and stables.

On country estates such as Burton in Co. Cork, bricks were made on 

the estate by labourers, for use on the building of Burton House^^ in 

the 1670s. In Dublin, Robert Arthur and Henry Lee (described as
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brick-burners) supplied bricks for Burgh's repairs to the old 

Parliament House froom 1700 to 1708. Arthur also supplied bricks for 

use in building the Tailor's Hall in 170414. During the construction of 

Steevens' HospitaP^ in 1720, a labourer called John Reilly was 

employed by the clerk of works because of his "good judgement in 

brickearth". Robert Ball's accounts record the purchase of "Donoly's 

bricks"!® 1753, for use by himself and other speculative developers 

of houses in Sackvllle Mall. His account of pa5mient to "Miles and his 

gang" (of labourers) for making bricksi’', indicate that he also engaged 

in brickmaking on his own account. The quality of Irish eighteenth- 

centuiy place bricks obviously suffered from this casual choice of raw 

materials, and by the same lack of controls in the burning process 
described by Gerard Boate in the mid seventeenth century.

The description in Ireland’s natural history of stone walls with brick 

linings confirms that this system was in use in Ireland at least thirty 

years before Robinson employed it in the Royal Hospital at 

Kilmainham. It cannot have been widely used outside of Dublin, at 

this early period, or it would be more in evidence today, but one 

important example survives in the ruins of E5a-ecourt, built in Co. 

Galway sometime in the 1660s.
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Eyrecourt's importance for us lies in its relationship with aspects of 

an emerging constructional system and its affinity with the new 

architectural language. The use of 4V2 inch brick linings as the 

interior surfaces of the peripheral walls links it with the structures 

described by Boate and with subsequent elassical buildings of the 

next century. However, there are other aspects of its structural 

design which are untypical of existing masonry traditions in Ireland, 

or of the new generation of buildings identified with the growth of 

Irish classical architecture.

E5a-ecouit, with its external plaster rendering, its uncoursed 

(compound) rubble walls and its brick linings looks similar in many 

respects to early classical buildings such as the Royal Hospital at 

Kilmainham (1680s), Kilmaccurragh House in Co. Wicklow (cl700s), 

or later generations of country houses sueh as the King House at 

Boyle (1730s), Ledwithstown Co. Longford (1740s), or Castlestrange, 

Co. Roscommon (1750s). The main difference in the masonry at 

Eyrecourt is the reliance on a massive oak stmctural frame embedded 

within its walls, continuous oak lintel courses on the masonry linings 

and timber ties forming diagonal braces at the comer junctions of the 

main walls.

66
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The system of building houses with oak structural frames - cage 

houses as they were called - was not uncommon in Irish cities during 

the medieval era, and it was known to persist in the plantation towns 

of Ulster until well into the seventeenth century. Eyrecourt however, 

is not a cage house. It has massive masonry walls which were more 

than capable of playing their full structural role, without the need of 

a secondary structural system of timber. Its builders were obviously 

unfamiliar with stmctural masonry and they had no confidence in 

either its performance or efficiency.

Eyrecourt is important as a transitional link between different 

building traditions at a time when new architectural ideals were 

promoting change and improvisation in constmctional patterns. It 

was probably built by English artisans, carpenters rather than 

masons, who were attempting to relate their own working methods to 

local materials and practices. The limestone masonry is of a poor 

standard and significantly, it is built without the use of arches which 

must make this building unique in an area noted for its masonry 

traditions. Arches are avoided at window opes by massive window 

frames which act as lintels in the support of the masonry. The 

window thus becomes a primary structural element which must be 

fixed in position before construction starts. This is precisely the 

method advocated in 1675 by Joseph Moxon in his Mechanick
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Exercisesi® published in London at a time when the transition from 

timber construction to brick masonry was becoming widespread.

In the 1680s, Robinson designed the Royal Hospital at Kilmainham 

with masonry which contained no embedded timbers except oak 

lintels used as supports at window opes. This was essentially a re-use 

of the old traditional Irish formula of compound walls with the 

addition of brick internal linings. However, we can still perceive a 

hesitancy and uncertainty in some aspects of the structural design. 

This is expressed in the massive scale of the masonry (particularly in 

the chimney breasts) and in the oversized floor and roof framing in 

relationship to modest spans. This is particularly evident in the 

gallery floors which use 8 inch oak beams at 20 inch centres over a 

span of 10 feet. Robinson was obviously intent on supporting the 

floor, but he was also concerned with the stability of the external wall 

and the closely spaced beams were ties to ensure its structural 

equilibrium.

Robinson used brick linings in the rebuilding of Dublin Castle in 

1685. In 1703, his design for Marsh's Library utilised facing bricks, 

place bricks and flat arches made with rubbed brick voussoirs which 

may have been imported from the London area. His name had also 

been linked with the design of Kilmaccurragh House built in the early
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1700s in Co. Wicklow. Kllmaccurragh (like the Royal Hospital) has 

massive timber framing over modest spans, and like the earlier 

example of Eyrecourt House it has a timber eaves comice and a 

pedimented doorcase of timber. Although Kilmaccurragh's primary 

structure was a combination of stone cmd brick linings, it relied (like 

Eyrecourt House) on timber diagonal braces to support the masoniy 

parapet at roofplate level.

The most important building built in the first queirter of the 

eighteenth century was the library in Trinity College which was 

designed by Thomas Burgh and began in 1712. Burgh followed 

Robinson's example (at Kilmainham) in his choice of masonry with 

stone exterior and brick interior faces. A lavish budget allowed him to 

clad the upper floors entirely in sandstone ashlar over an arcaded 

limestone base. Burgh was a more daring builder than Robinson, and 

the structural design of the library shows a confidence that is missing 

at Kilmainham. One unusual aspect of the masomy constmction is 

revealed by the libraiy records. Instead of the thin lining of bricks 

described by Boate and used in Kilmainham and Kllmaccurragh, the 

bricklayer's (Francis Quinn's) accounts charge the cost of a 14 inch 

brick membrane as an internal lining. An inspection of these walls 

shows that this membrane is carefully constructed with facing bricks 

which were probably imported.
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Burgh obviously mistrusted the structural efficiency of slender 

unbonded brick linings and he used his ample budget to achieve 

higher constructional standards. In the construction of Dr. Steevens' 

Hospital in the 1720s, his low budget forced him to build walls 

entirely of stone because it was half the cost of brickwork, but his 

rubble walls were mostly of bonded rather than of compound 

(tripartite) construction. In his library, the window opes were 

crowned by brick arches rather than timber lintels and in the hospital 

more than half the windows are formed with rough stone arches.

These refinements provided certain advantages. The quality of the 

masonry construction ensured an adequate stability without the 

excessive use of floor ties, even in the tall double height space of the 

library. The two principal facades of the library have fenestration 

patterns with unusually large window to wall ratios (which suited the 

building's function) but which must have seemed remarkably daring 

in the second decade of the eighteenth century. The slender wall 

thicknesses in Steevens' Hospital (26 inches) and in the library (27 

inches) could only have been achieved by carefully constructed 

masonry.

In the library, a recent inspection of the two massive crosswall 

partitions (dividing the terminal pavilions from the main library
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space) revealed the use of solid bonded brickwork formed with high 

quality facing bricks. The architects and builders who suceeeded 

Burgh in Trinity College must have been impressed by his example, as 

Regent House and the adjoining buildings enclosing Front Square 

(1750s) also appear to have bonded brick membranes behind their 

granite faeings.

Only a few years separate the completion of Burgh's Library from the 

rapid construction programme of Pearce's Parliament House whieh 

was already in use by 1732. Pearee's accounts show a considerable 

use of brickwork as masonry linings in his wall construction, but the 

thickness of the brick membrane is unknown. His country houses, 

such as Cashel Palace, Bellamont Forest in Co. Cavan and 

Summerhill in Co. Meath, all made substantial use of brick interior 

linings. The ruined remnants of the walls of Summerhill display 

typical country house constructional patterns of (tripartite) 

compound walls with stone facings and 4V2 inch brick linings.

Bricks appear to have been in common use as linings in Dublin, 

behind the Palladian ashlar of urban mansions such as Clanwilliam 

House (1730s) Leinster House (1740s) Charlemont House (1759) and 

the Provost's House (1760s), but, (Charlemont House apart) we have 

no indications of their precise construction. They were also used in
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institutions such as St. Patrick's Hospital in 1749, and in state 

buildings in Dublin Castle in the 1750s and 1760s. George Semple, 

as we know from his writings, had none of Burgh's reservations about 

the stability of compound walls. In St. Patrick's Hospital, he placed 

his reliance on skill in making cementations lime mortar and on 4^2 

inch brick linings. Simon Vierpyl used sophistieated English 

carpentry systems in the floor framing of Charlemont House, but he 

had no misgivings about the choice of eompound walls and 4V2 inch 

brick linings behind his cut-limestone facade.

The eonsiderable boom in eountry house construction from the 1730s 

until the 1750s promoted important refinements in constructional 

practice, particularly in the works of Pearce, Cassels and their 

followers. The most significant change in construction that 

accompanied the Palladian movement was in floor framing, in the 

adoption of long spanning joists in lieu of the traditional 

eombination of beams and joists. Bricks also played a substantial 

role in the construction of these houses, and in the evolution of the 

new system of floor framing.

Lxjcally made place bricks were used, not just as lining membranes, 

but as dressings, vaults and cores for plaster mouldings. Arch Hall 

(1730s) Co. Louth, Kingsfort (1740s) Co. Meath and Ballyhaise
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(1740s) Co. Cavan have extensive use of brick vaults over the 

principal rooms at ground floor level, and the King Mansion in Boyle 

has brick vaults up to roof level. In Kingsfort and Ledwithstown 

{1740s) Co. Longford, specially shaped bricks are used as corbels at 

ceiling level to form cores for plaster cornices.

In some houses, we can find place bricks which are Just as carefully 

made and as well laid as facing bricks. This is so in Ledwithstown 

where the use of precise relieving arches in the brick linings is in 

sharp contrast to the roughness of the rubble facings on the 

building's exterior. In the ruins of Tudenham (1740s) in Co. 

Westmeath we cem observe a sophisticated system for fixing timber 

members to the masonry walls. This consists of the recession of a 

brick course (by about an inch) at three different levels around the 

perimeter of the rooms. These recessions provided slots for 

continuous rough grounds to which skirtings, chair rails and comice 

brackets were simply fixed without cutting into the masonry. This 

anticipated and controlled the work of both the carpenter emd the 

mason and eliminated ad-hoc improvisation in the building process.

Bricks, as Maurice Craig has pointed out^o, were first used in stone 

buildings because of their precision in the constmction of stmctures 

of small dimensions such as chimneys. Their use as dressings to
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window and door opes was for the same reason. Their other 

advantage, of course, was their modular flexibility in the interface 

with timber structures and fixings, particularly floor framing. It was 

this potential that promoted their use as wall linings.

Gerard Boate, of course, has claimed that brick linings were 

introduced into seventeenth-century Irish buildings because of their 

capacity to absorb damp in limestone walls. There may be some 

factual foundation to this in terms of seventeenth-century practices, 

but there is enough evidence to show that their continuous use in the 

eighteenth century was to facilitate floor fixings. This is most evident 

in buildings where the use of bricks is confined to masonry areas 

which support timber structures.

One example of the use of both stone linings and brick linings 

occurring in the same building can be seen in the mins of 

Garretstown House (1740s), Co. Cork. The house was built with brick 

lined walls on two opposite sides of the rooms and stone linings on 

the other two walls. The advantages of this arrangement are clear. 

The local stone provided no support for floor timbers, but the more 

expensive brick linings supported embedded floor joists at close 

centres.

68
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Another example can be seen in the ruined pavilions of the Episcopal 

Palace at Elphin Co. Roscommon which was built between 1747 and 

1750. Here the local stone linings support intermittent cross beams 

at about 9 foot centres, but the closely spaced rafters have their ends 

supported by brick linings. Other examples of the combination of 

stone and brick linings (supporting floor joists) can be found in the 

1740s terraced houses on the North Mall in Cork city and in 

Stephenstown House, Co. Louth which dates from the late eighteenth 

centuiy.

All of these examples are outside the Dublin area where brickmaking 

traditions were strong and where the huge demand for place bricks for 

terraced houses ensured constant supplies at competitive prices. 

Even more frugal examples of the combination of local stone and 

bricks can be seen in Wardstown House (c 1740s) in Co. Donegal, in 

the barrack buildings of Charlesfort in Klnsale (1750s) and Tyrone 

House (1770s) in Co. Galway. In these buildings the linings of local 

rubble are only interrupted at floor levels to accommodate three or 

four courses of brickwork in a continuous band around the building's 

interior. These courses of brickwork provide a housing for the floor 

structure. A similar arrangement can be seen in mid eighteenth- 

century terraced houses in Oliver Plunket Street in Cork.
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The most conclusive evidence however of the relationship between 

brick linings and floor supports must be seen in the hundreds of 

classical churches built entirely with stone linings, because they 

required no suspended timber floors. Where floor supports were 

required, as in the case of the gallery in St. Mark's Church Dublin, a 

brick partition provided this support. There is also no indication in 

these stone lined churches (or in Dr. Steevens' Hospital) of the damp 

conditions described by Boate.

70

We must now look at the development of the second building patterrr, 

the use of facing bricks on the facades of eighteenth-century 

buildings. Place bricks, as we have seen, were used in the interior 

masonry of buildings in all parts of Ireland; brick facades, as Maurice 

Craig2i points out, were with a few exceptions, confined to buildings 

in the vicinity of coastal towns and cities. Dublin, like London, is 

especially identified with brick facades due to their substantial use in 

the streetscapes of terraced classical houses, built throughout the 

eighteenth century.

Bricks were in use in Trinity College Dublin as early as 163722, ^nd in 

1640 a contract was signed with the bricklayers James Browne and 

Robert Paviour23 to build lodgings for the Provost. This contract 

probably involved brick facades as (unlike an earlier contract) no
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mention of stone masomy is contained in the agreement. In 1672, 

Richard Mills,24 a member of the newly founded bricklayer's guild, 

(1670) was engaged on a new building in the College designed by the 

carpenter John Lucas. It is difficult to know if the building used any 

brick facings as Mills contracted for work both in stone and bricks. In 

the last decade of the seventeenth century (1695-1700) an ambitious 

building programmers was undertaken by the College to build ranges 

of buildings around a courtyard to provide new residential 

accommodation. Photographic records of this development show brick 

faced buildings with high slate roofs and dormer windows. Part of 

these buildings survive in a much altered fashion in the College 

Rubrics.

We know very little about the materials and constraictional methods 

of the urban houses built by the first leaseholders of the Aungier and 

Meath estates in the expansion of the city during the 1670s and 

1680s. Some light has been thrown on this period by a recent 

discovery of a surviving four-bay house of the mid 1680s at number 21 

Aungier Street. This house was built with brick facades (under more 

recently applied plaster rendering) with a combination of timber and 

brick stmctural supports. This method was commonly used in 

speculative house constmction in London, and it may be typical of 

larger houses built in late seventeenth-century Dublin. A lease for a
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site in York Street (among the Abercom papers) stipulated that the 

leasee must build a brick house of two storeys, with a cellar and 

garret, within three years of 1677.26

Photographic records of some of the gabled houses in the Meath 

Estate in areas such as Poole Street and Braithwaite Street clearly 

indicate a construction of local limestone rubble with plaster 

rendering. These houses are among the earliest terraced buildings 

built on the estate, on foot of leases issued in 1683. Later versions, 

built at the turn of the century in Weaver's Square, Chamber Street 

and the adjoining area have brick facades, string courses of brickwork 

and vestigial references to classical motifs in their doorcases. The 

ultimate development of these weaver's houses, built in the early 

decades of the eighteenth century, in streets such as Ward's Hill and 

Sweeney's Lane, had curvilinear gables with brick pediments. This 

brick house type spread rapidly from the industrial precincts of the 

Liberties into developing housing estates in all areas of the city, and 

it became a model for early uniform housing in Dublin, Cork and 

Limerick.

There was a conspicuous interest in bricks and classical 

ornamentation in the design of institutional buildings and large 

urban mansions from the closing decades of the seventeenth century
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in Dublin. William Robinson introduced a formula of brick facades 

built over a base of local limestone arcades into the rebuilding of 

Dublin Castle in the 1680s, and in 1703 he designed a brick library to 

house Archbishop Marsh's collection of valuable books. Marsh's 

Library may be the first instanee of the use in Dublin of gauged 

arches with rubbed brick voussoirs. Richard Mills is linked with the 

building of the briek facades of the Tailors Hall in 1704 and of 

Molyneux House in Langford House in Mary Street and the / ^

Ward mansion on Ward's Hill, both dating from the early 1700s, had 

brick facades and stone dressings. Thomas Burgh continued 

Robinson's use of bricks over stone arehes in his extensions to the 

upper yard at Dublin Castle in 1712.

Most early eighteenth-century provineial buildings with briek facades 

are to be found in the vicinity of seaports or navigable rivers with 

access to them. Facing bricks were imported as ships ballast from the 

principal trading ports in the south of England and the Dutch coast. 

Locally produced Irish bricks were adequate for use as masonry linings 

(place bricks), but their poor dimensional tolerances made them 

unsuitable for use on facades.

William Robinson's name is linked with the building of Flatten Hall 

in Co. Meath at the turn of the century (1698) and it used facing
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bricks which presumably were transported up the Bojme from 

Drogheda. An early use of Duteh facing bricks can be seen on the 

Uniacke House in Youghal, built aecording to loeal tradition by a 

Dutehman ealled Leuventhen in 1706. Palaee Anne, built at 

Ballineen in Co. Cork in 1714, used brieks presumably brought up the 

Bandon River from Kinsale, and transported overland to the building 

site from the town of Bandon. This house has the rare distinetion of 

having briek facings on walls that are lined with local rubble, whieh is 

indieative of the expense of imported faeing bricks and their searcity 

in inland areas. Beaulieu, Co. Lx)uth, whieh seems to have assumed 

its present appearance in 1722, has rendered walls, but it has a 

unique use of rubbed briek reveals at door and window opes, a 

moulded briek entablature and moulded briek sills. Rubbed brieks 

were uncommon in Ireland, but moulded brieks were also used on the 

house in the bailey at Askeaton Castle (whieh was rendered 

externally) and on Jigginstown Palaee.
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Briek faeings and gauged brick arches are also a feature of the 

Southwell Charity in Downpatrick, which suggests a building date 

prior to the 1730s. This building is an example of the rare use of 

moulded voussoirs to form undulating arehes at window soffits, a 

feature, as Maurice Craig^^ points out, commonly found in south

eastern England. Another example of undulating arehes ean be found
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in the early eighteenth-century Yeomanstown House in Co. Kildare, 

but the arches and the house's brick facade are now covered by a coat 

of plaster.

Haystown House near Rush Co. Dublin, also of this early period, is 

another brick house covered by recently applied plaster rendering. An 

unusual use of brick facings can be seen in the pilasters and 

rustications of the pavilion adjoining Clonmannon House in Co. 

Kildare. The modelling of the rustication recalls the use of brick in 

Kent's Holkham Hall in the mid 1730s, but Clonmannon may not 

have been built by that date. One of the last examples of this early 

generation of brick facades is John Rothery's use of it on the north 

front of Mount levers Court in Co. Clare in the early 1730s. The pale 

pink bricks used by Rothery are reputed to have been imported as 

ballast from Holland, in exchange for a cargo of rapeseed.
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This enthusiasm for brick buildings from the latter part of the 

seventeenth century until the 1730s, must be seen in the context of a 

rapidly expanding colonial population in search for a cultural 

identity. The return of the viceregal court to Dublin in the 1660s, and 

the increase in population in the decades that followed, ensured a
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steady market for new buildings. Builders in a search of models to 

replace cage-houses and traditional rubble stone houses turned to the 

fashionable faubourgs of London, (such as Covent Garden, 

Bloomsbury and Soho) for inspiration. The prevailing building 

material used in most of these areas was brickwork.

Many of the influential people involved in building early classical 

buildings arrived in Ireland (like Robinson and Mills) in the great 

wave of immigrants who settled there between 1670 and the 1700s. 

The use of brick facades, tuck pointing, gauged brickwork and 

undulating arches were, like timber structures, timber braeketed eaves 

cornices, timber pedimented door cases and internal timber cornices, 

part of an imported tradition which became diluted and mutated with 

time. By the 1730s many of these features of the early colonial introit 

had disappeared, or like floor and roof structures, become rationalised 

in terms of loeal traditions and regional preferences.

The second generation of classical buildings with brick facades 

commenced just prior to the 1730s in the designs of Edward Lovett 

Pearce and the introduction of Palladian architecture to Ireland. The 

two most Important examples of this use are the country mansions of 

Bellamont Forest at Cootehill Co. Cavan and the Episcopal Palace at 

Cashel Co. Tipperary. These houses owe nothing to the eclectic
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pattern of the earlier brick architecture. They are highly focused 

expressions of stylistic ideals which were also being explored during 

this period by the foremost architects in England.

Bellamont and Cashel are particularly interesting in the context of 

their geographic locations which were inaccessible by water carriage 

from any of the Irish seaports. It was this inaccessibility that 

discouraged the use of imported facing bricks on most Irish country 

houses and promoted an architecture of rubble masonry, coated with 

plaster and articulated at intervals by cut-stone ornamentation. 

Brick linings were in common use everywhere in Ireland, but as we are 

aware, the poor quality of the locally produced place bricks inhibited 

their use on facades. The question that arises is whether Pearce was 

involved in the extravagance of transporting imported bricks from the 

coast(as happened at Jigginstown) or whether the bricks were 

manufactured to unusually rigorous stcmdards adjacent the building 

sites.

The question is easily answered in the case of the front facade of 

Cashel Palace. Building accounts^® of the construction record the cost 

of place bricks at 9/- per 1000 and stock (facing) bricks at £1 per 

1000. The presentation of these accounts suggests that both brick 

types were made loccdly, but aside from this, the figure of £1 per 1000
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could not reasonably have paid for the importation of facing bricks 

and their transportation from the coast.

The cost of local place bricks in Dublin was about 13/- per 1000 over 

the first half of the century, but we have no comparative information 

on the cost of facing bricks. Records of brick prices in Dublin^i in the 

1760s show costs of place bricks at 18/- to £1 per 1000 and imported 

stock bricks at £1.18/- per 1000. The facing bricks at Cashel were 

obviously made locally No accounts survive of the building of 

Bellamont Forest. However, examination of both the exterior facings 

and the linings at basement level is revealing. The basement walls are 

entirely lined and faced with bricks which match the quality of those 

on the main elevations. The use of bricks at basement level in Irish 

houses is most unusual, pgirticularly in houses (such as Bellamont 

and Cashel) which have stone floors (on vaults) at ground floor level. 

Country houses and urban terraced houses in Dublin were commonly 

built with the cheaper alternative of plastered rubble walls up to their 

ground floor plinths.

The use of bricks, and particularly bricks of such quality in the 

basement at Bellamont was profligate by any stemdards in eighteenth- 

centuiy Ireland. This could only be justified by the joint ownership of 

the building and the brick production. The bricks were undoubtedly
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made by the Earl of Bellamont on his own lands, but the intervention 

in the process to ensure the quality required must have been 

organised by his kinsman and architect, Edward Lovett Pearce.

Pearce's deep interest in bricks as a locally produced building 

component is manifest in his introduction of a parliamentary act to 

regulate their manufacture in Ireland in 1729. The act stressed the 

need for bricks which could support more than their own weight, and 

reduce the dependence on the purchase of bricks from Holland. It 

also attempted to control the dimensions of bricks by stipulating that 

a brick should not be less than 9 ‘/2 inches long, 4‘/2 inches wide and 

2^/4 inches deep.

The use of brick facings after Pearce's death in 1731 was not extensive 

and it was mostly confined to Palladian houses. Woodlands, near 

Scmtiy, Co. Dublin (of the early 1730s) a design which recalls earlier 

seventeenth century English models in elevational expression, has 

been attributed to Pearce's own hand. Francis Bindon built brick 

facades at Clermont House in Co. Wicklow in 1730 and on Newhall in 

Co. Clcu-e in 1751. Cassels faced Dollardstown House in Co. Meath 

with bricks in 1735 and Ballyhaise in Co. Cavan in the 1740’s. In the
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1760s brick facades were used on two late Palladian Houses, Davis 

Ducart's Kilshannig House in Co. Cork, and Newberry House, Co. 

Kildare which has been attributed to Nathaniel Clements.

It is unlikely that Pearce's pioneering efforts to promote locally 

produced bricks of the quality required for facades had much support 

after his death. Many of the small group of brick houses listed were 

built near enough to navigable waters to avail of imported stock 

bricks, and the manufacturing conditions described by Boate in the 

seventeenth century prevailed in most parts of Ireland. However the 

use of brick facings in so many urban terraced houses in Dublin and 

the principal Irish cities show that its beauty and durability were well 

appreciated.
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STONE: ITS PROCUREMENT AND USE. Chapter 8

Although brick dressings and wall linings were used in the 

construetion of most of the important eighteenth-eentury country 

houses and institutional buildings in Ireland, the use of the 

traditional medieval formula of all-stone eonstruetion prevailed in 

some building types. The low eost and easy availability of local stone 

probably explains its use in provincial town houses, mills, rural 

cottages, stables and garden walls, but it was also used extensively in 

construeting churehes in many parts of Ireland and in the walls of 

Dublin hospitals.

The use of stone interior linings in an early classical building such as 

the Main Guard in Clonmel,' was probably due more to a scarcity of 

bricks and bricklayers in provincial towns during the latter part of the 

seventeenth century, rather than to considerations of eost. Its use in 

the walls of the Hall and Chapel of the Royal Hospital at Kilmainham 

in 1680 - 86 is surprising, as brickwork was extensively used 

elsewhere in this building both for wall linings and partitions.

Dr. Steevens' Hospital, built in the 1720's under the direction of 

Thomas Burgh is entirely eonstructed of Dublin ealp with the 

exception of its ehimneys and a partition supporting a subsidiary 

staircase. Burgh's choice of wall constrarction was probably dictated 

by eeonomic rather than technical constraints. The hospital reeords
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make many references to its charitable status and its constant need 

for funds. Burgh provided his services free of charge, and the mason 

Francis Quin worked for lower rates than he received on Burgh's more 

lucrative contract for the Trinity College Library. The walling stone 

was provided from a quarry owned by the surgeon-general Thomas 

Proby who was a member of the hospital’s board of governors.

Burgh's choice of rough stone interior linings and dressings (in lieu of 

the brickwork used on the College Library) had certain disadvantages, 

and these can be seen in the fabric of Steevens' Hospital. One 

problem arising from imprecision in the formation of window reveals - 

due to uneven rubble dressings - had a disturbing effect on vistas 

down the long continuous galleries. Another was the difficulty in 

maintaining precise floor levels from one part of the building to 

another due to the inflexibility of the roughly coursed masonry.

Obviously these disadvantages were acceptable in underfunded 

charitable institutions of this type, as the same constructional 

system can be found in older parts of Mercer's Hospital, built in the 

1740's, and in the surviving eighteenth and nineteenth-century 

buildings on the site of the former City Workhouse^ in James' Street.

They were not acceptable to Richard Cassels however, or to George 

Semple. The accounts of the Cassels Lying-In Hospital® and Semple's
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(1748) proposals for St. Patrick's Hospital both indicate the extensive 

use of brieks for dressings and wall linings.

The most consistent use of the all-stone masonry system can be 

found in the eonstnaetion of eighteenth-eentuiy Irish ehurches. In 

Dublin, early churches such as St. Mary's (1701), St. Matthew's 

Irishtown (1703), St. Nicholas (1707), St. Luke's (1707), St. 

Werburgh's (1715) and St. Anne's (1720) were substantially built of 

Dublin calpstone, although St. Matthew's was built over a eiypt with 

vaults of brickwork. Later churches such as St. Mark's built in the 

1740's and St. Catherine's built in 1769 were also built largely in calp 

although the partition forming the entrance porch (supporting the 

gallery) in St. Mark's was built with brieks. One early Dublin chureh 

appears to have ignored this common practice. Reeent rebuilding of 

the 1720's Presbyterian Chureh in Eustace Street has revealed 

struetural walls of carefully bonded brickwork.

The use of stone to form interiors and window reveals of elassieal 

churches in provincial centres also appears to be common. In Cork, 

Christchurch, built in 1720 and St. Anne's, built in 1722 used a 

eombination of sandstone and limestone mbble taken from loeal 

quarries in the city. Richard Castle's eathedral at Sligo built in the 

early 1730's, used local limestone. The extensions to Raphoe 

Cathedral in 1739 and the rebuilding of Elphin Cathedral in 1758 

were earried out with local rubble. John Robert's (Church of Ireland)
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Cathedral at Waterford, built in 1774, and Thomas Cooley's Church 

at Kells, built in 1780, were both built in limestone.

If we compare the rubble masoniy of eighteenth-centuiy buildings 

with walls in seventeenth-century fortified houses and earlier 

medieval buildings we find no significant variation in building 

methods. Masons working on classical buildings continued to use 

compound wall construction although walls became considerably less 

massive with the advent of the eighteenth century. Wall widths, as 

Maurice Craig has pointed out, continued to decrease in cross section 

as time passed. The seventeenth-century walls of the Hall in the 

Royal Hospital Kilmainham for instance, are between 56 and 58 

inches thick, which made them as massive as the masonry of many 

earlier castles. Burgh also used massive walls of about 45 inches 

width in 1715 in the construction of St. Werburgh's Church, but the 

heaviest walls he used in Steevens' Hospital in the 1720's (in piers of 

the chapel) were about 36 inches wide, and most of the structural 

walls elsewhere in the building did not exceed widths of 26 inches.

The formation of window opes in eighteenth-century mbble walling 

also followed medieval practice. Masonry forming the outer face of 

the wall above the opes was supported by flat or low segmental arches 

formed with roughly cut voussoirs. These arches were usually backed 

by timber lintels supporting the inner lining and core of the wall. In
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work of higher quality, arches were also used to support the inner 

linings and core of the walls instead of lintels.

Although we can find good examples of carefully coursed and semi- 

squared rubble masonry in eighteenth-century buildings such as St. 

Mark's Church in Dublin, most masons (like their medieval 

predecessors) relied on random sized stones and random coursing for 

the construction of structural walls. Walling stones were roughly 

shaped with the mason's hammer, but comer stones were usually 

dressed with the chisel to ensure precise alignment at external wall 

junctions. Stone spawls, left over from the rough shaping of the 

walling mbble and smaller stones were used to form the filling in the 

mortared core of compound walls.

76

Compound, or compartment walls had been in common use in Europe 

since the constmction of Imperial Rome, and there is evidence to 

suggest that their use in Ireland predated the Norman conquest. 

Richard Brash, a Victorian architect writing® in 1874, records the use 

of "compound walls of masonry and concrete" in early Christian 

buildings such as Ardmore Church in Co. Waterford and the Gallams 

oratory in Co. Kerry.

77

The facing stones were dressed [he writes] and laid both beds 

and joints in tolerably fine mortar: a grout was then prepared, 

of hot lime, sand and gravel, and the heart of the wall was
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filled with it; stones of various sizes were then packed into the 

grouting.

The eighteenth-centuiy architect and master builder George Semple 

was also conscious of the long traditions associated with the use of 

compound walls in Ireland. His description of their construction^ 

shows his considerable respect for sound traditional practices.

My Father (who was a Workman about the Year 1675) often 

told me, and my own repeated Observations convince me, that 

the Methods Masons practised in former Times, in building 

Churches, Abbeys, Castles or other sumptuous Edifices in this 

Country, was to this effect. After they laid the out-side 

Courses with large Stones, laid on the flat in swimming Beds 

of Mortar, they heairted their Walls with their Spawls and 

smallest Stones, and as they laid them in, they poured in 

plenty of boiling Grout, or hot Lime-liquid among them, so as 

to incorporate them together, as if it were with melted Lead, 

whereby the heat of it exhausted the Moisture of the out-side 

Mortar, and united most firmly both it and the Stones, and 

filled every Pore (which as the Masons term it) set, that is^ grew 

hard immediately, and this N) ethod was taught to our ant ient 

Masons, by the Romish Clergy that came to plant 

Christianity in these Countries, and I affirm^that in many of
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such old Buildings, 1 have seen the Mortar, as it were, run 

together and harder to break than the Stones were.

Semple was unique among contemporary architectural writers in 

England and Ireland in his descriptions of technical processes and his 

comments on the performanee of building materials. Towards the end 

of his career, in 1776, he published A treatise on building in water, 

which described the innovative methods he used in the reconstruetion 

of Essex Bridge in 1753-1755. Like many master builders of his 

generation, he had elosely studied the works of Vitruvius, Alberti and 

Palladio, and curiosity about Palladio’s references to eoffer-dams 

encouraged him to procure a copy of Bernard De Belidor's Architecture 

Hydraulic. Belidor's descriptions of the teehnologies used by the 

Ecole des Ponts et Chaussees in Paris enabled Semple to design and 

construct coffer-dams as foundations for Essex Bridge. The Treatise 

also allowed him opportunities to expand on his experiences in the 

handling of timber and masonry materials. His comments provide us 

with valuable insight into the theoretie and praetical problems which 

confronted eighteenth-eentury builders.

In his Treatise and in a written proposal‘° addressed to the governors 

of St. Patrick's Hospital (which he built in 1749-50) Semple plaees 

eonsiderable emphasis on preferred methods of making mortar. 

Mortar, as he suggests, played a eonsiderable part in the struetural 

characteristics of masonry walls. Composed of sand, lime and water.
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its strength and efficiency depended mostly on the quality of the lime 

used, and how it was mixed with the other ingredients before its use 

in wall construction.

Lime was produced by burning limestone at high temperatures (of over 

850“ F) in limekilns. This process produced roachlime which was 

mixed with water to form a cementatious putty called slack (or 

slacked) lime. Sand, obtained from sandpits, rivers or the seashore 

was added to make mortar. In some countries ground seashells or 

brick dust were mixed with the sand. Tairas, a volcanic stone from 

the banks of the Rhine, in Germany, was sometimes imported by 

English and Irish builders (such as Wren and Mylne in England and 

Coltsman in Cork) to make hydraulic mortar for use in water works 

such as cisterns and bridges.” Pozzolan, a volcanic ash used 

extensively in Italy, had similar properties.

Limestone was obtainable in every county in Ireland except Wicklow, 

but the quality of lime depended largely on the chemical properties of 

different limestones. In Italy, classical tradition, exemplified in the 

writings of Vitruvius'^ and Palladio,"* prescribed the use of the whitest 

and hardest stones (such as marble) for making strong lime. Isaac 

Ware however, preferred to use bluish or reddish"* limestones for 

mortar mixing. Semple claimed that the best lime was obtained from 

the hardest, the heaviest and closest -grained'^ stones. His 

contemporary, the naturalist,'® Dr. John Rutty, preferred lime made
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from Dublin calp to that made from London chalk, but he particularly 

recommended limestone from Sutton for "strong cements" and a lime 

produced in Carlow which was much favoured by Dutch importers.

Semple expressed a view that the limitation of lime mortar as a 

cement was directly influenced by the mixing methods employed by 

contemporary artisans. In this proposals for the building of St. 

Patrick’s Hospital in 1749 and for new public record offices in 1758,'’^ 

he provides a precise description of his preferred mixing process.

It is not intended that the mortar which is to be made use of 

in this Building Should be made in the usual way, particularly 

for the outside walls. But the principal methods, which 1 

intend to be taken are chiefly. To bring the lime in roach from 

the Kiln to the Work: to Slack but a small quantity of it at a 

time and to cover and mix that with sand directly ready for 

the riddle (Whilst the spirit of the lime is hot and quick) But 

not to be in a huny to riddle it, but to give it time to coole 

and increase its strength among the sand. That the 

proportion of sand to lime (1 mean for Instance, such sand as 

is generally got at Island Bridge), Be not richer then four of 

Sand to one of roach lime (that is about 2 to 1 of slack). That 

after it is riddled and turned up. That it be allow’d as much 

time to soak as conveniently the Work will admit of. That 

when the Workmen are making use of it that the Labourers
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shall only cut down a small bed of it at a time. And that Two 

of them,the one opposite the other, must Labour eaeh of them 

small beds,three or four times over, with the beaters, and then 

turn it by for the Hoddmen, etc. And above all, that there be 

as little Water made use of in tempering it as possible. But to 

apply very hard Labour to supply the usual plaee of water.

Semple's formula for mortar lays emphasis on the laborious process of 

turning and beating the matrix in a semi-dry condition to ensure the 

compaction of the materials. The addition of water would have made 

this process less laborious, but Semple had obviously learned from 

experiment and experience, that water (in excess of an amount needed 

to hydrate the lime) weakened the mortar. His insistence on river 

sand rather than sand from a sand-pit was to ensure the absence of 

clay and organic matter which would have interfered with the 

ehemistiy of the matrix. Sea sand was also used in mortar mixes in 

Semple's time, but its saline eontent - as Dr. Rutty '^pointed out - 

was a serious disadvantage.

This well defined formula for mixing mortar and the careful choice of 

local limestones with proven performance records, were designed to 

produce the strong eements seen by Semple as good building practice. 

However, his commission to replace Essex Bridge in 1752 and his 

work on Ormond Bridge, promoted his interest in hydraulic mortars 

and encouraged him to investigate their special properties. He
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became fascinated with what he described as the '^’"petrification of 

lime" and the inherent capacity of some limes to make mortars as 

hard as stone, even under water. His findings anticipated the 

considerable development of strong, fast setting mortars (such as 

Roman cement) which influenced building practises towards the end 

of the eighteenth century.

The hardening (or carbonation) of mortars made from many limestone 

strata was conditioned by the exposure of the mortar to the air for a 

considerable period and the evaporation of its water content to the 

atmosphere. An initial hardening happened rapidly, through the 

absorption of water into the adjoining stonework, but the carbonation 

process continued for many years before the mortar could develop its 

full strength. Pockets of mortar, isolated from the air in the middle of 

the wall, might remain soft indefinably. The carbonation of lime 

mortar could result in a contraction of its volume, shrinkage and 

unequal settlement of the masonry around window opes. Thomas 

Humphreys, a Dublin measurer ^"writing about Belfast in 1813 

records another consequence of slow setting mortars

1 will therefore beg to arrest the attention of the gentlemen 

and merchants of Belfast, while 1 observe to them, that their 

taste in architecture needs a little refinement, particularly, 

they ought to endeavour to remove that odious appearance 

which almost all their new buildings, of whatever
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denomination, have, by being for years after they are built, 

propped by large beams at every angle, until the lime and brick 

get sufficient time to cement.

Because of the massive dimensions of seventeenth and early 

eighteenth - century masonry walls, the limitations of lime mortar as 

cements may not have unduly influenced building patterns, but as 

walls thicknesses become progressively thinner, problems of structural 

stability must have been noticeable. One consequence of these 

problems was the extensive use of bond timbers as load spreaders and 

wall ties, especially in the slender masonry of urban terraced houses. 

Semple, in his 1758 proposal for new record offices in Dublin,^' 

prescribes the insertion of 6 inch scantlings in the exterior walls, ties 

into the partition walls and a system of temporary timber supports to 

piers during the initial settlement of the masonry.

Semple of course, had already faced more difficult problems as a 

bridge builder in 1753. The foundations of the piers in his design for 

the new Essex Bridge were to be built 4 1/2 feet under low-water 

levef^ and the carbonation of common mortar at this level was 

questionable. However his prior preparations for the task had given 

him considerable confidence. He had already (in 1752) visited 

England and discussed his bridge design with Charles Labelye who 

had constructed the recently built Westminster Bridge. He had 

examined the construction works at Ramsgate Harbour and sought
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the advice of its engineers. He had purchased chain-pumps, several 

kinds of tarrass (with similar properties to pozzolan) and (probably on 

the advice given him) lime from Leigh near Warrington, which he 

was told could set under water as well as tarrass.

Semple's Treatise has left us with a remarkable description of the 

construction of the bridge and its coffer-dams, but he provides no 

information on his use of local lime mortar or the performance of the 

imported English lime and tarrass. However, his comments on his 

discovery of old (petrified) mortar at the base of the previous Essex 

Bridge and in the foundations of the nearby Ormond Bridge, leaves us 

with an optimistic view of the hydraulic properties of local limes. He 

confirms this view elsewhere^® with unequivocal statements such as 

“...I believe no limestone whatever can have more excellent qualities 

than such as we have in perhaps, every county in this Kingdom...” 

and “...our lime will make exceedingly good tarrass”.

Semple was fairly safe in his assertions about Dublin calp, but he was 

wrong about many other Irish limestones. By the time he published 

his Treatise in 1776, new discoveries about the production of 

hydraulic limes were beginning to influence English building 

practises. John Smeaton’s investigations into English limestones, 

prior to his construction of the Eddystone Lighthouse in the 1760's, 

had established the chemical properties of fast setting mortars which 

developed hardness and cohesive strength without exposure to the
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atmosphere. Smeaton's experiments proved that pure high-calcium 

limestones (such as white marble or Portland stone) were no better 

than London chalk for the production of mortar. He found the 

qualities he required in impure limestones such as the Dolomite and 

Blue Lias stratas and particularly in the Aberthaw limestones which 

he found near Glamorgan, in Wales. These stones contained 

impurities such as clay, magnesium and alumina, which when 

calcined at high temperatures with calcium produced a cement with 

similar properties to tarrrass or pozzolan.

There are no Blue Lias stratas in Ireland and Dolomite formations are 

limited to a few areas in Munster and Leinster, but the impure 

argillaceous Dublin limestone (known locally as calp) had the 

necessary requirements for making hydraulic lime. Wilkinson uses the 

word calp to describe beds of impure limestone in Dublin, Meath, 

Longford, Donegal and Sligo, and these limestones had hydraulic 

qualities . Obviously, as Wilkinson suggests elsewhere, hydraulic 

limes could be found in Ireland, but they were not widespread. The 

pure crystalline limestone of Cork and the chalk used in Antrim 

probably made very weak mortars. This is confirmed by Thomas 

Humphrey's criticism of the performance of mortars in Belfast and the 

use of imported tarass by the stonecutter John Coltsman^® in 1720 for 

the construction of both the North Main Street and South Main 

Street bridges in the city of Cork.
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However the main uses of limestone by masons was as rubble walling, 

and as facings and entablatures by stonecutters. Facing stone was 

chosen mostly from selected Irish limestone, sandstone and granite 

quarries, and in some cases it was imported from quarries in England 

and Scotland. Walling stone was usually taken from the nearest and 

most economical source. We will now examine the distribution and 

use of masonry materials in walls made entirely of stone and of 

combined stone and brickwork.

Walling stone was procured for urban buildings from established 

quarries in cities such as Cork, Limerick and Dublin, but stone used 

in the walls of country houses was usually excavated by building 

workers on the building owner's estate or on adjacent land. 

Sedimentary stones such as shales, sandstones and limestones were 

commonly used for rubble walls in most parts of Ireland, but walls of 

harder igneous stones such as granite, can be encountered in Co. 

Wicklow, Co. Down and Co. Carlow. Basalt was extensively used for 

rubble walls in Co. Antrim.

The formation of limestone in Ireland is widely distributed. It 

underlies most of the central plain in a broad band extending 

westwards from Dublin Bay to Galway, northwards as far as 

Bundoran and Armagh and southwards to Kilkenny and the borders 

of Cork and Tipperary. It also occurs in west Clare in the Eastern and 

northern part of Kerry and in a narrow seam running westwards from
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Middleton to Cork city and southwards to the sea coast at Little 

Island.

Sandstone formations occur principally along the coastal zones in the 

eastern and southern parts of Ireland, in many parts of Ulster (such 

as Donegal, Deny, Fermanagh, Monaghan, Antrim and Down) and 

interspersed with limestone strata in Leitrim, Roscommon, Offaly, 

East Clare, South Kilkenny and Tipperary.

Granite and basalt are not as widely distributed as sedimentary 

stones. Granite can be found in south Co. Dublin, on the elevated 

heights of the Moume and Wicklow mountains, in Co. Carlow, on the 

south coast of Co. Galway and the western coast of Donegal. Basalt 

underlies most of Co. Antrim and parts of Co. Derry.

Walling stone was usually procured from the nearest available source, 

but preferences were for stones which could be quarried and formed 

into masonry courses without the need for expensive tooling. Calp, 

the muddy limestone underlying the Dublin area, was an ideal walling 

stone in this respect. Formed in shallow beds of about 3 to 12 

inches in thickness, it could be easily removed from quarries in 

orthogonal blocks which could be broken into walling stones with the 

mason's hammer.
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Sandstones also offered advantages as walling materials. They were 

softer than limestones, easily split into tabular building blocks and 

their cleavage joints - perpendicular to their beds - allowed them to be 

removed easily and economically from the quarry face. Fissile rocks 

such as shales, which were interspersed among sandstones and the 

Dublin calp formations, were sometimes used as walling stones 

although they were less durable than sandstone or limestone.

Granite was used extensively for facing stones and entablatures in 

Leinster and parts of Co. Down, but its use as a walling material was 

limited because of its hardness and unyielding nature. Basalt, an 

even harder and more cohesive stone than granite, was popular with 

masons in Counties Antrim and Deny because (like sandstone) it had 

cleavage joints which allowed it to be easily removed in convenient 

sizes from the quarry and used immediately as a masonry material.

The choice of stone for facings, dressings and moulded ornaments was 

influenced by practical considerations such as cost, workability and 

performance, and in many cases, by the stylistic preferences of 

prevailing architectural fashions. Walling stone was invariably 

obtained from the nearest, or the most economical sources of supply. 

Facing stone was usually obtained from selected quarries, and it was 

frequently transported over considerable distances from quarry to 

building site.
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Most Irish sandstones were softer than local limestones and easier to 

use as stone facings, but their use on moulded entablatures was 

limited because of their poor weathering qualities and lack of 

durability. Their use as dressings and carved mouldings was probably 

more extensive in the north of Ireland than elsewhere, although local 

sandstones were commonly used as plain ashlar facings in southern 

counties such as Wexford, Tipperary, Cork and parts of Kilkenny.

Florence Court in Co. Fermanagh (1730’s - 1790's) has cornices, 

coigns, window cases, door cases and string courses of a brown 

sandstone quarried near Glenfarne in Co. Leitrim^^. Michael 

Priestley's courthouse at Lifford, Portsalon and Wardstown in County 

Donegal are all dressed with a cream coloured sandstone of the type 

found at Mountcharles. Michael Shanahan used sandstone from 

both the Dungiven quarries in Co. Derry and the Ball5rvoy quarries in 

Ballycastle on the facades of the Earl Bishop of Derry’s Downhill in 

the 1780’s.^° Henry Aaron Baker used Ballyvoy stone to build the 

Bishop’s Gate in Derry city in 1790.^^ The pale brown sandstone used 

by Shanahan for the ashlar and colonnaded portico of the Earl 

Bishop’s later house at Ballyscullion Co. Deny^^ (1790s) was quarried 

locally in the mountains nearby.

Although local sandstones were used as facings and entablatures on 

buildings such as the early eighteenth-centuiy Darner House at 

Roscrea and at Marlfield (1770's) near Clonmel, there is a persistent

79
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pattern of the use of limestone dressings with sandstone ashlar or 

rubble walling in certain parts of Ireland. The late seventeenth- 

century Main Guard in Clonmel has yellow sandstone (plain ashlar) 

wall facings combined with limestone engaged columns, comice and 

window cases. St. Anne's church in the city of Cork (1720) and the 

clock tower in Youghal (1771) are good examples of the use of white 

Cork limestone used as dressings on buildings faced with the local 

puiple-red sandstone. Woodstock (1740's) and Mount Juliet (1760's) 

in Co. Kilkenny are both built with local sandstone rubble and 

dressed with Kilkenny limestone. Roundwood House (1750's) in Co. 

Laois has a similar combination of sandstone walls with limestone 

coigns, cornices and dressings. Castletown Co. Kilkenny (1760s) and 

Kilshannig in Co. Cork (1760s), are both faced with sandstone ashlar 

and limestone dressings.

These examples express the most rational and appropriate use for 

both materials. Sandstone, which could be split and easily worked 

into orthogonal forais made an ideal ashlar and walling material. The 

more durable limestone, which could be carved into precise mouldings 

was appropriate for dressings and decorative entablatures. Of course, 

most of the buildings we have noted are either situated in areas where 

deposits of both stones were located (such as Co. Cork) or built near 

the banks of a navigable river (such as the Nore in Co. Kilkenny) 

which made transportation of limestone into sandstone areas 

economical. The absence of an easily transportable limestone in most
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of Ulster forced a reliance on local sandstone dressings or the 

importation of stone from Scotland and England.

Another good example of the rational use of different masonry 

materials can be seen in the city of Annagh. The dense light-grey local 

limestone, quarried {according to Wilkinson) near the city boundary 

made a superb and durable facing stone, but its hardness made it 

difficult to work and limited its use as a walling material. The walling 

stone used locally was a pink (mostly sandstone) conglomerate 

quarried in the adjacent townland of Dromargh^^. Combinations of 

both stones can be seen in George Ensor’s infirmary (1760s), in the 

Gaol (built by Cooley, Johnston and Murray between the 1780s and 

the 1850s), and in eighteenth-century houses in English Street and 

Castle Street.

Some eighteenth-century buildings have eccentric and unusual 

combinations of sandstone and limestone. Davis Ducart's Kilshannig 

in Co. Cork (1760’s) is mostly built of (local) purple-red sandstone 

with Cork limestone cornices, coigns and window cases. However the 

three bay frontisepiece framing the main entrance is constructed with 

a harder and more durable brown sandstone, which was not of local 

origins. Its Doric entablature, piers, modillion comice, triglyphs and 

guttae are precisely carwed in this stone, but for some reason, and 

possibly because of their complexity, the metopes are carved in 

limestone.
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Richard Morrison's courthouse in Clonmel (1799) has an ashlar 

facing and a Corinthian entablature with engaged columns 

constructed of loeal yellow sandstone. The Corinthian capitals 

however strike a discordant note, as they are earved in a grey 

carboniferous limestone. Is it possible that Morrison, or his masons 

opted for this praetieal but incongruous choice or were these capitals 

a later replacement, after the originals (like Morrison's sandstone 

capitals at Ballyfin) had weathered badly over a period?

Although granite was not commonly used as a walling material in the 

Dublin area, its potential as a cut-stone faeing was elearly recognised 

by eighteenth-century builders, and by the 1740's it had replaced 

Dublin ealp as the principal local stone used for ashlar and decorative 

facings. Known to masons and stonecutters as mountain stone, it 

was obtained mostly from quarries in the Dublin and Wieklow 

foothills, and it was used extensively for public buildings in the city 

and for country houses in the counties of Wicklow and Carlow.

Early eighteenth-centuiy uses of granite in Dublin ean be seen in the 

doorcase of St. Matthew's Church (1703) at Irishtown and in the gates 

of St. Sepulehre's, which must have been built about the same period. 

Its employment on publie and institutional buildings became 

fashionable a few deeades later after Pearce pieked it for plain and 

rustieated ashlar on the new Parliament House in 1728. Its 

suceessful use there, in combination with dressings and entablatures
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of Portland limestone, established an important pattern which was 

repeated in many of the city's most ambitious building contracts such 

as the Rotunda Hospital in the 1740's, the new buildings of Trinity 

College from the 1750's until the 1780's, the Bluecoat School in the 

1770's, the Custom House in the 1780's and the Four Courts in the 

1790's.

Even the softest granites were coarser in grain and more difficult to 

cut than sandstone and most limestones, and their rational use was 

in dressings with plain surfaces and simple mouldings. This is 

exemplified in their use as plain and rusticated ashlars on many 

Dublin public buildings and private houses, and in such examples as 

Cassels’ design for the eastern (and more economic) facade of Leinster 

House (1740's), which is simpler and more austere than the handling 

of the Ardbraccan limestone on the western facade.

Cassels probably used granite more adventurously than most 

eighteenth-century designers in buildings such as Powerscourt 

(1730's) and Russborough (1740's), both in Co. Wicklow. These grand 

palazzos are completely faced in local granites, Powerscourt in a 

silvery grey stone quarried at Glencree, and Russborough in the 

brown-bed granite from Golden Hill, at Blessington. Powerscourt's 

linked composition of different building units and dramatic massing, 

provided the architect with an opportunity to use the inherent
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qualities of this robust material that is missing in the flat and static 

elevations of Leinster House.

Limestone was the predominant stone used for cut stone facings and 

dressings in most midland counties in Ireland and in many of the 

larger urban centres such as Dublin, Cork, Limerick, Waterford, 

Galway, Kilkenny and Drogheda. Most midland and coastal 

limestones were mid-grey in colour, but darker (almost black) stones 

and blue grey stones were not uncommon. A pale brownish-grey stone 

was available from Ardbracc'^n in Co. Meath. The quarries at Armagh 

produced a beautiful hard light grey limestone, but it was seldom used 

elsewhere because of the costs of transportation. In Co. Cork, an 

almost white crystalline limestone was quarried in the city itself, and 

light grey variations of this stone could be found in Midleton and 

elsewhere in the county.

The grey native limestones were not so easily worked, nor as 

fashionable as the imported limestones from the South of England, 

but they were used successfully as facings and entablatures on a great 

number of country houses such as Castletown, County Kildare in the 

1720's, Tudenham, County Westmeath in the 1740's and Tyrone 

House, Co. Galway in the 1770's: they were also used on important 

urban buildings in provincial centres such as Cashel Palace in the 

1720's, the garden front of Limerick Custom House in the 1760's and 

the Cathedral at Waterford in the 1780's. They were used in Dublin
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for doorcases (such as those on 86 St. Stephen's Green and on Ely 

House) but they were uncommon as ashlar facings or as entablatures 

on public buildings.

Although a high quality grey limestone from the Sheephouse quany 

near Drogheda could be economically brought by sea to Dublin, there 

appears to have been a preference in the capital for the pale grey- 

brown limestone from Ardbracc«in, Co. Meath, which was more 

expensive to transport and harder to work than the stone from 

Drogheda. The first important use of this stone was on country 

houses such as Summerhill, Co. Meath in the 1720’s and Carton, 

Co. Kildare in the 1730's and Cassels’ choice of it for the main facade 

of Leinster House in the 1740's, introduced it to Dublin. It was 

obviously seen as a more attractive substitute for imported limestone 

than granite or grey common limestone, as it was picked by Vierpyl to 

face Chambers’ innovative design for Charlemont House in the 

1760's. It was also used for the front of the Provost's House, one of 

the few mid eighteenth-century buildings in Trinity College built 

without Portland stone dressings.

83

Of course, Dublin's own local limestone, the dark grey calp (known 

among the trades as blackstone) was used extensively up to the 1730's 

on the facades of important city buildings. Robinson used it in the 

1680's on the Royal Hospital and in 1703 on St. Maiy's Church. 

Burgh used it on the arcades of the College Library in 1712 and on
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Steevens's Hospital in the 1720’s. However apart from its colour 

which was undoubtedly unfashionable after the advent of Palladian 

classicism, its hard unyielding density made it difficult to carve, and 

stone of a quality suitable for facings was only available from a few 

sources such as the quarries at Palmers town and Letxlip.

Cost was another disadvantage. Although walling stone could be 

produced inexpensively from the city quarries, the labour involved in 

cutting and dressing the local calp for facings was expensive. Costs of 

plain blackstone ashlar used on building the Parliament House from 

1728 until 1731, was 12 pence per superficial foot. This was poor 

value in comparison with the price of the granite ashlar used, at 10 

pence per superficial foot^^. Lower costs and the attractive 

combination of granite masonry with Portland stone dressings, 

inhibited the use of calp on the important facades of Dublin buildings 

for the remainder of the eighteenth century.

The most significant influences on the choice of stone for the facades 

of the principal buildings in Dublin, were the stylistic preferences of 

architects and those sophisticated citizens who had been exposed to 

new cultural patterns coming through England, from France and 

Italy. The white limestone quarried in the Isle of Portland was already 

established by the end of the seventeenth century, as the most widely 

used facing and decorative masonry in the London area. Its use by 

Wren and Hawksmoor on the city churches and the palace building
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programme identified it firmly with the classical imagery originating 

in Europe. Its affinity with the white Istrian limestone used to build 

the temple fronts of the Veneto, secured its continued popularity with 

Burlington and the new English Palladian movement in the 1720's. 

Its choice by Pearce in 1728 for the pediments and the colonnades of 

the ambitious new Irish Parliament House was almost an 

inevitability. 86

This was not the first use of English stone on Irish classical 

buildings. The accounts of Sir William Robinson's Royal Hospital at 

Kilmainham (1680-86) show costs expended on Portland stone^® used 

to build the pedimented openings at its four entrances. The 

frontispiece of Kilkenny Castle which probably also dates from 

Robinson’s time, has giant Corinthian pilasters of local grey 

limestone with Portland stone capitals and decorative swags. Thomas 

Burgh, encouraged by the liberal budget granted to Trinity College in 

1712, imported a yellow Cumbrian sandstone from the St. Bee's 

quarries to face the upper storey of his College Library^’^. He also used 

it (or something resembling it) on St. Werburgh’s in 1715. 91

Although the choice of white Portland stone by Pearce for the 

Parliament House was undoubtedly governed by stylistic preferences, 

there were other practical reasons for the use of imported stone. 

Moses Barley's stonecutting accounts on Burgh's College Library 

record several payments for work with "the freestone"^® on the library
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facade. This reference, used to describe the St. Bee's sandstone, 

requires an explanation.

Freestone was a term loosely used to describe stones which (like many 

sandstones) were soft and easily worked by stonecutters and 

sculptors. However, the term properly refers to stones which were 

granular rather than stratified in structure, and could thus be carved 

freely in any direction, because of an absence of directional grain. 

Most sedimentary rocks such as limestones and sandstones have a 

distinctive grain related to their bedding planes. Barley's use of the 

term to describe the St. Bee's sandstone was incorrect.

The true freestones were the oolitic limestones such as Bathstone and 

Portland stone, which occur in thick beds without minor bedding 

planes, and these stones have granular structures. Portland stone is 

particularly soft when it is newly quarried, due to the presence of 

mineralised ground water, or quarry sap, which slowly migrates to the 

surface layers and forms a hard crystalline skin that develops a high 

resistance to weather.

The oolites had important advantages for ambitious architects. The 

thickly bedded Portland stone promoted the use of large masonry 

modules which were needed for column construction. Pearce, Cooley 

and Gandon designed free standing porticos with colonnades of a 

scale that required stones of considerable size. Columnar masonry
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drums over five feet in height helped to articulate the scale and 

grandeur of giant columns. Corinthian capitals on these columns 

required stones of at least this magnitude to accommodate their 

complex profiles, and it is doubtful if a suitable Irish stone could have 

been easily found for this purpose. Robinson’s decision to use 

painted timber capitals on his Portland stone piers at the entrance of 

the Royal Hospital at Kilmainham in the 1680s may have been due 

to a shortage of the correct stone for the purpose, or the lack of 

suitable craftsmen to undertake the carving. There were not many 

attempts made to build porticos with free standing colonnades 

outside the Dublin area until the last decade of the eighteenth 

century. The portico on Pearce's Bellamont Forest (1730) in Co. Cavan 

is relatively modest in scale, and its local grey limestone columns are 

probably made with their longitudinal axis parallel with their bedding 

planes.

87

The fine grain of the Portland limestones combined with their initial 

softness was another advantage in carved and moulded work such as 

cornices and capitals. A comparison between the ornate precision of 

Cooley's Portland modillion comice on the Royal Exchange (1770's) 

and the much coarser granite (Doric) entablature of Smyth's St. 

Catherine's Church (1760's) illustrates the characteristics of both 

materials. Hugh Darley's comment in 1756, on James Robinson's 

carving of the four great Corinthian capitals over the entrances to 

Trinity College..."(such) was not done before in this kingdom"... 88
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reveals the impact this sophisticated workmanship had in Dublin at 

this time. It is doubtful if these highly ornamental capitals, or 

Gandon's capitals on his House of Lnrd’s colonnade, could have been 

executed with such confidence in the Irish stones that were available.

A reference to the curious eighteenth-century practice of oiling 

Portland stone to preserve and harden it is found in Wren’s records of 

the building of St. Paul’s Cathedral"*” “....where softer stones were 

found, they were laid in oil several times over”. There is no mention 

of the oil used but presumably it was linseed oil which was used 

extensively in paint and putty fabrication. It was also mentioned by 

C.R. Cockerell in 1823"** who maintained he heard of this practice in 

Dublin from Francis Johnston who told him “....Mr. Baker was first 

to tell him of oiling buildings”. Baker, aecording to Cockerell, had 

rebuilt the tower of the chapel at Greenwich and used oil on the 

stonework in the process.

Pearce's deeision to use an imported freestone on such a grand scale 

in 1728, must be seen not only in the context of stylistic preferences, 

but also in terms of the practical feasibility of building his ambitious 

design. The preferences of William Conolly (the speaker of the 

Commons) for the use of native materials were well known to Pearce, 

and the architect's memorandum to the building committee included 

assurances on the use of Irish stone (such as Kilkenny marble) on the 

building's interior. His decision to use a local granite ashlar around
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the piazza as a foil to the Portland peristyle, may have been a gesture 

to patriotic pride, but this combination was highly successful, and it 

provided a formula for succeeding buildings built during Dublin's 

classical era. The use of Dublin blackstone as an ashlar on the east 

and west elevations was less successful. This may also have been a 

concession to local prejudice.

Of course, Pearce's original ambitions might well have conceived the 

Parliament House as a building entirely clad with white freestone, like 

so many classical buildings constructed in Ix)ndon by this period. The 

image of an entirely white classical temple was to await realisation in 

the Dublin area until the 1760's, when William Chambers’ neo classic 

Casino at Marino was almost entirely faced with Portland stone by 

Simon Vierpyl. The refinements of Thomas Cooley's Royal Exchange 

(1770's) and of Thomas Ivory's Newcomen's Bank (1780's) owe a lot to 

the inherent qualities of their Portland masonry claddings. 89-90

Outside Dublin, the use of imported facing stones was relatively 

uncommon. This may have been due to the expense of transportation 

costs and also to a lack of demand for civic buildings of a 

monumental character, such as we find in Dublin. Although country 

houses and buildings in provincial towns relied mostly on local stones 

for facing materials, foreign freestone was sometimes used for special 

features on their facades.
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A Portland stone doorcase for Castle Forward in Co. Donegal was 

produced by stonecutters in Dublin in 1733-34, and shipped to Derry 

in timber cases for delivery to the building site. Accounts for Carton 

in Co. Kildare'"^ record the purchase of small amounts of Portland 

stone in the late 1730's, used in conjunction with the Ardbracan 

limestone and other Irish stones, in its reconstruction. Windele 

records the presence of a handsome pediment of Portland stone 

supported by fluted Doric columns"...on the street front of the King's 

Old Castle^S (the eighteenth century courthouse) in his historical 

descriptions of Cork City. The most ambitious use of imported facing 

stones of course, was on some of the larger country houses in Ulster.

The use of the famous Bath freestone as plain and rustic ashlars, and 

for the pedimented frontispiece with engaged Ionic columns on 

Castleward (1765) Co. Down, may not have been as extravagant as it 

appears. The Ward family owned their own ships and Bristol(adjacent 

to Bath) was one of the ports most frequently used by Irish mercantile 

traders. The transportation of the stone as ballast might have been as 

inexpensive as taking stone overland from quarries in Ireland.

George Stuart's accounts for the building of Baronscourt^*^, Co. Tyrone 

in 1779-80, record the use of eight different stones used as walling 

material and for facings. One of the largest accounts (£603.5.6) is for 

Dungiven sandstone from Co. Derry, and this must have been used 

extensively on the facades of the house during this period. However,
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he also records substantial amounts of £179.1.6‘/2 for stone shipped 

from Liverpool and £130.18.3‘/2 for stone from Greenock. These 

imported stones must have played an important part in the decorative 

design of the masonry.

One late eighteenth-century use of imported stone in rural Ireland, 

which attempted to match its ambitious use in Dublin by such 

architects as Gandon and Cooley, can be seen in the realisation of 

James Wyatt's refined elevations of Castlecoole in Co. Fermanagh in 

the 1790's. Here, Portland stone was used without restraint on all 

facades of the house, on its side pavilions, in the freestanding giant 

columns of its Ionic entrance portico, in the colonnades articulating 

the facades of the pavilions and those linking them with the central 

block of the main house.

This was an extravagant use of materials by any standards in Ireland, 

and its owner. Lord Belmore was embarrassed by its subsequent cost. 

By comparison, a house of similar architectural qualities, built during 

the same period at Emo Court, Co. Leix, appears almost frugal. Emo 

was based on a plan provided by James Gandon in the early 1790's, 

and it was he who was undoubtedly responsible for the introduction 

of Portland stone into its elevational treatment, although he was not 

involved in the subsequent execution of the design.
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Emo is just as ambitious as Castlecoole in its use of double height 

freestone porticos and its formal articulation of linked pavilions. The 

monumentality of its concept, as Edward McParland^^ has pointed 

out, has a civic quality lacking in other Irish country houses. 

However, the realisation of this concept suffers from a bland handling 

of masonry surfaces. How much grander, and monumental would it 

appear, if the Portland stone had been combined with Leinster granite 

(instead of plaster) in the manner of Gandon's Custom House, or his 

other Dublin buildings. By the 1790's, Ireland had entered the canal 

age and granite ashlar could have been inexpensively transported to 

the site from Carlow, but sadly, this opportunity to promote the 

abstract qualities of the design was overlooked and lost.
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Chapter 9

THE ROOFING TRADES: The work of the slater and the plumber

Slaters fixed tiles and slates to timber roof structures and 

(occasionally) to masonry surfaces such as walls and chimneys. 

Plumbers worked mostly with lead in the provision of a number of 

building components. Both trades worked as separate contractors, but 

it is convenient to discuss them together because of the overlap of their 

work on the constmction and repair of eighteenth-century roofs.

Slate was the principal material used on the roofs of eighteenth- 

century classical buildings. Clay tiles and timber shingles were used 

extensively on seventeenth-century roofs, but their use was limited 

during the next century. Roof-gutters, rainwater pipes (tmnks) and 

flashings (dressings to chimneys and adjoining buildings) were usually 

made from lead. Lead was used as a cladding to cupolas, domes, 

platform (flat) roofs and the low-pitched roofs of pediments.

Plumbers were responsible for the formation of gutters, trunks and 

flashings and the cladding of domes, dormers and cupolas. The main 

materials used by the plumber were solder (a fusible alloy of lead and 

tin) and cast lead sheeting. In the formation of components such as 

rainwater pipes and gutters, individual sections of sheeting were fused 

together with hot solder and solder was used to repair damaged 

leadwork. Plumbers also made sash-weights, they provided lead 

pipework, storage cisterns and pumps for the supply of water. On 

buildings with ashlar facings, they poured the lead bedding for iron
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cramps in the cut-stone masonry, and they covered the projecting upper 

surfaces of stone cornices and door cases with lead dressings.

Plumbing involved specialised skills in the casting and fusion of hot

metals and the design of patterns for lead cladding on complex

geometric surfaces. These skills may have been difficult to acquire

without the dedicated training of the guild system which operated in

the main towns and cities of the kingdom. Slating was a more

accessible undertaking, and it should not surprise us to find it widely

pi'actised by local masons in the Irish provinces. We know nothing

about the origins of the plumbers' and slaters' trades, but "heliers" (or

ro-ofers) are recorded (with millers and masons) as members of the
1

Dublin carpenter’s guild in 1508. By the beginning of the eighteenth

century the slating trade seems to be well established in Dublin, and

the term slater was widely used to describe specialists who worked with

tiles and slates. Plumbers were also members of the carpenters guild in
2

Dublin by the eighteenth century, but the plumbers in Cork were 

represented by the guild of goldsmiths.

Wars and weather have combined to destroy almost all the physical 

evidence of roofing construction in most Irish seventeenth-century 

buildings and the medieval buildings that preceeded them. The survival 

rate for eighteenth-century buildings is much better. Many roofs of 

prominent classical buildings still retain their original timber roof 

structures, but the weathering membranes (of slate and lead) have been 

replaced many times in continuous attempts to defeat the weather.
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With the exception of Neve's^ Builder's dictionary (published in 1703) 

none of the well known eighteenth-century building manuals makes a 

serious attempt to discuss the theoretic background to contemporary 

slating or plumbing practices. Our examination of these practices will 

mostly rely on building records of the main eighteenth-century 

institutions in Dublin and a few country houses.

One familiar aspect of these records, through the century, is the 

recurring employment of several generations of the same family in 

plumbing and slating contracts; we have already noted this pattern in 

records of trades such as painting, plastering and stonecutting. The 

most prominent slaters involved on contracts in the Royal Hospital in 

Kilmainham and Trinity College from the 1670's until the 1740's were 

the Heatleys. The Elliots were another family engaged in many of the 

College's slating contracts from the 1750's until the 1820's. The most 

prominent plumbing families engaged in the College were the Capes 

from 1718 until the 1740’s and the Pikes from the 1750's until about 

1815.

Another persistent pattern in these records is a remarkably high 

incidence of roofing failures resulting in repair contracts, replacement 

of slates and lead, and in some institutions (such as Trinity College 

and the Royal Hospital Kilmainham) a series of almost continuous 

maintenance contracts. Leaking roofs can only have been caused by 

bad workmanship, poor materials, or by an inability to understand the 

technical characteristics of the materials in use. The disastrous
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performance of lead pipes supplying water to Dublin institutions in the 

early years of the century (and their subsequent replacement by wooden 

pipes) suggests that contemporary plumbing practices could also be 

blamed for the leaking roofs. However, some institutional records also 

complain about bad slating practices.

In 1705, for instance, criticism of slating repairs carried out by Robert 

Wharton”* at the Royal Hospital Kilmainham caused his dismissal and 

the appointment of Abraham Heatley to maintain the roofs. Heatley 

also failed to satisfy the governors. He was asked to explain his poor 

performance of the maintenance contract in 1715;^ he was accused of 

negligence in 1717,® and he was dismissed in 1722. In 1743 concern 

about the "bad state of repair"^ of the hospital roofs resulted in a 

demand for an overseer to supervise the quality of the slater's work. 

The problems of slating maintenance was not confined to the early 

decades of the century. The records of Steevens' Hospital in the 1790's® 

contain several references to the dilapidated condition of the hospital 

roofs, and in 1801 the governors presented a petition to Parliament for 

£3,000 for a re-roofing programme.®

The frequent failure of leaden roof membranes to keep out the weather 

is also recorded. The roof of the Tholsel (built in the 1680's) was a 

subject of considerable anxiety to Dublin Corporation. In 1695*° a 

proposal to replace the existing leadwork was placed before the 

assembly. In 1702 the cupola needed extensive repairs,** and in 1708 it 

was decided to face it with slates to protect it from the weather.*^ The
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roof needed further renovation in 1712, and in that year Sir John
13Rogerson was paid £68.19.4 for the lead used in its repair.

Similar problems affected the platform roofs erected by William 

Robinson on the northern range of the Royal Hospital Kilmainham in 

the 1680's. By 1719 cracks*"* had appeared in the lead covering over the 

Hall and Chapel which were repaired by the use of lead solder. In the 

1725 a decision was taken to replace*® the lead on these roofs at the 

considerable cost of £527.0.0. V2 . The lead used by Jonathan Cape on 

Burgh's Library in the early 1720's*® must have deteriorated badly by the 

1740's, as in 1746, Ruth Cape (his daughter-in-law) was paid for the 

supply of over 13 tons of lead used to repair the library roof. The 

platform roofs of the Royal Hospital were still causing problems at the 

end of the century. Vincent Waldre's report to the hospital governors 

in 1804*^ urged the total replacement of the lead with copper, because.

The Lead... is so bad that it is irreparable and if these 

places are Covered with lead again the Expense would 

be considerable, and in a few years become as full of 

holes as at the present by the attraction of the sun

Waldre's comment about the influence of the sun on the hospital roofs 

referred to the ductility of soft metals, such as lead, and the problems 

caused by expansion of the metal due to increases in temperature. 

Expansion (or creep) in lead is an inherent characteristic of the metal, 

and an imperfect knowledge of its limitations could easily result in
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cracks and fractures. Defects arising from fixing methods which 

limited movement, probably account for many of the problems 

experienced with lead used on eighteenth-centuiy roofs. It is more 

difficult to speculate on the defects found in slated roofs and why they 

were so prevalent in eighteenth-century buildings. In what follows we 

will examine the origins and supply of roofing materials, how they were 

applied to roofs, and how roofing contracts were organised. We will 

start with the work of the plumber and his materials.

Lead was mined in several areas in Ireland during the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries. Gerard Boate, in his survey of 1650, noted lead*® 

deposits in Antrim, at Sligo Harbour and at the mine near Kilmore, Co. 

Tipperary, which supplied the lead for the roof of the O'Brien castle at 

Bunratty, Co. Clare. The growth of the building market in the middle 

of the eighteenth century may have promoted an increase in lead 

production. Richard Pococke noted lead mines at Ardmore in Co. 

Waterford and at Loughlinstown (near Dublin) on his travels in Ireland 

in 1752.*® In 1757, The Belfast Newsletter advertised a vacancy for a 

paymaster for a lead mine in Co. Armagh.^® Edward Wills recorded the 

presence of lead mines at Silvermines in Co. Tipperary, in 1760.^* In 

1780, the Marquis of Londonderry started to develop lead deposits on 

his Co. Down estates at Bangor and Newtownards.

The cost of refining local lead deposits, or the cost of transporting such 

a heavy material, may have limited the use of Irish lead as considerable 

quantities of lead were imported into Ireland. Customs records from
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the 1760's until the 1790's show a steady growth in the earriage of lead 

ore, lead sheet and lead ingots (pigs) into Dublin, Cork, Belfast and 

Waterford.In 1756, the Dublin plumber William Murphy was sent to 

Wales to organise the supply of lead for the roofs of buildings in the 

Parliament Square^^ preeinet of Trinity College.

Most of the eargoes of lead imported into Irish ports were in the form of 

lead pigs (roughly east ingots of metal) whieh were small enough to be 

manhandled over short distances. Pig-lead was cast into sheet form for 

use in the manufacture of pipes and other building components. The 

difficulties of transporting heavy rolls of lead sheet obviously 

encouraged the practice of casting lead on building sites. An account 

of 1755 in Trinity College^'* records a payment of £3.00 per ton for 

casting lead pigs into sheeting. The account also records a decision not 

to use the lead "because of its insufficiency".

The eighteenth-century process of casting sheet lead was described in 

detail by Richard Neve in his Builder's Dictionary, published in 1703.^® 

The sheets were cast by pouring molten metal onto a timber table 

covered by a layer of damp sand. The thickness of the cast sheet was 

controlled by two adjustable timber battens fixed to two opposite sides 

of the table; thicknesses of Vio. Vs and le inches were obtained by

battens of corresponding depths. The thickness of the sheet was 

determined by the simple method of pulling a scimming board along the 

two peripheral battens, thus removing lead that was surplus to the 

required thickness. Sheets were cast in lengths of up to 18 ft and in
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various thicknesses. Sheet lead weighed from approximately 61b per 

square foot to approximately 121b per square foot. Neve calculated that 

a hundredweight of 121b sheet was eapable of covering a square yard of 

roofing.

This simple produetion method had advantages, in that it eould be set 

up on building sites or workshops without elaborate equipment or 

eontrols. Lead was melted in steel crucibles over fumaees and chareoal 

braziers and manually poured over the bed of sand. The siting of 

casting beds adjaeent the building under construetion, allowed the 

production of large and heavy lead sheets, because portability was not a 

problem. It had one important disadvantage. Although two peripheral 

battens eontrolled the lead's maximum thiekness, they eould not 

control the minimum thickness of the sheet. As this was affected by 

sueh variables as the surfaee of the sand bed, and the flow pattern of 

the molten metal, it must have been diffieult to maintain a uniform 

thickness in all parts of the leaden sheet. The reduction in cross- 

section of an Vs inch lead gutter to a lesser thickness in eertain areas,

could introduce potential weak spots, whieh were liable to fracture 

when the gutter contracted, or expanded.

The problems of produeing a uniform thiekness in lead sheeting was 

ultimately solved by the use of rolling mills whieh extruded the metal 

in precise thicknesses, under controlled workshop eonditions. Milled 

lead was not unknown in the eighteenth eentury, although there are no 

records of its use in Ireland. However its use on early elassieal
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buildings in England proved to be unsuccessful. In 1703 Richard Neve 

warned builders against the dangers of milled lead, and quoted a 

parliamentary enquiry^*^ into the disastrous failure of the roofs of 

Greenwich Hospital, which brought the verdict that "milled lead was 

not fit to be used".

Lead and solder were sold by weight, lead usually by the ton or the 

hundredweight and solder by the pound. Occasionally, on jobbing 

work, plumbers priced lead piping by length (in yards and feet) but on 

larger contracts pipes, rainwater trunks and fabricated components 

were usually priced by weight, and at unit costs which were higher than 

the cost of sheet lead. Thus an account of Jonathan Cape's for work 

on Burgh's Library in 1718^^ charged lead sheet at 16/- per 

hundredweight and lead pipes at £1.8.0 per hundredweight. The 

difference in cost (12/- per hundredweight) paid Cape for his time 

involved in fabricating the pipe from lead sheeting. <

Plumbing contracts were unusual in that all contractual agreements 

(for repairs, maintenance and new roofing works) were organised on a 

time and material basis. Slating contracts in Trinity College also had a 

high percentage of time and material agreements, but this may been 

caused by the need for extensive maintenance; slating works on all 

new buildings were invariably carried out as measured contracts. The 

reasons for not using measured agreements on major plumbing 

contracts are not clear, but it may have been difficult to establish a 

unit of measurement (such as the mason's perch or the slater's square)
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to define the combined costs of work and materials. Another 

explanation may lie in the unusual ratio between the cost of 

workmanship, and the cost of materials in large plumbing contracts.

For instance, in 1744, ^®Matt Cape was paid a total of £319.0.11 V2 for 

work and materials used on the College Steeple, involving over 13 tons 

of sheet lead. The cost of work on the steeple and masonry dressings 

came to £7.7.6, the cost of bedding masonry cramps came to £4.16.0, 

bringing the total cost of workmanship alone to £12.3.6. In 1755, out 

of an account of £1,316.9.0 paid to William Murphy^® and Alexander 

Thompson for work and materials on Regent House, the total cost of 

workmanship amounted to a mere £52.0.0.

These high material costs obliged architects and building supervisors to 

make precise inventories of the amount of lead used on roofing 

contracts, and the residual amount of waste material (cuttings) unused 

after fabricated lead sections were fixed to roof stmctures. On early 

contracts such as the college Library, the lead was weighed by Nathan 

Hall the head-porter,and payments were made on the basis of 

certificates signed by him and Thomas Burgh. By the 1740's, Cassels 

was using the services of measurers to check plumber's time and 

materials' accounts.

A certificate of Cassels for replacement of lead on the College Library in 

1745 includes William Keating's^^ (the measurer's) endorsement, "I have 

compared this account with John Kane's book and find it to answer".
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This practice of checking plumbers materials (by weight) as they were 

furnished on site, continued through the century under the direction of 

architects such as Hugh Darley and Graham Myers. Although 

plumbers' accounts for major roofing contracts were presented as bills 

for time and materials, they were effectively handled as measured 

accounts by architects, measurers and clerks of work because of the 

necessity of checking the weight of the lead used in the eontract.

The high purchase cost of lead, eombined with the ease with which it 

could be melted down and recycled (as lead sheet) ensured a high 

second-hand value for waste cuttings and old leaden roofing 

components. Many aecounts in Trinity College show the value of old 

lead (removed from defective roofs during repair contracts) as a credit 

on plumber's accounts. A typical account of John Reed's for jobbing 

work in 1765,^^ records a pa5mient for lead he supplied to the College at 

£1.2.6 per hundredweight, and a credit to the College of per

hundredweight for old lead. Reed was also paid 4^^ per hundredweight 

on aecount of the dirt on the scrapped lead.

The softness and malleability of sheet lead made it an ideal material to 

eover curved roof surfaces such as domes and cupolas. The eapacity to 

make sheets of the dimensions described by Neve also allowed it to be 

used on platform roofs whieh were too low in pitch for slates or tiles.

Neve reeommended the use of thinner lead (weighing between 8 to 9 lbs 

per sq. ft) for gutters and hips,^^ but he insisted on the use of the
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heaviest (12 lbs) lead for platform roofs. Some idea of the weight of the 

lead sheeting in use on the buildings of Trinity College can be gleaned 

from the 1746^ account of material supplied by Ruth Cape for use in 

the repair of the Library roof.

cwt. quart. lbs

June 25, to 6 Sheets Weighing 22 1 3

July 2 " 11 D° 11 38 2 21

7 " 10 D° 11 34 4

12 " 12 D° »» 43 10

21 " 8 D° 11 33 1 14

31 " 4 D° 11 20 3 13

Aug 20 " 3 D° 11 13 1 4

20 " 5 D° It 20 3 25

26 " 3 D° " 14 3 9

Sept 1 " 6 D° • I 23 1 15

There is no indication in this account of the relative weight (per square 

foot) of the sheets supplied, or whether the lead was of the thinner 

variety (used for gutters) or the thicker sheeting used for roof cladding. 

The variation in weight of the sheets is surprising, as they were all 

undoubtedly cast on the Cape family's sandbed, and they should have 

been all (roughly) of the same dimensions. Some variations can 

probably be explained by the need to provide two thicknesses of lead, 

but the considerable differences in sheet weights suggests random sheet 

thicknesses arising from poor control of the casting process.
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Variation in the quality of lead produced by contemporaiy casting 

methods is clearly indicated in some eighteenth-centuiy roofing 

accounts. Fluctuations in the price of lead sheeting in the first half of 

the century, during the long period of cost stability, can only be 

attributed to production quality. A cwt. (hundredweight) of lead cost 

16/- in 1718^^ on the contract for Burgh's Library. Burgh sanctioned 

costs of 21/- per cwt. for lead used on Steeven's Hospital^® in 1729. In 

1753 the lead used on the platform roofs of the Royal Hospital 

Kilmainham^^ cost 22/- per cwt. and in 1755 the lead used on the 

Parliament House^® cost 19/- per cwt.

Significant variations in prices can also be found within the timespan 

of one year, or in one contractual account. Thus an account of 

Thomas Murphy's in 1755^^ for lead used in Trinity College, lists prices 

of 21/-, 22/- and 25/- per hundredweight. Such variations in building 

accounts are usually related to differences in transportation costs, but 

Murphy's account charged separately for transportation. Another 

account of Murphy's in 1755 covering a payment (of £3.00 per ton) for 

lead cast on site in the College, records the decision to reject the lead^ 

"because of its insufficiency". Neve also refers to cost variations'*' in 

the price of roof cladding" according to the goodness of the lead".

None of the records of roofing contracts in the Dublin institutions 

provide us with a clear picture of how eighteenth-century plumbers 

fabricated gutters from sheet lead, or how they fixed lead panels as 

claddings on domes, or platform roofs. Plumber's accounts invariably
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include materials other than lead sheets, such as solder, nails, pipes 

and eomponent parts of water pumps. Solder was used extensively to 

join pipe sections together and to repair fractures in lead gutters and 

roofs. Jobbing contracts involving roof repairs with solder are clearly 

recorded, but payments for solder also occur in accounts dealing with 

new roofing contracts.

For instance, an aecount of Alexander Brennan's for 22 ewt - I3V2 lbs 

of lead used on the new roof of Steevens' Hospital"*^ in 1729 includes a 

charge for 191bs of solder. The solder was undoubtedly used to join 

seetions of gutter along the peripheral eaves of the hospital. Ruth 

Cape's 1746 account for the supply of the large quantity of sheeting to 

replace the lead on Burgh's College Library also included the cost of 24 

lbs of solder and 2 thousand elout nails. Clout nails had short shanks 

and large circular heads whieh were suitable for seeuring soft materials 

(such as lead and leather) to timber supports.

We can only speculate on how platform roofs were fixed in Ireland and 

how panels of sheet lead were joined together, but the considerable roof 

failures we have noted in the Royal Hospital Kilmainham and in Trinity 

College must have been caused either by fixings which inhibited 

thermal movement, or by lead panels which were too large to 

aecommodate expansion without undue stress. The use of solder to 

join sections of lead into a continuous gutter could inhibit expansion 

and cause stress fractures; the overuse of elout nails to fix lead panels 

to timber supports would cause similar problems.
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English plumbers were aware of the elastic limits of lead and the 

problems of "creep" in lead panels. Neve provides a description of 

English plumbers making a standing seam between two lead panels on 

a platform roof and the dressing of this seam around a circular timber 

batten. This method of providing a weatherproof joint which allows 

two panels of lead to expand (around the batten) without constraint, is 

still in use today. He also describes the views of a London plumber on 

the need to break long gutters with a stepped joint to accomodate 

expansion “....for by this Means,... the Lead (being cut into two pieces 

which are shorter,) is not so subject to crack, (by being dilated and 

contracted with Heat and Cold) as otherwise it is".^^

On the other hand. Neve's description of a plumber forming a gutter on 

the roof of a London church is not reassuring "When he sodder'd the 

Sheets of Lead that are fix’d into the Wall on one edge, and with the 

other edge lap over the ends of those which are seam'd in the Platform, 

at every other Sheet, in the middle betwixt the seams, he sodded the 

Lapping-sheet down to the other". While it is difficult to fully 

understand the operational process described, it is evident that solder 

was used extensively to form fixed joints which could inhibit 

expansion.

The indiscriminate use of solder, lack of control over the casting 

process leading to variations in thickness (and weak spots) in sheet 

lead, oversized lead panels and excessive use of nailed fixings may have 

all contributed to roofing failures in the first half of the eighteenth
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century. To overcome the problems of stress caused by expansion, 

plumbers tended to use thicker sheeting (such as the heavy 121b. sheets 

recommended by Neve) in the mistaken belief that it could resist 

movement fractures. This may have been successful in some cases, as 

the considerable difficulty in handling heavy panels on high roofs 

would have forced a reduction in panel sizes with a consequent 

reduction in expansion.

Unfortunately, the lack of records of roofing contracts after the 1750's 

limits our discussion on the durability of leaden roof membranes. We 

have no information on how the cladding on the dome of Pearce’s 

Parliament House performed between 1730 and 1792, the year it was 

destroyed by fire; we cannot say if stress fractures influenced decisions 

to remove the steeple Cassels built in Trinity College in 1745. Although 

Chambers relied on leaden roofs in his design for Lord Charlemont’s 

easino at Marino in the 1760s, Cooley opted for the use of copper 

sheeting on the dome of the Royal Exchange in the 1770s. There are 

no other references to the use of copper on Dublin buildings, before the 

nineteenth century, but Whitmore Davies described his Episcopal 

house at Ferns as being “....covered with copper....” in his Architectura 

Hibemica in 1789.^^ Gandon appears to have used lead on his domes of 

the Custom House and Four Courts in the 1780s and 1790s without 

apparent problems. In a letter to the governors of the Royal Hospital in 

1805, Francis Johnson recommended copper for the flat roof and 

pediments, but he pointed out the difficulty of finding workmen
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“....even from England....” with the necessciiy experience of laying 

copper roofs.

The decision to use flat platform roof construction at the ridge level of 

the Royal Hospital was influenced by William Robinson's planning 

objectives. Most of the hospital's residential accommodation was 

organised in three ranges around a central courtyard, but Robinson 

planned the larger public spaces (such as the hall and chapel) in the 

fourth (northern) range. The apartments required a building depth of 

29 feet which allowed the residential ranges to be roofed with a simple 

framed truss and coupled rafters supporting slates at a pitch of 45 

degrees. The northern range which contained the large high spaces of 

the hall and chapel required trusses with clear spans of 50 feet. The 

design of these trusses incorporated the same 45 degree rafter system as 

the other ranges to allow the continuity of slated roof surfaces around 

the four ranges of the building, but the top of the truss (spanning over 

the central part of the range) was constructed as a flat platform covered 

with lead.

The need to keep the roofs of the four ranges of the hospital at the 

same elevational height was a central aspect of Robinson's 

compositional design. The slated roofs of the apartment ranges (with a 

roof pitch of 45 degrees) had an elevational height of about 25 feet. If 

the roof of the northern range had been entirely covered with slates its 

elevational height would have been increased to about 40 feet. The use
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of a flat platform on the central part of the roof allowed the ridge levels 

of all the roofs to remain at the Scime height.

The relationship between roof pitch and the choice of roofing materials 

was an important consideration in the design of early classical 

buildings, particularly in countries with heavy rainfall such as England 

and Ireland. The new generation of building manuals which followed 

the emergence of the Palladian movement in the 1720's provided 

comprehensive details on the design of roof trusses for different 

building configurations. The information given was mostly concerned 

with carpentry practice, but some authors produced relevant data on 

the suitability of roof pitches for different roofing materials. Francis
46Price, writing in 1733 > defined a pediment pitch (suitable only for lead) 

as having a vertical height equal to quarter the roof span. This 

produced pediment roofs with a pitch of about 27 degrees. His roof 

designs Indicate pitches of 38 degrees for pantiles and 45 degrees for 

plain tiles.

James Smith, who also produced a carpenter's manual^^ in 1733, 

recommended similar roof pitches but increased the pitch for slates and 

plain tiles to 56 degrees. By the 1740's the architectural problem of 

combining high roof profiles with classical facades was probably 

influencing building practice, as in 1741 Batty Langley‘S published a 

series of truss designs with lower pitches. Langley promoted a common 

pitch for plain tiles and slates 45 degrees and a pitch 35 degrees for 

pantiles.
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These empirical formulae were merely rough guides for contemporary 

practice, hut they emphasise the problem which early eighteenth- 

century builders experienced with roofing materials. Lead, if properly 

applied and jointed, could be used on any pitch down to a few degrees, 

because it was available in large panels. Pantiles had more advantages 

than plain tiles because they were larger in size, and because they 

could be interlocked horizontally on the roof surface to provide a better 

barrier to rainwater. Plain tiles were usually about 6 inches broad, 10 

inches long and V2 inch in thickness. They had the same disadvantage

as the smaller varieties of slates (such as singles) as the difficulty in 

providing a sufficient overlap between courses (due to their small 

dimensions) prevented their use on roof pitches under 45 degrees.

All of these materials were used to roof classical buildings in Ireland. 

In 1652 Gerard Boate noted'^® the use of slates, clay tiles and also 

timber shingles on Irish roofs.

In sundry parts of Ireland slate is found in great abundance,

and that nothing deep within the ground. Just in the same 
IW.

manner as^freestone, so as it may be raised with little charge 

and labour; wherefore at all times it had been much used by 

the English inhabitants for covering of their houses and other 

buildings. Nevertheless some years since in places near the sea, 

especially at Dublin, that kind of Holland tiles, which by them 

are called Pannen began to be used generally, the merchants 

causing them to be brought in from thence in great abundance.
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because in Ireland they had neither convenient stuff to make 

therr^ nor workmen skilful in that business: although

the common tilejs usual in many parts of England and other 

countries, were made and used in several places within the 

land...Besides these there was another kind of covering in use, 

both for churches and houses, to wit, a certain sort of wooden 

tiles, vulgarly called Shingles; the which are tight enough at 

(first, but do not many years continue so, it being necessary to 

change them often.

Boate's description of the availability and use of slate in many parts of 

Ireland meets our expectations of building practices during this period. 

His references to the use of clay tiles (in coastal areas) and timber 

shingles as roofing materials are more surprising but they are 

supported by some evidence.

Roof tiles were in use in Ireland before the seventeenth century. The 

roll of freemen of Kilkenny city®° records the presence of two tilers 

operating there between 1491 and 1519. However the civic survey of 

1640^^ only records the presence of slate and thatch on the city roofs. A 

recent excavation of the medieval castle at Trim revealed fragments of 

curvilinear roof tiles in the earth surrounding the keep. Transcripts of 

the seventeenth-century Settlement Survey which followed the 

restoration of the monarchy in 1660, record the use of tiled roofs in 

Dublin in 1666 on houses in Oxmantown and Thomas Street. Tiles 

must have been in common usage in Cork city in the 1660's, as Walter
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Vincent who was described as a "tyler" was engaged in work on Christ 

Chureh in 1666 and in 1667 a consignment of 7020 tiles was imported 

from Cornwall for use on the church roof.^^ Tiles were used extensively 

on the roofs of the early building in Trinity College, as maintenance 

aecounts of Abraham Heatley's®^ from 1704 until 1720 includes several 

payments for pantiles. Pantiles were used later in the eentury on the 

College Printing House in the mid 1730's and the new Hall in the 

1740's.

Boate's deseription refers to the use of two different roof tiles in 

Ireland, "pannen" from Holland and "common tiles" whieh were used 

extensively in England. The Holland tiles were probably pantiles, a 

large double eurved tile used extensively in Europe and known in some 

parts of England as Flemish tiles. The common tiles referred to must 

have been the tile known in England as plain tiles. Boate seems 

certain that plain tiles were manufactured locally in Ireland, but it is 

likely that many of these tiles used on Irish roofs came (like the tiles in 

Cork) from the south of England.

The manufacture and use of plain tiles in England was well established 

from medieval times, and their dimensions were controlled under a 

statute of Edward fV. Neve quotes the dimensions as being a breadth 

of 6V4 inehes, a height of IOV2 inehes and a thiekness of ^/g an inch,

but by the beginning of the eighteenth century, as he points out, the 

dimensions beeame slightly smaller.
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Neve's dimensions for pantiles were 141/2 inches long, and IOV2

inches broad. He describes their shape as “.....bent (breadthwisej

forward and backward in the form of an S, only one of the Arches is at 

least three times as big as the other", and "the lesser Arch, or Hollow of 

another Tile, lies over the edge of the great Hollow of the former

Tile........This method of connecting pantiles horizontally on the

slope of the roof provided better weather protection than the simple 

horizontal overlap used in slating and plain tiling, particularly if the 

tiles were bedded, or pointed with mortar. According to Neve, pantiles

had “...... no Holes for Pins, but hang (on the Laths) by a knot of their

own Earth".

Clay tiles were more in demand than slates as roof coverings in London 

and its hinterland during the early decades of the eighteenth century. 

Neve provides a comprehensive review of tiling practices in the 1703 

edition of his Builder’s dictionary, but his brief reference to slates

describes them as being “.....commonly us'd in covering banqueting

houses in gardens".Langley refers to the use of both slates and tiles 

in his 1741 edition of the Builder’s vade mecum, but his 1728 edition of 

the Treasury of designs provides a list of building materials which 

includes roofing tiles and lead and omits any reference to slates.^® This 

preference for tiles may have been due to the availability of suitable 

clays in the Thames Valley area and also to traditional manufacturing 

skills which were present there from Tudor times. These same 

conditions produced the high quality stock bricks which formed the 

eighteenth-century London streetscapes. Neve's commentary clearly
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indicates that the fixing of tiles on roofs in London^^ was commonly the 

responsibility of the bricklaying trade.

Imported pantiles may have been preferred to plain tiles (despite their 

cost), because of the additional protection they provided against 

rainwater. Because of their corrugated profile, pantiles could be 

manufactured to larger dimensions than plain tiles, and they required a 

minimal (horizontal) overlap on aceount of their shape. Neve quotes a 

cost figure of 15 shillings per 1000 for plain tiles in Sussex (where they 

were fabrieated) and costs between 15 and 25 shillings in the London 

market. The cost quoted of 70 shillings to 80 shillings per thousand for 

pantiles appears excessive, but this must be measured against their^® 

economy in use. Neve calculated that it required at least 600 plain 

tiles to eover a square (100 square feet) of roofing, and the same area 

could be eovered with 170 pantiles.

The other advantage offered by pantiles was their suitability for use on 

low pitched roofs. This was exploited in 1631 by Inigo Jones, who 

suceessfully used them at pediment pitch on his St. Paul's church in 

Covent Garden. Wren's ample budgets allowed him to use leaden roofs 

on many of his major buildings, but he was content to use high slated 

roofs on several London ehurches and on his Royal Hospital at 

Chelsea. To some members of the architectural generation whieh 

followed Wren in the 1720's and 1730's, the necessity of maintaining 

low roof profiles was just as essential a design feature as Venetian 

windows, rustieated ashlar, or other Palladian motifs. This is
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exemplified in drawings of Burlington's house at Chiswick in 1726, in 

his house for General Wade in 1724, in his Assembly Rooms at York in 

1730, and in Kent's work on Holkham House and the Horse Guards 

building in the 1750's.

This concern for the diminution of the roof profile can also be glimpsed 

in Ireland during this period, but only in the work of a few dedicated 

Palladians. Pearce introduced the use of low pitched Italian roof 

trusses into Ireland in 1725 in the roofs of Castletown, Co. Kildare 

which had 35 degree pitches to parapet gutters at the facades, and 45 

degree pitches to internal valley gutters. His pediment pitched roofs on 

the new Parliament House in 1730 were even lower (at 20 degrees) but 

this was achieved by the expensive expedient of using lead instead of 

slates. The roof of the early 1730s Printing House in Trinity College is 

particularly interesting, as it has a pediment pitched roof of 27.5 

degrees, and it is currently covered with large slates which would have 

been unobtainable in the first half of the eighteenth century. Richard 

Cassels’ building estimate (c 1733)^® and later (1791) jobbing accounts®” 

for repairs reveal that this roof was originally covered with imported 

pantiles.

Cassels’ use of pantiles on the Printing House should not surprise us. 

The only alternative choice for low pitched roofs during this period was 

lead, and because of its cost, lead was only used on roofs of important 

civic buildings. There were good precedents in Palladio's own work for 

tiled roofs and Inigo Jones, faced with the identical problem of a tight
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budget, had used the same formula to produce a Palladian temple in 

Covent Garden, a century earlier. Pearce’s slated roofs on Castletown 

and Cassels’ roof of pantiles on the Printing House were particularly 

daring uses of these materials for this period. Francis Price, as we have 

seen, advocated a minimum pitch of 38 degrees for pantiles and a 55 

degree pitch for slates in 1733. The typical pitch of slated roofs in 

Ireland in the first half of the century was about 45 degrees.

A series of college accounts dealing with contracts under Cassel's 

direction during the early 1740’s, are more surprising. In 1743 a 

bursar's payment of £69.2.3 is recorded to Thomas Gibson®* for “....9260 

best glazed Holland pantiles at seventy pounds per thousand". The use 

of these pantiles is revealed by a subsequent payment to the slater

Thomas Heatley®^ in 1744 for “.....Tiling and Slating the new Hall....”

involving 41 squares and 98 feet of tiling and 5 squares and 4 feet of 

slating. The slates were used as a covering on the comice which was 

made of timber.

Unlike the Printing House, the roof of the Hall has no indication that 

it might have been designed for pantiles in an attempt to minimise its 

elevational mass. The present roof is at a (medium) pitch of 40 degrees, 

and although the roof massing over the vestibule is not intmsive, the 

roof of the dining room is very visible due to its considerable span. 

These roofs, like all the other eighteenth-century roof structures in 

Trinity College, are covered with slates.
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The college building accounts record the demolition of timber framing 

in the Hall following a fire in 1759. The Hall was rebuilt under the 

supervision of Hugh Darley in the 1760’s, and it is likely that he 

redesigned the roof framing at a higher pitch to facilitate the use of 

slates, which were much easier to obtain in Dublin than pantiles. An 

interesting aspect of the existing hall complex is that the roof pitch of 

the old kitchen building is only 35 degrees. Was this also covered with 

glazed Holland pantiles by Cassels, or was it rebuilt by Darley and 

roofed with tiles recovered from the wreckages of Cassels’ dining hall?

Another unusual roofing practice noted by Gerard Boate in 

seventeenth-centuiy Ireland was the use of timber shingles. Neve 

confirms their use in England in ®^the seventeenth century, but he is 

critical of their high cost which limited their use to roofs of churches, 

to pyramidal steeples and to buildings in i areas where tiles were 

unavailable.

The economics of using any roofing material were related to its 

production price, the cost of its transportation to building sites and its 

efficiency in covering the area of the roof surface. Neve quoted the cost 

of (supplying and laying) shingles at between 20 to 40 shillings per 

1000, depending on their quality. He describes the typical shingle as 

measuring 4 to 5 inches broad and 8 to 12 inches long, and he 

calculated that it required 1000 shingles to cover a square (100 square 

feet) of roofing®'* surface.
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This explains the high cost of English shingles. Plain tiles (as we have 

seen) cost between 15 to 25 shillings per 1000 and 600 tiles covered a 

square of roofing surface. Coupled with that, shingles required the
65

additional expense of a layer of boarded sheeting, nailed to the roof 

structure (under the shingles) as further protection against the 

weather.

Shingles were made exclusively from oak, from boards cut radially 

(quarter sawn) from the log, or preferably (according to Neve)“ cleft (by 

the chisel) from the log into radial sections. Neve described the best 

shingles as "wedge" shaped to about an inch at the thickest end, 

following the radius of the circular tree trunk. Quarter sawn, or 

radially cut oak, was more expensive than flat sawn timber, but it had 

better weathering qualities which resisted shrinkage and warping in 

damp conditions.

Despite their uneconomic value in England during Neve's day, we can 

well understand the economical use of shingles in seventeenth-century 

colonial Ireland. Oak was cheap and plentiful in many parts of the 

country in the first half of the century, and shingles could be cut from 

smaller boughs which were unusable as framing timbers because of 

their size and curvature. They must have been more easily procured 

and a cheaper alternative to slates in the new plantation towns of 

Ulster such as Draperstown, Moneymore and Magherafelt. The 

indigenous woodlands of the Bann Valley had to be cleared, because 

they harboured rebellious natives, and the first generation of buildings
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in these frontier towns (following English traditions) were of oak cage 

construction.

However, references to the use of oak shingles on specific buildings are 

more elusive than the evidence for the use of tiles. The records of the 

Dublin Philosophical Society depict a house in 1707,®^ built at Newforge 

(near Maghralin) Co. Down, with a shingled roof. A description of the 

town of Lisburn, ®®Co. Antrim records the use of shingled roofs on many 

houses before the town was nearly entirely destroyed by fire in 1707. 

The medieval spire of St. Canice’s Cathedral in Kilkenny had a covering 

of shingles in the early eighteenth century. Bishop Edward Synge’s 

correspondence in relation to his palace at Elphin in 1747 also records 

the use of a shingled roof.®®

One of the most interesting records of early roofing contracts, involving 

both slates and shingles, is contained in the building accounts of 

Durrow Castle, Co. Leix, erected by William Flower between 1714 and 

1718. Flower obviously regarded shingles as a superior roofing material 

to slates obtained locally, as he used shingles to roof his dwelling 

house ’^“and slates to roof his stables and bams. His preference is 

reflected in the cost he paid for both materials. In 1715 he purchased 

21000 slates at 10 shillings per 1000 and 11000 shingles (costing 

£16.10) at 30 shillings per 1000. Another (probably later) account 

records the purchase of oak boards including 255 feet of 1/2 inch board 

for use as shingles.
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Flower's confidence in his shingled roof was not misplaced. A 

memorandum of 1720 in his accounts reads;

Whereas the Slating work of the stables in Durrow done about 

four years past by Andrew Moore of Ballyraggit... is very much 

out of repair, ...it is this day agreed that the said (John) 

Fanning (a slater from Kilkenny city) shall forthwith begin to 

...new slate so as to make the said Roof perfectly staunch.

All the roofs of Durrow Castle today are covered with slates, but there 

is no indication in Flower's accounts that his shingled roof was 

unsatisfactory. The slates used by Moore in the first contract were 

obtained at Ballyring quany.

Flower's records clearly indicate that the shingled roofing of the castle 

was part of the carpenter's contract, undertaken by John Owens and
71

John Cashman. An item in their roofing accounts for “....Shrouding

Boards...... Close Joynted....” confirms the use of boarded

undersheeting specified as a necessity by Neve. However, the Durrow 

account for 1/2 inch oak boards indicates that the shingles used by 

Flower were sawn rather than cleft, and they were obviously flat (like 

tiles) unlike the wedge shaped shingles described by Neve.

The difficulties in obtaining supplies of oak in Ireland from the early 

decades of the eighteenth century must have seriously inhibited the use 

of shingled roofs. William Flower had to transport oak for his
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buildings overland from the west bank of the Shannon to Durrow in 

1715, and the eontinuous demand for oak for iron smelting eontributed 

to inereasing prices. The cost of 30 shillings per 1000 for the shingles 

at Durrow resulted in a very expensive roofing contract. Slates in 

Dublin in 1710 ^^cost 15 shillings per 1000, and slate prices showed a 

marked decrease between that date and the mid-century. In the 1750's 

slates^^ could be obtained in many midland areas in Ireland for prices 

between 8 and 10 shillings per 1000.

Slate was the predominant material used to cover Irish roofs from the 

medieval period until the beginning of the present century. The records 

of the construction of a new meeting hall (built with timber cagework) 

for the Dublin Tailor's Guild in 1583, ^'‘describe payments to the slater 

John Nolan for slates and workmanship. Slate is a hard, fine grained 

argillaceous stone, formed by immense pressure and heat. Owing to its 

fissile formation it contains cleavage planes enabling it to be split with 

a cleaving chisel into thin laminae, or slates.

Slate deposits, as George Wilkinson noted in 1845, can be found in 

many coastal and inland counties in Ireland, but the number of Irish 

quarries producing marketable slates during his time was relatively 

small. Wilkinson listed quarries ^^at Killaloe, Valentia Island, Bantry, 

Kinsale, Ashford in Co. Wicklow, Corbally in Co. Tipperary and Moate 

in Co. Westmeath. In 1752, the eighteenth-century traveller Richard 

Pococke noted slate quarries in the Ards Peninsula, near Castlebar, at 

Whitefield and Balline (in Co. Waterford) and at Dunmanway in 1758.^®
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By Wilkinson’s day many small local quarries had closed down because 

their markets had been taken over by the importation of slates from 

quarries in north and south Wales. In the eighteenth century the 

Welsh quarries had begun to dominate the markets on the east coast, 

and particularly in Dublin.

It is difficult to trace the origins of slates used in eighteenth-centuiy 

building contracts, as sources of supply were recorded in only a few 

instances. Thomas Burgh's account of "18 shillings per square (for)
77

slating with best Carnarvon Slates..... ” for the Dublin barracks in

1709, is evidence that the use of Welsh slates was established from the 

early years of the century. William Flower, as we have seen, used a 

local quarry at Ballyring to roof the stables and bams of Durrow Castle 

in 1715. In the 1730's, 3700 slates were proeured from a local quarry at
78

Dowishill for the roofing contract at Castle Forward, Co. Donegal. In 

George Semple's proposal for building St. Patrick's Hospital in 1749, 

his prescription for slates from Ballywalter or Greyabbey in Co. Down,
79

established that the Ard's Penninsula quarries were a viable

alternative to Welsh slate, in the Dublin market during the mid-
80

century. In 1753 Daniel Mussenden the Belfast merchant purchased 

52 tons of slates from Wales for sale in the local market.

81
George Ensor's proposal for building the Sessions House in

Roseommon in 1762 specified the use of slates from the quarries at
82

Killaloe. Thomas Cooley's estimate for building the church at Kells in 

1778 includes the provision of slates from Ballyjamesduff in Co. Cavan,
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but he also suggests the expensive alternative of ton slates from 

Caernarvon. The proximity of Mount Stewart (at Newtownards, Co. 

Down)®^ to the quarries of the Ards Penninsula did not deter its owners 

from ordering 52 tons of slates from Wales in the 1790’s.

It is elear from the patterns emerging from these reeords that 

transportation eost had a eonsiderable influence on market choice. 

The quarries at Caernarvon, the Ards Pennisula and Killaloe had the 

advantage of a location beside seaports or the banks of a navigable 

river. The cost of transporting slates from Killaloe to Roscommon by 

the Shannon was probably cheaper than that of bringing them along 

the much shorter distance overland from the quarries at Moate.

Daniel Mussenden’s decision to transport 52 tons of Welsh slates to 

Belfast instead of purchasing them locally at the Ards quarries is easily 

explained. Mussenden was a merchant engaged in shipping timber and 

other commodities from the Baltic ports to Belfast, Dublin and ports 

on the west coast of Britain. His ships returning to Belfast from these 

ports would pick up cargoes of local produce as part of their normal 

trading operations. Mussenden was competing with the local quarries 

in the sale of slates in Belfast and its hinterland.

The use of imported slates on roofs at Mount Stewart in 1790 is more 

difficult to explain, especially as its owner, Lxjrd Londondeny, also 

owned slate quarries in Co. Down aC"* Ballyhiney and Craiganu. It is 

an indication of the demand for better quality and (possibly) larger
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slates which allowed architects to design lower pitched and more 

protective roofs. Cooley's suggestion for the use of extra large ton 

slates on the roof of Kells Church is another indication of this 

tendency. However, apart from the great mansions of the nobility, such 

as Mount Stewart, many country houses and houses in country towns, 

must have relied on slate supplies from small local quarries such as 

Ballyring or Ballyjamesduff. There appears to have been a considerable 

number of these local quarries operating in the north eastern part of 

Ireland. Apart from Ballyhiney and Craiganu, slate quarries operated 

at Crossgar in Co. Down and Tanragee®^ in Co. Armagh. The 

production of material from these quarries may have been quite small. 

Payment receipts for the Londonderry quarries at Ballyhiney from 1809 

to 1811, show a workforce of 6 men, an average production rate of 5000 

slates per fortnight and a top production rate of 12 thousand slates per 

fortnight.Thomas Smith, the quarry foreman was a carpenter, his 

pay was 2 shillings per day and presumably the other 5 men were 

labourers. The slates were sold locally in 1807 for 30 shillings per 

1000.

In some areas in the west of Ireland the use of thin stone slabs (in lieu 

of slate) may have been common. In an affidavit presented to the 

Parliamentary enquiry into the barrack building programme in 1751,^ 

Owen MacGuines (described as a mason, bricklayer and slater) from

Galway, promoted the use of “.......Boffin and Malbay slates (as being)

better than Killaloe or Welsh slates". MacGuines was defending the 

slating on the roof of the recently completed barrack at Gort, and
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presumably the slates praised in his evidence were the shallow bedded 

limestone slabs quarried on the coast of Co. Clare at Malbay and 

Liscannor. This practice of using stone flags for roofing is confirmed by 

a report^® of a visit to Galway by Daniel Augustus Beaufort in 1787,

which observed that “.......the houses are roofed with large heavy flags

near an inch thick".

None of the records of slating contracts describe the process followed by 

eighteenth-century slaters in fixing slates to roofs, but lists of 

materials in daywork accounts provide enough information to make 

reasonable assumptions on the methods employed. Accounts include 

costs of slates (sold by the 1000), pins (sold by the 1000), nails (sold by 

the 1000), lime (sold by the hogshead) and sand (sold by the cartload). 

Amounts for ridge tiles (sold by the dozen) often occur in accounts. 

Some larger contracts, particularly in the latter part of the century, 

record purchases of slates by the ton. v

The slates were obviously fixed to the slating laths which were nailed 

transversly across the sloping rafters. The lime and sand were used to 

make a mortar bedding for the slates and some jobbing accounts simply 

refer to charges for mortar instead of its component ingredients. The 

slates were fixed to the laths with the pins, but to fully understand the 

difference between nails and pins we must look further than the slater’s 

accounts.
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Neve says very little about slating, as it was uncommon in the London 

area during his period, but he refers to®^ “....Slates hang'd on Tacks, 

and laid with finer Mortar than Tiles". Elsewhere, he is very specific 

about pins which he describes as made of hccut-oak and used to fix 

tiles to roofing laths. An account of 1750 for the purchase of 18,000 

slates to roof buildings in Cork Harbour^® includes an amount for slate 

pegs which, of course, is another way of describing timber fixing pins.

A clear description of this fixing system is contained in George 

Semple's®* proposals for St. Patrick's Hospital in 1749 and for his Public 

Offices in 1758. His public offices specification is more elaborate and 

expensive than his demands for the hospital, but his slate fixing is 
similar, except for the provision of continuous timber sheeting (nailed 

to the rafters) instead of slating battens. Neve refers to this 

arrangement as a necessity with slates but there are no records of its 

use in Trinity College, emd Semple did not consider it necessary on the 

roofs of St. Patrick's Hospital. Semple's description of the roofing 

process is revealing.

Those four Buildings, are to be cover'd, either with Stout, 

London Laddys, Double doubles, or Some other sort, of 

exceeding sound, and large Slates, Each of which, must have 

two holes, in them. The holes in the heads, must be about 

three eights of one Inch wide, in the Largest Stu’f and in the 

smaller Stuff, they may be some what less in 

proportion....Through each, and every of s’d holes, there must
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be another hole, Board down through the Slit dale 

sheeting,with a spike Gimble, of the exact same size, of the 

respective holes^ through which there must be^a Sound dry neat 

Oak pin, drove to the head, and so as it may not only fill^ the 

hole in the Slate, but also titly fill^the hole in the sheeting. 

And besides each Slate, being so pin'd down^to the Sheeting, 

Each of them, must also have, a very Stout fourpen’y nail, 

made in^stxpenny mould, drove through each of the Shoulder 

holes, into the sheeting.

Oak pins were used as slate fixings because of the vulnerability to rust 

of eighteenth-century iron nails, which could easily detach the 

nailhead from its shank on roofs exposed to bad weather conditions. 

Oak pins would tend to swell in wet conditions, and this provided an 

advantage in securing the slates to the laths. Semple's device in 

driving a nail into the centre of the pin provided the same advantage as 

the pin would tend to expand. Rust would not have the same effect on 

these nails as their heads and shanks were countersunk into the oak 

pin.

Semple's specification introduces some other important aspects of 

contemporaiy slating practice. His reference to largest stuff and 

smallest stuff must relate to the use of random sized slates and 

inevitably to the use of diminishing courses graded from a maximum at 

the eaves to a minimum at ridge level. His insistence on laddys, double
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double and large slates focuses on the most important requirement of 

size, the procurement of slates large enough to provide a weathertight 

overlap, vertically and horizontally.

The first indication in the Trinity College building accounts of a new 

demand for larger slates came in the 1750's ^^Vith the introduction of 

two different slate sizes, described respectively as singles and doubles. 

The singles at 18 shillings per square (slates and workmanship) were at 

the same cost level as prices in measured contracts in the Dublin area 

over the previous thirty years. The doubles, at £1.2.6 per square, 

obviously involved a better quality and IcU'ger slate which had not 

previously been used in the college. Their use also introduced 

additional charges (for a period in the 1760's) for heavier slating laths 

from 2 shillings to 4 shillings per 100,^^ but in time these charges were 

reduced again. Doubles were in common use in the college from the 

1760's until the end of the century, and their use may have contributed 

to the evident reduction of roofing failures in the college buildings 

during this period.

Semple was anxious to promote the most advcmced constructional 

systems in his design for the Dublin Public Offices, and his proposal 

refers to even larger slates, such as London laddys (ladies) and double 

doubles. Slate had begun to replace tiling in the London market by the 

second half of the eighteenth century, and it was undoubtedly the 

production of larger slates from the Welsh quarries which promoted 

this change. Semple's description referred to a slate size identified with
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Lx)ndon practice but not quarried locally. By the end of the century the 

Industrialised production systems developed in the Bangor quarries 

could produce slates with dimensions up to 3 feet. The largest slates 

produced, the ton slates were (as their name suggests) sold by weight. 

These slates were commonly used for eaves courses on Irish buildings 

such as the Royal Hospital Kilmainham and Dr. Steevens' Hospital^'*.

To get a clear pieture of the sizes and elassification of slates we must 

turn to the early nineteenth-century building manuals. In 1830 John 

Nicholson provided the following table for Welsh slate used in the 

LxDndon area.^®

Doubles average size 13 inches x 6 inches

Ladies average size 15 inches x 8 inches

Countess average size 18 inches x 10 inches

Duchess average size 24 inches x 12 inches

Queens average size 26 inches x 24 inches

Imperials average size 30 inches x 24 inches

The manuals produced by Irish measurers, such as Thomas
96

Humphreys in 1813, and William Stitt^^ in 1819, relate this 

classification to Irish practice. Humphreys recommended Irish slates 

from Killaloe, Ballywalter and Kinsale, but he confirmed the 

substantial use of slates from both north and south Wales. Bangor 

(Carnarvon) slates were popular in Dublin, but slates from Cardigan in 

south Wales were sold in Cork, Waterford and Belfast. The most
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commonly used slates in Dublin were doubles, countesses and queens. 

Stitt's tables of slate sizes and their relative roof coverage puts the 

classification into a measurable context.

1000 singles covers 1 square of roofing

1000 doubles covers 2-2 V4 square of roofing

1000 ladies covers 3 square of roofing

1000 countess covers 6 square of roofing

1000 duchess covers 10 square of roofing

Humphreys relates this coverage factor to the products of the principal 

Irish slate quarries. The slates commonly supplied from Kinsale (by the 

1000) covered IV2 squares of roofing, from Ballywalter 2V4 squares, 

and from Killaloe from IV2 to 3 squares, depending on size and

quality. This meant that slates such as doubles could be obtained from 

Ballywalter and doubles and ladies could be supplied from Killaloe.

The omission of the small slate called singles from Nicholson's 

classification table indicates its unreliablity as a practical roof 

covering. This slate was used extensively in Dublin during the first half 

of the eighteenth century, and the almost continuous need for roofing 

repairs in Trinity College may have been a result of its use there. 

Nicholson also expressed reservations about the use of the smaller 

slates such as doubles and ladies without the provision of boarded 

sheeting under the slates. The use of sheeting on rafters was typical of
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high quality roof construction in the nineteenth-centuiy, but there are 

few indieations of its use in eighteenth-century Ireland.

Nicholson indicated average slate sizes of 15 x 8 inches for ladies and 

13 X 6 inches for doubles. We have no information on the size of the 

singles slate, but it is unlikely to have been more than 12 inches long 

by 5 inches wide. The width of a slate was its most crucial dimension 

as the horizontal lap between joints was relatively small. The use of 

closely spaced slating laths could ensure considerable vertical overlap 

even with small slates, but the normal horizontal lap with singles 

slating was only 2V2 inches. The English common tile with 

dimensions of IOV2 x 6V4 inches was probably more efficient in use 

than the singles slate.

The availability of larger slates from Wales and the principal Irish 

quarries in the second half of the eighteenth century, must have 

ensured more waterproof roof eoverings and less maintenance. This is 

clear from the reduction in the amount of jobbing contracts in Trinity 

College and particularly from the absence of salaried maintenance 

agreements. Abraham Heatley signed a maintenance agreement in 1675 

with the college which was reviewed in 1730 for a further term of 21 

years.®® The last payment recorded under this agreement was to Thomas 

Heatley®® in 1745. There are no indications of maintenance payments 

to Heatley’s successors such as Obadiah Bolton or James Elliot.
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Semple’s demand for slates such as ladies or double doubles in 1758 

indicates that a variety of slate sizes were available in the Dublin 

market at this period. However, building supervisors in Trinity College 

must have been happy with the performance of the 13 by 6 inch 

doubles, as most of the contracts from the 1750's until the early 1800's 

were carried out with this small slate. The use of larger slates in the 

lower courses (at the gutters) may have been introduced before the end 

of the century, as in 1801 James Elliot was paid for slating on the New 

Chapel using a combination of Bangor doubles and ton slates. This 

provided considerable protection at one of the roofs most vulnerable 

weeik spots.

The later slating accounts (from the 1770's onwards) in Trinity College 

contain some variations in their material content which require 

comment. None of the accounts contain references to wooden slating 

pins, and the possibility that the use of iron nail fixings may have been 

introduced (with larger slate sizes) cannot be ignored. Both the early 

eighteenth-century accounts and later accounts contain payments for 

lime and sand, but the later accounts refer to the process of rendering 

(rather than bedding) with mortar. The use of small slates (such as 

singles) and four fixings in each slate (four pin bond) required closely 

spaced slating laths. This allowed slaters to apply a mortar bed 

underneath the slates in the same way plaster was applied to ceiling 

laths. With the use of larger slates and widely spaced laths it was 

impossible to provide support for mortar bedding, and the slates were
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rendered by an application of mortar on their undersurfaces from inside 

the roof structure.

It is interesting to look at the effects larger slate sizes had on 

eighteenth-century roof design. Tlie introduction of bigger 

slatesbrought two important advantages; they improved the 

weathering qualities of pitched roofs and they allowed the use of lower 

roof profiles. Predictably, most mid eighteenth-century Irish builders 

accepted the advantage of a better technical performance, but ignored 

the visual potential of lower roof pitches. Semple, for instance, 

specified a larger slate (ladies or double doubles) on his Civic Offices in 

1758, rather than the doubles he used on St. Patrick’s Hospital in 

1749, but both buildings have 45 degree roof pitches. A comparison 

between John Smyth’s elevation for the Provost’s residence in Trinity 

College (in 1758) with Burlington’s elevation of General Wade’s house 

(in 1723) shows that Smyth had copied all the essential aspects of the 

facade except the low roof profile. 98-99

The continuous use of small slates in Trinity College may have been 

responsible for the conservative policy on roof profiles there, even in 

the 1770s. Christopher Myers’ adaption of Chambers’ designs for the 

Chapel and Theatre used roof profiles which would have been 

considered obtrusive in London during this period. By this time. 

Chambers, like his contemporaries Wyatt and Adam, was using the 

full capacity of the Carnarvon slates to minimise the bulk of his roofs.
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The first design in Dublin to exhibit the potential of larger slate sizes 

was Thomas Cooley's proposal for Public Offices in 1776. Cooley's 

elevational treatment showed low roofs at 30 degrees which did not 

obtrude on the primacy of the central pediment. This building was 

incorporated into Gandon's Four Courts in the late 1780's, but by that 

time Gandon had already executed his design for the Custom House 

with its low roofs brilliantly concealed behind stone balustrades. In 

the work that followed in the 1790's, and especially in cases where 

slated roofs were visible (such as the houses at Emsworth, Abbeville 

and the Royal Military Infirmary) the roof pitches were low enough to 

be unobtrusive. The succeeding generation of Irish neo-classical 

architects followed his example, and there are few nineteenth-century 

classical buildings with roof pitches higher than 35 degrees.
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THE GLAZIER AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF EIGHTEENTH 

CENTURY WINDOW PATTERNS. Chapter 10

Glazing appears to have been established as a separate trade in Dublin 

from the end of the sixteenth century. There is no mention of glaziers 

in the city freedom rolls before 1576, but between that date and 1596 

we find the names of eight artisans enfranchised as glaziers by the city 

corporation.* Prior to this period glazing contracts may have been 

undertaken by other established trades such as plumbers and 

blacksmiths. The medieval use of casement windows made with iron 

frames and glazing bedded in soldered leadwork, involved materials and 

techniques familiar to both these trades.

The emergence of the glazing trade in England and Ireland was 

encouraged by the development of the Tudor window t3qDe with its 

transoms, mullions, casements and elaborate fenestration. The 

introduction of manufacturing facilities in seventeenth-century 

glasshouses in both England and Ireland, made window glass more 

available, and promoted its use in domestic buildings in the cities and 

towns of both kingdoms. Changing building patterns (following 

architectural fashions) and the widespread use of classical designs at 

the beginning of the eighteenth century offered new opportunities for 

trades such as bricklayers, painters and glaziers. One of the most 

significant changes, the use of the sliding sash window (which made its 

appearance in Dublin during this period) was rapidly introduced into 

many building types in all parts of Ireland.
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The glazing trade were members of the smith’s guild (of St. Loy) which 

received a royal charter in 1494.^ This guild represented several other 

trades which dealt with the fusion of hot metals such as braziers, 

founders, tinplate workers and trunk makers, but it also represented 

ironmongers, girdlers and embroiderers.

Although eighteenth-century accounts provide no records of trades 

other than glaziers undertaking glazing work in Dublin there is 

evidence of seventeenth-century glazing contracts being handled by a 

blacksmith. William Vizer (enfranchised as a smith in 1662) was paid 

for glazing the city Tholsel in 1682, and he was employed by Trinity 

College on several glazing contracts from 1684 until 1686.^

Vizer may have been apprenticed as a glazer and loosely described as a 

smith in the freedom rolls because of the glazers’ affiliation with the 

smiths’ guild. On the other hand, he may have enjoyed the reciprocal 

benefits of dual training within the guild system. There are several 

examples of painters (such as Isaac Chalke and William Wall)'^ who 

were also trained (and operated) as plasterers. Smiths were responsible 

for the fabrication of iron casement frames in the seventeenth century, 

and the additional skills in soldering leadwork were not difficult to 

acquire for artisans used to handling hot metals. However, prominent 

glazing contractors working in Dublin during this period (1680 - 1720) 

appear to have been apprenticed within the glazing trade in the usual 

manner. Andrew Rock (enfranchised in 1660) worked under Burgh on 

the old Parliament House in 1711, and he was engaged continuously in
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a maintenance contract in the Royal Hospital Kilmainham from 1692 

until 1710.^ George Delane (recorded as Georgius Delany, fenestrar, in 

1690) replaced Vizer in Trinity College in the 1690’s, and handled all 

the glazing there (including Burgh’s Libraiy) until 1720.® Erasmus 

Tayler (enfranchised in 1697) glazed the first construction phase of the 

new Parliament House in 1729.^

Some prominent eighteenth-century glazing contractors such as James 

Hull (who succeeded Rock in the Royal Hospital Kilmainham in 1712),® 

John Rowlett (who glazed in Trinity College and the Parliament House 

1730-1750’s)® and Thomas Silcock (who gave evidence on glass prices to 

a Parliamentary enquiry in 1752)*° are not recorded in existing copies of 

the freedom rolls, and we cannot be certain of their trade or guild 

affiliations. However, by the 1730’s, most of the windows used in Irish 

contracts were being fabricated by joiners and carpenters, and these 

Dublin glaziers were never involved with timber fabrication. On the 

other hand, the building records of barrack construction (1750-1760)" 

provide evidence of carpenters being paid for glazing sashes in 

provinical areas of Ireland.

The principal materials used by eighteenth-century glaziers were 

window glass and glazing putty. Putty, a mastic made from whiting 

and linseed oil, was used to fix and seal glass panes into the rebates of 

timber sashes. Casement windows of timber and iron were still in use 

in the early decades of the century. The medieval method of glazing 

with soldered lead which persisted throughout the seventeenth century
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in Ireland and England, was also in use in the first half of the 

succeeding century.

Glass was made in furnaces by the fusion of silica (sand), soda (soda 

ash) and lime (limestone or chalk). Materials (such as manganese) 

were often added to counteract the green discoloration caused by the 

presence of iron in sand.*^ The use of kelp is recorded as a frequent 

additive used by seventeenth and eighteenth-century glassmakers in 

Ireland.'^

All of these materials could be produced in Ireland, but many

glassmakers found it more economical or convenient to import

materials such as sand or soda ash (in the form of potash) from

abroad. In Boate's description of the glasshouses set up by English

colonists in seventeenth-century Ireland he points out that the sand

used came from England but that "alkali" (soda ash) was obtained

locally from ash trees. The accounts of the glasshouse at Ballynagerah,

Co. Waterford in 1622 , record the use of domestic ashes and ashes

obtained from burning ferns in the manufacture of window glass. Neve

also refers to the use of salts obtained from the ashes of ferns in
1Gglassmaking in England .

Many producers of window glass also made flint glass or crystal 

tableware which required silicous sand of considerable purity. This was 

mostly imported from Lynn in Norfolk and from the Isle of Wight . 

Potash was imported in large quantities from Baltic ports by the Belfast
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18merchant Daniel Mussenden in the 1750's . In 1784, the crown glass 

and bottle glass manufacturers of Dublin petitioned Parliament against 

a newly-imposed duty on imported sand for glassmaking^®. Up to this 

time sand had not attracted customs duties as it was commonly 

shipped as ballast.

Some Irish glasshouses used local sand in their process. Dublin bottle 

manufacturers procured suitable sand from beaches at the Bull 

Island . The Dublin Journal of June 19, 1773 carried an advertisement 

for a glasshouse near Dungannon, described as having sand and other 

materials available in its vicinity. A silicious sand obtained from 

Muckish mountain in Donegal was successfully used in Belfast for the 

production of crystal tableware in 1802 .

Fuel for glass furnaces was another important requirement of the 

manufacturing process. The abundance of oak woodlands in Ireland in 

the early part of the seventeenth century promoted the establishment of 

glass houses in the vicinity of country estates. Boate mentions a 

number of glasshouses set up by English colonists such as the one at 

Parsonstown (Birr) which supplied window and drinking glasses to the 

Dublin market. Boate also refers to the absence of glass 

manufacturing in Dublin and other cities during the first half of the 

seventeenth century because of their distance from fuel supplies. This 

was to change due to the scarcity of timber in the eighteenth century 

when most of the principal glasshouses operated in coastal cities to 

avail of imported supplies of coal.
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The earliest records of glass manufacturing in Ireland are of a 

glasshouse situated at Drumfenning Woods near Cunyglass, Co. Cork 

which was owned by George Longe in the I590’s. The glasshouse 

operating at Ballynagerah, Co. Waterford in the 1620's supplied window
24glass to glaziers in Youghal, Limerick, Cork and parts of Connaught.

In 1623 Sir Lawrence Parsons of Birr Castle signed a lease with the 

glassmaker Abraham Bigo which deterred him from making glass or 

procuring timber on any land outside of the Parsons estate. In 1670 

Ananias Henzy set up a glasshouse near the new town of 

Portarlington. Henzy and Bigo were both French craftsmen whose 

families originally came from glassmaking centres in Lorraine. The 

names of workmen recorded in the accounts of the glasshouse at 

Ballynagerah also suggest French origins.

The transportation cost of coal for glass furnaces and the proximity of 

expanding markets were key factors in the development of glass 

production in the eighteenth century. A glasshouse which made glass 

bottles, drinking glasses and window glass was erected on the banks of 

the Suir at Gurteen near Waterford city in the 1720's . Rocque’s map 

of 1756 shows the presence of four glasshouses in Dublin city, all of 

them sited on the northern side of the Liffey within a short distance of 

the quays. One was built on the quays at the North Wall, another 

adjacent to it at Marlborough Green, a third was sited with frontages to 

Bachelor's Walk and Abbey Street and the fourth at the junction of 

Bradogue Lane and St. Maty's Lane.
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The presence of a colliery at Ballycastle, Co. Antrim may have promoted 

the building there of a glassworks making bottles and window glass in 

the 1750's. Hugh Boyd, who owned the colliery, was also an owner of 

the glass factory. An advertisement for the Drumrea Glasshouse (near 

Dungannon) in the Dublin Journal of the 12th of July 1772 described it 

as being part of the Tyrone Collieries. Bottles, window glass and 

drinking glasses were produced in Cork city in the Hanover Street 

glasshouse built in 1785.^® The Belfast Newsletter of the 19th of 

August 1785 announced the erection of a glasshouse at the Long Bridge 

for the supply of bottles and window glass.

The main technical influences on glassmaking in seventeenth-centuiy 

Ireland and England came from well established verreries in France. 

Two methods of producing window glass were used in Europe during 

this period. The most common method used in Holland, Germany, 

Lorraine and Burgundy produced a glass known as cylinder glass, or 

broad glass. The other method, commonly used in Normandy, produced 

glass known as crown glass. The description "broad glass" was used in 

the accounts of the products sold by the glasshouse at Ballynagerah in 

1622.^® The influence of expatriate glassmakers from Lorraine 

developed the production of broad glass in England and Ireland through 

the seventeenth century. Crown glass production was introduced into 

London in the last decades of the century and it became the most

commonly used window glass there in the eighteenth century. 30
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Broad glass was produced by blowing a ball of molten glass into an 

elongated eylinder whieh was eut down its length with a shears and 

flattened gradually (in a fumaee) into sheet form. The cylinder tapered 

slightly in the direetion of the blow pipe and the flattened sheet was 

never completely reetangular in form. The flattening proeess also 

interfered with the diaphanous transpareney of the material and left 

streaks and other imperfeetions.

Crown glass was initially blown into a globular shape which was spun 

(on an iron rod) with sufficient veloeity to flatten the globe into a 

perfectly circular disk. These disks (known as tables in the trade) were 

slightly curved (dished) in surface with a charaeteristie thiekening (or 

bullion) at their eentres where the rod had been attached to the glass. 

Because the surfaee of the glass was untouched in the flattening 

process it retained the brilliance and diaphanous transparency 

imparted by the fire.

The eredit for the introduetion of the erown glass process into England 

has been attributed to John Bowles, who managed the Bear Garden 

glasshouse at Bankside (Lxindon) from 1678 to 1691 . Aecording to

McGrath and Frost the descriptive term "erown" developed from the 

eustom of embossing the central bullion of eaeh table of glass produced 

by Bowles with a erown coin. Neve reeords the first development of 

the erown proeess c. 1691 at the Bankside faetory, but by Neve's period 

(1703) the management had transferred the produetion of window glass

to another London premises at Rateliff.33
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The introduction of the French method of making plate glass into 

London in 1773 and into Cork in 1785 provided glaziers with an 

alternative to crown or broad glass. Plate glass was produced by 

pouring molten glass onto a steel casting table, rolling it into a thin 

sheet and subsequent grinding and polishing. This glass could be made 

in sheets of unprecedented size and its polished surface provided less 

distortion than crown, or broad glass. However, high manufacturing 

costs inhibited its use for windows in the eighteenth century and most 

of the plate glass produced was used to make mirrors.

Neve provides a valuable description of different window glasses 

available in the London market in the early years of the eighteenth 

century. He lists the products of the local glasshouses making crown 

glass (at Ratcliff and Lambeth) and glass brought from both Newcastle 

and Bristol.London, like Dublin during this period, also used 

imported glass from France, Holland and Germany.

Neve promoted the qualities of London crown glass which he clearly 

preferred to the broad glass produced in Newcastle or by the European 

glasshouses. He described the dimension of the crown glass tables 

produced in London as being 42-44 inches in diameter which produced 

9-10 square feet of window glass. Ratcliff crown was described as being 

"a light sky-blew colour". Lambeth crown he described as "inclining 

something to a Green".
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He referred to the ash-coloured Newcastle glass as the cheapest and 

most commonly used glass in England, but he was critical of its quality 

and its lack of transparency. Newcastle glass was produced in sizes 

which contained 5 to 7 square feet per table. Its economy was based on 

cheap fuel supplies and cheap transportation of cases of glass 

(embedded in coal) in the holds of colliers. He was aware of the quality 

of Bristol glass but he found it difficult to obtain in l^ndon because of 

transportation problems.

Although there are references to window glass being produced 

periodically in Waterford and Dublin in the 1720’s^ and 1730’s there 

are no records of its use in contemporary building accounts. French 

glass was used extensively in early classical buildings in Dublin. It was 

used in the Tholsel in 1680^^ and in the Royal Hospital^® in 1710. 

Contracts in Trinity College record the use of French, Dutch and 

English (London) glass between 1709 and 1715.^® A dealer named 

Thomas Seagrave supplied 11 cribbs of French glass (costing £2.8.0 

each) there in 1723,^° and French glass was used on several college 

buildings by the Dublin glazier"*’ John Rowlett between 1731 and 1735. 

Most of this glass was used in the glazing or repair of lead casements, 

and it was undoubtedly broad glass. The London glass referred to in 

1715 was crown glass used in sashes.

After the 1730’s, building records are less specific about the origins of 

window glass, but imports of crown glass from both Bristol and London 

are recorded. London glass was used in the building of Castle 

Forward^^ in Co. Donegal in 1728. References to the costs of Bristol
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glass are recorded in accounts for glazing the Parliament House in 1749 

and in an enquiry into provincial barrack building cost in 1752.^ In 

1749, the Bishop of Elphin specified the use of panes of Bristol glass^ 

for his new palace. The purchase of 11 cases of Bristol glass from the 

merchant Isaac Mee^^ in 1750, for such a utilitarian contract as the 

barracks at Carlow, is a good indication that cheaper local alternatives 

were not available. Comparative costs for London, Bristol, Newcastle 

and Irish window glass were presented in an estimate to the governors 

of the Royal Hospital Kilmainham'*® in 1778.

The earliest records of the use of Dublin glass in building accounts 

were in contracts for the reconstruction of provincial barracks in 1760. 

In that year, John Magill the Comptroller of Works, issued a directive 

on construction standards on barrack contracts in Athlone, Castlebar 

and other towns in the north-west circuit. His prescriptions'^’^ may 

have been particularly pertinent, as his comments were not intended 

for glaziers, but carpenters, who handled glazing in remote areas as 

part of their window contracts.

With Dublin Glass, to be well bedded in Putty, when first put 

in, then well pegged, emd afterwards to be well puttied on both 

Sides, and the Panes to be cut the full Size of the Square, and 

not to have any wants in the Comers.

George Ensor also specified Dublin glass in his description of work and 

materials to be used on the Sessions House in Roscommon"*® in 1762.
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This Dublin glass was produced in a glasshouse in Abbey Street by 

Thomas Smith Jeudwin, John Landen and Hemy Lunn who came from 

London in 1759^® to introduce proper methods of making crown glass in 

Ireland. In 1761, they made a petition to Parliament^” in which they 

claimed their product was 25% cheaper than imported glass, was 

preferred to Bristol crown and only inferior to glass made by the 

London glasshouses. Jeudwin and Lunn were also involved for a period 

in the glasshouse in Ballycastle.

In the 1770’s crown glass was also fabricated in the Marlborough Green 

glasshouse in Dublin and a variety of this factory’s produce including 

“....crown or window glass equal to London or Bristol...” was promoted 

in a Dublin newspaper’^ in 1771. Crown glass from the Long Bridge 

glasshouse in Belfast”^ was on sale in Dublin in 1789 and a local

glasshouse in Ringsend”” advertised Dublin “...... window glass of a large

size and colour....” in 1798.

This availability of crown glass from local sources from 1760 onwards 

should have reduced costs and encouraged the use of larger pane sizes. 

The claim of the Abbey Street glasshouse for a reduction of 25% on 

imported glass prices in 1761 was significant, but local glass may have 

been inferior in quality. The continuous importation of crown tables 

from Bristol, and especially London, indicates some variant in either 

size or quality. Of course, the production of crown glass in Dublin 

glasshouses may not have been a continuous process through the 

second half of the century. In 1789, the Dublin glass merchant John
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Roper®'* offered a wide ehoiee of window glass from Belfast, Bristol, 

Dumbarton and London from his warehouse in Lower Exchange Street, 

but he made no references to Dublin glass. In 1778, Thomas Cooley 

presented the following estimate for glasses of different quality to the 

board of the Royal Hospital®® in Kilmainham.

London Crown 

Best Bristol 

2nd Best 

3rd Best

Newcastle crown glass 
(same price as Bristol)

Irish Crown Glass

White English glass

s d

2 8 per foot

8 per foot 

7 per foot 

6 per foot

6 per foot 

5 per foot

These prices indicate considerable variations in quality, particularly in 

the three different glasses from Bristol. They also indicate a more 

competitive market condition as Bristol glass increased in price in 

Dublin from 7d per foot in 1749 to 9d and lOd per foot in 1751 and 

1752.®® The high cost of London crown confirms its superior quality 

and possibility its availability in large sizes and of course, its 

additional shipping cost. The English white glass was obviously a 

broad glass. Cooley was replacing the existing casements in the attic 

dormers with sashes®’^ at this time and the cheaper broad glass was 

probably under consideration for use in these windows.
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Broad glass was undoubtedly still used for cheaper work and for 

situations such as basement or dormer windows. McGrath and Frost 

were of the view that crown glass became the predominant choice for 

eighteenth-century windows because of its inherent qualities. D.B 

Harden,^® on the other hand, maintained that broad glass was in 

constant use because of its cheapness and low wastage ratio. Broad 

glass was made from a flattened cylinder into tables which had two 

parallel sides. Crown glass tables were circular in shape and wasteful 

in tbe division into rectangular glazing panes. There are many 

examples (possibly of nineteenth century) crown glass still to be seen 

in Ireland but surviving examples of broad glass are difficult to find. 

There are some panes of white glass in the early sashes in Marsh’s 

Library that have all the appearances of the inherent defects of the 

broad glass fabrication process.

The cutting of a circular table of crown glass into rectangular sash 

squares obviously involved more wastage than the division of broad 

glass. McGrath and Frost describe®® how manual skills were developed 

during the eighteenth century which increased the dimensions of crown 

glass tables from about 4 foot to 5 foot in diameter. This latter size 

would have produced 6 sash squares of the 18 inch x 13 inch 

proportion used in many Palladian buildings, but possibly only 4 of the 

larger (22 inch x 16 inch) panes used in later buildings. The demand 

for crown glass was based on its surface qualities of colour, iridescence 

and transparency; wastage was part of its price. These qualities can 

still be perceived in surviving examples of this glass in sashes in Dublin
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streets (such as Molesworth Street) and in several buildings in Trinity 

College, but we cannot be certain of its age. The only examples of 

crown glass which are undeniably eighteenth century in origin are 

those in the bookcases of the Worth Library (in Dr. Steevens’ Hospital) 

which date from the 1740’s. Wastage of course, was not such a serious 

problem in areas where surplus glass could be recycled in local 

glasshouses. Another important use for glass selvedges at the edges of 

crown tables was in the tapering panes used in the production of 

fanlights. This was also part of the glazier’s responsibilities.

Although the disposition of fenestration opes in early classical 

buildings in England and Ireland show a clear break with previous 

traditions, the casement windows used were identical to those in use in 

Elizabethan houses in the sixteenth century. They were outward 

opening windows hung on iron hinges (or springs). Following classical 

precedents, window opes were usually formed with identical widths, 

except where requirements at ground floor level, or the punctuation of 

long facades required a particular emphasis. Windows varied in height 

to suit internal room dimensions and the importance of certain 

apartments. The emphasis, particularly in the lower levels, was on tall 

proportions, usually in a ratio of at least 5 to 3. This ratio frequently 

diminished in height in upper storeys and particularly at attic level.

This formula produced designs such as Inigo Jones’ Italianate facades 

at Covent Garden in the 1630’s and Lincoln’s Inn Fields in the 1640’s. 

Attics, mostly lit by dormers, were glazed with side hung (coupled)
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casements closing against a central mullion. The windows of 

important apartments at first floor level were designed with a transom 

and eentral mullion, forming four separate lights. Two large casements 

were hung below transom level and two fixed or top hung easements 

above the transom. William Robinson’s fenestration in the Royal 

Hospital Kilmainham and the state apartments in Dublin Castle 

followed this pattern in the 1680’s.

The transom windows were similar in most respects to the croise (or 

cross) window used almost universally in classical buildings in France 

and other European countries in the seventeenth eentuiy. It had 

advantages in that the transom (fixed above eye level) did not interrupt 

views, and that the lower casements could act as doors with access to 

balconies. These advantages were not pereeived in Britain and Ireland 

because of elimatic conditions and the relative opaeity of seventeenth 

century glass and lead glazing.

Much has been made in the writings of both H.J. Powell and McGrath 

and Frost of the superior qualities of crown glass®° which allowed it to 

dominate the glazing market in eighteenth-eentuiy England. The 

demand for this glass and its popularity must be linked with the 

introduetion and development of the sash window. Sashes were first 

used in London in the 1660’s, and they were popularised by use on a 

massive scale by Wren in his programme of palace contraets at 

Whitehall, Hampton Court and Kensington in the years between 1685 

and 1696. The first indication we ean find of sashes used in Ireland
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was in the Duke of Ormonde’s apartments in Kilkenny Castle in 

1679/80.®' Early uses in Dublin were in the Rubrics ranges in Trinity 

College in 1700®'^ and in Marsh’s Library in 1703. Sashes were proposed 

for Burton, Co. Cork in 1703 with crown glass in the main windows 

and common (broad) glass in the garrets.®®

Apart from their lower material costs, sash windows provided important 

advantages over the traditional transom (or cross) windows used in 

most seventeenth-centuiy buildings. On a practical level they allowed 

building occupants considerable control over the amount of ventilation 

admitted into buildings and a choice of ventilation at different room 

heights. This was an important consideration in the cold and wet 

climatic conditions experienced in northern countries like Britain and 

Ireland. Their most attractive advantage however, was in the capacity 

of sashes to accomodate much larger panes of glass than leaden glazed 

casements. There was no advantage in using crown glass in leaded 

glazing because the close spacing of the lead cames obscured exterior 

vistas. Sash glazing exploited the full potential of the brilliance and 

transparency of crown glass. The combination of larger pane sizes and 

transparency provided clear exterior vistas within an open and graceful 

fenestration.

Although sashes rapidly became the predominant fenestration pattern 

in eighteenth-century England and Ireland, casements were still in use 

in the early part of the century. They were used in small houses and 

often in curious proximity to sash windows in the attics and more
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unobtrusive parts of larger buildings. James Malton depicted the 

survival of large leaded casements alongside sashes in his view of the 

Dublin Tholsel in 1791. Maintenance and repairs to existing leaded 

glazing were an extensive part of glaziers contracts up to the 1740’s. 

This is particularly evident in the accounts of the Royal Hospital 

Kilmainham where leaded windows were gradually replaced by sashes at 

intervals during the century.

Some uses of lead glazing revealed in early eighteenth-century records 

are quite surprising. An estimate of Thomas Burgh’s for glazing the 

Dublin barracks in 1709®^ contains no references to sash windows, but 

it stipulates a cost of 3s/6d each for “casements with steel springs” and 

“6d per foot for lead glazing, the lead being very strong”. An account of 

George Delane’s for work in Trinity College on the “new building on the 

northside of Library Square” in 1723®® included 28 sash windows on the 

first and second floors and 27 leaded windows at ground floor and 

garret levels.

We can understand William Robinson’s use of transom windows in the 

Royal Hospital Kilmainham and in Dublin Castle in the 1680’s, 

although the Duke of Ormonde (who promoted both these building 

contracts) had used sashes in Kilkenny Castle a few years previously, in 

1680. The use of such outmoded windows in the Greencoat School in 

Cork city in 1715 is more difficult to understand.®^ Sashes were being 

made in Co. Cork in 1700 as they are referred to in correspondance 

about the construction of Burton House®® in 1703. Barracks reports

101
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indicate the removal of old transom windows in Tullamore Barracks®® in 

1760.

An account of John Rowlett’s^® for glazing in Trinity College in 1730 

provides an interesting picture of the diverse glazing patterns in use in 

Dublin at this time of the century.

In the Provost's House

To 17 large sash squares at 

To 50 New Ledd squares at ditto

8 each 

2^ each

In the Library

To 25 new Quarries at 1*^ each

To 1 Light new banded

In the Engine House

To 7 foot of new glass at per foot 3^.6^^.

11®.4'^.

Sash squares was a term used in eighteenth-centuiy accounts to 

describe the rectangular panes of glass fitted into the rebates of sash 

windows and sealed with a putty pointing. The term “square” was 

possibly derived from early uses of the sash in England (such as 

Somerset House) where the pane proportions were marginally higher 

than a square in an approximate ratio of about 6:5. Eighteenth 

century sash panes were always higher than their widths, in ratios
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such as 3:2 or 4:3. Pane sizes varied in size in relation to window opes, 

and they tended to increase in size as the century advanced.

Lead squares were smaller rectangular panes fitted into lead glazing 

sections (cames) which were extruded "with a channel on each side in 

an “H” form. Rowlett’s cost for banding a light in the library refers to 

the support of iron bars, fixed horizontally to the window at regular 

intervals to brace the glazing against buckling stresses. One of the 

disadvantages of lead glazing was its inherent inability to withstand 

wind pressure and storms without regular supports.

The smallest pane of glass described in Rowlett's accounts was the 

quarrey. The cost of quarreys at 1^ each indicates dimensions which 

were much smaller than lead squares. However, Neve's description of 

quarreys clearly describes a non-rectangular shape of diamond pattern. 

Quarreys, according to Neve, "for the most part are 6 inches in length 

from one acute angle to the other, and in breadth from obtuse angle to 

obtuse angle 4 inches". Quarreys were glazed with soldered lead cames 

and were usually cut (in London) from Newcastle glass .

The unit prices for glass in Rowlett’s account can tell us quite a lot 

about the glass used. The “new” glass priced at 6'’ per foot was 

undoubtedly crown glass. The first use of crown glass in the college 

was in 1715,^^ and it was referred to as “new glass” and “new London 

sash squares”. The large sash squares at 8*^ each were also cut from 

crown glass. Assuming that they were also 6d per foot, the panes must
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have measured 192 square inches in area which would indicate pane 

sizes of possibly 12 inches broad by 16 inches in height. Both the lead 

squares and the quarreys (at 2^^ and 1^ each) were considerably less 

than a square foot in area and they were cut from a poor quality broad 

glass. Burgh’s estimate for (heavy) leading and glazing in 1709 was 6^ 

per foot.^^ Crown glass cost 7*^ per foot in Dublin in 1749.^®

Rowlett’s reference to the replacement of a leaded window in the new 

college library is surprising, as its building records for the new library 

show substantial payments to the joiner John Sissons for the 

installation of sash windows from 1717 until 1719.^® The 25 quarreys 

referred to in his account must relate to repairs to the earlier libraiy 

which was still in use at the time. Burgh’s libraiy was not fully 

completed and in use until 1733.

Casements were fabricated in both iron and timber, but surviving 

records of lead glazing in Ireland refer only to iron casements. A good 

example of leaded timber casements in a seventeenth century London 

house (in Cliffords Inn) was illustrated by McGrath and Frost’^^ in 1937. 

Iron, of course, may have been preferred by builders, as the substantial 

weight of lead glazing needed strong support, and heavy timber framing 

could be unsightly, particularly if casements were hung in large 

transom and mullion windows. The big leaded window, depicted by 

Malton^® in the Dublin Tholsel in 1791 , had two transoms and six 

casements hung in pairs. The casements appear to have been made of 

iron.
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The proportions of early sash windows were directly related to the 

limitations of the glass available at the end of the seventeenth century 

and to prevailing practices of the period. The earliest models were 

single hung with weights attached only to the bottom sashes/® and 

pane sizes were not significantly larger than the traditional lead 

squares. These small sash squares resulted in multiple pane divisions. 

Sashes fabricated in horizontal modules four and five panes in width 

were quite common in the late seventeenth century.

The most advanced use of the sash in the seventeenth century can be 

seen in Wren’s extension to the palace at Hampton Court (1695-98). 

Here, the scale and proportion of sashes (and pane sizes) were closely 

related to the importance of different storeys and the different uses of 

rooms in these storeys. The largest windows, lighting the royal 

apartments and reception rooms at first floor level, were 13 feet high by 

6 feet wide, a common classical ratio slightly larger than a double 

square. Most of these windows were 4 panes wide, in a pane 

arrangement of 16 over 16, but the windows of the Queen’s Drawing 

Room were 3 panes wide in a forrnation of 9 over 6. The ground floor 

windows were 5 panes in width, in a formation of 15 over 15. The attic 

windows, were 6 panes wide, in a formation of 24 over 18.

Wren’s control over the diversity of scale in the front facade depended 

upon the use of sash panes of different sizes and an unprecedented use 

of exceptionally large panes in the first floor windows. His attic 

windows used conventional glazing of the period with panes of IOV2 ^ 8
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inches in size, but the windows of the main reeeption rooms (at first 

floor level) had panes with dimensions of 18 x I3V2 inches. His three 

windows lighting the Queen’s Drawing Room (in the eentral pavilion) 

reeeived special emphasis with ultra large sheets of glass measuring 29 

X 21 inehes. The reception room windows used erown glass described 

(in 1937)®° as being of remarkable quality, with few defeets. The large 

sash divisions of the drawing room relied on sheets of plate glass whieh 

were undoubtedly imported from Europe. McGrath and Frost held the 

view that this glass eame from a souree such as the French St. Gobain 

glasshouse,®' whieh eommeneed plate glass production in 1693. The 

dramatic scale and clear luminosity of Wren’s glazing must have made 

a considerable impact on building development at this time. It 

partieularly promoted the use of larger windows with sliding sashes and 

larger window panes of crown glass. London quickly developed as a 

centre for the manufacture and supply of crown glass.

This influence was felt in Ireland from the beginning of the eighteenth 

eentury although there is no evidence of the use of larger pane sizes 

and erown glass until 1715. The rare survival of five early sashes in 

Marsh’s Library (1703) gives a good indication of a predictable pattern 

during this period. The windows are 4 panes in width, designed in a 12 

over 12 formation to aeeommodate 12 x 9 ineh panes of glass. They 

were probably glazed originally with broad glass, but today they have 

panes of modem sheet glass, crown glass and what could be either 

broad glass, or inferior crown glass.
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These windows are similar in scale and construction to the attic 

windows in Hampton Court, but they are not as competently designed 

as Wren’s sashes. They use the same early form of glazing bar made up 

of two separate moulded sections with a simple mitred joint at pane 

intersections, on the inner face of the window. The jointing of the 

inner section (an astragal moulding) is poorly controlled, suggesting a 

hesitancy and lack of familiarity with sash construction.

Although there is not a great deal of evidence left to confirm it, it is 

likely that the common use of four pane (wide) sashes prevailed in 

Ireland until the Palladian era. The presence of a surviving 4 pane 

window of obvious antiquity in the west pavilion of the Trinity College 

Library permits the reasonable assumption that this was one of the 

Burgh’s original windows,®^ installed before 1720. A four pane sash 

with small pane divisions survives as a casement in the basement of 

Buncrana Castle which dates from 1718. Durrow Castle has replicas of 

four pane sashes at basement level, which suggests that the windows 

installed in 1716 were of similar design. The early eighteenth-century 

casements in the Brazen Head Tavern in Dublin, are four panes wide, 

with panes of similar scale to those used in Marsh’s Library. All the 

facades of Mount levers Court in Co. Clare (1736)have retained their 4 

pane sashes and small sash panes. The large windows at ground and 

first floor level are arranged in a 16 over 16 pane formation. With the 

exception of Burgh’s library window, all these windows have small 

panes. The library window has panes measuring 12 x 18 inches, in 

sashes with a pane formation of 12 over 12. These sashes were

102
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probably glazed with London crown glass which was in use in the 

college during this period.

By the 1720’s and the emergence of the Palladian movement, larger 

sash panes were easier to obtain, sash divisions were reduced in 

number and the 3 pane (wide) sash became widely used. Greater 

emphasis was placed on proportional relationships and the modulation 

of window opes within the composition of the facade. Palladian theory 

favoured a proportional system starting with the window dimensions of 

the principal rooms and a series of diminishing ratios for rooms at 

higher or lower levels. The preferred dimensions for the largest windows 

were “two squares and a sixth part of their breadth more in height”®^ or 

a ratio of 13:6, and a reduction of Ve of fho breath,®'* or its multiples, 

in the heights of the other windows. A great advantage of this 

proportional system was the inclusion of two important primary ratios 

in its series, a ratio of 6 to 6 which produced square window opes and a 

ratio of 12 to 6 which produced windows with the proportions of the 

double square.

In Ireland judicious interpretations of this proportional system can be 

seen in early Palladian buildings. In Ireland judicious interpretations 

of this proportional system can be seen in early Palladian buildings but 

the larger 13:6 ratio is seldom encountered in Irish practice. The 

preferred ratios by in many early buildings were the square and the 

double square. The work of Edward Lovett Pearce in particular, relied 

on the powerful combination of these primary proportions. In 1730 his
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new Parliament House presented an ashlar front to College Green 

whieh was unbroken save for a central doorcase and a line of first floor 

windows, all designed as double squares. The front of Cashel Palace 

(1730) has a composition of double squares, flanked by Venetian 

vandows and a row of roof dormers which optically appear as squares. 

The front of Bellamont Forest in Co. Cavan, designed during this 

period, had four window bays of double squares, surmounted by 4 

square windows at attic level. Summerhill in Co. Meath, attributed to 

his hand, owed much of its monumentality to its incisive punctuation 

with square and double square window opes.
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Richard Cassels’ facades also made good use of Palladian proportional 

principles. Pool and Cash’s engraving (in 1779),®^ of the original front 

of Tyrone House (1740) depicts two bays of double square opes at 

ground and first floor, surmounted by six square attic windows above 

comice level. His Clanwilliam House facade (1740’s) was designed with 

two long 13:6 ratio windows flanking its entrance door, and two double 

square windows on each side of the Venetian window, at first floor 

level. Leinster House (1745) had a similar fenestration pattern to 

Tyrone House with square attic windows over two storeys of double 

square opes. The Rotunda Hospital’s (1751) fenestration design had 

double square windows on both lower levels and 9:6 ratio windows 

lighting the top floor.

Pearce’s use of primary proportions had advantages. They combined the 

use of preferred classical ratios with an easy integration of the sash
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and its subdivisions. Because of their modular affinity they could be 

aligned without difficulty with masoniy courses. The square and 

double square windows could be simply subdivided to permit the use of 

two sashes of identical dimensions, glazed with sash panes of identical 

size. If an intermediate ratio was required the most suitable was the 

relationship of 9 to 6. This was a useful proportion as it integrated 

easily with subdivisions of the double square, but it usually required 

the use of unequal sashes with a subdivision of 6 panes over 3.

Frederick O’Dwyer*^^ has adverted to the peculiarly Irish custom of 

lighting the important rooms of eighteenth-century buildings with 

unequal sashes, subdivided in a 9 over 6 pane formation. This is rarely 

encountered in English fenestration patterns.®^ The use of this window 

formation was particularly common in grander houses and 

institutional buildings of the Palladian era. Its introduction might 

reasonably be attributed to Richard Cassels, as it was used extensively 

in his designs from the 1740’s onwards, and it was not apparently used 

by Pearce. Engravings of Pool and Cash in 1779 and Malton in 1791 

depict its use in Tyrone House (1740), Leinster House (1745), the 

Rotunda Hospital (1751), Trinity College (1752), Dublin Castle (1750’s), 

and the Provost’s House (1759). This fenestration pattern provided an 

extended range of window heights using panes of identical dimensions. 

In four storey elevations such as the front of Trinity College, or the 

facade of 86 St. Stephen’s Green this could be a big advantage. It 

worked perfectly as a method of controlling sash pane subdivision, but
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it was difficult to integrate some of its modules with Palladian 

proportions.

It is interesting to look at how Palladian architects handled the 

integration of different sash sizes and pane divisions in relation to 

classical proportional principles. Pearce’s designs presented no 

problems because of his careful choice of window modules and 

relationships. Cassels was more adventurous in his choice of 

relationships and in his ability to eompromise. In his design for 

Clanwilliam House in 1740, we find him engaged in the typical 

Palladian transitions between long 13:6 ratio windows at entrance level 

and double square windows flanking his Venetian window in the first 

floor saloon. He solved his sash design problem by using identical 9 

over 6 pane sashes at both levels, with minutely adjusted dimensions 

to absorb the 8 inches difference in heights. The additional V2 ineh in 

height in the ground floor sash panes and the lower height of the 

timber sub-cills at first floor level are not noticable from the street.

We find him playing the same visual tricks in Tyrone House and 

Leinster House. Pool and Cash record the use of double square 

windows at ground and first floor levels in both buildings although the 

measured dimensions in Leinster House reveal a slightly taller window, 

designed no doubt, to conform with the masonry eoursing. Both 

facades have the strong terminal punctuation of square attie windows. 

Cassels, of course, was well aware that the 3 over 3 pane sash 

relationships (established by the proportions of the lower windows)
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were not high enough to use as a square. This difference in dimensions 

was absorbed by an exceptionally high timber sub-sill which is clearly 

delineated in the 1769 engraving of Tyrone House. He was also 

confident that these sills would never be visible from ground level. In 

both houses, they are obscured by the masonry, and in the case of 

Tyrone House by a massive salient comice positioned just under attic 

level.

Theodore Jacobsen’s front facade of Trinity College (1752) has a design 

which successfully controls the diminution of scale in a complex four 

storey composition, but his upper windows (at second floor and attic 

level) do not conform with Palladian proportional ratios. The 

difficulties in keeping identical pane sizes in windows of different 

proportions aligned with precisely coursed masonry facades were 

considerable. The more accommodating scale of brickwork, or the 

stucco used extensively by Palladio in the Venetian provinces, allowed 

more freedom in the determination of window ratios.

After the 1760’s two important changes in glazing patterns are evident. 

The use of Palladian 9 over 6 pane sashes in windows became less 

fashionable and 6 over 6 pane divisions were increasingly used in the 

main windows of large houses and institutions. This was due to an 

extent to the influence of English architects and their Irish 

commissions during this period. Designs such as Charlemont House, 

the Royal Exchange and the Hibernian Marine School were under 

constmction, or already built, in Dublin in the 1770s. In the
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provinces, houses such as Castleward, Co. Down and Abbeyleix, Co. 

Laois were also built during this period. Malton’s views of Dublin 

streetseapes show terraced houses with both 9 over 6 pane divisions 

and 6 over 6 panes divisions in the 1790’s.

By the 1780’s, the popular demand for thinner glazing sections and 

larger glazed areas is noticeable, particularly in urban terraced houses. 

This is evident in the longer proportions of windows in later neo

classical houses in Merrion Square, and in the adjoining streetseapes. 

Also noticeable are attempts to alter windows in older 1760’s houses in 

Merrion Street and the north side of Merrion Square which were 

fashionably enlarged by lowering their sill heights. Cassels’ largest 

windows in his urban houses of the 1740’s were 4 feet in width and 8 

foot 8 inches in height. The enlarged windows of Merrion Square 

maintained the 4 foot window bay but increased window heights to 10 

feet and higher.

Sash divisions were changed to conform with stylistic preferences 

during the century but changes in pane sizes may have been more 

influenced by limitations of manufacture and supply than fashions. 

The crown glass®® used by Rowlett in Trinity College in 1730 described 

as “large sash squares” had pane dimensions (indicated by its costs) of 

16 inches in height and 12 inches in width. The glass dimensions in 

the four pane sashes in the college library (presumably an original 

1715-1719 window) are 18 inches high and 12 inches wide. Cassels’ 

windows in the 1740’s, to judge by measurements of his main Dublin
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buildings, mostly had panes sizes about 18 inehes high and 13 inches 

wide. The 1750’s windows in the front of Trinity College had panes no 

larger than 15 inches high and I2V2 inches wide.

In the 1760’s however, the modules of Robert West’s large windows in 

86 St. Stephen’s Green indicate pane sizes 22 inches high and 16 

inches wide. This sudden increase in pane size in a traditional 

Palladian fenestration pattern was possibly a result of newly 

established manufacturing facilities for crown glass in Dublin. The 

arrival of expatriate Lx)ndon glassmakers in Dublin in 1759, and the 

availability of crown glass tables from the Abbey Street glasshouse in 

the 1760’s must have been an advantage to local architects and 

builders. The market for better quality glass was assured by the 

continuous progress of the Gardiner estate north of the Liffey, and by 

the ambitious inauguration of the Fitzwilliam estate in Merrion Street 

and on the northern fringe of the future Merrion Square. For their 

part, the London experts (Lunn, Landon and Smith Jeudwin) must 

have been anxious to impress Dublin master builders (such as Darley, 

West and Ensor) with the claimed superiority of their product and its 

availability in large pane sizes.

The demand for large pane sizes increased as the century advanced and 

particularly with the use of 6 over 6 pane sashes in tall neo-classic 

window opes. McGrath and FrosC® referred to the common use of 

panes with dimensions of 24 x 15 inches in London before the end of 

the eighteenth century, and panes measuring 27 x 17 inches can be
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found in late eighteenth-century houses in Dublin’s Harcourt Street. 

On the other hand, Gandon used relatively modest (22 x 15V2 inch) 

panes in the Custom House in the 1780’s, and his introduction of 9 

over 9 sashes in the terrace of houses in Beresford Place in the 1790’s 

was an ob\dous attempt to use tall neo-classic proportions without 

increasing pane sizes.

Glazed fanlights over entrance doors made an important decorative 

contribution to eighteenth century facades. Early fanlights were 

fabricated in timber, using sections which were identical to the glazing 

bars used in sash construction. Unlike sash construction however, 

fanlights were made with the moulded surface of the bar facing the 

exterior, and glass was fixed into the rebates of the bar from inside the 

building. Timber fanlights were usually semi-circular in form, and 

designed mostly in a fan shape with glazing bars radiating from a 

central hub. An alternative design was based on the use of curvilinear 

glazing bars in the form of intersecting pointed arches. Good examples 

of the former type can be encountered in early Dublin houses in 

William Street and Eustace Street, and in the provinces in Cashel 

Palace and Belvedere in Co. Westmeath. Examples of the latter type 

can be seen in Newberry Hall in Co. Kildare and over the entrance door 

of the Rotunda Hospital in Dublin.

The post Palladian demand for lighter and more elegant glazing design 

promoted the use of thinner timber sections in sash construction and 

the use of metal glazing sections in fanlights. Timber sash bars were
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gradually reduced from the 1V2 to 2 inch sections down to the V2 inch 

glazing bars used in neo-classical sashes. The difficulty in using 

slender timber sections in curvilinear patterns inevitably introduced 

metal bars which were sufficiently malleable to bend and strong enough 

to use in thin sections.

Iron fanlights were sometimes used in England and Scotland, but Irish 

fanlights were mostly made of a combination of zinc and lead. This 

was an ideal combination. The zinc glazing section, in the shape of a 

T, provided the structural stiffness required. It was cut and soldered 

into the required design pattern and an extruded lead U section was 

applied as an exterior cover flashing to the cross arm of the T section. 

The glass was inserted from inside the building into the zinc section 

and fixed with a putty painting. Decorative lead enrichments were 

frequently applied to the lead eover sections with solder.

Glazed shop windows were another important aspect of the glazier’s 

work. The glass shopfront is identified with eighteenth-centuiy 

enterprise and its development was promoted by the advent of erown 

glass and larger window panes. The medieval shopfront persisted into 

the seventeenth century. It was usually unglazed and consisted of 

removable timber shutters attached to trading counters which were 

opened in the daytime to expose the merchandise on offer.

The earliest glazed shopfronts were the lean-to outshots such as are 

visible in Joseph Tudor’s engraving of College Green in 1752. These
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appear to be built of timber framework infilled with windows and roofed 

with low single pitched leaded roofs. Malton’s views of Dublin show a 

variety of shopfronts used in the city in the latter part of the eighteenth 

century. His print of Essex Bridge depicts two adjoining but dissimilar 

fronts in Capel Street, each with two large shopwindows flanking an 

entrance door. One shopfront is flush with the brick superstmcture 

overhead. The other, (a lottery office) projects on to the pavement in 

shallow curved bow windows. The flush fronted premises had tall (4 

pane wide) windows with elegant fanlights, of similar design to the (3 

pane) sashes used in the upper storeys, but of fixed (not opening) 

constmction. The projecting front had a timber comice and fascia 

following the curved window bows.

These curved windows contained 28 large pcmes of glass which 

promoted the maximum display of merchandise. The glass panes 

however (to judge from surviving eighteenth-century bow-front shops in 

London) were flat and not curved to align with the shapes of the glazing 

bars. Curved panes were not unknown in London in the 1790’s,^° but 

their economic use awaited the nineteenth century and the age of the 

plate glass shopfront.
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PLASTERING AND STUCCO WORK Chapter 11

Plastering was clearly established as a separate trade in medieval 

Ireland. The Dublin Freedom Rolls contain frequent references to 

admissions of “plaisterers”, and the survival of fine Elizabethan 

stuccowork from the Ormond manorhouse at Carrick-on-Suir Castle, 

from the chapel at Bunratty Castle and from Quin Abbey in Co. Clare 

points to the presence of a body of skilled artisans working in the 

country before the advent of the classical builders. During the classical 

period, and particularly in the middle decades of the eighteenth 

century, the artistic quality of decorative plasterwork in Ireland was 

only rivalled in a few areas of Europe. This was due to the influence 

and intervention of foreign master craftsmen earlier in the century, but 

the ability of local artisans to respond to new stylistic and technical 

challenges was centred on their inherited skills and traditions.

Up to the latter part of the seventeenth century, plasterers in Dublin 

operated with other building trades (such as masons and slaters) as 

members of the carpenter’s guild. The expansion of the city and the 

building boom which followed the restoration of the monarchy in 1661, 

promoted rapid changes in building practice. One consequence of 

change was the combination of bricklayers and plasterers in the new 

guild of St. Bartholomew which received a royal charter in 1670.
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Plasterers operated quite independently from their fraternal guild 

brothers the brieklayers, but they shared a dependence on some 

common materials. Most of the plaster used in Irish building contracts 

was made with identical materials to walling mortar, a mixture of lime 

(calcium oxide), sand and water. As roach lime (fresh from the kiln) 

was too caustic for immediate use it was slaked in water for several 

months. Sand for plaster was chosen for its sharpness and freedom 

from organic matter. River sand was commonly used, but pit sand was 

suitable if its residual soil content was removed by washing. Sea sand 

was seldom used, as it caused saline efflorescence in plaster 

membranes.

This mixture of lime and sand was used on both exterior masonry walls 

and on interior wall surfaces and ceilings. However, the formation of 

decorative plaster surfaces (or stucco) often required different materials 

added to, or substituted for, common lime plaster. The stucco used in 

ancient Rome was described by Vitruvius as a mixture of pulverised 

marble dust mixed with lime and water^ . This was applied in a series of 

thin coats over common (lime and sand) plaster. Vasari described the 

development of an identical stucco used in Renaissance Italy based on 

the use of lime mixed with marble dust instead of sand^. This was 

promoted in its use by Raphael and Giuliano Romano in the loggias of
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the Villa Madama in Rome and in the interior of the Palazzo del Te in 

Mantua.

The Italian stueeo tradition was carried across northern Italy and over 

the Alps into parts of Switzerland, the Tyrol and southern Germany by 

itinerant sculptors and stuccodores. It was strongly developed in the 

late Baroque period in the border lands between Como and Lugano and 

in the Italian-Swiss canton of the Ticino. Its highpoint in the first 

decade of the eighteenth century came in its fusion with French 

inspired rococo forms in the hands of local artisans from the Vorarlberg 

and southern Bavaria. The influence of this tradition was also felt in 

England and Ireland. It came to England in the first decade of the 

eighteenth century with Giovanni Bagutti and Giuseppe Artari who 

hailed from the Ticino, and worked with Vanbrorgh on Castle Howard in 

1710, and with Gibbs on St. Martin in the Fields in 1724. In 1735 two 

expatriate Ticinesi craftsmen, Paulo and Filippo Lafrancini, moved from 

England to Ireland and worked in Dublin and the provinces with 

Richard Cassels and Davis Ducart. Bartholomew Cramilion, a 

stuccodore with remarkable sculptural skills, came to Ireland from 

Europe in 1755 at the invitation of Dr. Mosse to work on stucco 

interiors in the Rotunda Hospital. An undated estimate, possibly from 

the hand of Richard Cassels, calculating the cost of finishing the
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stairhall in the Library of Trinity College^, provided for “116 yards of 

stucco ceiling done in the Italian manner”.

The Italian word “stucco” was loosely used in eighteenth-century 

England and Ireland to describe decorative plasterwork either on 

interior or exterior building surfaces. Its name was derived from the 

texts of Vitruvius and Vasari and from the introduction (into sixteenth 

century England) of Italian experts in stucco plaster ealled “stuccatori”, 

a term which became mutated by use to the word “stuccodores” as a 

description for specialists in modelled or cast plaster ornamentation.

From the mid eighteenth century onwards the work of native bom Irish 

stuccodores such as Robert West and Michael Stapleton is particularly 

noticeable. Although the quality of their work indicates the acquisition 

of highly specialised skills these craftsmen operated as both general 

plastering contractors as well as specialists in decorative stucco. 

West’s accounts for his contract on the Rotunda Hospital in 1755 

indicate payments for both stucco and common plastering. Stapleton’s 

extensive accounts for work in Trinity College between 1780 and the 

1790’s® include items for plastering, stucco work and painting. West, 

as Curran has pointed out®, described himself at various times as a 

plasterer, stuccodore and master builder. Stapleton’s name appears in 

the Dublin Directory of 1777 as a stuccodore and in 1797 as a stucco 

plasterer and painter^.
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Wall and ceiling plaster was usually applied in three separate coats, a 

pricking-up coat, floating coat and a final setting coat. The undercoats 

were scratched with incisions to provide better adhesion between coats. 

The setting coat was mixed with finer particles of sand than the two 

base coats and it was trowelled to a smooth finish. The coarser 

undercoats were usually reinforced with some fibrous materials such as 

animal hair, obtained from goats and cattle. A typical account of the 

plastering contractor Isaac Chalke for work on the Royal Hospital 

Kilmainham in 1706“, included payments for 3 barrels of hair and 

quantities of sand, lime, laths and nails. The thickness of plaster 

membranes varied depending on the alignment of wall or ceiling 

surfaces. The minimum depth of internal wall plaster was about V4 of 

an inch in thickness, but in buildings with rubble stone wall linings 

(such as Dr. Steevens’ Hospital) thicknesses over an inch could occur. 

In some cases where walls were particularly uneven, or where the 

spatial geometry of the room demanded it, plaster was applied on 

timber laths, fixed to battens nailed to the structural walls. Laths were 

also used to produce a key for plaster applied to stud partitions.

Ceiling plaster was also applied on timber laths nailed to the soffits of 

floor joists or (in more expensive work) to a separate system of ceiling 

joists suspended from the timber floor structure. The combined depth 

of plaster coats on ceilings usually exceeded of an inch in thickness.
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and the considerable weight of the plaster membrane needed 

continuous support. This was simply achieved by trowelling wet ceiling 

plaster into the narrow gaps between ceiling laths to form a continuous 

seam (or key) wider than the gap between the laths. Ceiling laths were 

split (or riven) from narrow timber scantlings as surface irregularities 

were preferred (to a sawn surface) because they provided a better key. A 

purchase of 10,000 “....good hearth oak laths not less than four foot 

long nor more than Inch broad....” at £1.3.0 per thousand from Thomas 

Ansle of Mountmellick was recorded in the accounts of Durrow Castle® 

in 1715. The use of an expensive material such as oak for ceiling laths 

was unusual, even in the early years of the eighteenth century. White 

deal(spruce) was commonly used for laths in most Irish buildings and 

lath thicknessess could vary depending on the quality of the work. Pat 

and John Wall’s accounts for plastering the buildings forming 

Parliament Square in Trinity College^® (1750’s - 1760’s) charged higher 

costs for “stucco laths” of heavier dimensions to carry the additional 

weight of pendant ornament. No information on lath sizes was provided 

in the account but an unusual reference to the use of slating laths (1- 

inch thick) obviously related to some especially heavy ornamentation. 

Laths used in speculative house development could be remarkably 

economical. Lath dimensions in a recently renovated 1720’s house at 

25 Eustace Street were an inch broad and a mere Vs inch in thickness.
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It is difficult to determine either from observation or the examination 

of building records, what specific ingredients were used in the 

production of stucco plasterwork in Ireland in the seventeenth, or even 

the eighteenth century. Bankart maintained that the stucco duro 

introduced by Italian stuccodores" on mid sixteenth-century English 

buildings (such as Nonesuch Palace at Epsom in 1538, or Longleat in 

Wiltshire in the 1540's) was superseded on Elizabethan buildings (such 

as Knole in Kent in 1605) by traditional English plaster mixes of sand 

and lime. Italian stucco was not to appear again until the arrival of a 

new wave of expatriate artisans in England during the long period of 

peace, which started with the last decade of the seventeenth century. 

However English stuccodores may have mixed additional ingredients 

with lime plasters to give them additional plasticity. Fast-setting 

gypsum plaster was also used in England in combination with lime 

plaster in the latter part of the seventeenth century.

There are similarities between Elizabethan plasterwork in England and 

examples of contemporaneous plasterwork in Ireland at Bunratty 

Castle, Co. Clare and at the manor house at Carrick-on-Suir Castle. It 

is not unreasonable to presume that the technical execution and 

materials used in these Irish examples were based on English practice.
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What little we know of the use of decorative plaster in the succeeding 

decades of the seventeenth century, the fretted plaster gallery in Sir 

Richard Boyle's house at Youghal in 1614‘^, the stucco coat of arms 

decorated by Richard Moreland in the Dublin Tholsel in 1622^^, the 

plaster decorations on the vault of the chapel in Trinity College^^ and 

"the finely stuccoed Basso Relievos" at Blessington Manor^^ in the 

1670s, suggest that they too, correspond with contemporary English 

practice.

The highly decorated ceiling of the Royal Hospital at Kilmainham, 

executed about 1685, shows this English influence in its design and 

formal organisation. Although the present ceiling is a papier mache 

replica of the original stucco ornamentation it shows an obvious debt 

to seventeenth century English ceilings at Coleshill in Berkshire of 

1660 and Edward Goudge’s work in the chapel at Belton in 

Lincolnshire in 1688. Barbara Fitzgerald, in unpublished research, has 

also pointed out similarities in style between Kilmainham and Edward 

Martin’s stucco ceilings at Arbury Hall, Warwickshire in 1678 and 

Burghley, Northamptonshire in 1682. On the other hand, although the 

Kilmainham stucco work is similar in configuration and pattern to 

these examples it has a wild exuberance in its modelling which is 

missing in the more ordered English ornamentation.
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It is difficult to imagine that the richly modelled ornamentation of the 

Kilmainham Chapel ceiling was produced by a mixture of lime and 

sand, the same humble materials used to make mortar for its walling 

eonstruction. Lime plasters were commonly mixed with glutinous 

substances such as gelatine or size to improve their plasticity and 

tensile strength. It is unlikely that the high modelling of the 

Kilmainham ceiling could be easily produced in lime without some such 

additive. Beard refers to the use of gelatine (obtained from horse’s 

hoofs) found in a sample of lime plaster taken from a seventeenth- 

centuiy ceiling in Yorkshire.

There is also the reasonable doubt that ceilings of the complexity of 

Kilmainham or Coleshill would have been executed during this period 

without the use of gypsum, particularly in the making of cast 

ornamentation. Gypsum, a sulphate of lime, was known widely by its 

trade name of "Plaster of Paris" because of the presence of substantial 

deposits at Pan tin, near the Parisian suburb of Montmartre. Gypsum 

plaster had remarkable potential as a decorative medium. It could be 

modelled, cast, carved, incised, coloured and gilded. It had advantages 

over lime plaster in the production of decorative ornament. Its fast 

setting time (a matter of minutes) and its cohesive strength made it 

particularly suitable for work in high relief such as we find in 

Kilmainham. It also expanded during the setting process whieh was 

useful in filling gaps or joints between different applications of plaster.
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Plaster of Paris was undoubtedly obtainable for use as an ingredient in 

stucco mixes in the seventeenth century in England. Large deposits of 

gypsum were available in Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire. A use of 

Plaster of Pails in England is recorded as early as 1519 in William 

Hormann's Vulgaria}^. Sir Balthazar Gerbier’^, the architect of 

Hampstead Marshall (a 1670's house in Berkshire with stucco ceilings) 

advanced the opinion in 1663 that a "Tun of Playster of Paris covered 

29 yards of lath ^ inch thick". This reference to inch thickness of 

plaster is relevant as this was the nominal thickness of plaster ceilings. 

It suggests that the use of three coats of gypsum on ceiling laths was a 

common practice.

On the other hand, gypsum plaster may have presented problems to 

certain Irish stuccodores (such as Robert West or the Lafrancini 

brothers) whose work depended to a great degree on the in-situ 

modelling of wet plaster into ornamental forms. The fast setting time 

of gypsum was a disadvantage in the refinement of modelled surfaces, 

as the rapidly hardening stucco lost its moisture and its plasticity. 

Vitruvius*® was unequivocal in his comment that gypsum should never 

be used in stucco mixes because its rapid setting could keep the work 

from drying uniformly. This could cause cracks in the plaster 

membrane. There is evidence that fast-setting stucco mixes required 

the addition of retarding agents to delay the setting time sufficiently to 

enable stuccodores to refine their surface modelling. A.N.Sprengel,
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writing in 1772 on German practice^^, prescribes the use of retarders 

such as glue, beer, milk, wine and sugar. Irish stuccodores must have 

made full use of such retarders to produce their highly modelled 

ornamentation.

The arrival in Ireland in 1735 of Paolo and Filippo Lafrancini initiated a 

new sculptural quality in Irish stuccowork which had its roots in the 

Italian Baroque tradition. They were bom, like Artari and Bagutti, in 

the Italian Swiss province of the Ticino and they worked (like their 

fellow countrymen) under Gibbs in London before coming to Ireland. 

Their early work between 1735 and 1745 in Riverstown, Co. Cork, in 

Carton, Co. Kildare in Russborough, Co. Wicklow and Clanwilliam 

House in Dublin, introduced large scale figurative compositions into 

Irish interiors and overlaid local Palladian tastes with flavours of 

international classicism.

Their work also introduced a new element of plasticity into Irish stucco 

decoration which was to become a characteristic of the native school of 

Irish Rococo stuccodores which emerged in the mid-1750's. This plastic 

development of surfaces into figurative and floral forms in rapid 

gradation from low to high relief, anticipated the free flowing 

arabesques associated with the work of Robert West, Patrick Osborne 

and James McCullagh. The spontaneity and plastic quality of rococo 

plasterwork depended largely on the stuccodore's skill in modelling wet
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plaster in situ before it became dry and unresponsive. This was 

influenced by the characteristics of the plaster used and how long it 

took to reach an initial set.

This reintroduces the difficult subject of plaster mixes and the 

ingredients used to make in situ stucco ornamentation which remained 

soft enough for control over its form and cohesive enough to encourage 

forms in high relief. The Lafrancini brothers had the advantages of 

growing up in an area which had inherited the Italian stucco tradition 

and international experience gained in Germany and in England. Can 

we assume that the stucco mixes used by them were (like those 

introduced into Tudor England by Italian stuccadores in the 1540’s) 

based on the formula quoted by Vascui? This was essentially a mixture 

of lime and marble dust, but Beard also indicates the Roman reliance 

on additives such as volcanic ash (pozzolan)^° and powdered brick dust. 

These materials were commonly added to mortar mixes in Italy, and as 

we know from our examination of masonry mortars, such mixtures 

produced hydraulic mortars which were fast setting and cohesive.

The advent of Bartholomew Cramillion and the introduction of rococo 

ornament into Ireland in the mid-1750’s is another factor which may 

have influenced stucco techniques. Unfortunately we know nothing 

about his background or training and even the well accepted 

assumption of French or Walloon parentage is conjectural. His ability
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as a figurative sculptor suggests an Italian apprenticeship, but his 

stylistic affinity with rocaille decorative motifs at this time has strong 

links with the emerging mid-Europccm stucco tradition influenced by 

Cuvillies, Feictmayer and Domenicus Zimmermann. If opinions 

expressed by Joseph McDonnelF\ attributing to his name the superb 

figurative modelling in ceilings of the former Mespil House and the La 

Touche Bank are correct, his influence on his Irish contemporaries 

must have been considerable.

It is fascinating to dwell on the effects of this influence on such 

stuccodores as Robert West and the emerging masters of the Irish 

rococo tradition. West had already completed a substantial contract 

for “Plaster and Stucco” at the Rotunda HospitaP^ before Cramillion’s 

arrival and he had been paid a total of £895.12.10d. by 1755. 

Cramillion’s appointment in the same year for the ambitious job of 

decorating the Rotunda Chapel can hardly be seen as an encroachment 

on West’s position at the time. Dr. Mosse’s ambitions for the 

completion of the Chapel clearly called for a figurative sculptor of 

known experience. West had only finished his apprenticeship three 

years previously in 1752^^ and the intervening years must have been 

entirely taken up with his Rotunda contract.

West, of course, may have been responsible for the stucco ceiling and 

wall enrichment of the stairhall in the hospital, but the only evidence
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for this is his payment for stucco (as well as plastering) in 1755. If this 

attribution is correct it would confirm West’s involvement with the 

motifs of French rococo ornament before the arrival of Cramillion. 

There has always been a hesitancy about combining West’s name with 

this competent but rather static stucco design. The Rotunda staircase 

has none of the artistic animus and individuality of later work 

attributed to West in his own house at 20 Dominick Street (1755 - 59), 

in 9 Cavendish Row (1757), in Momington House (1760) or in 86 St. 

Stephen’s Green (1760-66).

We can only guess at the formative influences which produced this high 

point of creative artistry and the formidable technical skills that 

accompanied it. Cramillion’s stucco modelling appears to be the most 

likely influence for West’s almost seamless fusion of surfaces and his 

subtle gradation of curving planes. This is given additional credence by 

McDonnell’s claim for Cramillions’s^^ involvement in the ceilings in 

Mespil House and the La Touche Bank.

McDonnell’s attempt to link Cramillion with Bavaria and the 

Wessobruner^^ school might have important connotations, as there can 

be no doubts about the composition of stucco used in that area. 

Andreas Morel, in his study of the work of Andreas and Peter 

Moosbrugger in Switzerland^® is unequivocal about the part played by 

gypsum in the making of stucco. The comment “Die Stuckmasse, welche
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im 17. und 18. Jahrhundert nordlich der Alpen vomehmlich verwendung
c

/and, besteht aus Kalk, Sand und Gips in verdhiedem^ Proportionen” 

specifies gypsum, sand cind chalk as the chosen ingredients of 

stuccodores working north of the Alps in the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries. He supports his statement with extensive 

references from eighteenth-centuiy sources.

We can be in no doubt also of the French dependence on g5^sum. The 

steady export trade of plaster of Paris from the medieval period onwards 

must have been based on a buoyant home market. It was also used 

extensively in English plasterwork. Apart from Hormann’s and 

Gerbier’s references there are several records of Wren’s use of plaster of 

Paris in the 1680’s and 1690’s including a reference to the purchase of 

9^/4 tons for use in St. Paul’s in 1686.^^ A laboratory analysis of stucco 

samples taken from rococo ceilings of the 1750’s in Uppark in Sussex^® 

(in 1989) revealed a mix of 52% sand, 28% lime or chalk, 10% gypsum 

and 10% assorted materials such as glue and hair. This supports 

Beard’s^® contention that gypsum was frequently used by stuccodores as 

the final (setting) coat over the two undercoats of common lime and 

sand plaster. However, it does not rule out a setting coat made from a 

mixture of gypsum and lime putty (lime and water) to accomodate the 

additional quantity of stucco used in high relief on rococo ceilings.
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We can also be sure that gypsum played an important role in the work 

of the Irish stuccodore. An eighteenth-century description of the 

(seventeenth-century) chapel at Newtownards manor^° in Co. Down 

describes “....the compass Ceiling divided into nine Panels^and curic^ly 

adorned with stuccq^vork in Plaister of Paris, well executed in various 

Wreaths, Foliages and Figures of Angels.” In 1747 Edward Synge’s 

letters to Dublin^' requested “....more Plaister of Paris....” for use in his 

new Episcopal Palace at Elphin. A quantity of 1^/4 stone of plaster of 

Pauls was purchased for use in Lord Caledon’s house in Cavendish Row 

in 1799.^''

We must now look at the sequence of operations involved in plastering 

practice and the relationship between in situ work and cast 

ornamentation. Plain (undecorated) plastering involved the application 

of three coats of common (lime and sand) plaster to ceiling laths amd 

wall surfaces. The plaster was mostly applied with steel trowels but the 

final (setting) coat was brought to a smooth surface with a timber 

trowel (or float). Before the application of the (second) floating coat, 

narrow (2-3 inch) vertical bands of plaster called screeds were applied to 

establish a true alignment of wall surfaces. The floating coat which 

established the level alignment of the wall was then applied between 

these vertical screeds. The final setting coat was usually less than Vie 

of an inch in thickness to enable the lime to combine with carbon
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dioxide from the air and to set hard. In ceilings or walls which were 

intended for decoration, gypsum mixes might be used in the setting 

coat.

Large plaster cornices required some form of structural support. This 

was usually provided by timber brackets (nailed to the wall and ceiling 

structure) supporting continuous horizontal laths. Buildings with 

vaulted floor structures (as in Kingsfort House, Co. Meath) sometimes 

used corbelled brick courses at impost level as support cores for plaster 

cornices. This system of brick supports for plaster ornament was widely 

used in classical buildings in northern Italy and it may have been 

imported into Ireland during the Palladian era.

Designs for decorative stucco ornamentation were drawn as full-scale 

cartoons and transferred onto wall and ceiling surfaces through 

perforations made at close intervals in the delineated design. In-situ 

modelling in stucco could be built up in applied coats or modelled 

directly (like cornices) with profiled modelling tools. Some of the 

decorative foliage in the rococo ceiling on the second floor of 

Momington House (cl760) was formed by incised depressions in the 

setting coat in lieu of relief modelling. This could mean that the initial 

stages of modelling may have been executed before the flat plaster 

background was set. A recent restoration of this ceiling revealed that
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some of the linear foliage consisted of real twigs taken from bushes and 

coated with a thin coat of stucco.

The casting of stucco ornamentation was common in early classical 

work in Ireland and in Palladian buildings up to the 1730’s. Its use 

also developed progressively from the 1770’s onwards with the 

development of neo-classical ornament. Ceilings in the chapel of The 

Royal Hospital Kilmainham (1685) and in Durrow Castle (1715), in 

Beaulieu, Co. Lx)uth (1728), with their dependence on natural forms in 

high relief made use of plaster moulds. These castings could be bonded 

to the in-situ setting coat of the ceiling with an adhesive of lime putty 

and size if they were small and light, but heavier ornaments required a 

direct connection to the timber ceiling structure with nails, wire or 

other suitable materials. An architectural report made by William 

Murray in 1842^^ on the dangerous condition of the Kilmainham chapel 

ceiling, records some fixing methods employed.

The recent occurrence of one of the heavy plaster ornaments 

being thrown down by the storm which took place in the 25th 

ultimo shows the imperative necessity there is for securing the 

innumerable pendant ornaments which are at present 

suspended by rotten twigs of heath and decayed wire very many 

of the melons and pomegranates are of very ponderous weight
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and although they have the appearance of being imbedded into 

the plaster there is reason to suspect that the oak dovetailed 

dowels by which they were secured are completely decayed as in 

the instance of the Pomegranate which recently fell.

The use of plaster moulds for applied stucco ornamentation involved an 

initial modelling of the ornament in modelling clay, covering this clay 

model with plaster to make a two-piece mould and casting the 

ornament, by pouring a liquid plaster slip into the mould. An armature 

of metal or wood was usually inserted into the mould before the easting 

process was complete. This protruded from the cast ornament and 

provided a fixing when it was planted onto the ceiling surfaee. Gypsum 

plaster was an ideal material for mould making and casting, and 

samples of cast ornaments taken from ceilings in Charlemont House 

(1750’s) and Momington House (1760) indicate its use during the mid

eighteenth eentury in Dublin.

The considerable use of coffered ceilings by the Palladians in Ireland 

also encouraged an extensive use of repetitive stucco ornament made 

on casting benches and applied to soffits. The 1730’s ceilings of 

Bellamont Forest in Co. Cavan and of 9 Henrietta Street in Dublin are 

good examples of this applieation, but later applications can be seen in
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William Chambers’s ceilings in Charlemont House and the Marino 

Casino (1750-1760) which were executed during the full fervour of the 

rococo movement in Dublin. The stuccodores who worked on them may 

well have been the two Irishmen, Thomas and Charles Clarke, who 

worked for Kent on Holkham Hall in Norfolk and for Chambers on 

Somerset House.

Even the most elaborate architectural features such as Corinthian 

capitals and entablatures could be cast as a series of individual 

mouldings and assembled as a composite whole. The modillion comice 

that frames the in-situ rococo ceiling and the Corinthian capitals of 

the columnar screen in the hall at Castletown, Co. Kilkenny were 

assembled from casts by the provincial stuccodore Patrick Osborne in 

about 1770. The renowned English neo-classical stuccodore Joseph 

Rose^"^ dispatched eight packing cases containing moulds and casts for 

the capitals and frieze of the saloon at Castlecoole from his London 

workshop in 1793.

The execution of an elaborate stucco entablature started with in-situ 

modelling of the plain comice and the receding planes of the frieze and 

architraves. Mouldings such as egg and dart were commonly produced 

from plaster moulds in sections which were joined together (on
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assembly) to the bed mould. Variations in size of different sections of 

egg and dart mouldings in the same comice can be seen in the 1750’s 

rococo ceiling - taken from Johnstown Kennedy, Co. Kildare - installed 

in the hall of Steevens’ Hospital and in ceilings in Momington House 

(1760). This may have been due to the deterioration of plaster moulds 

through use or the use of different moulds for increased production.

Some ornament required timber moulds which were usually made from 

boxwood. Timber moulds were a logical choice for dentil courses and 

plain modillions. Scrolled modillions with decorative enrichment on 

three faces and undercut curving surfaces could require complex piece 

moulds of carved timber. The Dublin stuccodores working in the 1760’s 

on Momington House bonded a considerable amount of cast decorative 

ornament onto entablatures with a plaster adhesive, presumably made 

with lime putty, gypsum and size. The heavier ornate modillions were 

fixed with long iron nails. Plain modillions taken from the King House 

in Boyle (1730’s) and scrolled modillions from Charlemont House in 

Dublin (1750’s) had recessed sockets cast into their upper (bedding) 

surfaces to receive metal or timber fixings.

Ornamental friezes such as those in the saloon at Carton, Co. Kildare 

(1739), Grove House Milltown (1750’s) and Newbridge, Co. Dublin
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(1760) were modelled in situ in wet stucco. This practice prevailed into 

the 1770’s in Osborne’s stuccowork at Castletown, Co. Kilkenny. By 

this time Robert Adam’s decorative work had begun to influence the 

design and execution of wall and ceiling ornamentation in Britain. A 

recent survey of friezes in the ruins of Adam’s Dalquarran Castle in 

Ayrshire (1785) revealed incised scoring of the in-situ plaster (following 

the lines of the design) to provide a key for the cast stucco decoration. 

Presumably the elegant neo-classical garlands applied by Michael 

Stapleton on walls and ceilings in Trinity College (1770’s-1790’s), in 

Belvedere House (1780’s) and Mount Kennedy, Co. Wicklow (1780’s) 

were applied in a similar manner.

The vast amount of repetitive ornaments employed by Robert Adam in 

early works, such as the long gallery and drawing-room at Syon House 

in the 1760’s, promoted the economics of the casting table as part of 

the development of neo-classic decorative practice. Neo-classic 

stuccodores such as Michael Stapleton and Charles Thorpe used in-situ 

modelling for the geometric framework of their designs, but they relied 

on the repetition of cast ornament in low relief for much of their 

decoration. This encouraged the use of shallow timber press moulds 

which enabled craftsmen to produce ornament economically by simply 

pressing a handful of wet stucco into the moulded surface.
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A comparison with some Dublin accounts for similar work executed in 

the 1760’s reveals the considerable difference between city and 

provincial rates. Pat and John Wall’s^® payments for plastering and 

stuccowork on the Parliament Square buildings of Trinity College show 

prices for plain ceiling plastering of 12d. per yard, which is double the 

provincial rate, but their plain wall plastering at S'/^d per yard is 

considerably less than the 5d. paid at Castletown, Co. Kilkenny. The 

rate of lOd. per foot for plain cornices is also double Osborne’s rate.

The rates for decorative stucco entablatures, however, are not 

dissimilar. Wall’s Ionic entablature with five enrichments, including 

modillions and roses, cost 4/6d per foot which is identical with 

Osborne’s price. In Dublin, a large comice with three enrichments cost 

3/- per foot, and a comice with two enrichments l/8d per foot. These 

compare with Osborne’s ornamented comice in the Castletown hall 

corridors at 2/6d. per foot and his enriched comice under the gallery at 

2/- per foot.

The parity with Dublin rates for the more complex cast stucco 

entablatures probably arose because of Osborne’s special expertise as a 

stuccodore. He obviously executed the highly skilled tasks himself and 

left routine plastering to assistants. His abilitiy to model complex
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architectural features, sueh as Corinthian capitals, would have 

commanded top rates of pay anywhere in Ireland. Although his creative 

skills and individuality could not be compared with those of Robert 

West, his mastery of his medium and the stylistic motifs of the period 

is evident.

Osborne’s proficiency, of course, raises the question of how a provincial 

plasterer from Waterford developed such skills. Competence in plain 

plastering, walling and structural carpentry might be expected in 

eighteenth-century provincial Ireland, but specialists in decorative 

crafts such as stonecutting, joinery and stucco were not easily found. 

This is evident in Bishop Edward Synge’s correspondence^^ on the much 

delayed construction of Elphin Palace, Co. Roscommon from 1746 - 

1752. His letters reveal a relianee on Dublin sources for much of his 

materials and for competent artisans such as house (interior) 

carpenters, carvers and plasterers. The accounts of contracts at 

Baronscourt, Co. Tyrone^®, in the 1770’s, and Castlecoole, Co. 

Fermanagh, in the 1790’s,^® show a reliance on specialists such as 

stonecutters, stuccodores and joiners enticed over from England to 

handle decorative work.
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Brian de Breffny’s association of Osborne’s skills with experience 

gained working under the Lafrancinis is not an unreasonable 

assumption.Ducart, the Italian architect of Castletown, probably 

employed the Lafrancinis at Kilshannig, Co. Cork in the 1760’s. They 

obviously used Irish assistants on such contracts for routine tasks, and 

an ambitous assistant with a natural aptitude for decorative modelling 

could learn a lot from such an experience.

Something similar happened in Dublin between the 1750’s and the 

1770’s. The serial impact of the Lafrancinis modelled work in the 

1740’s, followed by Cramillion’s influence from 1755 onwairds, promoted 

a new dynamic among local craftsmen in an enthusiastic pursuit of 

stylistic ideas and techniques. Their lack of training as figurative 

sculptors was a disadvantage, but it did not inhibit their adoption of 

the in-situ modelling process and their control over its plastic 

potential. The published designs of French decorators such as 

Oppenord and Meissonier provided a framework which allowed scope for 

this potential. The Jarratt Album in the Irish Architectural archive is 

one example of how the the development from rocaille curves into 

looser, individual compositions which characterised the work of West 

and his followers, utilised the plastic potential of the stucco medium to 

its fullest extent. The combination of floral wreaths, fruit clusters.
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trophies and birds in high and low relief, and often in asymmetrical 

sequence, became identified with the stuccodores of the Dublin rococo 

school.

Variations in the handling of important decorative elements within the 

same ceiling in buildings such as 85 St. Stephen’s Green (1760’s) and 

Momington House (1760’s) show the hands of more than one 

craftsman working simultaneously on decorative detail. West’s 

payment in 1755^* for his Rotunda contract indicates the employment 

of a considerable workforce, and apart from his brother John, he must 

have employed other skilled assistants. The considerable amount of 

work executed in Dublin in the same style, but not always to the same 

standards, points to a group of artisans working under one influence.

The plastering trade expanded considerably in Dublin during the middle 

decades of the century from the 1740’s until the 1760’s.The city 

Freedom Rolls show the admission of 14 plasterers between 1720 and 

1740. Between 1741 and 1761, 38 admissions are recorded, among 

them the West brothers, William Lee who also worked on the Rotunda 

Hospital and James McCullagh who was to handle the stuccowork on 

the stairhall of Powerscourt House.
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Acknowledged ability as a stuccodore in eighteenth-centuiy Ireland 

brought large rewards and even public recognition. West became a man 

of considerable substance, the owner of several houses and sandpits at 

Feltrim in Co. Dublin.'*^ McCullagh was master of his guild in 1778 

and was its representative on the city corporation.^'^ Stapleton’s name 

is absent from the Freedom rolls, but this never seemed to interfere 

with his career, and he owned 6 houses in the Mountjoy Square area by 

the 1790’s.'‘® Charles Thorpe also owned several houses in Mountjoy 

Square, he became an alderman in 1792,“*® and subsequently Lord 

Mayor of Dublin in 1800.'*^



TABLE 1
The Measurement and Bill of the Stueco Work done in 

ye New Building at Castletown

294 ft. of Corinthan Entablature in the Great Hall and DraAving 
Room @ 5s. ft.
96 ft. of ornament^ Entablature in ye Saloon @ 5s. per ft.
104 ft. of Ionic Entablature in ye dining parft @ 4s.6d. ft.
279 ft. of Entablature with dentiles in ye back parlour breakfast 
room & bed chamb^ over the saloon @ Is.3d. ft.
138 ft. of ornamented comice in the Corridores each side of the 
Great Hall & 55 ft. of Scrole ornament on the Great Stairs @ 
2s.6d. ft.
74 ft. of Doric Entablature in the Great Starrs @ 5s. ft.
24 ft. of Comice enrich^ under ye gallary of ye Great Stairs @ 2s. 
85 ft. of Archatraves round ye Wind^ of Do @ 8d. ft.
446 ft. of Astragal moulding in the Staircase & Hall @ 3d. ft.
32 ft. of bedmould under the Strings of the Stairs @ Is. ft.
15 ft. of Comice moulding on the Gallary of ye Stairs @ Is. ft.
181 ft. of Moulding in pannell in the Staircase Wind^ and circular 
head door @ 3d.
53 ft. of Stop moulding round ye wind''^^ of ye Stairs @ 2d. ft.
1806 ft. of Moulding on pannells of the Staircase & Hall @ 4d. ft. 
15^/2 ft- of circular archatrave round ye staircase door @ Is. ft.
791/2 ft- of plain Entablature in ye bedroom over ye back parft ® 
lid.
1591 ft. of plain cornices in ye bedroom over ye back parft ® ^d. 
ft.
760 ft. of plain mouldings in the uper Story @ 3d.
102 ft. of Staff moulding in the uper Story @ lV2d.
758 yds. of plain coated ceilings @ 6d. p. yd.
1906 yds. of coated walls @ 5d. p. yd.
173 yds. of cove ceiling @ 9d. p. yd.
707 yds. of wall plaistering for Paper @ 3d. p. yd.
Breakfast Room Ceiling ornamented and 3 in ye comice 
Dining Parlour Ceiling ornament*^
Walls of the Dining Parlour pannell*^ and omament^^
Drawingroom Ceiling ornament^
Saloon Ceiling omament*^
Hall and Staircase Ceilings ornamented 
4 Corinthian Capitols in the Hall
3 Circular Head Wind''^® in the Hall & Salloon @ £2.5s.6d.
43 Festoons in the pannell of the Great Hall @ 16s.3d.
56 Festoons in the Great Stairs @ lls.4b2d.

£ S D
73 10 0

24 0 0
23 8 0
17 8 9

6 17 6

18 10 0
2 0 0
2 16 6
5 11 6
1 12 0
0 15 0
2 5 3

0 8 10
30 2 0

0 15 6
3 13 6

33 2 11

9 10 0
0 12 9

18 19 0
39 14 2

6 9 9
8 16 9

18 0 0
34 2 6
55 0 0
45 10 0
45 0 0
60 0 0
11 7 6

9 2 0
34 18 9
31 17 0

696 10 5

Rec*^ from his Grace the Lord Arch Bishop of Cashell the sum of One 
hundred & Sixty-two Pounds, five shill® and ninepence, which with severall 
sums rec*^ before makes the sum of Six hundred and ninty-six Pounds ten 
shill® and five pence being the Contents of the within bill and in full of all 
Acc^® this nineteenth day of Aug^ 1774.

Pat^ Osborne
per sert 

Jno Nowlan
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PAINTING Chapter 12

Unlike crafts such as carpentry, masonry, slating and plastering, 

painting does not appear to have been a well-established building trade 

in medieval Ireland. There are only two admissions of painters as 

freemen in the Dublin Freedom Rolls before 1671', and the first 

significant mention of a trade presence in the city was in 1670 with the 

formation of the Guild of St. Luke to represent the three separate 

trades of cutlers, painter-stainers and stationers.

Combinations of separate trades to form a city guild was a normral 

procedure in Irish cities. The reliance by less established trades on 

other trade associations with strong market control and powerful 

patronage was also common. The cutlers were undoubtedly the most 

influential trade in the 1670 combination and their involvement may 

have been an essential factor in the grant of a royal charter.

The charter of October 1670 records the names of twelve founder 

members, seven cutlers including the first guild master Samuel Cotton, 

three painter-stainers and two stationers^ The painter-stainers were 

Richard Carney, Isaac Chalke and Thomas Wisemann. Carney was one 

of two elected wardens which secured him a seat on the common 

council of the city. He became master of the guild in 1686^ Thomas 

Wisemann was recorded as guild master in 1678^ and Chalke as guild 

master in 1679^
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The choice of the descriptive term "painter-stainers" was based on an 

older use of the same title by the Lx)ndon company of painter-stainers, 

established in 1502. This title was derived from the application of 

paint on solid surfaces such as timber, plaster, stone and iron and of 

stains on fabrics such as cotton, canvas, leather and silk^ The London 

fraternity included members such as heraldic painters, portrait and 

landscape painters as well as painters who contracted for building 

work’^. The organisation of painters in the Dublin guild closely followed 

London practice* and its membership was drawn from the same 

assortment of craftsmen.

The lack of clear demarcation between painters engaged in pictorial 

representation, heraldic designs and decorative building finishes was 

part of a medieval pattern which prevailed up to the middle of the 

eighteenth century, until the development of the academies of drawing 

and the structured pursuit of training in the fine arts. Seventeenth- 

century workshop practice involved apprentices in identical tasks 

irrespective of their vocational ambitions and ultimate specialisations. 

Paints used on pictorial altarpieces, on carved escutcheons, or on 

panelled wainscoting were made from the same pigments, obtained from 

the same sources, and laboriously mixed with binders such as oils or 

glue sizes by apprentices, or assistants before application. However, 

the Dublin directories make a clear distinction after the 1750's* 

between "house-painters" as a description for artisans engaged in
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building contracts and "herald painters" engaged in commissions for 

signs, escutcheons, banners and illuminated parchments.

The late emergence of the painting fraternity as an organised trading 

association in Dublin can be explained by a number of reasons. While 

commissions for armorial insignia, banners and pictorial panels might 

have been common enough in the medieval city, the work involved 

could be handled by a small number of workshops. The building 

market provided limited opportunities for skilled decorative craftsmen. 

Urban houses were built either of rubble stone with cutstone dressings, 

or of oak cage construction with wattle infill covered by lime plaster. 

There was little necessity for paint on domestic exteriors, windows were 

usually of lead, and doorcases of oak or carved limestone.

The use of oak joinery in domestic interiors for wainscoting, doors, 

doorcases and staircases limited the use of interior painting to 

plastered wall and ceiling surfaces. These surfaces could be simply and 

economically decorated with water based paints or distempers which 

did not require the skills necessary in the making and application of oil 

based paints. Distempers were paint pigments mixed with a glue size 

binder and water. The most commonly used distemper was whiting, 

made with powdered chalk (or sometimes lime) and often used as a 

ceiling finish. Powdered pigment colours such as ochre, umber, sienna 

and vermilion were frequently used in mixtures with whiting and 

lampblack to make distemper.
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Seventeenth-century building records in Ireland reveal attempts by 

members of the plastering trade to contract for painting work. This is 

understandable in the context of the limited decorative potential of pre- 

classical interiors. Whiting and glue size were materials in everyday 

use in plastering contracts and the use of distemper could be seen by 

plasterers as normal operational practice.

Changing patterns in building practices with the advent of classical 

ornament provided new opportunities for painting skills. The 

competition between plasterers and painters to control this developing 

market resulted in a public enquiry in 1677 to define the 

responsibilities of both trades in the application of paint. Something 

similar had happened in London more than more than half a century 

earlier which helped establish the dominance of the painting fraternity 

in the control of their craft.

The end of the great age of timber building in England, and the advance 

of European architectural ideals in the early years of the seventeenth 

century, opened up new markets for decorative skills. Inigo Jones's 

design for the Queen's Apartments in Somerset House in 1628 included 

a carved doorcase decorated by the painter Matthew Goodrich in 

imitation of white marble enriched with gold'”. The interior was 

described" as "...walls ornamented with 218 panels of grotesque work 

on a white ground with gilded mouldings". The faces of the stone 

windows were in gold arabesque on white with an edge of gold next to
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the glass. The ehimney-pieee was white, blue bice and gold. The 

decoration extended to the balcony "...where the railings were painted 

cobalt blue, the stanchions and iron balls gilded, the soffit of the 

balcony stone colour and the four cartouches supporting it, blue and 

gold."

Over ten years previously, in 1616, Jones initiated the first use in 

England of compartment ceilings in his design for the Queen's house at 

Greenwich. This promoted a new decorative formula in English interior 

design which was fully exploited by successive architects such as Webb 

at Wilton (Wilts), in 1650, Pratt at Coleshill (Berks), in 1660, 

Burlington at Chiswick in 1725 and even by Chambers in his 1760’s 

interiors. The organisation of structural coffers to form circular or oval 

bays as central features - as in the Whitehall Banqueting House - 

encouraged commissions for decorative ceiling paintings in important 

civic buildings and grand country houses. The use of distinguished 

foreign artists (such as Rubens, Sabatini, Laguerre and Verrio) to 

execute many of these ceiling decorations exposed English painter- 

stainers to techniques employed in the great European decorative 

workshops. This influence would have been eagerly absorbed by local 

craftsmen engaged in decorating the architectural background to these 

artworks.

By the 1660's, changing constructional patterns in urban domestic 

architecture began to alter and increase the scope of English painting 

contracts. The substitution of Norwegian and Baltic softwoods (spruce
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and fir) for English oak in domestic interiors greatly increased the use 

of painted timber surfaees. Softwood panelling, cornices, entablatures, 

doors and staircases - unlike plaster surfaces - needed oilpaints or 

varnishes for durability. This proeess required a careful preparation of 

the surface itself, and the application of priming and undercoatings as 

a base for the final paint-coat.

The availability of highly skilled carpenters, carvers and joiners in the 

London area promoted the extensive use of timber ornamentation on 

the exteriors of early classical houses. Modillion eaves cornices of 

timber, hooded doorcases with elaborately carved consoles, and dormers 

with timber pediments were in common use. These enrichments, like 

the timber sashes which became common in the 1680's, required 

painting as protection against the w'eather.

The foundation of the Dublin fraternity of painter-stainers must be 

seen in the context of the growth arud development of the painter's craft 

in England and in the expectation of new opportunities created by 

changing building practices. The expansion of the Dublin suburbs had 

already begun in 1670 and patterns which were already evident in 

London urban developments were beginning to emerge. The subsequent 

progression of the Meath and Aungier estates south of the river and the 

Jervis, Ellis and Drogheda estates to the north, justified these market 

expectations. However, these expectations were shared by members of 

the Dublin plastering trade who were strongly established in the city 

and who also decided to consolidate their position in the market. This
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resulted in the formation of another new guild in 1670 called the 

fraternity of St. Bartholomew which represented the trades of plastering 

and bricklaying.

Fortunately some early records of the guild of St. Luke have survived, 

and they provide a rare opportunity to study the activities and 

operation of a city guild in full exercise of its powers. The group of 

painter-stainers associated with the guild in the decades between its 

foundation in 1670 and the early 1700's is particularly interesting. The 

variety of skills and background experience among this group can only 

be explained by the considerable overlap of responsibilities inherent 

within the building crafts, particularly in this period of transition and 

change.

Richard Carney, a founder member and one of the first wardens of the 

guild typifies this pattern. Described as a herald, a limner and a 

portrait painter,he was made Principal Herald of Arms during the 

commonwealth era in 1655.^^ He was subsequently appointed Athlone 

Pursuivant in 1661 and Ulster King of Arms in 1683.^^ He is recorded 

as a contractor for decorative work in St. John's church in 1681 which 

involved the gilding of seven dials and the statue of St. JohnHe was 

knighted just after his appointment as Ulster King of Arms in 1684‘^ 

He was master of the guild in 1686.

Isaac Chalke, another founder member also had an unusual career. He 

trained as a plasterer and received his franchise through this trade in
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1654 ^ He undoubtedly operated as both a plasterer and painter and 

his involvement in St. Luke's guild in 1670 was designed to secure his 

position as a painting contractor. However, he was equally intent on 

furthering his interests as a plasterer as we find his name among the 

founder members of the new guild of St. Bartholomew'® which also 

received its charter in 1670.

Chalke's confidence in the promotional advantages of the guild system 

was not misplaced. His name, and that of his son (Isaac Chalke 

junior) were linked with contracts for plastering, painting and gilding 

for the city corporation (in the Tholsel'") and maintenance contracts for 

the Surveyor General in the old Parliament House and in the Royal 

Hospital Kilmainham“. Records of these accounts clearly show 

payments for plastering and painting as one single contract and in 

some contracts Chalke is described" as a "plasterer and painter". The 

accounts for the construction of the Royal Hospitaf^ (1680-86) also 

reveal payments for plastering and painting as one separate contract. 

Chalke and his son (enfranchised in 1683“) were undoubtedly the most 

likely choice as contractor for this lucrative commission although the 

stucco enrichments in the chapel ceiling may have justified the 

involvement of a specialist.

By 1679, when Chalke became guild master, the membership had 

increased to sixty-five brethren including fifteen painter-stainers“. The 

list included names such as Thomas Spencer who was enfranchised as 

a plasterer in 1669“, Aaron Crossley who operated as a heraldic
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painter"^ and Thomas Carleton who was a portrait painter”. The name 

of William Robinson who was better known as the surveyor general and 

architect of many important buildings, is also recorded. Robinson 

became master of the guild for a short period in 1697.^®-

Robinson's participation in the guild is not surprising. He also became 

a founder member of the plasterers’ and bricklayers' guild in 1670” and 

the guild of joiners^”, ceylers and wainscotters in 1700. We can be 

reasonably sure that his membership of these new building guilds was 

on foot of invitations from prominent artisans who sought access to 

state contracts. Tradesmen such as Chalke and Spencer were ideally 

positioned to take advantage of close contacts of this nature. 

Robinson might also have benefited from association with the building 

fraternities. He was known as a trader in foreign merchandise and an 

importer of materials such as building timber^'. His liaison with 

prominent contractors in the guild network had advantages.

The increase in guild membership in the last two decades of the 

seventeenth century reflects the growth of the city and its population. 

By 1719, the roll books of the guild of St. Luke recorded the names of 

193 full members of whom 86 were described as painter-stainers^\ The 

membership of the painter-stainers continued to represent an 

assortment of skills and different backgrounds. It included limners, 

heraldic painters, portrait painters, landscape painters and plasterers. 

Prominent pictorial artists among these members included Thomas 

Pooley^^ (admitted 1683), Gaspard Smitz"*" (admitted 1681) and Martin
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Skinne/'" (admitted 1698). Prominent plasterers recorded as members 

included Nathaniel Speneer^ (admitted 1701), Edward Bume^^ (admitted 

1706), George Spike (admitted 1699) and William Wall (admitted 1716). 

Wall was appointed guild master in 1726-27.^®

The strong presence of plasterers in the painters' guild is curious in 

view of the rivalry between both trades, and the public dispute about 

their operational responsibilities which occurred in 1677. On June 24 

in that year, a petition from St. Luke's guild requesting new regulations 

to control the encroaehment of plasterers in painting contracts was 

placed before the Dublin City Assembly™. The petition read as follows:

Whereas alsoe the painterstainers of the guild of Saint Luke, 

the evangelist, Dublin, formerly petitioned to the assembly of 

this citty, shewing that divers of the corporation of plaisterers, 

of the eity of Dublin, did exercise the art of painting worke, the 

which, as the petitioners humbly conceived, properly belonged 

to the petitioners trade, the petitioners therefore humbly prayed 

the said assembly to take the premisses into their serious 

eonsiderations, and to ordeine and appoint to which of the said 

trades painting worke did properly belonge, it being for the 

distinction of the trade.

The painter-stainers also asked the assembly to introduce regulations 

for plasterers based on established London practiee. They cited an act 

of Parliament in 1603 prohibiting London plasterers..."from laying any
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manner of colours or paintings whatsoever, and are directed onely to 

use whiteing, blacking, red lead, red oker, yellow oker, and russet, 

mingled with size onely, and not with oyle on paine of five pounds for 

every offence".

The city assembly accepted the case presented by the painter-stainers. 

They restricted members of the plasterers guild to contractual 

conditions similar to those operating in London, but the new 

regulations contained a curious provision^'-

It is therefore ordered and agreed upon, by the authority 

aforesaid, that such of the brethren of the corporation of 

plaisterers as have used to lay colours and painting in oyle, 

paying for each person the summe of twenty shillings a peece to 

the corporation of painter-stainers, shall have libertie, during 

their residence here, to use and lay such colours and paintings, 

and for the future noe other person or persons whatsoever shall 

use or exercise painting or laying colours in oyle, ...but 

...members of the said corporation of painterstainers, their 

servants and apprentices.

The intention behind the Dublin painters’ demand for the introduction 

of the London regulations was clearly to confine plasterers to colouring 

internal plaster surfaces with water soluble paints (distempers) from a 

limited and unexciting range of colours. The dependence on size as a
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binding medium produced paints which were unsuitable for use on 

timber surfaces or for external use. The six pigments allowed by the 

regulations were among the cheapest and most utilitarian colours in 

everyday use. The omission of rich colours such as vermilion or bright 

yellow (both used in mid eighteenth-century painting contracts on the 

interior walls of Ledwithstown in Co. Roscommon"") was a serious 

disadvantage. Equally serious was the lack of a green and of a blue 

pigment which could be used for its own qualities or mixed with yellow 

to make a range of greens.

Whiting made a very dependable distemper which was commonly used 

to produce white ceilings and wall surfaces. It was also used as a 

cheap extender (or adulterant) with the more expensive white lead as 

an oil paint. It was made from crushed chalk which was mostly 

obtained from the south-east of England or from Northern France. Its 

lack of opacity and covering power limited its use as an oil paint. 

However, its low cost encouraged its use on contracts with low budgets. 

Thomas Burgh's accounts for painting the timberwork of the Hall and 

Chapel in the Royal Hospital Kilmainham in 1705 refer to a paint 

called "Spanish White" which was essentially a mixture of whiting and 

linseed oil."^^

In Ireland, the term whiting must have also described a distemper (or 

whitewash) made with lime instead of chalk, as there are no references 

to chalk in building accounts. Lime was available locally and was in 

common use on building sites, especially by plasterers. Burgh’s 1705
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account^' in the Royal Hospital approved payments...."for the 

whitewashing of the eeiling of the Hall and Gallery", and "for cleaning 

and brushing the ceiling in the chappell and whitewashing the same 

twice over and stopping all cracks^''". Stitt refers to the use of "lime 

white" used on walls and ceilings by plasterers in 1819. Bristow quote? 

another early nineteenth-century reference to the superiority of lime 

white"'' over chalk white for ceilings and its infrequent use in London 

due to the prevalence of chalk and the scarcity of limestone.

Whiting also played an important role in adjusting the tonality of 

colours in mixtures with other pigments. The limited scope of pigment? 

in the plasterers’ range could be adjusted with judicious mixtures of 

yellow, or red, with whiting and black. Tints such as stone colour, 

olive green, buff and French grey could be achieved using yellow ochn; 

as a base. Dull reds, terra cotta and browns could be produced with n 

base of red ochre, russet or red lead. The opportunities available to 

painter-Stainers with an extended palette of colours such as smalt 

blue, verditer, Indian (crimson) lake, verdigris, umber, orpiment yellov^ 

and vermilion (all available in the seventeenth century) were much 

more exciting. Smalt blue was discovered among early paint sample.? 

taken from the gates of the Royal Hospital Kilmainham"^ Verditer wa? 

used to pick out the frames of distempered panels on the walls of 

Ledwithstown House"*. In 1774, Lady Louisa Conolly coloured tho 

ceiling of the Gallery at Castletown, Co. Kildare in colours of scarlet, 

white and gold"*.
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Blacking was probably a pigment known as lamp black which was the 

cheapest and most common black in use in the late seventeenth 

century. It was essentially a soot, obtained according to Dossie“ by 

"burning oil in a number of large lamps in a confined space". A 

pigment made from soot was used in varnish on internal doors 

inLedwithstown House'", but this may have been a brown pigment 

ealled bistre, made from ealcined beech wood. The black pigments used 

in both distempers and oil mixes in Ledwithstown“ were found to be 

earbon based and probably made from cheircoal.

The most useful pigments in the plasterer’s range were the ochres, red 

and yellow. Yellow oehre eould be found in several European countries 

as a naturally coloured earth. Red ochre was made from calcined 

yellow ochre. Dossie“ refers to supplies of ochre from Oxfordshire 

which appears to have been one of the main sources of supply in 

England during the eighteenth century. We have no information on 

Irish sources of supply, but Bristow"" records the common use of ochre 

from Bristol whieh was probably available on the Irish market before 

the nineteenth-century. He also refers to ochre deposits found at 

Avoca in Co. Wicklow.

Yellow ochre is an opaque pigment with considerable covering power. It 

was one of the main ingredients used in paints mixed to simulate oak, 

and it also played an important role in paints simulating Portland 

stone. Its use has been identified in Ledwithstown in distempers mixed 

with blaek, to make a grey green and with Prussian blue to make a
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lighter blue.^® It was also used ground in oil, as an undercoat on 

grained timberwork (doors and skirtings) in the entrance hall at 

Ledwithstown.

Dossie described red ochre from Oxfordshire as the pigment used in 

England to make Venetian red“. It was also used in darker (and more 

burnt) varieties as Spanish Brown. It may well have been the base for 

the (iron oxide) terracotta distemper, observed in the dado of the sitting 

room at Ledwithstown. Its low cost and quick drying capacity as an oil 

paint made it an ideal primer and undercoat on joinery. According to 

Dossie, it was "generally used by house-painters in imitation of 

mahogany"".

The six basic pigments selected for use by plastering contractors also 

included two other reddish colours, russet and red lead. There are no 

references to a pigment described as russet in seventeenth or 

eighteenth-centuiy records and it seems reasonable to accept russet as 

a colour combination of red ochre and yellow ochre. Red lead may have 

been useful to plasterers as a water-based distemper, but its use as a 

colour finish in oils was inhibited by its poor reputation for turning 

black with time^*. Its most consistent use was as a primer and 

undercoat, where its covering power and quick drying properties were 

advantages. It was frequently used as a primer on exterior ironwork 

and as an undercoat for the more expensive red vermilion^^
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The range of pigments permitted for use in plastering contracts was 

capable of providing adequate but unexciting wall and ceiling 

decorations in distemper. Its limitations lay in the narrow basis for 

choice, the absence of bright yellows, bright reds and a total lack of 

blues and greens. The combinations revealed in the examination 

ofeighteenth-centuiy distemper used in Ledwithstown provide an 

indication of proper requirements for good decorative practice at this 

time. The plasterer's lack of specialised training in the subtle blending 

of tints and tonalities was also a disadvantage. Expertise in the 

application of paint could be acquired without great difficulty, but the 

real skill of the trained painter was in mixing and compounding 

different pigments to achieve the precise decorative values demanded by 

contemporary taste and fashion.

The oil most commonly used in paint mixes was linseed oil obtained 

from the seed of the flax plant. Nut oil, obtained from walnuts was 

occasionally used, especially with white lead pigment which tended to 

become yellow in time when mixed with linseed oil. John Wall's 

accounts in Trinity College^ in 1764 record a contract for 6843/4 yards 

of white paintwork in the Provost’s House using "London lead and nut 

oyle".

The proper application of oilpaint required considerably more labour 

and preparation than the use of distemper. The painting of timber 

surfaces involved preliminaiy treatment such as knotting, stopping.
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priming and several undercoats which were pumiced and sanded before 

the application of a final finish. Pigments such as red lead and 

Spanish brown were commonly used as primers and undercoats because 

of their covering power and fast drying properties'^'. Knotting was an 

essential measure in the painting of softwood to prevent the resinous 

emission from knots staining the finished work.

Joseph Emerson recommended red lead mixed with size as a knotting 

preparation for wainscotting in 1744“. Red lead mixed with oil was a 

more common application^ and oil based mixes were essential in all 

exterior situations. Stopping was the process of filling with a plastic 

filler, cracks, gaps and joints (in joinery) in the surface to be painted. 

This filler was usually a putty made from linseed oil and whiting. 

White lead and red lead were often added to putty mixes.

The byelaws of the guild of St. Luke stressed the importance of proper 

preparation for painting surfaces, especially bye law No. 24.

If any person of this Guild being a painter stainer, shall at any 

time hereafter paint or colour any oyle worke whatever that is 

to stand without doors in the weather, cmd shall instead of 

Oyle priming use Size milk [?] etc. or shall not stop the cracks 

or slits in timber with Oyle putty, or shall lackor any worke 

whatsoever that is to abide the weather instead of gold... the 

party so offending shall for the first offence pay to the Master of 

the said Guild for the use of the said Corporation Six
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Shillings, Eight pence sterling, and for the second offence and 

all other more offences of this nature the full value of his 

offending [?] worke.

These regulations were taken seriously by the officers of the guild. In 

April 1700, William Sherrif was fined for oilpainting in York Street®^ 

which was "insufficient and defective". In 1704, the heraldic painter 

Aaron Crossley“ was censored on foot of a complaint by Elizabeth 

Gunn concerning the painting of a "figure of a ship" which was judged 

to be inadequate.

The mixing of pigments and binders to make specific colours was 

commonly carried out by tradesmen and their apprentices, but in 

eighteenth century London the demand for oilpaint encouraged the 

establishment of commercial paint workshops or "colourmen". The 

making of distemper was a simple matter, involving the suspension and 

mixing of powdered pigments in buckets of hot size. Oil paint was a 

more complicated process, involving the grinding of dry pigment with oil 

on a marble slab to achieve an even absorption of the colour particles. 

This was a laborious and time consuming task particularly when large 

quantities of colour were required. Some London colourmen 

industrialised the process by the use of horse driven mixing mills. 

There is insufficient information on Irish painting practice to enable us 

to determine how painters procured their materials. The accounts of 

the new Parliament House in 1731 refer to the purchase of colours from 

a William Walker“\ but there is no information on whether the colours
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were already mixed into a paste for immediate use, or supplied as 

pigments to be processed by the painter George Spike before application 

on the building.

On contracts where speed or economy were important distemper could 

be used on wall and ceiling surfaces and oilpaints reserved for timber 

joinery. The alkaline content of newly applied lime plaster precluded 

the use of oilpaint in new buildings for a period of a year or more. This 

did not deter ambitious builders from exploiting the decorative 

potential of oil bound colours. Bristow records the expensive practice 

of decorating new buildings initially with distemper followed by a final 

application of oilpaint a year or two later“.

Eighteenth-century fashions projmoted a colour range based on certain 
fixed conventions. Many of the most commonly used colours simulated 

natural produce and materials. The London colourman Alexander 

Emerson, advertised colours in the ITSO's**® such as stone, lead, oak, 

cedar, mahogany, chocolate, straw, pea green and walnut tree colour. 

Some of these paint colours have been recorded in Irish building 

accounts. A paint described ais Danzig oak colour was applied by 

George Spike in the interior of t±ie library in Trinity College in 1722™. 

Oak colour was used in the halU of the Provost's house in the 1750's”. 

Doors in the north range of Parliament Square were painted a 

mahogany colour in 1756™; mahogany was also used on the plinths of 

Dunsink Observatory in 1790 aind in rooms in Lord Caledon’s House^"^ 

in Cavendish Row in 1799 Williaim Stitt recorded contractual rates for
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oilpaints described as chocolate, lead, mahogany and Portland stone in 

1819”

The colour remge advertised by Emerson was sold to the general public 

as well as housepainters, and some of these colours were commonly 

used by eminent decorative designers, although the pigment mixtures 

employed may have been more sophisticated than those sold 

by commercial colourmen. Pea green was a highly fashionable colour in 

the mid eighteenth-century. It was used by Robert Adam in the 

Assembly Room of the Shire Hall in Hertfordshire”, and William 

Chambers used it in both Somerset House” and the Casino at Marino”. 

Chambers also liked stone colour which he described in a letter to a 

merchant in Leith as a paint which "would last best and was cheapest" 

in rooms for common use”. He used it in Somerset House“, and Adam 

used it both in Osterley Park and the Register House in Edinburgh®'. 

Straw colour was also used in Osterley Park and the Register House®^

Dossie was critical of the quality of the paints mixed in London by 

commercial colourmen. He was an admirer of the decorative ideals 

practised in Frcmce®® which he described (in 1764) "at this time the 

source of nearly all invention of fashions". Chambers’ prescriptions for 

the decoration of the saloon of the Marino Casino (described in a letter 

to Lord Charlemont in 1760) might have consoled him®\

"(The) entablature doors etc. of the room dead white touched 

with blew and that the cove part of the ceiling be done with
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izing glass and flake white to be a more brilliant white than the 

entablature. The cofferes of the cove a light blew as also the 

ground of the Galoss running around the flat part of the ceiling 

in oyle and that the Apollos head and rays be flcike white and 

the flat ground round it of a faint blew flat in oyle as is possible 

to make.

If your Lordship should not approve of this method the walls 

may be blew to the top of the entablature but it should be a 

light blew and rich with gold upon the ornament and with 

regard to all the ceiling part the white must predominate but 

the coffers and ground of the Galoss may be blew the moulding 

gilt and the Apollos Head and Rays white and only heightened 

or streak’d with gold for if it be solid gold it will look clumsy.

Charlemont accepted most of the suggestions in the first alternative 

proposed by Chambers. This was essentially a composition of two 

different whites against a light blue background, presumably designed, 

as a foil for the blue wallpaper described elsewhere in Chambers’ letter. 

The more brilliant white was bound with isinglass, a particularly 

expensive size obtained from the carcase of the sturgeon fish. Dossie 

recommended isinglass in 1764®^ as a binder for high quality distemper. 

Flake white was a superior and expensive form of white lead pigment 

much used by pictorial artists. Dead white describes the use of a flat 

or matt oil finish which was fashionable in interior designs®® in the
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mid-eighteenth eentury. Matt finishes were usually obtained by the use 

of turpentine mixed with oil-bound paints.

The blue on the walls and in the hexagonal coffers of the ceiling were 

complimented by the deeper blue of a lapis lazuli plaque forming a 

centrepiece of the white marble fireplace, and by an elaborate table with 

a lapis lazuli top made by the London sculptor Joseph Wilton. This 

combination of blues and whites surmounting a richly patterned 

parquet floor must have made a stunning impact on local sensibilities 

during this period. The architecture of Chambers’ casino had already 

encouraged leaders of public taste in Dublin to look abroad for 

architectural ideas in 1768, in the design competition for a new Royal 

Exchange.

By this time the trade lists in the Dublin directories®^ used the term 

“housepainter” to describe artisans specialising in painting buildings 

and “herald painter” to describe those involved in graphic work. 

Although an increase in specialisation may have developed since the 

end of the seventeenth century some overlap of responsibilities was 

still discernible at this time. Strickland refers to a former housepainter 

called Peter Shee®® who became well known as a landscape painter in 

the 1760’s. He also records the activities of a limner cmd heraldic 

painter called George Rencher,®® am expatriate Londoner who promoted
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himself in the Freeman’s Journal in 1751 as a painter of ceilings and 

staircases “after the new French mode”. It is also evident from 

descriptions of James McCullagh (as stuccodor and painter) and 

Michael Stapleton (as stucco plasterer and painter) in the Dublin trade 

directories,that these well established plastering contractors were 

engaged in painting contracts in the last quarter of the eighteenth 

century. Stapleton’s accounts for work in Trinity College 

clearlylndicate an involvement in both distemper and oil colours in his 

contracts.

We cannot be certain if the agreements regulating the plastering and 

painting trades at the end of the seventeenth century were still in force 

in the latter half of the next century. However, we can be confident 

that McCullagh and Stapleton were engaged in a well established 

tradition initiated nearly a hundred years earlier by contractors such as 

Isaac Chalke, Nathaniel Spencer, and William Wall who were members 

of both the plasterers’ and painters’ guilds and who dominated the 

contracting market for both these services during this era.

It is unlikely that plasterers such as Chalke and his son (Isaac Chalke 

junior) or William Wall would have been considered for appointment as 

masters of St. Luke’s guild without an established competence in the 

craft of oil painting. Their appointments on important contracts (for 

painting and plastering) by the surveyor general and Trinity College is
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clear evidence of their training and skill in both disciplines. Chalke (as 

we have observed) and George Spike, who also worked for the Surveyor 

General and Trinity College, were both described in Burgh’s accounts as 

“painter and plasterer”.

The early records of St. Luke’s guild testily to the rigorous controls 

applied to applications for membership. In 1699, two plasterers, 

Edward Exshaw and John Roberts^ ^ were refused admission because 

they were “not painters nor ever had produced a proof piece”. In 1702, 

two apprentices John Tomson and John Sisson®^ were refused 

admission because they were articled as plasterers, and their master 

Richard Sisson (also a plasterer)®^ held his guild membership on 

condition that he “worked in oyle with his own hands” and had no 

agreement to “bring up apprentices to working in oyle”.

It is apparent from contractual records that Chalke, Spike and Wall 

and the generations of eighteenth century painter - plasterers that 

followed (such as Pat Wall and John Wall (1750’s-1760’) James 

McCullagh (1770’s-1780’s) and Michael Stapleton (1780’s-1790’) were in 

a special category of craftsmen as members of two trades.

There were of course many other plasterers, among them Edward 

Semple and Robert West, who did not appear to work as painters, or at
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least, who did not work with oil paints. There were also members of 

the guild of St. Luke (such as Maurice Tyrrell and William Meighan who 

worked with Pearce on the new Parliament House in 1730,®^ and James 

Adam who worked on the Royal Hospital Kllmainham®^ in the 1750’s) 

that contracted only for painting work and who obviously were not 

trained as plasterers. The Dublin market for painting was apparently 

shared by three different categories of tradesmen, plasterers who 

painted walls and ceilings in a limited range of distemper colours, 

painters who contracted for oil and distemper work, and painter- 

plasterers who also worked in oil and distemper.

Here again we are confronted with an example of how imported trade 

practices became mutated by existing Irish traditions. The Dublin guild 

of St. Luke was based on well established patterns developed in 

London, but its absorption of a strongly established group of plasterers 

who practised as painters, developed new patterns in Ireland. As in the 

case of the Irish stonecutter who emerged as a separate trade category, 

this was a clear break with English practice.

In London, the early seventeenth-century trade regulations were still in 

force in the eighteenth centuiy but they were rationalised to make a 

clearer division between the work of the painter and the plasterer. 

Bristow describes trading patterns^® in the mid century which placed
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the responsibility for all work in distemper (in an unlimited range of 

eolours) on the plastering trade and all work in oil colours on the 

painting trade. This contractual agreement was still in use in the early 

decades of the nineteenth century.
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Conclusion

The introduction of classical architecture into Ireland in the latter 

part of the seventeenth century brought with it significant changes in 

building patterns and uses of new materials. These changes were 

anticipated as early as the 1670s by Dublin artisans in the 

reorganisation of trade affiliations. In 1670 the bricklayers and the 

plasterers left the long established carpenters’ guild and formed the 

new guild of St. Bartholomew. In that year also, the painters who 

shared a growing but competitive market with the plasterers, formed 

the new guild of St. Luke in combination with the stationers and the 

cutlers.

The implications of these changing organisational patterns are clear. 

They reflect an expanding market for imported architectural fashions 

and a demand for new decorative and str*uctural materials. 

Traditional urban houses built with local limestone rubble (or 

occasionally with timber framing and plastered infill) were being 

replaced with houses of brickwork, similar in most respects to the 

designs developed in London during this period. The foundation of 

the guild of St. Bartholomew promoted the ascendancy of the 

bricklayer’s trade at the expense of the traditional walling mason. 

Dublin bricklayers such as William Caldebeck and Francis Quinn 

contracted for both brick and rubble stone walling and they employed 

local masons in the construction of compound walls.
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The scarcity of oak precluded its use in all but the most expensive 

early classical buildings and, even in these buildings, its use was 

mostly limited to roof members and wainscotting. It was replaced by 

imported fir for floor and roof framing but the extensive use of fir in 

entablatures, panelling, wainscotting, doors, windows and cornices 

introduced the need for protective finishes of oilpaint. This developed 

a new and lucrative market which promoted the foundation of the 

Dublin guild of St. Luke and the advancement of the house painter, 

which was a relatively new trade. The plasterers who had 

traditionally handled painting contracts (as well as plastering work) 

in pre-classical buildings, formed the guild of St. Bartholomew to 

protect their interests and obtain a more direct representation in the 

city assembly. Tlie formation of both guilds in the same year (1670), 

within months of each other, was hardly a coincidence. By 1679 the 

painters had persuaded the city fathers to introduce regulations 

limiting the plasterers’ encroachment of the market. This may have 

affected some plasterers, but several well established artisans (such as 

Isaac Chalke, George Spike and William Wall) continued to contract 

for painting and plastering work in important Dublin buildings 

because of their membership of both the guild of St. Bartholomew and 

the guild of St. Luke.

The enthusiasm for brick facades continued into the 1700s with their 

use on important civic and institutional buildings in Trinity College 

(such as the Rubrics ranges of 1700), in Dublin Castle in
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1703, in Marsh’s Library in 1700 and in the Tailors’ Hall in 1704. The 

use of cut stone facings was limited in the early years of the century 

to local calp dressings in rubble walling and semi-coursed ashlar, 

such as we see in the church of St. Nicholas Within, built in 1707. 

The first use of ashlar on a grand scale started with Burgh’s granite 

facades of the Royal Barracks in 1701. This was followed in 1712 by a 

more ambitious choice of imported facings of Cumbrian sandstone 

(above ground-floor arcades of local calp) in the Library of Trinity 

College. This huge commission enticed the stonecutter Heniy Darley 

and his son Moses to move from Newtownards to Dublin to undertake 

the stone cladding contract in 1712. The peculiarly Irish use of the 

term “stonecutter” was applied through the eighteenth century to 

describe masons such as the Darleys and their contemporaries, the 

Whinreys, who carved freestone dressings, moulded entablatures and 

ashlar facings. The adoption of the terai was obviously intended to 

distance them from the rough masons who commonly worked on 

walling contracts with bricklayers.

Burgh’s clumsy handling of the msticated ashlar on the east and west 

facades of the Library may have been due to inexperience, or to 

difficulties inherent in the material. Calp was a difficult stone to 

work and in 1715 we find him again using an imported sandstone on 

the facade of St. Werburgh’s church. Pearce’s introduction of the 

combination of pale Wicklow granite with Portland stone in
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the sophisticated design of the Parliament House in 1728 established 

a masonry tradition which was used on most of Dublin’s civic 

buildings over the next century.

The new demand for decorative timber mouldings both on the exterior 

and in the interior of early classical buildings introduced the joinery 

trade to new markets in building components. Panelled interiors with 

moulded skirtings and cornices, carved exterior door surrounds and 

external modillion cornices (such as that used in the Royal Hospital 

Kilmainham) required a precise control of workmanship not usually 

demanded of the carpentry trade. The complex construction of the 

sash window, introduced into Dublin buildings such as Marsh’s 

Library in about 1700, was another important requirement of this 

developing market.

The ascendancy of the joinery trade in the first three decades of the 

eighteenth century was marked by the formation of the new guild of 

Joiners, Ceylers and Wainscotters in 1700. John Sissons, the first 

guild master, was a favoured contractor of Thomas Burgh. He worked 

on state contracts such as the Old Parliament House, the Royal 

Barracks and on important buildings in Trinity College such as the 

college Library. The foundation of the joiners guild was an attempt to 

control a market which the joiners shared with (their former guild 

brothers) the carpenters. They did succeed in dominating this market
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for a few decades, but by the 1720s carpenters had learned to make 

complex components such as sash windows, and by the 1740s the 

supply of doors, windows, staircases and other fitted timber 

components was mostly under the control of carpentry contractors.

The sash window is particularly identified with classical architecture 

in Ireland and England. Its stylistic and operational superiority over 

the earlier leaded casements was apparent from its first appearance in 

Ireland, and it came into common use in many parts of the country by 

the 1720s. In the Royal Hospital Kilmainham the gradual 

replacement of the 1680s lead casements by sliding sashes was started 

by Thomas Burgh in 1711. As the century advanced, practical and 

stylistic considerations introduced modifications in window design, 

such as concealed sash boxes behind masonry reveals, lighter and 

more elegantly moulded sash bars, and from the 1780s onwards, a 

tendency to use taller windows, from floor to comice level, and larger 

panes of glass.

The introduction of timber sliding sashes had implications for trades 

other than carpenters and joiners. The limitation on pane sizes in 

leaded casements usually resulted in the use of “broad glass” which 

was cheaply produced but not completely transparent, because of 

surface defects arising from its production process. The relative 

stiffness of timber glazing bars accommodated larger pane sizes and
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promoted the use of “crown glass” which combined a high level of 

transparancy with an iridescent surface which was particularly 

attractive. The earliest records we find of the use of crown glass in 

Ireland, was in Trinity College in 1715. By 1720 the long sandstone 

facade of Burgh’s library with its continuous punctuation by large 

sashes glazed with the new crown glass, must have presented an 

unusual and impressive sight to Dubliners. The best crown glass 

came from London, from either the Ratcliff or the Lambeth 

glassworks. Bristol crown glass was used extensively in many parts of 

Ireland from the 1740s onwards. Irish crown glass, made in Dublin 

glass houses, was available at certain periods from the 1760s until 

the 1790s.

The most far reaching influence on Irish architectural concepts, as 

well as building practices, came in the late 1720s with the 

introduction of Palladian architecture. Pearce’s ambitious design for 

the new Parliament House in 1728 with its giant Ionic colonnade, well 

articulated masonry design, low Italianate roofs, parapet gutters and 

high stepped dome must have made a surprising impact on 

contemporary sensibilities, and presented the large team of artisans 

contracting for its constrarction with unprecedented challenges.

The records of the first phase of its construction reveal levels of 

management skills which were uncommon in this period. The
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completion of a building of this quality and complexity (costing over 

£19,000) in a period of 3V2 years was in itself unusual. The detailed 

estimates of projected costs (totalling £5,915. 6. 10'72) for the 

completion phase, was based on a most precise and professional 

analysis of the materials and work required. The contrast with 

Thomas Burgh’s casual handling of contracts and lack of control of 

building programmes and budgets is very evident.

The Parliament House was the first use of the masonry combination 

of Portland limestone (columns and entablature) with plain and rustic 

granite ashlar obtained from local sources. Such a combination used 

the best qualities of both materials in an economic balance. This was 

to prove such a successful formula for Dublin facades that it was 

used repeatedly in buildings in Trinity College, the Bluecoat School, 

the Custom House, the Four Courts, the Kings Inns and a number of 

important nineteenth-century classical buildings. This was also the 

first experience in Ireland of the construction of giant freestanding 

colonnades and John Houghton’s carved Ionic capitals exhibit a 

remarkable control and confidence. William Robinson’s use of 

painted timber capitals on his stone pilasters at the entrance of the 

Royal Hospital Kilmainham in the 1680s is indicative of the lack of 

suitable skills in stone carving during this period.
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One of the most interesting aspects of the Palladian movement in 

Ireland was its influence on roof design, in terms of both its 

structural efficiency and its formal configuration. The difference 

between the roof framing systems used before and after the 1730s can 

be seen in comparisons between the structural clarity of the kingpost 

trusses used in the Parliament House, and the confusing arrangement 

of earlier truss designs in buildings such as the Drogheda 

Schoolhouse, Steevens’ Hospital and the Royal Hospital at 

Kilmainham.

The derivation of Pearce’s trusses is easily found. They follow closely 

the design of the simplest (single post) trusses illustrated by Palladio, 

spanning the cloisters of his Carita convent or the upper storeys of 

his Egyptian Halls. Another likely source was the illustration of the 

kingpost published in Danielle Barbaro’s Vitruvius. The design of 

these trusses could also be seen in the work of several architects 

practising in London during this period. These designs were 

subsequently popularised in the 1730s and 1740s in the carpenters’ 

manuals published by Francis Price and Batty Langley.

Pearce’s first use of Italianate trusses was as early as 1725 in the 

roofs of Castletown, Co. Kildare. Here the trusses are quite unusual 

in that they are asymmetrical, with lower pitched (35 degree) 

principals on the side of the truss spanning on to the facade walls
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and a higher (45 degree) pitch spanning onto an internal spine wall 

and a valley gutter. Cassels used a similar arrangement in the 1740s 

on the roofs of Leinster House.

The lower pitched framing on the elevational sides of the trusses in 

Castletown raises another important aspect of Palladian orthodoxy. 

Classical principles called for the reduction of the mass of the roof 

and the primacy of the parapet and eaves comice. Italian roofs were 

normally pitched at angles of around 30 degrees; Irish roof slopes (in 

this period) were seldom less than 45 degrees. Pearce succeeded in 

using remarkably low roofs at pediment pitch on the Parliament 

House by using expensive lead roof coverings. Nevertheless, his 

determination to fully conceal the Parliament House roofs led to the 

use of high masonry parapets, more a Roman than a Vicentine 

invention.

The problem faced by Irish Palladian builders in adopting classical 

roof profiles was the difficulty in finding suitable roofing materials 

other than lead, which was highly expensive. The slates available in 

the first half of the eighteenth century were too small for use on roof 

slopes under the “common pitch” of 45 degrees. The high frequency of 

roof failures (and resulting repairs) in Trinity College and the Royal 

Hospital Kilmainham (even with high pitched roofs) is indicative of 

this problem. Even as late as the 1760s we find the design for the
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Provost’s House, and Davis Ducart’s design for Limerick Custom 

House, using high roofs which appear awkward and provincial when 

compared with classical models.

The persistent ambitions of the early Palladians to conform with 

classical canons can be perceived in Cassels’ choice of Dutch pantiles 

on roofs of the 1730s Printing House and the 1740s Dining Hall in 

Trinity College. Pantiles were efficient at low pitches and they also 

reflected Italian practice. The Printing House still retains its low roof 

profile with a modem slate roof. The roof framing of the Dining Hall 

was replaced in 1759 with a conventional (high) slate roof of the 

period but the pantiles previously used must have been specially 

selected to cover a lower roof profile. Cassels also appeatrs to have 

followed Pearce’s example at Castletown in using asymmetrical roof 

tmsses on Leinster House in the 1740s, with 35 degree slopes to the 

external parapets and a 45 degree slope to an internal valley gutter. 

How these roofs were made watertight, with the small slates available 

at this time, cannot be explained.

The industrialisation of the Welsh quarries after the mid-century 

introduced larger slates into Irish and English markets. However, 

with exceptions, Irish builders remained cautious about the use of 

low roof profiles until the neo-classic era. The works of Cooley, Ivoiy, 

Wyatt and Gandon, fully exploited the availability of larger slates
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imported from Wales and roofs became a less dominant feature of 

Irish buildings.

It is from the Palladian era, and from the work of Richard Cassels in 

particular, that we begin to notice an important divergence between 

English and Irish building practice. The difference is most noticeable 

in the design of floor framing but it is also apparent in other aspects 

of carpentry practice such as roofs and timber partitions.

Eighteenth-century English floor framing design depended on the use 

of three structural members to support timber floors. These consisted 

of a primary structure of girders (beams) spanning between masonry 

walls, a secondary structure of binders (spanning between girders) and 

a tertiary structure of joists (spanning between binders). Plaster 

ceilings were supported by a separate system of ceiling joists attached 

to the binders. The maximum span of floor joists was regulated by 

the London building acts which, for some strange reason, stipulated 

that joists should not carry loads over distances of more than 10 feet.

Early eighteenth-century floor framing in Ireland was similar to 

English practice but somewhat simpler in design, in that only two 

structural members were used. Binders were eliminated in Irish floors 

and joists spanned directly into a primary structure of timber girders. 

This was the system used by Robinson in the Royal Hospital
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Kilmainham and Marsh’s Libraiy, by Burgh in Trinity College and 

Steevens’ Hospital, by Pearce in Castletown, Co. Kildare, in the 

Parliament House and in the early houses in Henrietta Street.

By the 1740s in Ireland we can find examples of even more radical 

floor construction in which the use of girders is eliminated and floors 

are solely supported on what George Semple described as “through 

joists” spanning from wall to wall. This is so in Leinster House, in 

Tudenham and Belvedere in Westmeath, and in the later houses in 

Henrietta Street. In the second half of the century almost all Irish 

buildings with the exception of those designed by English architects 

(such as Chambers and Gandon) used long spanning joists as sole 

floor supports.

An obvious advantage of the Irish joisted floor system was its 

economy in use and its simplicity of construction. Another important 

characteristic was the elimination of complex timber joint 

connections such as mortices, tenons and cog-joints which were 

extensively used in English floors and in early eighteenth-century 

Irish floor framing. This must have appealed to Irish builders who 

inherently relied on masonry rather than carpentry traditions. The 

tendency to replace timber structures with masonry supports is 

evident in the development of Irish constmction. It can be seen in 

the early gabled Dublin houses which avoided the use of roof trusses
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by using masoniy supported purlins. A similar use is visible in 

provincial town houses (such as the 1740s house at Pope’s Quay in 

Cork) where purlins are supported by crosswalls instead of roof 

trusses. It is also visible in the absence (except in the Irish work of 

Chambers and Gandon) of the trussed partition.

The price paid by Irish builders for their preferences can sometimes be 

seen in a lack of flexibility in room planning due to the persistence of 

masonry supports. Irish plans on upper floors usually follow the plan 

configuration of lower floors except for the occasional and uninspiring 

use of stud partitions. English planning was more imaginative. The 

brilliant use of trussed partitions on upper floors in the development 

of spatial diversity is visible in some of Gandon’s villa plans, 

especially Carriglass, Co. Longford. Francis Johnston was also to 

discover the value of trussed partitions in Ballynegall, Co. Westmeath 

and in the rebuilding of the Viceregal Lodge, but this was in the 

nineteenth century. Ironically enough, in the nineteenth century, 

English builders discarded their traditional system of floor framing 

(girders and binders) and adopted the use of the Irish system of long 

spanning through joists.

The eighteenth-century was a unique period in Ireland in terms of its 

cultural, political and social development. It was a time of rapid 

change- and as historians have pointed out - change came here, as in
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Europe, from the initiatives of the emerging middle classes. 

Historians however, have tended to see building artisans in Ireland 

from a nineteenth-century viewpoint. Eighteenth-century craftsmen 

in Irish cities like Dublin, were essentially part of a middle class 

milieu with access to the same opportunities as members of the 

merchant community. Many artisans working in Irish cities were 

English, or of English origins. Their status as freemen of the city and 

their adherence to the Protestant faith provided important privileges 

and considerable social mobility. It should not surprise us to find the 

architect, William Robinson’s name recorded as a member of both the 

painter’s and joiners guild during his tenure as surveyor general, or to 

find the Ball family founding their merchant bank on the proceeds of 

their (previous) carpentry practice, or to find the former carpenter 

“Buttermilk Jack” Magill ending his career as Commissioner of the 

Barrack Board with a seat in the house of Parliament.

Unlike their nineteenth-century counterparts, eighteenth-century 

artisans such as carpenters, stonecutters and bricklayers had full 

control over their standards of workmanship and productivity. They 

could enter into single-trade contracts on their own behalf, on terms 

which were totally uncompetitive and which guaranteed comfortable 

profits. Many artisans working in Dublin became affluent, and like 

the Wills, the Darleys, the Rudds and the Sproules they also became 

the owners of large property holdings.
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However, the most unique aspect of their operational practices was 

their engagement as architectural designers. Many artisans were 

involved in the interpretation, as well as the execution of classical 

ornamentation; others like John and Isaac Rotheiy, Michael Wills 

and the Ensor Brothers were fully engaged in architectural practice. 

Their career as architects however, was not on a professional level as 

it was rarely divorced from the building process. It was part of their 

responsibilities as master builders in contracts for the design and 

construction of entire buildings. This of course, involved them in the 

employment of artisans from other trades as subcontractors.

The construction of urban housing estates in cities such as Dublin 

provided lucrative opportunities for developers from the early decades 

of the eighteenth century. These ventures were particularly attractive 

to building artisans because their skills and experience could 

minimise building costs and maximise profits. Many of the 

carpenters, bricklayers, plasterers and stonecutters who were engaged 

in single trade contracts on important public buildings acted as sole 

developers for houses in urban estates. The construction of the 

Aungier, Dawson, Molesworth, Gardiner and Fitzwilliam estates 

provided a continuous supply of housing sites in Dublin city over the 

entirety of the century. Some housing ventures realised a quick sale 

and profit for developers, but many artisans retained leases on houses
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they had built. Some artisans, as we have seen beeame notable 

property owners and enjoyed eonsiderable rental ineomes.

The proeess of eontrolling the architectural design as well as the 

construction of urban houses, provided artisans with invaluable 

experience in architectural practice and in the management of craft 

skills other than those of their own trade. This, coupled with the 

influence of building literature and tuition from the schools of the 

Dublin Society, developed a corpus of craftsmen with confidence in 

the interpretation as well as the execution of architectural motifs. 

This confidence can be seen in the entrepreneurial masterbuilders of 

the mid-century who began to handle a wider range of building types 

than houses. Builder architects such as George Semple and the 

brothers John and George Ensor are typical of this process. The 

combination of practical knowledge with highly developed theoretic 

views enabled Semple to tackle the complex problem of designing and 

building Essex Bridge, and more general structures sucb as St. 

Patrick’s Hospital and the Spire of St. Patrick’s Cathedral. During 

the 1760s George Ensor designed and built buildings as varied as 

Roscommon Courthouse, charity schools in Roscommon and Athlone, 

Armagh Hospital and the church of St. John the Evangelist in 

Dublin.
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Eighteenth-century architects came from a variety of backgrounds. 

Some were ex-soldiers, such as Burgh and Pearce, whose position as 

surveyors general allowed them full scope to exercise their talents. 

Some were gentlemen and important office holders such as Nathaniel 

Clements and the Bishop Frederick Hervey, whose wealth and 

position allowed them to indulge in architecture as an absorbing 

hobby. Many, like George Ensor or Samuel Sproule, were apprenticed 

as craftsmen in the guild system and combined architectural ability 

with expertise in building practice. This operational mobility reflects 

the persistent overlap we have found among the trades where 

bricklayers contracted for masonry, carpenters provided joinery, 

plasterers engaged as painters, and officials such as Sir William 

Robinson held membership of Dublin building guilds.

Most artisan designers saw the pursuit of architecture as an 

extension of their existing skills which could provide opportunities to 

increase their incomes. Few fitted easily into the professional 

category expressed in Rolf Loeber’s criterion of a “....supervisory rather 

than executive...” involvement in building practice. They had 

supervisory roles as architects but they also had contractual 

responsibilities and they received direct financial rewards from the 

building process.
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There are instances of course, where artisans did become completely 

involved as architects and supervisors. John Ensor acted in this 

capacity after Cassels’ death on Bartholomew Mosse’s hospital and 

Rotunda in the 1750s. Hugh Darley also took over Cassels’ position 

as architect to Trinity College on the basis of a salary. Darley’s new 

career may have kept him away from stonecutting contracts but it did 

not prevent him building houses in the Gardiner estate. Ensor also 

became deeply involved in building speculative houses in Cavendish 

Street in the 1750s and he subsequently contracted as a 

masterbuilder with his brother George Ensor.

To Semple, the Ensor brothers and their like, the chief advantage of 

architectural skills was the freedom to build to their own designs 

without the interference of supervisory authorities. This enabled 

them to make their own bargains and to control the building process. 

This control ensured the provision of building information to their 

employees, the avoidance of delays which were usually at the builder’s 

expense and the realisation of prices with high margins of profit. 

Such design and build contracts were particularly suitable to 

provincial districts where skilled craftsmen were unobtainable. 

George Ensor’s contracts in Roscommon, Athlone and Armagh in the 

1760s are indicative of this market. After the 1770s however, the uses 

of masterbuilders and design and build contracts became less 

common.
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The last quarter of the eighteenth century in Ireland was a period of 

rapid change in building patterns. The advent of Neo Classicism 

promoted new architectural fashions and introduced formally trained 

English architects such as Cooley and Gandon to Irish commissions. 

Another aspect of change was the continuous increase in wages and 

material prices from the end of the 1760s. This made the prior 

estimation of building costs difficult to predict and as a consequence, 

limited the contractor’s ability to make fixed cost agreements. As 

fixed cost agreements were an important objective of design and build 

contracts this inhibited the use of such contracts.

By the end of the century the problem of continous cost increases led 

to demands for competitive prices from builders. Accurate prices 

could only be obtained through the provision of higher standards of 

building information such as detailed working drawings. This 

promoted the career of independent professional architects such as 

Gandon and Johnston at the expense of artisan architects 

contracting as masterbuilders. The early nineteenth century saw the 

introduction of the general contractor engaged on the basis of 

competitive tenders. This was the end of the artisan architect and the 

operational mobility between craftsmen which so characterised the 

building activities of the eighteenth-century.


